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The Research on ;iaivation Pro' iram is Northwest Regional
,Eucatiorial,taboratory p j ct ofIre§earch,' developmen , testipg,
rand training degigned to create'new evalultion method ogies fot
use in education.. This documeApis one "bf a series'o papers diyi_
reports produced by program staff, visiting scholars:.adjuilct'..
scholars, and project collaboratorsallimembers of'a cooperat-
',network 4601140411es working opthe,develOpment of new .

q

methodologies.
. .

' Hol,Can mathematical modeling be used to assist in the soution'of'
: Complex educational problems?, What Applications,have been made of
,these teclriiques in applied setting? These and'related issues
are discussed dt length'in this volume on the use of multiple
alternativesaAaly§is in eduqationalliecision making. This voilbme
ditcudses the nature and use of Math4Matical models, and how they
are constructed and impletleiited. ra.ctiCal educational settings,Wia
An extensive example of the ap iCation'of these; procedures in
-determining fiscal cutbackS and program:terminations during the
reduction of AduCatiorial funding is also' provided here.
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INTRODUCTION AND PROLOGUE

1

pYou ere about to embark upon dne of the more worthwhile read-
&

ring exertises'of your educational and administrative career.

This book contains anixposition of a mathematical technique

for the evaluation and decision-making of some of the most complex A

issues-fac*ng professional educators today -- at all levels, from .

the building ptincipal.and district superin'tendent, to the,,state

office superintendent and federal office director. The reader

is advised and forewarned; that understanding the information

found within this text will not proceed without conscious effort

on the part of the individual wishing to understand the technique

r.

desCribed within this text.

. Considered (hopefully) a more readable and diversely applica-

ble sequel to its predecessor:

THE DESIGN, IMPLEMENTATION AND EVALUATION OflMATHEMATICAL

MODELING PROCEDURES FOR DECISIONING AMONG EDUCATIONAL
0

ALTERNATIVES (University Press of America, 1980; 474 pp.)

which dealt totally with the issue of decisioning school closures,

this current text will explore in detail the application of simple

algebraic techniques (commonly referred to as integer program-

ming or operatiogs research techniques) to such complex

educational issues as program reduction, fiscal roll-backs, and

the matching of computerized hardware/software 'purchases to ex-

isting curriculum objectives for computer-assisted and computer-

managed instruction. Several other applications will also be

mentioned in a later chapter de/oted to current 'drawing-board'

developmental designs.

13



The intent of.this writing is of course to educate tile reader

as well as provide convincing evidence of the utility of the model.

illustrated forspecial evaluation and decisionmaking within

what will be called the multiple alternatives context. In this

context, potential solutions are viewed as multiple.-- that is,

the solution existing as a series of 'several individual actions

which in combination effect the desired resolution of the identi-

fied problem. For example, the decision as to which schoolto

close, and how many; are simultaneous, -interactive-effects il-

lustrations of the utility of the MAtframework. Equally import-

ant to the reader (as well asthis author, obviously), is the

.fact that this book demonstrates the utility of quantitative

assessment techniques for solving the more complex -- often said

Ito be unsolvable -- problems facing the emerging educational *

professional today.

Multiple Alternatives Analysis for Educational Evaluation and

Decision-Making is comprised of four major parts:
Yom

N
Part I: Introduction to the Modeling Formulation

Part II: Presentation of a Full Formulation

Part III: Example of a Complete Quaptitative Solution

Part IV: Future Extensions and Summary.

wherein each of the underlying eleven (11) chapters are presented

as stages or phases' of modeling development'andconstruction.
A

The first, part (Introduction to the Modeling Formulation)

consists of four chapters which discuss the various stages of

modeling development related to: acceptance'of a modeling

formulation for decision-making, contextual assessment, planning

fQr modeling development, and lastly, its specific design. The

specific content for these chapters will address the purpose of

a modeling framework related to budgeting roll-backs under fiscal

2
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crises. Thq.purpose'of,utilizing specific real-world probleMs

to illastrate the application of the model is otIvious.
.4.

The second part (Pres-entation of a Full Formulation) is com- .

posed of four chapters also; and provides a highly detaiKd,

step-by-step narrative describing the multiple.alternatives

framework as a matching strategy for purchasing micro-computer

hardware and software-fof CAI and CMI demands. These chapters

provide informatNn concerning: the initial-conce ation

of the modeling framework, the development of its cf
.

truction

characteristics, the format for intended execution, and implemen-

;ation of the model, andN4ry, the specific approach to be.

Utilized in exploring the resultinisolution(s).

s.,

Chapter Nine is the sole entrant within the third part of

this manuscript, focusing pecifically upon thkactual implemen-

tation of a MAM framework for determining fiscal roll-backs and

1
program terminations during a state of educational funding

crisis. The reader is cautioned not, to skip this chapter because

Of its technical nature, or since it is definitively mathematical. .

The presentation is written simply (or simply written, depending

upon your point of view); and though requiring the reader to ex-

tend some effort, it is illustrative of the 'beauty"of the model

for complex decision-making which effects the entire school

district as a total organization.

Finally, the fourth part of this work consists of two chapters

which focus upon current extensions under research and development,

and some parting thoughts concerning the whole process, respec-

tively. For the individual who intends to actually experiment

with the approach narrated in this text, papter Eleven-is must

reading -- as of course (you realize) are the first ten chapters.

Good Reading!!

3
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INTRODUCTION TO THE MODELING FORMULATION
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CHAPTER 01

INTRODUCTION TO THE MODELING FORMULATION.

j Modeling-as a Strategy for Evaluating

Criterion-Referenced Multiple Alternatives ]



INTRODUCTION TO CRITERION- REFERENCED

MULTIPLE ALTERNATIVES MODELING

,Educational decision-making has evblved intonto a most complex

and dethanding process. What was, Once a realm almost completdly

associated with experience and 'arm-chair reckoning', administra-

tive perogative now demands a highly informed,, structural'and

often equally complex approach to problem remediatioh. Educators

' and educational administratorsJn particular, have over the past

several years -chosen to ignore the need to develop more sophisti-

cated decision-making strategies. Now however, the direction is

clear.. Problems representative of desegregation, declining

enrollment, school closures, distinct consolidation, attendance#

boundary redistricting, 94=142 compliance and (educationT

perrenialnemesis) reduced funding allocation -- taunt'every

educational system, from small school districts through state and

federal offices.
C

Many of today's complex educational issues can be translated

i
i vo what has become known as the multiple-alternatives problem"

( oleben, 1980a). For example, in evaluating several elementary

school sites for closure, the question is not, "whether site-A

versus site-B is qlosed" but. rather Kow many sites and which ones

should be deactivated in order to fulfill: (1) the objectives of

the required decision (what we will come to call 'constraints')

and, (2) the needs of the district involved -(which we will soon

learn is the 'conditional vector'). Likewise in developing

sophisticated curricular systems, the specialist discovers that

many alternative Instructional activities exist which could be

implemented in fulfillment of the requirements for a priori-

stated instructional objectives (themselves related to desired

.concept-learning). Obvious resource factors such as time, cost

and the varying expertise of available personnel militate against

440
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th' otherwise optimal solution of "dqing everything". However,

the a1ctual problem is much More subtle. For ex,ample, how related

.are activities 'A' and regard to satisfying some aspect of.

objective 'A? Is A more cos °ly yet more effective,,while B iS

lAss costly but not as effective? Are. both A and B similarly

fficient in,terms of time required for presentation and/Or

conclusion of the activity(s) itself? And even more subtle, doe's

the seledtion of A in terms of some stated objective affect the

activities that maybe chosen for:another objective,,related to a

different though required concept? .

Thus, the multiple alternatives approach to modeling various

complex situations in the educational sector is itself,a complex

milieu; with the purpose of designing a thorough, highly-

structural decisioning model to adequately assist the educational
A

decision-maker in understanding, analyZing and -decisionillig (sic)

the multiple alternatives' problems faced today.

The treatise contained within this present volume concerns

the expositon and multiple-alternatives interpretation of those

complex and, highly volatile problems in education, witnessed as:
I

Given a situation of reduced resource allocatiqn (and

therefore required reduced expenditure). across educational

-units*, how many units will be continued and which ones;

subject to the budget being balanced and the goals of the

school (district) maximized.... while (of course) Minimizing

any perceivable negative impact upon the system as a whole.

*unit =: alternative program budgets for funding;

alternative school building sites for clesure;

alternative curricular activites for implementation;

alternative matches for computer hardware and soft-

ware forP CAI/CMI instruction; and

alternative assignment patterns for attendance areas.,

of



A final word (of caution) is required at this point for the

reader,.

Educational decision-making today,is. a tricky business, full

of hidden, agenda and unforeseen pitfalls. 'The responsible

decion-maker views a complex issue as (therefore) complex; and

does not subscribe to the overused adage, "simple solutions to

complex problems-should be your objective." Obviously, the

problem solver cannot attach issues, by "making mountains out of

but'Must nonetheless recognize each "moiehill" as a

.particulate-source of a "new mountain."

is not the hidden goal of the author to convince the

reader, thatthe multiple alternatiVas approach to certain_educa-

tional probTems is the perfect solution: qowever, the "MAM"

is strongly Niggested to be one of ,a minority of preferred tech-

niques which the emerging edudlational administrator must be aware

of and rudimentarily understand. Pr

10
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VISIBILITY, RESPONSIBILITY AND ACCOUNTABILITY IN DECISIONING

Education is bombarded daily with'demands for evaluative

decision - making and Blear -cut answers to those dilemmas currently
.

2
facing the'schools. Declining enrollments, schools closures,

decreasing fiscal reserves and funding bases, personnel lay-offs,

inability of high students to read, write and compute at desired

proficiency standards, desegregation and bussing, inner-city

flight and suburban blight, grade-level reconfigurations for re-

distributing certain age-segments of children for maximized pro-

gram coverage, and fiscal program roll-backs and instructional
4

program discontinuations -- all focus upon a very simple point

that most educational administrators have failed to recognize

throughout the past two decades:

% valid and reliable'sblitions to coMPlex issues'

occur ff.and only if the evaluation and decision-

making procedures to develop tpose solutioni were

themselves valid and reliable.`

Although.the reader mightacknowledge the above rumination as

a rather trite comment, it nevertheless can no longer be ignored,

'that education is ill-prepareclto deal. with many of the problems

facing it today. Current problems associated with school closures

or fiscal roll-backS-Are extremely complex (admittedly,, also trite),

'yet administrators still cling to that age-old adage:

"Don't make mountains out of mole hill's!",

sharing in the belief that complex problems do not require complex

evaluations and decision-making strategies. This is not a belief

shared by this author, howeier.

11
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The Age of goteplexity

A)

With the advent of computerization -- and their wide-spreade

acceptance and utilization during the most-recent decade -- the

notion of complWity is no longer a barrier to inforlOed decision

Imaking within the educational sector. Even in terms of the simple

and very.affordable micro-computer (including APPLE and TRS-80),

sophisticated evaluition and decision-oriented software pac ges

are available and moreover highly usable, without a great de 1 of

prior training or instruction (e.g. DB MASTER -- a managemen
0

information system database generator; or vrsicALc,-- an arithme-

tic worksheet computational scheme for quantitatively-oriented

alysis needs).

Whereas the issue: of complexity was often a legitimate reason

for hot being able to solve 4Mplicated problems as recent as

the early 1960's, it has today become a oft-used hedging-techni1lue
A

behind which unsophisticated and uninformed adminstrators attempt

to hide from their responsibilities as educational leaders.

)
One.only has to survey the various colleges and universities

where educational administrators are trained and certified, to

obtgin an accuratepicture of the reason for decay and retrench-

ment within education leadership today. Ability to understand

and apply statistical analysis, research methods and evaluation

procedures are viewed as academic course requirements -- rather

than as knowledge and/or practitioner prerequisites. Many admin-
.

,istrator training programs do'not even require formal courses in

evaluation techniques for complex issue decision-making -- or for

that matter, even simple issue decision-making. Seldom are there

requirements for formal courses pertaining to the understanding

of computer applications to education.

None of these charges should be of any surprise to the reader,

since many teacher training institutions have yet to offer formal

12
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coursework pertinent -to the role of micro-compu ers in the class-

room -- for both computer-assisted and/or comput r-managed in-

structibn -- while the schools are purchasing.mi rocomputerslAnd

packaged 'CAI/CMI software at a fantastic rate. The age of'com-

plexity has truly changed from a time wherein complex

and answers were analyzed via complex procedures, to a time (now)

where theldea of complexity deals more with understanding. "why

we do whatever it is we do".

The Need For Visibility

With today's knowledge of new ways to attack and resolve old

protbems, and the computerized hardware and software to achieve

implementation of these new ways, emerging educational adminis-

trators can (and must) becomeleaders in their field. They must

take the initiative necessary to evaluate complex issues with an

open mind -- free of thepolitically oriented nonsense which has

brought the educational professional to the lowest rung on the ,

ptpfessional ladder as far as prestige and trust,are concerned.

Today's administrator must come to understand not only the problems

within education today -- but also their beginnings as well as

their intended or required solutions.' To not do so, is certainly

thechoice of malfeasance and ignorance over progress and direction.

Visibility is the key. Today's educational leader must not

only be visible to the school and community served, but must in

fact allow problems within that context to surface and be examined

openly and totally for potential resolution. Attendance at board

meetings, community organizational functions, and neighborhood

meetings 'does Tittle to promote visibility of any significance.

That visibility which is of concern here, is the creation of an

environment within which valid and reliable evaluation can be

performed, and within which informed decision-making can thus be

possible.

13,
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The Need For Responsibility °

Forging a milieu, constructed upon the principals of openness

and visibility for prol.em-examination and problem-solving, will

produce little more'than chaos and randomized schizophrenia

unless there is str;ict order and direction to the process: The

address of critical problem issues reguixes what many philosophers
('

(for lack of another term) have called the 'team-player' approach.

0

Unfortunately, team-players in the strictest_sehse follow the

rules of their team -- and in most games of contest, there are at

least two sides. One only has to review the proceedings of many

-management-union negotiation meetings in order to derive,a

perspective of how two groups striving for' the same ends can in

fact destroy the process -- and often the ends sought. Unfortun-

ately, many of today's educational c'tiises can not (and moreover

will not) be patient for such groups to resolve their political

and mutual differences.

Evaluation and decisioning teams are no different. Members

form sociometribal sub-teams though only a single, formal team

exists. The need to initially identify .direction, focus and the

medium for project control can often consume several hours of

meeting time because of delays as.sociated with personal differ-

ences. The end-result of an evaluation project is not the exist-

ence of team harmony -- it is the solution of the identified

problem. Team-harmony is but the process.

The key. is responsibility. Educational administrators as the

key decision-maker_of the organizational must be responsible not

only to the members of the evaluatioh team, but also to the

constituents of,the particular educational organization involved.

This-educational. leader must not only be responsible to the

Community, but must'also portray responsibility regarding the. use

24
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and acceptance of the evaluation,team, ftsel. !While the evalua-

tion process must be open and visible, so also must the workings'

of that team be left unencumbered by the adminstrator. Though

certain dec,ision alternatives may be .uncomfortable or personally'

undesireable, tpe team must be1 \left -- moreover, encouraged -- to

explre each and every potenti 1 problem resolution (grid-its

associated procedure).

The Need For Accountability.

Finally at stake in the evaluation and problem resolution

process,' is the issue of accountability. Whereas visibility_are-

pars the milieu forpcOblem resolution, and responsibility is

the primary ingredient for performing the problem-solving activ-.

.ities, it remains the role of accountability to'prepare for final

acceptance. of the decision(s) made. ,

However, accountability can not exist without visibility and

responsibility as necessary allies. The visibility of an open

process, available for all to scrutinize; the responsibility

of executing a valid and reliable process in which various solution

alternatives are explored, examined and evaluated; and preparation

of materials and documentation demonstrating specifically why one

solution was,selected over all opponents -- signals the successful

environment for valid and reliable decision- making.

.1

The Applicability of the Multiple Alternatives Model

As the reader progresses through this text; it will become

more and more apparent as to the utility of the MAM framework in

addressing each of the above issues concerned with visibility,

responsibility and accountability. Complex issues demand complex
0

15
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Complex evaluation techniques, and after equaily. complex

solutions. Without .a sophistitated technique to 'address these

problems., -solution' identification and development can be extremely

tedious, and open to errors of kinds. At the:same time, if

the sophisticated Alutioni generation technique is neither

understandable nor visible to the roup authoriting the stady,

the solution resulting will nel:be accepted .(embraced. ?) by the

individuals requiring the identlfi'ed problem's

(

Because, of MAM requirements for strict criterion 'definition9.

and measurement scaling; and becaysreach and every potential

alternative solution is available for check4 and. recheck- as the

system prdgresses toward final solutiori -- the multiple alterna-

tives modeling technique is highly desireable as a strategy for

sdlving complex problems of the multiple alternatives' type.

(



SIMULATION TO STUDY FUTURE DECISIONING'IMPACT

Before we move. into theremaining three topics of this first

chapter,And develop the general, underlying-thesis of the MAM

approach -- some time should be'spent indoptrinatin the reader --

to the role of simulation within evaluation ion-Making.

Simply stated, simulation means to "try something before ac-
,

tually doing it". The-act of frying-out an idea is certainly not

a,revolutionary approach to probleM-solving. However, some

:problems are of such a critical nature, that implementing a par-

ticular solution and examining its effects* may result in other

prOblems completely .unforeseen to the original problem-solvers.

SiMulation.i5 a means by Wh'ICh the use of criterion variables

which are accepted as indicative of certain environment charac-

teristics, can assume values which are predictable of the extent

to which certain types ofSolutions will be successful. Besides.

tbe'fuse of criterion indicators as 'impact predictors', criterion

can,alsobe,utildzed. to compare various potential solutions in
o

.

orderto.select, acertain subset of these poSsible strategies as

the-indiviqualsOlution(s) to execute in the face of-the identi:-

fied:diffiCulty.,- By merging the use of criterion variables. to

eVard$te'and',tbmpare identified potential solutions, with the use

Ofcriterion indicator5 for predicting environmental impact due

to theVariops.tombinations (and permutations) of'the potential.
...

strategies examihed -- the ability to simulate the future

of, the organization, based upon certain resolutional strategies,

is ,possible. .

°

'Not only .does the multiple alternatives modeling framework

promote : "such simulative techniques, but it also allow t the evalu-

ator/decision-maker to vary the model's requirements for finding

17
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a solution (called the constraints for the process) -- and thus

provides a format for examining a wide-range of possible solution

sets-based upon certain, measureable pre-requisites.

As will be illustrated within this text, the ability to input

measureable characteristics of not only the potential solutions,

but also the criterion indicators of the environment -- make the

MAM system one of the most powerful evaluation and decisioning

tools available to the educational leader today.
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CRITERION REFERENCING AND CONTROL

Decisions may be rather pragmatically viewed as the results

of systematic and reality-based evaluation processes. To attain

the desired 'idealogical' ends suggested by such goals as visi-

bility, responsibility and accountability, .the decision-maker

must rely heavily upon various indicators which will attempt to

assess the situation which requires a decision be made, measure

the alternative methods and means with which to formulate a valid

decision to meet that situation, and evaluate the expected impact

upon that same situation of the remediation strategy selected.

Thus, some means for determining the needs and demands associated

with some problem, the comparative value and strength of various

alternatives solutions or,remediation strategies to address the

problem issue(s), and the simultaneous effects of the solution

to be executed -- must be defined.

Criteria as a Reference for Determining Value

A criterion is a standard or,rule by which a potential

decision can be tested for its value in addressing the proposed

issue; .and a rational judgement. resblt. A criterion may be as

objective or subjective as the evaluator will allow; and either

quantitative or qualitative in terms of its 'visual' measure.

Since no'decision or judgement is possible without some selected

determination of value based upon need, demand, appropriateness,

`value, worth, expectation, etc., it is ridiculous to assume, that

decisions can be made without reliance upon 'hard performance'

indicators of worth, nor that complex issues can te addressed

without the conscious measure, valuation and determination of

strength, of the complex solutions which may be required.

19
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The use of criteria for determining worth and strength is

not relegated solely to the area of measuring, and thereby con-

trolling, the content of indicators which will be used within a

necessary decisioning situation. Equally important moreov,,er, is

the reliance upon various criterion measures for controlling the

process of the decisioning procedure itself. For example, the

evaluator may define several criterion indice of effectiveness

and efficiency in order to compare various alternative methods

for resolving the problem situation at hand; and subsequently

measure these performance indicators in such a manner as to with-

out doubt produce valid measures via reliable techniques. The

process-control issue manifests itself in the situation whereupon

having measured each criterion across all alternative actions,

the problem becomes to determine which alternative(s) are most

likely to produte the desired impact, upon the system without in-

troducing additional 'new' problems to related system components.

No single or multiple decision(s) will provide total positive

benefit to the system, withoUt likewise introducing some amount

of negative by-product,-- there is both good and bad in all

decisions, and the extent of these factors must be observed and

controlled for in the decisioning situation.

Criteria as a Reference for Controlling Evaluation

The issues involved in the control of evaluation procedures

address two specific areas: the control of positive and negative

influence expected via the adoption of various alternative solu-

tion strategies; and the control necessary for determining the

necessary 'amount' of solution required to effectively solve the

problem being analyzed.

The control of positive and negative impact to the system as

a whole, based upon the positive and negative influences associated

20



with a particular solution (or-set of solutions), is directly re-,

lated to the idpa of preference and trade-off in decision-making.

We "prefer" to have our decision affect the system in specific

mays, and we "prefer" to have the solution exhibit certain other

qualities which may by directly or indirectly related to the

problem being resolved. However,-we are also realistic enough to

understand that.'some 'give and take'Will be necessary for the

final acceptance of a particular solution (or set of solutions).

Such "trading-off" manifests itself in many ways, but is normally

recognized in two particular instances. In a differentiated

sense, the decision-making will define certain limits for each of

the criterion variables which will be utilized in determining the

value of a particular solution. Such individual limits will

normally be concerned with only expected negative impact to the

system based upo n that particular alternative solutions being

selected as the final decision. If such limits are placed upon

positive impact, they will always be: defined as 'lower bounds'

or 'basal minimums' which the particular alternative must surpass.

The second instance regarding a "trade-off" manifestation

addresses the integrated sense in controlling for simul

positive and negative impact to the system, based upon.the final

solutions selected. For this requirement, collective rather than

individual impact to the system based upon the defined, criterion

indicators will be assigned limits. Therefore, a final group

of decisions may be viewed as acceptable, based upon not only

their high positive -impact to the system, but also their low

negative effect. In fact, some solutions may be more acceptable

based upon a low negative impact and a medium positive effect,

as compared to a solution which projects high- positive benefit

while presenting some unacceptably medium negative impact to the

same system, or one of its inter-related componeniA.

The necessity of some integrated-form of evaluation control

is even more predominate in a situation, where multiple solutions

21
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will be required to reMediate the final pro lem. The fina] set

of solution (final decision) selected will exhibited'an often

widely diver e range of positive and 4egative impact to the

system. Differentially, each final solution will satisfy the

minimum positive requirements and the maximum negative limits

set a prior by the evaluator. Integrally, the combined positive

and negative effects'associated with the full range of solutions

will in total be acceptable to the decision- maker, and therefore

to the system as a whole.

Defining Multiple Criteria in the Generic Sense

The necessity to define and measure various criterion-

.referenced indicators for cbntrolling the evaluation and deti-

sionmaking framework(s) is without question (?) one of-the most

rigorouS and demanding of all evaluation skills. It has been

approached many ways by as many people -- sometimes 'systematically

and sometimes not - -"but always with specific requirements in

mind. It remains these 'requirements' that hake often.

in the misuse or abuse of the criterion-referenced process for

decision-making; and presents the most formidable obstacle for the

acceptance of a,criterion-referenced process in evaluation.

While few individuals would state, that criteria are not

necessary for responsible, etc. evaluation and subsequent

decision-making, many people will take the position, that cri-

terion determination, definition and measurement are impossible

4 tasks, fraught with the "uncontrollable dangers" of invalidity

and unreliability.' It has continued to be of curious (and some-

times humorous) interest to the author, that the critics of

criterion-referenced decisioning denounce those components of

evaluation and decision-making which the criterion-referenced

model seeks to control and validate. The real obstacle of

22
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course, lies in the trust which must exist between the

'evaluation modeler', the 'decisioner', and all those

'systemettes' impacted via the decision(s). Basically, only high

visibility and accountability will forge the trust needed for the

-final acceptance of the decisions made. Visibility will result

necessarily from keeping both associated and interested parties

informed of the techniques, procedures and their outcomes.

Accountability can be much more precipitous matter however, and

will demand much more than openess, in order to gain the

necessary acceptance of the evaluation 41.ocess.

Accountability in this sense requires the evaluation and

resulting decisions to "take into account" all those ingredients

which are 'seen to impact upon both the decisioning process, and '

upon the effect to the system associated with that decfsion.

Evaluators have forever been confronted with the question (or

ploy): "But what if this criterion was taken into account....

would there be a .difference in the particular solution selected?".

Therefore, decision-makers must be prepared to: first, incorporate

all criterion 'references which are expected to impact upon the

solution to be evaluated; and second, introduce further measures

on the request of other individuals, in order to examine whether

any differential impact upon the solution ) chosen results.

In order to begin the criterion definition or generation

process, the evaluator must commence wilth a somewhat general idea

as to what references will be necessary to adequately address the

issue of utilizing performance indicat rs to measure the full set

of prospective or potential alternative remediation strategies.

These general references, or what can/be referred to as the

generic set of criterion references,/will provide a theoretical,

modeling base by which the evaluator/ will be able to define more

specific (i.e. species-related) criterion indicators fbr direct,

measurement. For most purposes, this generic set will be comprised

23



of two subsets: generids which model the system for which the

resulting decisions. are necessary; and generics which model the

various alternative solutions which have been formulated to solve

,the problem(s) associated with that system.

System-generic criterion-references can be defined as those

measures of need and demand. That is, the need of the system for

some form of remediation based upon certain measures of criteria

which will demonstrate that need; and the demand of the system for

relief -- their perception of what the system needs -- for direct

comparison to the (hopefully) more objective measures of need.

It should be noted, that some evaluation situations will require

an addit onal and separate measure/of performance (i.e., current

function ng) in"order to directly understand the relationship of

demand and need in the generic sense. However,, most situations

will be ble to 'construct' a measure of.\performance, simply by

comparin the current demand-placed upon the system; and the

perception of need which exists from within the organization or

system aj a whole.

Solu ion-generic criterion-references can be defined as ttitse

'performance' measures of effectiveness, efficiency, expenditure,

and satisfaction. Generally, the comparative analysis of

prospective decisional alternatives will require measures of:.

(1) what the strategy or tactic will accomplish; (2) how the

alternative will resolve the dilemma; (3) how many resouce§ must

be dtmmitted to implementation; -and (4) :howrsatisfied we4Will be

with the process and the result. Maqspecies,orienied criteria

may be required to address each of th4Se four solution- generic

issues (as well as those for the two (or three) system-generics).

The true utility of these. generic indicators lies-in proViding a

theoretical model forlogenerating the more specific criterion

measures whichwill be input to the evaluation process.
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Illustration of the Criterion-Reference Generation Process

In an earlier work (Wholeben, 1980a), a dethonstration of the

process for generating necessary criterion forms for evaluating

schools sites for closure, will serve to illustrate the issue of

defining criterion-references for decision-making. This particular

illustration goes one step beyond the discussion earlier in this

section,in that the criteria defined for school-site-closure

decisioning represented a "cross-comparison" between certain

references utilized in business and industry for site comparisons,

and their relative usefulness within the educational sector.

A total of 34 criterion-references were discerned from a review

of tAe relevant business and industrial applications, anq collapsed

into six collective categories at follows:

[13 characteristics of the physical plant

(9 criteria);

123 location of the site

(4 criteria);

E3] Characteristics of the surrounding neighborhood

(6 criteria);

(43 employee (or faculty) information

(5 criteria);

(53 customer (or student) information

(4 criteria);

E63 production (or.curriculum) requirements

(6 criteria).
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Each of the subsets of criterion references were defined to match

the cross-comparative relAtionship between the busihess or indbstrial

section, and the educational domain. The full set, of criterion

references has been reviewed beginning on the following page.

The reader will see many indicators of our previously defined generic

forms: need, demand, performance, effectiveness, efficiency, expendi-

ture and satisfaction -- within the references illustrated. What the

reader will not witness, however, is a directly discernible process

for generating the criterion forms. In other 'words, no procedure will

ever replace the knowledge and experience of the evaluator in gener-

ating indicators for future measurement. A theoretical model based

upon generic standards will serve only to guide thinking, and hope-

fully alert the evaluator to areas which will require 'representation

within the evaluation process. No computer program to date\has-teen

written to generate criteria for future decisions based upon a few

entered keywords ..'. but we're working on it.
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II CRITERION CONSTRUCTS FOR TARGETING SCHOOL CLOSURES11

(Relating'Industrial and Educatisnal Domains

CONSTRUCT #1: THE PHYSICAL PLANT

[SIZE OF FIRM OR BRANCH3
z?,

<Industry> size of firm or branch reltive to current

consumer demand

(Education> capacity of educational site and the

current/potentia enrollment trend(s) in

the attendance area

[TYPE OF, CONSTRUCTIONS

Industry relationship of physical construction to

other existingcriterion variables

Education characteristics of plant construction in

refation to remaining criterion estimates

[AGE /CONDITION OF SITE]

.

(Industry> relatiOn,of plant age and'cOrrent tondffion

of facility to other criterion estimates
(

and on-going operations

3 1 o



(Education> impact of school condition and age upon

facility costs and academic requirements

ECOST OF SITE AND PREMISES]

(Industry> property costs associated with purchasing

'and/or leasing current site/premises; and

subsequent maintenance of site .for future'.

prodyctiorf

'<Education> current principal and interest costs

associated pith school part

[TAXES]

(Industry> loss ito profit margin due to existing

'regional taX,structure

<Education> increase to overallebudgetary, requirements

due to 'tax requiremOlitt -;

4

EUTILITY RESOURCE REQUIREMENTS]

,..,

(Industry> . 'demand, upon natural and converted resources
,

for ,producti on.:,and .,bperati oh

5

Ed u c at i o n, requirements of heating and lighting

utilities for facj lity..operati on

[UTILITY RESOURCE COST EXPENDITURES]''

. ,.;: '
!..- 28
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(Industry> current fiscal expenditures for resource

resource requirements

<Education> current fiscal expenditures, for utility

requirements

[ROOM FOR EXPANSION]

t ndustry) feasibility of.::si.te,exPahtion due to

increased produtt,Aemand.

(EOUOtio*.amount of 'non-fatilitliWoundt

',2.for'7construction'additions without off,
setting existing playground area(s)

[SECURITY RISK]
ti

.., .

.

.

-11. ..., .,
i)1?<I0,dustry) characteristics bf7111.'411t Old :surrounding .

area promoting securitvof'faCility

- . . li(Education) degree of ,school comOlex.security fostered

by physical constructLlOnariq'. neighborhood .:

location

CONSTRUCT #2: THE LOCATION OF THE FACILITY

~INDUSTRIAL CONCENTRATION]

/Cs

(Industry) present arrOor pt sed concentration of

parallel cqTgeVtive.NIctiiiities within the

*keting area under consideration

29
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(Education, ''raticy'ofexistibg.educational outlets.
(schdols) to the localized supplp,of

available school-aged chil4ren

[TRANSPORTATION DI'STAKEI

(Industry> '''transportation distance of goods add

services between prodUction site(s) and

various supply and.OiOrlbution centers

,Education, transportation distance of students within

assigned attendance zone to resPecti0-

school site

ETRANSPORTATION COSTS]

P

(Industr'y> incurred'costs of transporting goods from

Production centers to distribution outlets'.

(Education,' ex ,uses asS:bciated,withrequired busing

(e.g. special education,- ,deSegregation, etc:

and remote - residence transpOrtation'O-

students (rpsidences beyond'establiilial

walking- distance regulations)

"REMOTE OR RURAL LOCAi10113.

(IndUstry> :effect of dependenCeuponorequIredytility
. .

facilities' not immediately available to a

remote production center



\..

iEduoation> effect of Skewed student-residence

(location) dfstributfons-upon c'ontralized

school site location within perimeter

attendance areas

CONSTRUCT #3: THE NEIGHBORHOOD

[RESIDENTIAL HOUSING AVAILABILITY]

<Industry> potential residential construction and

effect upon consumer characteristics

<Education> potential residentia construction and q.

,impact upon future school-aged'populations

AREA INDUSTRIES] , 0.L

0

<Industry> compaW4 local industries as positively
,,.

influenng the growth (or stable margfp)

of consumer magnitude

<EducAtioik availability of local industries promoting'',

family residential magnitudes (e.g. fire

and police protection, groceries, churches)

[RELATED EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES]

fIndustry> availability of neighboring industries

.,,(busineSs, industry, schools) to provide

additional income pOssibilities for dual-

employment families

,Atitmei
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4Education> availability, of employment-opportuwitles

: for related spouse occupational interests'

, .

EALIX ItIAR/ FACILITIES]

itikluStry>availability of re!Yated secondey interests

"toconsumer populatit* (e.g. 'deprived area

regirdfng h4.eMOloyment source)

(Education> Extent of school facility' utilization for

extra-educational affairs (e.g. community

meetings, recreation center)

[ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS

(Industl> impact of plant site and production

operations upon surrounding area (e.g.

quality air control, extent of vehicular

traffic, property values, tax bases)

(Education> relation of neighborhood school to sur-

rounding residential area (e.g. property

values and tax base, :residential construc-

tion, relocation of supporting industries)

(INTER-INDUSTRIAL PLANNING INDICE]

r

(Industry> extent to which surrounding non-competitive

AndustrY planning foci match current

research and development data

2
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(Education> use of community and regional (city, county,

,State) planning data.to assist educational

decisioning

CONSTRUCT #4: THE FACULTY /EMPLOYEE POPULATION

[ENTREPRENEURIAL AND EXECUTIVE PERSONAL PREFERENC']

(Industry> management-based objectives in the design,
0

production and supply of separately,

manufactured goods

(Education, curricular and instructional demand of

school administration related to

professional biases

[MANAGEMENT AND TECHNICAL STAFF]

(Industry> availability of and present average costs;

for management. associated with desired

production levels

(Education> characteristics and salaries of school

administrators associated with

instructional foci and parental demands

4

[LABOR]

(Industry> availability and present average costs of

labor associated with desired production

levels

33
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<Education> characteristics and salaries of teacher

staffing and emphases associated with

instructional foci and parental demands

[PRODUCTION COST COMPETITION],

<Industry> relationship of resource requirments to

production output

.Education> allocation of budgetary requirements

related to class size, teacher load, and

curricular attainment

[EDUCATIONAL FACILITIES]

<Industry) availability of external training and in

resources for improving production

and supply

<Education) availability of higher education facilities

for improving staff knowledge and instruc-

tional techniques

CONSTRUCT #5: THE CONSUMER/STUDENT POPULATION

[PROXIMITY OF RAW MATERIALSUPPLIES]

<Industry> accessibility fo raw material and supplies

to manufacturing location

34
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(Education> proximity of students within walking

distance of school site

[BUSINESS GROWTH]

(Industry> current business trends in consumer

population and related demand potential

(Education> projected student enrollemnt based upon

recent attendance trends

/CONSUMER DEMOGRAPHIC CHARACTERISTICS]

(IndustrY> consumer demographic characteristics for

future trend forecasting

(Education> trends of fpily, size, etc., for predicting

future enrollmentYp9tential

[AFFIRMATIVE ACTION]

<IndUst67

(Education>

current (and proposed) level of federal

guidelines.' compliance

current perspecti re'ating to desegration

and minorities (including handicapped,

special education) committments

35
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CONSTRUCT #6: THE PRODUCT MARKET (CURRICULUM & INSTRUCTION)

(MARKET PULL AND MARKETING STRATEGIES]

<Industry> consumer demand (market pull) and manufac-

. turer's planned focus of supply (marketing

strategy)

r--

<Education> curricular demand emphases (basics

curricula, individualized instruction,

special education);,of parents in attendance

area, and the current (and potential)

availability of such academic activities

within the school

[LABOR STABILITY]

<Industry> turnover history and/or projected avail-

ability of technical staff in production

(labor, etc.)

<Education> trend characteristics of instruction staff

parallel to established instructional

objectives

FACILITY UTILIZATION]

<Industry> extent of current production utilization

of existing plant resources

<Education> degree of academic and co-curricular

utilization of existing school facility.

4 6?,
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(PRODUCTION INDEX]

resources '(e.g. class space, specialized

instructional areas)

(Industny> current rate of production output based

upon existing resource& and/or facilities

(Education> level of academic attainment based upon

current curricula and instructional

strategies

(AUXILIARY USE OF FACILITIES

(Industry> amount of existing specialized plant

equipment which is essential to the

missioni of production

0

iEducation> existence of specialized f4 4les integt:al

to the academic process (sciehde laboratory,

swimming pool, builtin1A.V. uipment)

(ACCESSIBILITY OF PREMISES]

(Industry> availability of prOdt P411?PlY/

distribution centet4; *t:icriceAltrOutlon
7,

centers to consume?-

(Education> flexibility of school ad4P/OVehes&),

to incorporate alli70cular
interests and instruc-00W130,0,s:,,
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OPERATIONS RESEARCH AND THE EVALUATION OF

FEASIBLE ALTERNATIVES

Chapter two (following) will devote much of its content to the

exposition of budgeting and funding as a structural allocation-

oriented activity. A position will be taken which will specifi-

cally adhere to the philosophy that fiscal modeling (i.e. the

simulation of a fiscal decisi,oning system) must be criterion-

referenced to the actual (rea1.71ffe) system; and that these cri-\

teria should be designed in such a way as to perform three vital

functions: .4

(1) to. reliably represent the true system being modeled

(simulated),;

(2) to validly represent those factors (inputs, outputs,

processes) whicb are required (and desired) to provide

the necessary information in order to make decisions);

(3) to totally represrt the\impact to the system (as a

whole) of the potential alternative decisions being

\evaluated.
, 1

.. .-1-: The remaifideis:,.pf Chapter one will (premeditatively) focus its

:ellerglevIpon pre044 '.the reader to view t e fiscal crisis'
-,"

situation, 4riqit6ot *#1 demand for fisca roll-backs, as an
- 4.. ;,, ,---, '..-i., .,,c

illustrati4e,-fralWibrie flor multiple alternatives decision-making.

'.iliel, this ca"&e:'thialtOrbp' Ves are defined as either all possible

programs (so*es,:ge4Ohditure) or significantly distinct parts

of programs whOlWbe discontinued and therefore deallocated

from the existing budget; that is, rolled-back in order to

balance the-Widget. To evaluate these many alternative, poten-

tial sources of cutbacks, criteria are required which will not

48
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NEEDS

ASSESSMENTS

ENVIRONMENT

PROBLEM

DEFINIIION

Representation of a Sequencial, Criterion Referenced Model

Systematically Developing a Multiple Alternatives

Soluti,en Set:

1 RANDOM

ALTERNATIVES

ISTAITIDARDS

RLGULATIONS

-CRITERION SET A-

FEASIBLE

ALTERNATIVES

ESTABLISHED

PRIORITIES

-CRUERION SET B-

"TERNATIVE

MIX-SET

FOCUSED

OPTIMIZATION

-CRITERION SET C-
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only describe the attributes of each alternative in terms of its

contributions to system function (or lack of such contribu ons),

but will also demonstrate the Costs (object, categ6ry

expenditures) associated with each of the alternatives. The

overall goal then is to select those alternative programs

(decisions) which' may be feasibly and rationally rolled-back

without providing major detriment' to. the system's required

functioning, while sattsfying the reduced budgetary limits

imposed by the fiscal crisis,

41

Optimal Deci.sioning Within a Constrained Feasible Space

-4,.

Any decision, viewed as the best possible alternative course..

of action to operatioLtte, must by definition be optimal; that

is, all things considered, this action posits the best interests

of the organizations or system being modeled. Simulation of

these "things" and "interests" results from the use of criteria

to measure the value of each alternative and its 1Mpact upon the

system as a whole -- that is, how the system is constrained by

these. criterion measures across all alternatives. Such measures

are referred to as criterion constraints. Those alternatives

decisions (when evaluated) will display degree of optimality

("best",-ness) in addressing the solution to the problem defined;

but first, each particular alternative must itself be .a reaso-

nably potential solution to the problem; that is, exhibit the

quality of feasibility.

The context of decisioning alternatives is thus a rather

intereting flQw from a traditional' needs assessment (What is the

realobtem? thiat is, not the system of the underlying problem)

to the determination of a set of solutions to be implemented via

a criterion1-referencetr'Model ofNalue and worth, versus impact.

(Figure 1> schematically dePictsthts o viously interesting) flow.
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After,the real problem is determined, dissected and defined

.(the 3-D.;0s),-.standards and regulations (operating goals) of the

syst011,4ecOe' the first set of criteria tq:impact the simulatNin.

Standards irrovide the necessary data to atSist construction of

all possible alternative sources of actlomithe decision-maker

must consider and evaluate (i.e. the set qf random alternatives).

Next, establithed priorities. are defined anedeveloped intoa,set

Of criteria which aliNow further scrutiny 0: the rerdom

alternatives, and their measured impact upon the decisioning

system. Often times, an alternative may be "possible" but not

"plausible" due to certain established priorities. Alternatives

which survive this recent criterion-focused' evaluation become,
.

known as feasible. Finally, the more important (weigh** "eri-

teria are drawn into the evaluation in order to focus ihe.optimi-

zation standards for the decisions about to be made (that 'is,

selection of alternatives).

The potential existence of an alternative mix-set focuses

once again upon the idea of singular versus multiple

Viternative(0 frameworks. Recall that a singular framework

involves the choice of one and only one (or none; of course)

alternative course of action based upon the evaluative criteria

used A multiple alternatives' setting permits the choice of a

group of several alternatives that when implemented as a group

(not necessarily slmultaneously), produce the desired process and

attain the required result.

Fiscal Allocation as a Multiple Alternatives Problem

Fiscal crises provide the budget manager and program admi-

nistrator with a unique experience, "to accomplish more for -

less". Though tongue-in-chef; the unfortunate reality of

today's economy and our best program progmAtications for the

41
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future point to a steadily decreasing funding,base. . Decrease

,funding will not. however be followed by the publiC's reduced need

far educationat'services, either inquantity or quality.

Organizational philosophies, goals and needs will stay relatively

constant; yet with a new demand.forprioritization'and

demonstrated accountability. After 25 years of no-holds-barred

development and spending, can education 'equally' meet the new

demands for austerity. and roll-backs, in light of declining

enrollments, school' closures, a sagging natioat economy and the

ever-increasing demand by teacher for higher salaries?

,

Whether the problem be one of fical allocation or

deal location, the iundpg framework f'drpro'itam,budgeting is a

multiple alterimative modeling problem. Consider tfie:need to

determine'which programl are to be ifunded'tothn, estabilshed
.

budgearY,limitations; and therefore; which programs will not.__
t,

This'is obviouslx a decisioning situation, whereby the goal is to
r A

fund as'many programs as possible within the prescribed budget,

based upon: (1) each program's merits, (2) the overall, system's

- needs, and (3) the impact of the, alternatives -- individually and

"collectively -- upon system functiontng as a whole. Each alter,
2 V ,e

native's merits (type and extent) will be meastri.ed via the

various criteria whi have been a priori identified as1
,t-

..

demonstrative of the ystem's definition f, 'merit' or 'impact'.
.

a
,,'"

Finally,, th
,.e

e cost for every aspect of q,program is computed;

and entered as a measure of impact to the system's budget, in

deciding to implement the program (expenditure) or not (Savings;

with an opportunities cost)1

Conciseiy':tated; the fiscal allocation between. multiple,

Competing programs assumes the011owing direction:

To choose. (and therefore also fail-to-choose) some finite

number of Aograms from among the available alternatives --
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each alternative associated with measures of merit, worth,,

impact and costa -- such that:

. total (collective) positive impact to the System is

maximized (meeting needs, goals and interests);

total (collective)(pinegative impact is minimized

(not meeting .fieeds,,tc.); and.

3. total ('summed program budgetary demand does not

exceed the amount of available Monies:

(Figure 2) provides a simple outline of tie above stated goal(sl.

'Whiffle resembling the traditional cost-benefit analyticAl frar
d - "

Alework discussed previously, (Figure 5, once again affirms the,

demand for-an evaluation tool which is ~capable of analyzing the

role(s) of Multiple, alternatives across ,multiple criteria; and

selecting those alternatives .which best fit the criterion- ,

constrained, system (decisioning matrix). Again, we are fapd

with the issue of interactive-effects modeling.

,,

.
6.

',JhteractjVe'Effect's Modeling,

There exists an fundamental need toJunderstand the interac-

tive nature ofg.selectin'g'feom among multiple alternatives; that

is; the total combihe4 effect of one choicebased'uqon the

various values of each alternativ's criterion measures; and the

Ad.;desire to choqse th'attset of alterhatives-which-demonstrates a

collective composite' of acceptable criteri0 valus. This is
.

complicated by 'the 'fact that different combinations of alter-
.

natives "are; possible in forMlng the final solution set: Simply

(?).. stated, such a decisioningrequirement ie,a nightmare. But

a technicl'strategy be formulated to address equally the

issues of techniql:14"aSwelj as the fiscal allocatiatt problem-

'itself? nk



Welcome to the wcirld'of-.operations research!

The',.Operations Research (bR) Approach

Operations research as a, scientific investigation and eve-

luat tool,ion tool viewS"the milieu of deCisioning as a criterion-.

referenced choice between stated alternatives. The term
A

"operations research" is itself a generic label for several

.,actual tools; and states that,a:decision situat*can be modeled

qS,imulated) mathematically. The multiple alxiernatives model

employs .a particular, subset 'Of the OR approach; called binary

integer programming, which utilizes systemsof simultaneous

linear inequalities.,(roughly equivalent tolligh school inter-
,

mediate algebra).

Via an algebraic representation of the specific decisioning

framework; where each criterion is resented as a'linear ine-

, , quality (the independent_variables as the programs, and the

dependent variables as the total sySteM impact), a value of '1'

i.e. to .choose)... or '0' (i.e. to not choose) can be assigned to

each of the independent variables (alternative programs). The

best mix of l's'and 0's (across all multiple alternatives) is the

most optimal solution set. Thus if Program 1 = Program 2 =

'0' and Program 3 = '1' '(of only three program alternatives) the

decision is to fund programs '1'< and '3'; ,add therefore not fund,

program '2'. This is thebasi for the Muliple*ernatives

modeling of a fiscal roll -back situation.

4.1
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a
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SIMULATION MbDEJ_ING, WI,T1iIN A CRITERION- IMPACT DESIGN

VIP

, ' .

. 0 :, .

The thedrtical mathematiciag would siy that in the situation
.

N, of fiscal 4'roll-backs andAhe use 9f multiple alternatives
*4. 4

model=ing in .performing such ddtisioningir- bile need to determine
. .

v roil-backs is thn necessary conditi& and the utility of the MAM
It t e

techmtcide ih4 suffiCint conditional - tbr the existence of thei

milltiple alternatWes modeling fechgiqu . However,the total uti-
.

lity of this:model,extgifds bcyond',the...' lity:to provide

4 decision- makers with concrete decisions basecilippn a criterion-
A

impact,design. . 0

Consider the ability ..(of the decision-maker) to test various

hypotheses as to how certain groups'of alternatives would impact

the system.. Consider further the ability to vary the system's

parameters (needs, goals, demands, etc.') and dbserve the
e

.ferences (if any) of;programs elected for funding, baSed upon

the newly modified constraints. Such abilities suggest a setting

in which the decision -maker can aCCurate,ly (Validly and reliably)

model a system which may not yet. exist. It is4e tripartite

ability to represent assysteexperiMentwith-alternativeS

(programs funded'and/or criteria. utilized} and predict with_ ome

certainty the results of alternatives actions. This is opera-

tional modeling in the "crystal ball" setting',.or

4,

The reader may,be-musig, "True, but'sp much of, the con-

' fidence'placed in the'resdits of such a simulative -Mel Ant

itself be based,upon the assumption that the'Modei indeed

',Models' the actual operational setting, toth,validly and
.

rellablY, Obrous1N4 indispUtable. Yet, all of educational.,

research was at one tipe,(ii not still).held.to be non=utilizable

due to the inabilit'y'td control all mitigating and' extenuating ;

forces which convoluted curricular learnIng,, management style and

fi
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teacher attitude findings, ad nauseaum. Recalling that the

multiple alternatives modeling technique (as in other simulative
4,

frAmeworks) seeks only to_assist,:the. policy analyst's

wnderstanding of date.t0 be used in the actual decision-making

(regardless of how), we feel c'nfident in saying, "Try it, you'll

like it. In today's education l'climate, where experimentation

with policy is often times both.inyolved and hazardous to one's

professional health, the MAM framework can with obvious effort

and diligence uncover the projective relationships between..

program alternatives, criterion impact to the 'system, and
,

tudgeting'constraints.
i

Monitoring System Impact of Selected.Alternatives

A final note must be made for fiscal modeling under

implementation; that is, what to do when the choices have been

made, and all decisions are 'go', 'Borrowing' as we educational

systems' planners dfd,from the electronic engineers during the

late 1960'S, the issue-lof systemic cyberneticism once again beco-

mes useful. Cybernetic qualities of any modeling stragegy simply

refers to a careful monitorization Of the real system under

implementation, as you put' your fiscal roll-back decisions into

effect. Now, and heretofore unforseen consequences, impact,

criterion-references and measurement techniques may be

discovered, which can be integrated within the original modeling

framework; that is,'as anew linear constraint equation or

inequality.

The utility of fine-tuning adecisioning model for more

accurate future use is certainly moot. As in multivariate

regression, the model developer may have to try new criteria

constraints (.variables) to associate their variance patterns with

the decisions modeled, and the resulting impact(s) of the

decisions made.
47 '
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INTRODUCTION TO MAA MODELING FOR BUDGETARY ROLL-BACKS

This chapter explores the philosophical rationale underlying

the model g of fiscal alternatives in response to budgeting

cut-backs; and provides a foundation for viewing the program

funding/allocation decision as either an 'allocation' question

giving to) or a ,ideallocations question (i.e. taking away

To illustrate the rudiments of decision modeling, the basic

trends of the traditional cost/benefit model are defined and

discussed, especially with regard to applying multiple, competing

criterion measures across multiple (potential) alternatives

solutions. The four main criterion foci of effectiveness,

efficiency, satisfaction and expenditures are discussed relative

to multiple decision,evaluation; and the ideas of pftference and

trade-off (compromise) necessitated by the existence of multiple

criteria in competition with one another are summarized.

Finally, the application of operations research techniques as a

tool for evaluating potential alternatives is presented for the

reader's understanding.

Chapter two prepares the reader for the technical discussion

(to follow in Chapter four) regarding the actual construction of

the'multiple alternatives model (MAM), through the development of

a MAM-orientation in a fiscal budgetimg (allocation, etc.)

situation. Thus this development is situation-specific (to

fiscal minagement) and will hopefully facilitate the
.

"understanding of the MAM decisioning context. This parallel

theoretical-application discussion will hopefully allow the more

discerning reader to view the wide-range of application(s)

available to4the multiple alternatives design. The reference

bibliography at the conclusion of this text will allow the

masochistically-inclined reader the ability to read more in the

subject of fiscal budgeting and decision-framework for analyzing

allocation strategies.

So



PHILOSOPHICAL FOUNDATION FOR FISCAL MODELING

Fiscal modeling refers- to the studying of an environment,in

which some decisions are required concerning funding allocations

and expenditure control. Practitioners assume that allocation by

itself is an automati interval-control for expenditure.

Forgotten (or consciously misplaced) is the notion which goes

beyond the question of "how much spent, totally", to the more

provocative and accountable inquiry,. "hewmuch spent, how (in

which ways), and where, totally", The:decisions required in

order to fund certain programs in lieu of 'other:(epOly

deserving) programs necessitates that the,decisiphmaker

,(allocator) understands what monies will be'L$Reht wherC'howand

wt; and in addition the impact that such expend-hure

upon the total (e.g. district) program in philosophy as 'a 'whole:

To understand such impact (both validly and reliably) and to be

able to make the decision(s) required, certain requirements are

mandated.

First, an obvious need exists to define, develop and measure

various criterion-variables in order to be able to compare the

alternatives; and measure the impact of their funding versus

non - funding to the system as a.whole. For example, women's ath-

letic programs in higher education have been highly subsidized 6n

some campuses by income from the men's collegiate-varsity sports

programs, and from other specially ear - marked funds out of the

general student-programs administration budget. As budgeting

cutbacks become a fiscal reality in higher education, and

increased costs aggravate the existence of less monies, the

women's sports program Mcomes a likely candidate for 'cutback'

or complete defunding (cut-off). A sample of the imOact-criteria

reduiredbYthisdecisioningsituatiohYlighthenotedes

51
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(1) measures(s) of total savings, delineated ,intiO

expenditure (object codes), so that the worth,'

'savings' (or 'expenditureNarea is known;:

(2) measure(s) of total impact to the prevailing,campys p

losophy of equal opportunity, equity and aftiria0ve,.

action; and

(3) measure(s) of relative worth in retainfng or-OiscO

tinuing this program, compared to other*rigralfm.:

(alternatives) which could provide eqpial:,r9,V4nueisaViiigs

(eg. campus and grounds maintenance,:seCtitY,%remedial

("bone-head") lower-division courses':

It should be clear that two factors are operat,W,in' .any

MAM-decision. First, the need exists to,maXi*ithe positive

impact to the system, while fiinimizing any negative by- products.

'Secbmil, there must,be,a-ne'ar-eXhapstive (thoUg'h empirically

mpossible) collection_ of-cniteria through 4:0,thiCh,to.Measure both

positive aswell'asnegativetmpaot. In rreality, itbecomes

(itself) a goal of the mode.hbutider: to -gWize the beSt

kind(s) and most typd(s).of",criteria in ,order ,:t6 Validate model

results.

A ' 0

Maximizing PrograM'Goals Within Budgetary4Jmttations

Fundingcubacks.relete'bOth to tfiepeCif4OJOrm::OF program

(e.g. student adtivitiesi,gifted.eduCA-Obarisotirtation) and

to the more generic definition in'whidntna'Pollaction:of all

programs becoMes.the 0iigner- Order, (e.g. the same

district program). In maximiiing.tne.ThoodI- and minimizing the

'evil', the deOsion-ma4r .mus=t. level of

program is bei6g referenced. ObyiouslY a criterion related to

the co- curricular. PortiOn,of'a"studeni ectivities program,



"to maximize the quantity and extent of each student's

participation within co-curricul,ar activities,"

may have greater weight to the SBG/ASB advisor than to the prin-

cipal who needs a higher funding level for a 'back-to-basics'

remedial curriculum.

At either level, the focus is identica :

"to maximize program goals within tudgetary limitations",

while mihimizing the impact of any, budgetary cutback deCISio'ns to

the system as a whole. Fiscal modeling thus takes on the

appearance of a system of compromise -- that which is possible

versus that which is desired. By juxtapositioning maximal bene-

fit against minimal harm, each,fiscal,alternatives "weight" and

"importance" becoTe.rOdtlY:a0Oarent, and tavailable:for.

parative evaluation.

Partial Defunding v.. Selective DeallocatiOn

Parallel to the discussion on maximizing program goals

(desired qutcomes).within established budgetary limitations is

the economic notion of a 'break-even point'.* ,Often times, the

educational decision-maker announces a cut-back decision on a

percent (or percentage) decrease in allocations. The program

airs are advised to "do their best with less", often without

lections upon whether the resulting limits placed upon program

als can be realistically achieved. At some point (the

reak-even point') reduced expenditure (reduced funding) results

program performance occuring below acceptable program goals;
. 9

thus opens a forum for discontinuing that program's .operation
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which would then result in the savings of the total potential

expenditure. The decision-maker must take into account, however,

the potential of negative outcome to the system; and thereby can-

sider an increase of funding to that particular program, with

commensurate decrease to another program(s).

Clearly, this decision process is complex. Not only must all

combinations and permutationiaf the programs.,being-compared

(multiple alternatives) be analyzed, but'thesystem impact of

each combinatorial permutate-thtfs,f,also be assessed across all

criteria. (Sounds frightening,'does it not?) This line of

theiught is. further aggravated by the aforementioned notion of,

"multiple funding levels" per program. Yet as hopelessly riaeu,-*
r

lous as it may appear, the decisan must be made is being

Alade in every funding cycle of 'every district.

- -

Two avenues of approach ,tO the allocation decisibn may be

made. First, reduced funding allocation is permissable if and

only if.the resultihg reduced allocatiOn does not "signifidantly"

(or magnitudinalTy)'lawer both. specific and generic program'

goals, beTaw,Someragreedupon acceptable level. That'is;' why
.

.

fund a program that cannot fulfill ,its program goals:at a're-.08ed

expenditure level? The second, approach however is a more direey

maneuver than'the partial defunding approach,and can best be

described as selective deaTlocation.

Consider the various, multiple alternatives as specific

programs whose collective outcomes form the district's generic

4) program orientation. Further, consider that some of the programs

are modeled at "full-funding", some at a "minimally-acceptable

level", and others at some discrete point in between. The deci

sion now becomes to fund (allocate) at full or acceptable levels,

or not at all. This focus upon selective deallocation is of the

utmost importance, in order to provide a control for regulatory

accountability to the decisioning framework.
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Funding Allocation v. Regulatory Accountability

The virtue, "better to give than to receive" cannot be

applied to fiscal allocation cutbacks during budgeting crises.

As was said in the preceding sub-topic,'sbme'distinguishable

point must be defined beyond which a cut-back decision automati-

ically becomes a deallocate ("cut-back") decision. Such decision-

making-must come from the generic-program administrator; the

specific-program chair is not likely` to. voluntarily offer such

suggestions. But since it is true, that "it is easier' to give

than to account for", the necessity for some form of regulatory

accountability is obvious.

The major concern in this-yregard is of a volatile, pOlitiCal

nature. The decision-laker must take initiative in determining

the level, of 'acceptabte,funding, and moreover operationalize the

stance:that at.some"defined" point, the program will be deallo-

cated instead of partially defunded. It is the opinion of the

authors that all fiscal roll-back decisionibe made under a

' discrete deallocation philosophy, rather than a pronels444 par-.

tial defunding scheme. Such a structured, disciplined approach

is more_ than offset by the enhanced accountability to the modeled

fiscal system.

kit

Full Systems'. Orientation. To Input

A model of a fiscal system, assisting the decision-making

framework for selecting' programs to be funded or defunded

(rolled-back) is, only as reliable as its ability to simulate that

system. Reminiscent of the days of systems' ,planning, organiza-.

tional development and participative management,' a fiscal

system's model must so accurately simulate the original

environment, thAt-au_laf-lu4nce (criterion-related) to the real



system is also influential to the fiscal model (i.e. validly

modeled). Furthermore, output from the systems' model due to

modification of those criterion-variables explaining

(constraining) the simulated framework, must also reflect the

changes expected to the real system (i.e. reliably modeled).

Such a one-to-one correspondence between realitiand simulateg

model requires a full systems' orientation to input. r

Input to any model simulation refers generally to the effect .

imposed upon the model by'the criterion-variables used: to

exemplify the,real system; such criterion-referenced measures are

known as constraints. The utility of full.systems constraints

in accurately-and consistently-modeling reality'is witnessed `in

three areas. First, the real system is controlled by thAmain

rand interactive effects of input from innumerable sources; both

internal and external to the system. In the multiple alter-a

natives context, such sources are modeled via tie use of multiple

competing criteria. Although, certain sources may be more

influential (i.e. weighted) than,others, nevertheless no single.

_ inpdt (effect) exists in isolation from the co-related effects

(inputs), from other sources.

Secondly, the source of, multiple criteria may itself come

from multiple sources throughout the system. For example, in

deciding upon a certain curricular program for implementation, a

reasonable criterion measure would be,the extent of perceived

effectiveness in instituting the designed learning change. Such

ierceived change however might be different for each individual

subgroup: teachers, administrators, students and parents.

Although a measure of 'learning affectiveness' is desieable,

necessary also will be the modeling of a decisioning Process

where each o1 four sources are modeled independently (though

simultaneously). If the model were to use only a sfngle

constraint to input' 'a composite measure of effectiveness, the
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c.

'variance between the five groups would be lost; and the

system jnac ately-model. the environment surrounding the

djkci s i on .*--\

till systen!ti:.origntation to input.,Must be modeled

,o as tcreOw..an ability to,compare'inputed criterion 'measures

:(constririts) aCrotS the:alternative programs. Only then can an

adequate n'cognsensus" model be developed portray these system

sources of impact.

F.



PROGRANCIUDGETING FOR AN ALLOCATION/D.EALLOCATION:

FISCAL 'STRATEGY

The reader will recall that a decision for allocation or

deallocation of fundig requires a discrete budgeting-level

framework. By discrete, we mean that if a ,particular program can

satisfactori ly accomplish an acceptable number of its goals with

reduced funding, the specific level, of -reduced funding .must .be

identified and defined for that programr:- In this way, multiple

alternatives decisoRing'model for eValuating programs for fiscal

roll,-back can also.'essesSi a limited number of discrete levels of

funding for any particular ,,program Therefore, yrogram 'A' .-at

full. funding exhibits,.variouS -Measures of perfqrmance on such

pertinent 'criteria-as effectiVenesS and efficiency, as well as
'expenditure leveh. If it is ascertained that a certain.part of A

could be omitted from program implementation without signifi-
,

cantly compromising A's worth, then it 'is reasonable to evaluate

'AX'" along with A as two eritirelyseparate feasible alternatives.

That is, 'AX' will also 'eXhibit its own measures of effectiveness

and efficiencY, with a reduced criterion measure for required

expenditure level.

A note of caution and clerifiCation.is necessary here. The
0

.

authors, accepting the discrete level of, fundin ,in modeling --

funding ,differencps., thereby reject the closely related idea of

partial funding via percent redUction. It is impossible to

ascertain the effect upon a prOgram of an intended 12 percent cut

in allocation, unless the dollars associated with the 12 percent

are identified specifically within the prog-ram. The act of 0

"diVoting-up" (sic) the reduction across all shares equelly. is

both unreasonable end irrational (but we choose not to overstate



Building the Fiscal Program System

The desi si oni ng; framework surroundi ng, .f undi ng revels.
revenue al location has often traditional ly been 'fel ated tar the

Concept of system-building. Under this paradigm, no programs

exist a priari,' and therefore all potenti'al a Compete

(though unequally) for somedliroration of the total available

budget. Education' became very enamoured with this concept of

budgeting, 'referred' to as zero-base budgeting; and many units

used the concept during the early 1970's.

L.

The philosophical elegance of a 'zero-base'. model is

interesting if 'not intox;icatiog: requiring each Program to revi-

sit its 'roots! and thus' "'stand' thectiallenge 6nmiother .com

Petitive programs as they support .cttleir Claim ;or3eyen F.

increasing levels of projected expenditure, Others believe the
I the elegance of the, model ends with the statement of its

philosophy.

SeleCting programs for ftlding (that is, system building) can
al-so be viewed as an assessment'-procedure for 'evaluating certain-
alternative programs,;to b'e added to ant, already on-going system',

and thereby, ,pro`vide same degree'of enhancement to the system's
mission. ,t4ndgr, funding crises however, the question is-,

(normally): what,da we,cut?;ot, what do we 'add? For this, a.

reason ,the -modeling tdr a fiscal roil-baCk deciSion-making Prq--
,

cess can easlry .assumf the operational characteristics of the
zero-base fr..4eworkAhat is, based upon a certain reduced expen
diture' budgsit, what. reduced number, of Programs will. continue, to .

4 be fiinded;?;thebiilance of the currently operating' programs
(nonitbse(9 to then be disContiltied.

.



Revising the Fiscal PI^Ogram System

An alternative to the philosophy of buiadinq anew the system'

in order to indirectly determine cutbacks, is the,idea of:

given the current "system of operating programs ands their

impact/effect upon the system as 'a whole, what programs-

can be direCtly selected for roll-back-based upon their

modeled performance criteria?

Through the philosophical stance of eevision, the overall objec-

tive becomes to choose programs for deallocation while minimizing

a decreased satisfaction of required/desired system goals, etc.

In the case of fiscal roll-backs, a revision approach is the pre-
.

ferred procedure, though in a modified sense.
c,

Since many educational systems areso large as to have.

hundreds of model-related programs, it would be very time-

consuming to require the modeling of entire systems. An alter-
,

native is to model only those alternatives (programs,potentiallIf

available for cut-back); and to choose from this list of

'feasible' expendable progeams for solving the fiscal roll-back

issue.

From a modeling protocol, the role of constraints in guiding

the fiscal roll-back decision may be seen as: minimizing the

loss of the contribution to total systems effectiveness and

efficiency; while concurrently maximizing the expenditure dif-

ferential which is destined for roll-back.

t.
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Benefits; of Itemized. Budgeting .and Delineated Programming

.

As ussed earlier, the rise of delineated *griming in

the for4". 4multipleAprogramlersiegns,Awth different,,projection

of discret* levels offundlng, an beery benefitial in yodeling

fiscal systems for roll-backs. It was etstatehat,knowledge.

of the level of nequired finding (as a composAte measure) Was not

as useful as a differentiation of the require ,allocation into

specific delineated object areas .of expendftdre$

The typical educational bUdget is, grouped into a series of

expenditure areas (called objecW.which pertain to such foci as ,

salaries, benefits, supplies, and materials, equipment and capital '

outlay. In a roll-backAecWon, it ~is reasonable that the
(I

decision-maker mhy'desire to gonstrain some area ,(Object) of

funding greater than another. For example, .the reduction in the

amount of a floated bond i'ssde,May require Ot-backs, sdgh that

the'capitalexpenditureobjectigustbe more verely

constriiabd than other areas df object expendieufeei, Obvlous 1 y

the administraior-cannot allow programsto be impl4Mented if a,

' A Pth
,

capital outlay is mandatory, to the succe o eseorograms,
t

with no capital mogaes available.
'>t,

r.; >;'Y

P

tirk
, lo;

Often times the dectOon-maker may nAsii to iegre;te those

programs which exceed the' average expend?ture tevel. ?ran the'-''"

remaining programs for more .detailed scrutiny. Such cift eva-.0

luation could easily be a4Us:-Yul strategy immediately pcecedIng a

full fiscal,ttudy of.the cutrent operating system. ,f4nally, the
47i i e

impact upon the systeM of'proposed roll- backs determlnOnNXy 'a 7

multiple alternatives modeling techniqUeitcan only be viewed via),

the individual expenditu'e categories if. and only i'f) the indivi-

dual categories were originally modeled.
,t
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Testing for,Strenoths, Weaknesses and Responsiveness to Stated

Needs ,

Prior to our eminent discussion of the cost/benefit modeling

framework as a historical forerunner to the more powerful opera-

tions research technique we call the multiple alternatives model,

it is advisable that the rationale underlying our preceding'com-

ments be.reiterated:

Fiscal funding crises require (normally) some degree of

expenditure cut-back; it has been the theme of this paper that

-such decisions should be program-wholistictlly oriented as com-

pared to levelinga certaiR,"equitable" percentage share,across

all programs. In other words, it may be more rational to discon-

tinue an entire specific program, as compared to under- funding

several of the generic prograr6's specific entries. To opera-

tionalize this philosophy, all programs are viewed as multiple,

alternatives to a fiscal roll-back decision; and measured cri-

teria are used (as contraints) to evaluate all potentiaPcom-

'binations ,and permutattons of these alternatives, to determine

how many programs,must be'cut; 'and which ones. Discretelevels

of funding in order to determine various delineated programming

alternatives has been discussed as a recommended procedure.
9

, The ratohale -11) the preceding sections has been presented in

order to introduce a-particular philosophy; and that philosophy

reflects:the necessiV,Of testIng for the comparable strengths

'And-weaknessq5 betweenrand among program deallocation

alternatives; and to specifiq'ally. determine (understand) each .

program's (or group of programs1 responsiveness to expressed .

needs'of3the problem origitally intended for remediation. In

short, to know what a program is dging and how, :and to be able to

sate why that particular program (selected via evaluation

..,,..ffindeling) was 'rolled- back'. Such are the ingredients of a

idatt-based, accountable decision.
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TRADITIONAL MODELING VIA COST ANALYTICAL DESIGN

The plethora of cost analytical frameWorks has focused mainly

upon four specific evaluative,or modeling, designs: cost-benefit,

cost-effectiveness, cost-utility.and (though. hardly an analytical

framework, per se) cost- feasibility analyses. Some of these

mode)s support the use of multiple criteria related to a single

focus, while other models prefer a singular critelgeformed via,

the composite of multiple' foci; but all models agree upon at

least one postulate:

The analysis (and subsequent selection) of an alternative

course of action from among multiple alternatives; subject to

the evaluation of each of the alternatives across multiple

(or ,singular) criteria, which are purported to measure the

alternative's impact upon the system (of decisioning) being

modeled;

and such that:

(1) positive effects to the.system are maximized;

(2) negative effects (as by-products) are minimized; and

(3) neutral effects.(as desireable) are maintained at the

central tendency of measured impact.

To accomplish' this enthresult, cost- analysis modeling has deve
.

loped into a science of graphic displays,measurement schemes,
4

and statistical overlays. To date, however,.the serious showlt-

coming*of many of the cost-analytical designs.. has been the

model's inability :!to adequately control for interactive effets:

between (and among) criteria for any partitular altet.native=bng

evaluated; and an inherent unreliability to systemically evaluate.
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Figure 3. Standard Decision Matrix for Criterion - Referenced
Analysis of Multiple Alternatives.
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a.multiple alternatives solution (where the selectiOrrof'more

than one alternative is necessary to adequately'satisfTihe I'

required demands'needs of, the system being modeled) BeforP

solving this difficult problem of multiple !Solutions adrOss

multiple criteria, the reader must first grasp the morp:tradi'.

tional aspects of cost-analysis desig4 and,

'Application of a Decisioning Matrix

The choice of a solution from among multiple alternatives,

via the evaluation of each alternative across multiOe criteria,

is easily viewed in a decisioning matrix format crigure 3/.

With each column representing the values of stated criteria fOr

particular alternative,amXnmatrix is formed; consisting of

m-criteria (measures) across each of n-alternatives (ddfined):

And as a 5x8 matrix yields (5)(8)=40 cells, so does amhn

matrix yield (m)(n) =mn measures for evaluation. It remghs.these

mn measures which will then be utilited by the decision-makPrto

judge which alternative action(s) is (are) the 'llest"solubil,(s)

to the problem being modeled.

The decisioning matrix provides a useful forMulation for the

eventual modeling of the fiscal roll-back context.' Defining each

of the various alternative's (A. j=1, . ,8) displayed'in Figiare

1 as potential programs to be rolled -back A deall'ocation .

decision, the objective becomes: to'select that particular, 1 4

alternative (Aj) which best exemppfies,thP stated4mS*4.,being
A

used to make the dIalloeation decision;.: and
,

balances the budge In rea 4), urse t p experience prac-

titioner realizes that more 04n1 a singIg:alternailve,pro rani: ray.
require roll-back if-the crl:teNp :objeCtivg be,M For :

the purposes of instruction* .q1ustrit4on o, p4Aftgumerit

liowevr only a single-al terndtflie contextryll

A b4

4f,z5
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The multiple - alternatives context will be discussed in a later
section.. (Your patience will be rewarded.)

For each alternative A then, there exists. a series column

of criterion measures, a13 (i = 1...,5), reflecting the
"nature(s)" of the alternativeas measured by each of the

Iii,the;selection of a single alternative, the
problem involves .doniparing, the valid a measures in a reliable

..1:.fashion, such that the "character" .of each of the particular
,being modeled is ',understood; and thus a reasonable,

,.,rational ',and :informed detision. may be made (or at least
11:,sobl.Osticatedly,-gueSsed: at"):, -:accomplish this ,analysis
the trieriorl:impact.via each:Ilternative upon the system, a spe-
Cif i lirocedpre, 'must be devised.

The COrnpb`Site Variable .Ranking (CVR) ProCedUair

v ;. :
.

The reliable"..appl.fcatiqW:of :'any oroC'eciuillto the evaluation

,..alternative-actfori .competing criteria: must
satisfy leaStAf Our `primary tecipisites:

(1) The dompirfson), (eval Leation) 'Of multiple vriteriao.Ff
eactr.alteknatiye, requfres a tingle Composite value
representing e cil, p liti,001ar ternati ve be computed

the..avat able l'om.estim'ates; q;

The computation of '\a .igle-coMpos,,te value revires 1

of the aVailabie.:,:criterianc,estima,es be rescaled to a .>,

common measurement format, ohi'it terms of units' (e.g.2.
dollart; squdre f'eet4pqmlitr of pupils) as well as
Scaling (nomin41,ioirdinar;intery , ratio) -- that is,

that aPple5.Cin ,be;',.'cPmpared ter oranges;



(3) The evaluation of the impact uponthe system from the

criteria being used, requires a method for analyzing the /

criterion impact across all alternatives (as well as the(

value of each alternative across all criteria);, and

finally,

(4) The realistic modeling of a decisioning context,

requires the ability to "weigh" the various criteria

being utilized, and thereby vary the relative importance

of the criterion effect upon the decision(s) being made

jalternative choices).

The Composite Variable Ranking (CVR) model has been designed

to specifically address these four requirements. After the ini-

tial measurement of the criterion variables has been accomplished

(e.g. cost of programs parts in 'dollars'; space requirements in

'square feet' or 'number of, rooms'; personnel in total 'FTEs';

etc.), the normaliied T-scores of the relative raw measures are

computed for each criterion variable (across the range of,

measured alternatives),., That is,

Tij. j =
,

for each criterion 1=1,...,m. This conversion replaces all raw

measures (square feet, 011ars,'etc.) with its associated distri-

butional T-hormal. T-normals by definition have a mean of 50.0

and a standard deviation of 10.0.. 'Thus, a facility-space measure

of 2560 square feet for pro ram.' alternative C has a T-measure of

50.0 if 2560 square feet-is also the distributional mean across

all programs for space requirements. Likewise, a personnel

requirement of 12 teacher aides' haS the T-value of 50.0 if 12

(TAs) it the distributional mean across alT programs.
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The composite variable ranking procedure summates each

column's row entries (that is, adds the criterion T-measures for

each alternative), producing a single composite measure per each

alternative being evaluated. The T-normal sums can then be

ranked such that their ordinally-comparative importance to the

decision be recognized.

Likewise, the rows.)can be summed (i.e., adding across each row's

column entries), to.i.Jnderstand the relative impact of each criterion

across all alternatives within the system. Finally, standard

weighting practices can be applied to the criterion T-normals *ter

normalization, of course) before the summation of the column vector

entries.

4.0

The CVR modeling technique is an excellent field-tested and

validated technique for performing most decision analyses

involving decison matrixes. Moreover, the CVR approach is well-

defined and easily constructed for a fiscal program alternative's

setting. The technique is not without its,inhertnt inadequacies,

however, centering mostly around.its predominant reliance upon

both a singular alternative context and main-effects modeling.

Main Effects Modeling

-.4,,

In an earlier section of this report, the issue of multiple

alternatives modeling (MAM) was discussed in the context of a

solution requiring not just one alternative, but rather a finite

group of alternatives (referred to as the "alternatives-mix.set"

in the first topic of the next section). If a decisioning model

purports to truly simulate a 'real situation, then the model must

be able to compareAroups of alternatives against other groups of

alternatives, Wlizing the ,criterion measures which have been

selected to simulate the impact of the alternatives upon the

7
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Figure .2: RepresentatforFOf the CoMoosjte V&714131 Raliking
(CVR) Formulization for Main.-Eff.eCtS odellpg.Q '

Criteria.

#1

#2

#3

Potential Alternatives

B.

(1) (2) (5)

(3) (4) (2)

(1) (2) )

(8) (1
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system being mOdeled. This is the main operational difference

between, singular and multiple alternatives modeling -- that

several alternatives may: require operatdnalization to, satisfac-
,

torily remediate the identified problem.

Main effects modeling is a Correlated idea to the multiple°

alternatives context, from the standpoint of the multiple-

criterion effect via each evaluated ;alternative. Consider the

following example. Five .alternatives have been identified a

potential remedial actions for a particular problemebeing

modeled. Each alternative was measured across each of three cri

teria to.permit a criterion-refeeenced eValuaiion. (To save

time, and weat-and-tear on the authors, the transformation to T-

normals is suSpended for this discussion). The measurement scale

chosen, was-a 5-point seal 'with interval of 1 unit, signifying

lom,benefit ( =1) to high benefit (=5). The simplified ,decision

matrix is shown'in cFigure 4).

Note that the column sums indicate Alternative-C as a clear'

'winner' in this "identify, the most beneficial alternative"

contest. ".However, alio'note that although C's sum was the

highest, the measure of criteria #2 for C (=2) suggests C

demonstrates moderately-low performance benefit on this criterion

measure. If we approach this simulated example from a 'multiple

alternatives' vantage,'a likely might be the -111c0

poration-of both C and B into an alternatives mix -set. ote how

B's measure of moderately-high benefit (.4).on criterion #2 coun-

te cts C's,moderately-low172) value. Also, note how C must

then make up for B's apparent disadvantage regarding criteria .#1

and

Main-effects:MO4elihg would have computed: lumnar

summations,and selected thealternative 'C as

i.solutiOn. it is 'jUSt as.likelythat in'a more-c ated



simulation, the decision-maker might not recognize the criterion

#2 influence of alternative C. Clearly, this situation is a

potential problem with both singular and multiple.alternatives

modeling simulations.

The'.solutio5 is to perform what the authors call "interactive

effectS" modeling -- controlling not only for the presence of

multiple solutions, but also controlling for the potential of

sub-optimal criterion measures for a given alternative which may

be masked by the Values of other highly-beneficial criterion

measures. The illustratiOn and application of just:sUth a mOdel-,.:.

the Multiple Alternatives,Modef, within a fiscal roll,back don-

frtext is the''Sybject of this report.T

Generic Criteria for Competing Alternatives

We have spent a great deal of energy thus farin describing

what to do; how and why ... but have gingerly maneuvered around'

the question of with what' viz. criteria`. Criter)amust be 6oth

system-specific'as well as alternative(s)-specific : Roughly

translated, criterion measures must reflect both.the system being

modeled as well as.thesalternative solutions being'evaluated,

respectively. Otherwise, the impact to the system cannot be

measured, .since it had not been modeled (i.e. 4r lateq).
9

The ,evluation of potential 'budgeting roll-backs isono

exceptiO )teria must be introduced, measured and analyzed

across 'a LAlternatives:'such that; the. alternatives can be

validly compared within a-budgeting context; and the impact to,

the system of each akternative (or combinatorial.prem4tation of
,$4

all available altern#jves) can be analyzed. -Finally, criteria

must be collectivel4exhaustive of the 'foci' required to

criterion-mo'de'l thedecision)ng context;' and allow 'cross'



comparisons bet? en, criterion, measures, -in. order to check for

collectively un cceptable 'impact' values (interactive effects

modeling).

Modeling alternatives, within the fiscal domain represents as

clear'pirfustration of criterion consideratiorn2as any

multiple--alternativei dedisioning situation. For traditional

cost analytical stu"dies,the generic focus of expenditure has

been the province of Cost-benefit analysis. Similarly,, foci of

effectiveness and satisfaction have remained strong criterion

entries in ant-effectivehess and cost-utility analy§es;

respectively. An additional measure-focus of efficiency could
t.

find itself in either of the three cost-analysis models,

dhding upon its source of data (as is probably true for all of

the:initial three criterion.foci).

Nevertheless-, these four generic criterion foci (effective-,

kess, efficiency, satisfaction and expenditure ) are directly

applicable: to the fiscal modeling domain:

Effectiveness

How effectiVe are each of the various alternat.M.

programs in promoting the,district's generic prOgram

goals?

How effective" are each of the variuous alternative

programs in optimally reducing the Current problems

associated with each of the districts' school's specific

Program goals?
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Efficiency ,. .

1. How efficient' are eaceOf the various alternative

iprograms in conducting the required instructionalk,

programs of the diStritt?

Ho efficient are each ..Of.',ttid, variclus alternative'

programs'. in reMedlatirt the Current. problem(s) to PO
o.

solved within the cliStrict? /;)

Satisfaction

1.
v

How sati,Sfactory'.are. each of the Various° alteiii "'ye

programs executiOfir baqed, upon. ,the

tional , domains of the administrator,' teacher, student,

:parent and school board?

Howe satisfactory are 'each ofq0e, various alternative. .

programs in their remediation of the identified

based,, upon the distributional domains of the

amdinistrator, t, teacher, student., parent and school

boarq?

.Expenditure

,
What are the sucific object 'Costs to the district for

each of the various alternatives; and therefore:their

savingS if rollepP.back?

What are the costs to the district i n terms of benefits

if the programs, continue?

"e;

. What are the costs AO the distridt

the programs are rolled-b
- >
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It. is likely (if not strongly suggested) thatsever44,cri-

teria (measurement variables) would be identified to adequately

model the rather general idea expressedabove. For example, the_

criterion fodbf'efficiency for a particular set of alter-

natives curriculum programs might be measured in terms of:

( ) Amount of time in minutes the program requires for

nstrumentation each week;

umber. of students that could be handled per class

session (to identify small v. medium v. large group

sessions); and/or

(lz

(3) Percent of time the-program requires usec'of a''particular
1

laboratory or library resource room.

Expenditure is Another criterion focus particularly suscep

tible to the 'delineation' of its content. For example,4the

total.cost of a program is-=important; but potentially more impor-

tant is the program's budget-breakdown by. object expenditure

(e.g. amount for salaries v. amount required for capital

improvement). .(Figure-5>illustretes the. impact of differen-
.

tiated criterion foci upon one traditional decision matrix.

It may now *trivial to state that each of the-four sub -

matrices within the total decision matrix could beyitself a deci-

son sub-matrix. Thus the a x n effectivenets'.sub-matrix could be
.,

executed.to determine which alternatives best one stated

.effectiveness criteria. In turn, the bxfi.efficiency Sdb7matrix

. could be executed for its solution; and [then each of the
:

remaining c x n satisfaction and d x n expenditure' sub- matrices

could be evaluated. SUchA serial procedure would yield four

sets of answers (alternative solutions), which themselves would
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Y.4

. Representation of a Generic-Criterion Decisioning Model for
Analyzing Multiple Competing Alternatives.

Criterion Foci

Multiple Alternatives .

K

AI A, A3 A4. . . . . An
,..

'(Effectiveness Criteria)

'.CRIT
i

EFFEC-1
..' .. ,

CRIT
2

. EFFEC-2

IV

CRIB` .EFFEC-a .

.

a x n sub-matrix .

effectiveness measures
. across alternatives.

.

,

(Efficiency Criteria)

CRIT,40 EFFIC-I

CRI 7 EFFIC-2
a+a

.

.

CRIT
a+b

EFFIC-b

r

"..

b x n,sub-matrix

effectiveness.measures
across alternatives

.

(Satisfaction Criteria)

CWa+o+1- SATIS-1

CRIT -...

a
le
+b+c. SATIS-2

.

CRIT
a+b+c

SATIS-C

.

c x'n sub-matrix

t . 0

.

satisfactiOn.measures
across alternatives

,

S.

(Expenditure Criteria)

CUT
a+b+c*1

EXPEN-1

CRIT
a+a +c+2 ,

IXPEN-2
,

O.
. .

.

GRIT EXPEN-d'
a+b+c*d .

,.,

d x n sub-matrix

6::
C

expenciture increases 4
:crass ilzernatives

. ..,.7.
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require comparison fore k final solution.. The question arises, "Is

this really the best, mbst:valid (and reliable) process to

follow?"
ad

Hopefully it is alsO,trty'jal (?) to the theader, that the full
.,

decision matrix (a+b+c+d)-n:could have been evaluated; the

solutions determined, reflecting those altbrnatives which best
. ,

)
fit the total effectiveness, 'efficiency0*tisfaction and expen-

_
.

diture criterion sets, simultaneouslydthus, optimally opera-
.. - PV-,

tionalize the preferred interactive Ofecis'modeling framework as

previously discussed. , V.

A Preference/Trade-Off Analytical Framework

,)
The importance of variable criterion characteristics for a

given alternative must, be reiterated. Solutions to real-life,

problems are found to be "perfect" only in textbooks, profes'sor!s

lectUre notes, and the 1950's cinema. In reality, all potential

alternative solutions will be found to have at least one flaw (if

not many); and still be the best alternative(s) solution

available.

In selecting a final alternative as a solution based upon

that same alternative's merits, the decision-maker also

(consciously, we hope) aCepts.that same alternative's lack of

merit on other less virtuouscriter n measures. Recall the

illustration in <FigUre'4,.' Alte Aative C was selected based

upon_the derits cri ria #1 and #3. To fill the gap indi-

cated by crite a #2, multiple alternatives mix-set solution

was sought with the s equent addition of 'B' to the solutibn.

set. However had we the option to choose a set of solution

alternatives, would we have retained alternative 'C'. At this

level of macroanalYRsis, the answer is probably 'yes'.
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This is the theory of preference/trade-off in al4natives

modeling singular or multiple. Alternative C was the final

choice dueto one preference for high benefit on criteria #1 and

#3; and a concurrent willingness to trade-off (i.e. accept the

negative) the low benefit effect associated with criterion #2.

This concept is most important in the understanding of, the

multiple-alternatives/ interactive-effects modeling technique to

be illustrated in Part II of this report; and applied to the

fiscal roll-back problem in Part III. The main difference bet-

ween the way the concept of preference/tradeoff has been

described, and the way in which it is actually applied will be

evident. Basically, the multiple alternatives model (MAM) will

define preference/trade-off as a willingess to accept a central-

tendency solution mix-set, where the required impact'is not

alternative-specific, but rather is mix-set general4ed. The

measures of central tendency and variablility (disfributiontlas
mean and standard deviation) will be applied to a yet-to-be-

t.

discussed marvelous vector of values$calleethecConditional4

vector, in order to assume their preference/trade-off'Q
* a

flexibility.
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SCHOOL CLOSURES AS A'FISCAL BUDGETING DECISION

Few dicision modeling situations exist .without Some anount .

of reliance upon selected criteria which define monetary items.

Indeed, it could be said, that all decisions involve potdntial

changes within expenditure categories 'based upon the alternatives

selected; that is, expenditlwes will either increase, decrease or

remain the same, while revenues are increasing, decreasing or

likewise constant. This may seem.like '.ov,erttatilig the ol5Victs

1.

case', yet many decisioners often seem determined ,to study those
,

criterion items concerned with need, demand and performance

and relegate to final stage, a decision as.to whether the selected

alternatives can be funded or not within the exSting budgtary

limits; or whether the newly-decided roll-back iprograms will

satisfy the reduced expenditure level sought.

In another sense; concern with the fiscal portion of probleM'.-

resolution may in fact signal the reasonableness of a Partigplar:

policy decision; and the likeliness of a particular policy altel

native in resolving a problem, issue. In todayts,educational t-P

climate, decreased revenues for instruction, salaries and buildiwg(t.!

S

-
:yd

vt..term 316.

'otenti,a1

maintenance have announced the era for the clpting of s

a cost savings stratagem. Opponnts of i school cloiu

attack such an solution alternative as not costeffect

of expenditure savings, and not cost-benefit in terms'd

decrease in educational quality. The author has:.'explold,this-

issue, and presents the followfng as an illustration of utilizing'

fiscal criteria in determining an initial 'policy standard 7- Pri0C,

to developing the various multiple 'implementation alternatives'

which would execute the.policyi and its implicatiOns.



.;

Cost-Benefit and School 'Closures
, , .

A selected alternative is vi,i6le'and feasible only insofar
as its effectiveness i11> remedi ating a particular stated. problem,

14 is conclusively .defined .(Wholeben,, 1980a). Within a competiag
'''situbti on. Such, .as4 'that brought abOut by declining school enroll-
ments , TndriaSed public -demhnd for program management. accounta-
13i 1 ity; spiral nf1 ati and economic, recession -- solution

1 terhati veS as!".-'schOol cloSUres and attendance 'zone conSol-',

idations-for reducifg* expenditure levels. must not only reduCe or
imt nate ,the ne,gattye.'biases of the defined problem but also

rom4te vely7i/el ated benefits as

4. .

Issues cdS-Vbenefitlandp,i7ogra.M:effeciVeness tyithiii the
O

sr,5educational leC.0,t'def.j,Qe three . major target areas for the:

#0/" focus :.ti cil) `of :.:01 ant degree; of
:14;efy.- cgrri uluit;Abi`Cd'untabi;li ng requi tenienis

'.of these three' i s s u0&,conc erns independent .thdugh: related
aspect oCeducational toniUMerSh.ip; and Man'agethent The deCi:sion
of the poli:cy:' analyst select school: closures .as a means of

' ,abating th4"inegativt nfluendes caused by::.declining 'edOcittional
.

ist carry with it the- concomitant increase in thoseconsumers,
.f ,s tive rti,teri on references at remaining operational sites, in., ,

.;order'. actosure policy to be a viable alternative.

4-
physital P1 an ization and Related-Fiscal Resource Allocation

:e .. , :.,
: School sites maintain certain fixed costs and/or 'Overhead

% .

:iet-ati erg ex ,endi tures, unrelated to the level of educational ..

Ape ti on. - ch requirehtents as heating, air-conditioning,
44 lethtihg, maintenance, 14,43ncipl e and interest payments on bonds,

.
and grounds maintenance are the more immediate issuesOtf fiscal

td that are ,riot fully explained by the degree of building
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use Given some aiari,e,upoh, eri-t.erion measure of cost-benefit
(e.g. .heating,therms'::.,Oer..tu4e9t enrolled; or maintenance

requirement per ekis'titg,', 'CiAcancle. status) proportional ly greater
energy ands,fistarreSi4r4e... consumer for less operational
occupancy.

Physical uilizatiQrofprednses and the costs associated
with utility are the suriples to measure for criterion generation.
Independent Of 'the.'0.6.,40.initigis,sues of program implementation and

staffi ng, the ,ltrIpOt4hCe iscal overhead is general ly not under-
stoOckby.:the c tittitp-a, .41arge. Criterion measures as energy
t,,eririS,..:1°.er,sqt4, jtaot,..° nd available instructional., space per
eneollese,ttUdent.;At snaxiOiUm enrollment potential -- are clouded
by no,tioris "Tess,,dlasS size equals better education", anden,

"less\ite;eRrollmit,equals less on-site maintenance expenditure".
unt-ortljnately,;u Vdeas lack empirical substance.

&Sy.,

Exami< ;specifically the probable bases for these views,
it -hat, been fOL'incr.cthat in a school district of 32 elementary

4scii

th

;: !:,)

1 of enrollment explains less than
D; 13percent of the variance associated

witti maintenance expenditures; and less than
,27.0 percent of the variance associated:

44441 .'4ith total utility expenditures;

but that:

site area explai d 63.6 percent of associated
heating requirement', 47.5 percent of related
utility expenditure , and 40.6 percent of
total service (mai nance plus repair and
replacement) costs hol eben, 1980a) .
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Such findings would suggest, that fixed costs exist at a

relatively constant level, regardless of building utilization.

itsnecessarily follows:that the more such costs are.distributed

across reduced sites; the lesser the level of total expenditure.

Curriculum Program Flexibility andtelated Cost-Benefit Indicators

Not as easily quantifiable yet no less reliable Are the 4

trade-offs associated with specialized curriculum programs (i.e.

those requiring specially trained personnel) and fiscal allotments.

Even if (only) a single student requires specialized assist-

ance -- that assistance must be forthcoming. Special programs

require special people (normally with more-specialized training),

and therefore at greater cost. Certainly, it may require a person

who will deal more individually with the student's needs. Thus,

1

the issues are:, a high r paid person to deal with a smaller

assortment/of specializd needs; and an individual person dealing

with a smaller number of stude416 -- an individual who might

otherwise have,been instructing a 'regular' class -- and thereby

negating additional staffing requirements.

Many specialized classes exist based upon demonstrated need

(e.g. bilingual), demand (e.g. handicapped), and desire .(availa

bility of assorted monies and grants). Oftentimes, the,deveeof

support is based upon the degree of need; for example, an'enroll-

ment.of 10 pupils may redeye greater funding as compared to a.

situation with 5 students. While funding may be contingent upon

enrollmentAxpenditures often ire not. The difference between

allotmen$ and need must be borne locally if the program is,to

sIdtvive. Nowhere is this more demonstrative, than as realized $

6Y-;:the legis4ted requirements of P.L. 91-9.41, and the reduction

in federal funds to help local districts satisfy these deMAnds

4
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be:

Three alternative solutions to this situation would seem to

..'specialized teachers at particular locations

with additional duties assigned to teachers;

a. specialized teachers at particular locations

with student collectively transported; and

'3, itinerant teachers serving seyeral locations.
,

Unforpinately, negative measures (outcomes) associated with

under-utilization of tAlent,.'Scheduling constraints,,and wasted

transportation time 4nd exbense, militate against the final use

of such remediation'strategies.(,,

Program consolidation at operating schools .after selected

site closureS will servie to alleviate these dilemma. Less

programmatic perSonnel will be required as well as a more efficient

distribution of "utilization per-pverhead" affected. Specially

trained perspnnel will be utilized *ire efficiently, transportation

and time costs reduced, and externAljunding (as available) more

efficiently allocated.

General Program Staff Requirements and Related Cost-Efficiency

The final issue in exWmining fiscal.expenditure requiremen.ts

within the policy decision of school site consolidations, lies' in

the understanding of the distribution of salary and instructional '

costs across enrollment. Related to the physical plant and

curriculumissues, general staffingAinterests-are nonetheless

unique in that no inference is direbted towards quality (i.e.

only quantitY\is of concerW

Salaried5teaching personnel gain no additional remuneration

if they instruct more students than another teacher within the

same district; and teacher-management contractual guidelines are
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in force. the elementary school teacher is provided the same

salary whether in 'an under-utilized or crowded school, setting:

Very simply, with a ratio of 20:1 as specified by contract, four

teachers with 15:1 classrooms could be replaced with three indi-

viduals with the contracted 20:1 assignments. Thus, the union

of 'class consolidation' with 'site consolidation' provides a

clear conceptual context for cost-benefit savings.

Regardless, of the Savings ...

The above three issues of plant utilization, curriculum

accountability, and staffing requirements support the potential

of using school closures as one alternative to a simultaneously

declining student population andriscal revenue milieu. Taken

singularyly or collectivay, it is emphasized; that they are not

the sole grounds for effectuating a consolidation strategy --

only,that fiscal improvement and expenditure relief are possible.

And the author concedes as equally important a criterion, the

question:
e

"How much improvement is worth closing a school?"

As will be presented in a later chapter via an elaboration upon

use of the decisioningmodel SCHCLO the SCHool CLOsure model),

a framework does exist for evaluating and contrasting criterion

references in order to target potential closure 'sites. It is

further maintained, that modelingneither emphasizes nor de- .

emphasizes any particular societal value or morality, -- in the

technical sense, that is Rather, such often qualitative data

must be weighed by the decision-maker, subsequent to receiving

the modeled evaluation output and result's.
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E PLANNING STAGE

Examining Basic Issues in Field Applications
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THE ISSUES

The construction.of a decisioning (sic)-Ddel requires, that

initially within the planning stage of such formulation a clear

understanding exist between die theoretical constructs of the

model, and its design Wsatisfying these constructs. Or in the,

more proverbial ,sense, /know where you are to go, and how you

intend upon getting there -- before taking the,first step'. The

planning for modeling,formulation is very much a stepwise,

sequential process, not only in terms its actual, physical con-

struttion, but also in light cif the numerous theoretical bases

wh*underlie4;;And guide tha construction. This chapter serves

to highgpt these, preparatory guidelines; and to further serve

as a 'field applications' primer for the novice -- to illustrate

the fundamental linkages betv;een the use of "multiple,alternatives.

analysis' and the 'multiple alternatives model' -- and provide a

'solid base for understanding the relationihips between the

theoretical constructs (i.e. issues) on the one. hand, and their

pragmatiC.implementation (i:1: applications) on the other.

. ,

Chapter three wirrutilize the "issue v. application" paradigm

as an instructional technique in.presenting the 44Jor issues which

guide the(design and construct] on, the multiOlefalternatives 4!

models3and its ultimate utility, in determining multiple dterna-

tive-sblutions. Four general topics will be addressedwthin

this chapter:

w.

Initial, Constructs foor.. Underistanding:;

.41

Inter-relationship of Multtple.Alt!erhatfyes

with CoMpeting Criterion-References;

0 4

Design Contingencie for ModeT Building; and
'4



Control Contingencies for Model Execution.

These teneral topical areas will be discusk0 vie nine specific-

issues, and the illUstrative field applications which demonstrate,

each issues' pragmatic base within educational evaluation and

decision-making.

The first general topic concerning 'initial constructs'. will

examine the in4tial.foundation (and its critics) for the modeling

of policy alternativ s and the difference betlyeen policy and

action-alternatives' modeling. The second section concerning

. 'alternatives and criteria' will illustrate the use of single-and

multiple, entry modeling, and- the comparative differences betwgen_

main and interactive effects formulations.

The third part of this chapter attempts to define the relatiVe

importance of two major constructs in model planning and design,

that te,model exhibit degreesof both mutual-exclusivenessend

collective-exhaustiveness in its konstructioh. Finally, the area

of 'control contingencies' will be hfghlighted via a ditcussion

of measureable system impact, decisioning optimization, and the

acceptance' of preferences'and trade-offs.,

While, chapter two sought toLplace the use: of multiple

alternatives analysis' within a specific context for the initial

u?derstanding of the'rqOpr'77=. the context of program budgeting

and fiscal roil,bat.ksthapter:three now commenqes the more.'

theoreticaleduCtion of t6e.reader, and presents a:disdyssiom of

issues(with-:their applications) necessary fora more .

ihOroUgh.;undestand'ing., 'Chapters two and. three provide a prelude

:to',the content-
d
of chapter. four which discusses' the:Irrore technical

. . .

and mechanical rudiments;, of the' multiple. alternatives model ing
.

framework.
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MODEL #1G-POLICY°:ALTERNATIVES °

All decision'-making represents a,,.cons_cipuS and. demonstrative

selection of :one or more choices `of,,' preferred' action, from a
multiplicity' of alternatives -- be they "poliicy" alternativei
which _define 'the policy in,. approachinga specified problem area,
or "action" alternatives; methods of following the 'defined policy
and thereby implementing its guidelines. Pol icy modeling more

over, requirei..a itr-ict On the part ofth modeler .that:
first, respansible decis ngdemands the', need. to the

'future -impact of al ter.nai to their' selection
htitA° hi" 1 tand execution;. and seco acco.9 a e evaluation of, these. various

alternatives demonstrate 'hat which, we.understand and -know of
the effects , of 'today' s decfsiOns, .and util ity for simul ating

.

tomOrcot's. decisional re*rements.., This is a true exposipon of
the 'pragmatic research' 1 i-zation-based eval'Uatiorc' which

is required of every emeg;111-9-edUcator in tOday's ever-changing
world,

-The Issue

The realistic cynic involved' in policy.,evaluation Would
define the environment -of imp. 1 em en a onp as of Wherein,0i0A 4 i tt
"to.do one's able best, -wit t 'one:is enabled to 'do." Th

.

analYst would attest to the 1 ' as definfing the-ddgree
,intelligence or knowledge, the p9.4icytmolernentator brings to the

,

eeution of the.role; and to the 'enabled' as specifying. the
'constraints imp laced by the:environment upon the successful
iMplemen ltati on of the polidy guide fries. Indeed, pOricy is but 'a
set of, guidelines for 'aSsisting "he administrator. in: eventually
obtaining :satisfactory' completion of both personal and organiza- .

.'



Figure 6. Stratification of Operations Research (OR) Applicatio s

Within'Educationally-Related Environments.

' LIBRARY OPERATIONS.

TEACHER SIGNMENT
PERSONNEL ELECTION
GRADUATE STUDENT SELECTION
STUDENT ASSIGNMENT

FACILITIES 0646
SCHOOL SITE PLANNING/CONSTRUCTION

CAI COMRARISON
EDUCATIONAL ADMINISTRATOR PR RATION
COUNSELOR TRAINING
CURRICULUM REVISION
TEACHER TRAINING

.

VOCATIONAL EDUCATION/REHABILITATION
HANDICAPPED/DISADVANTAGED
WORK ENVIRONMENT/PRODUCTIVITr-
MANROWER TRAINING
RELOCATING THE UNEMPLOYED

STUDENT BUSING
URBAN MASS TRANSPORTATION

CORRECTIONS
INCARCERATION v. PROBATION

ENVIRONMENTAL POLLUTION-
CHILD DAYCARE .

DEPLOYING EMERGENCY SERVICES
STUDENT HEALTO SERVICES
FOOD SERVICES
OUTDOOR RECREATION

DESEGREGATION

AUDIO-VIjUAL/MEDIA.

INSTRUCTIONAL EFFECTIVENESS .

ACCOUNTABILITY
ORGANIZATIONAL COMMUNICATIONS STRUCTURE

ENROLLMENT PROJECTION
CURRICULUM TIME BLOCK ASSIGNMENTS

STUDENT MAJOR v. COURSE SELECTION
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Policy is itself of course, an alternative. course of action

which has been agreed upon by the leaders of.the -organization

involved. It defines a set of strategies,or otter-riding, dogma
,

'within which the organization must operate; and from which more.

specific tactics or performance,Specifications will evolve. The

idea of "modeling" is borrowedjfrom th eigineering scienti-St;'

and represents a belief. 'that careful study and- investigation of

'observed' phenomena will atdethecareful:decision-makerti4in

-understanding potential 'expected' phenomenon - impact based upon

upcoMing decisions. That is, the policy maker need5464Tsense

of what'imp7act will accrue to the system as, e whole, based upon

- the implementation of different decisions: '"-The sufficient out,

come of .'modeling policy aliernatives' illustrates then for

decisioner, what differenttal benefit exists for the system a,

result of differing policies, and their varyihg effects;

therefore matches-for the system, the decisions of today with-fife-
"

-deslred effects'of the future.

The general idea of poliy alternativesi.modeling however

suggests rat Yeast three, different perspectives to be,addressed.

First, such modeling can imply the need for modeling altepenative.

'policies; that is, to study the philosophies associated with.each

of several alterdative policies, and therefore to decide ulti-

mately upon which philosophy will be defined as diretting fdture

organizational efforts. Secondly, policy alternatives,' modeli g

.might also suggest the highly structured modeling of the pote

tial 'action alternatives' illustrative of a decided-upon state-

ment'of or.philosophy; that is, what actions are now

ppssible based upon the philosphy or policy adopted, and

furthermore, how do these, actions now differentially provide the

desired impact(s) to the-system as a Whole: Finally, the

modeling of policy alternatjves might well address the 'fundamen-,

tal need for the policy analyst to.model the various 'contingency

- outcomes' 'for the potential alternative actions now implementable

based upon the philosophy or pOti-cy-adopted...
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The, first idea of mbdeling parallels the input Odion of

eVailliation modeling: .Whaf ingredients will be entered into the

tirgan.izational trathework in/order to produce the desired effect?

The second idea best illustrates the process portion in evalua-:<-

tive simulation:- What procedures or partiCular decisions

result fromhthe stated philosopb in order to'sattfy the iden- -

tified needs and demands of the s em being thddeled? The third '

notion then specifies the output portion of modeling What :

results will be incurred basedlpon the various specific. actions

taken as a result of the particular policy adopted? How the

decision godeler proceeds with the process of 'modeling policy
(41

alternatives', will largely deOend.upon which of the three levels

of specificity. stated aboveOest illUstrate the declared direc-

tion of the investigation to follow.

The Application

There once existed three rather larte and prosperous school'

districts who began to experience parallel problems of declining
-

school enrollments and dwindling fiscal budgets. The first

school district assembled their very al* policy analysts and-

evaluators, and decided that environmental impact statements were

needed to support the district's a priori decisions.as to which

school to ,close -- noting that thit. district had already decided
.

upon-school clqsure:as the policypdecisfon to adopt. The criterion

of 'attendance zones' and its relation to student population centers

represented the major (or sole)' criterion for deciding which site

was to be released from the roles. The second school distriCt

realized, that more than A single criterion Would'be necessary to

decide which school (or schools) should be closed,and so they

also assembled a committee. However, this committee was cothprised

of community individuals frpm each of fodr sections of the ditrict

:which most, likely would have to release a school gite, and consisted

91
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of such membership as businessmen, housewives and,various blue-colldr

work's. To demonstrate true community involvement, the

superintendent charged this group with two directions -- the first

to determine a set of criteria which would then be, utilized to

evaluate each ofthe school sites for potential closure -- the second,

to submit a list of four' sites for potential:release, based upon the

results of this committee-based evaludtion.

0 4

Our third school district initially studied the need for site

closdres as a means of .alleviating the Orobleis associated with

declining enrollment and decreasing school revenue; acid found this

a ternative to be the most'likely solution strategy ('.'policy alter-

.nat en) to follow. Representatives'of the district office, field

admi istrators and classrOom teachers, experienced university

edu, tors in evaluation and decision-making, and community repre-

sentatives were assembled to study the problem-.'A -large set of

criteria (and their associated criterion-referencesYwere drawn-up,

and evaluated, for their suitability in determining school closures.

Three models were specifically designed to evaluate the criteria,

and their impact upon the decisions) to be made -- how many sites

'to release, and which ones. And finally, the models executed, the

results, evaluated post-hoc, and the results releds'ed for public

scrutiny.

Only one of our three,aistricts hada happy ending.' Yet all

closed schools as the policy response to declining enrollment and

decreased revenue. What existence of differing modeling procedures,

or modeling outcomes, served to predict more success for one school

district over the others?

Although one modeler was successful, all. faced the'same-problems,'
,

associated with.the fear, disbelief and ignorance,of the general

population. Nowhere-is this better and more clearly witnessed, -t

in the situation of 'program budgeting cutbacks' as discussed within
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,
.Iiichapter two. Tke'Major.-problem to be addressed. in ail Modeling

episodes is thg of criterion definition, ref ncing and.1fieasure.
-,.

Criterion definition ihiorktes the illumination:/orthose areas
which

.

*. .,..,-,

-will .serve-to compare the potential alternatives foe inclusion..
,

within the solution .set.
,

' In the problem of budOtary cuts,' criteria

of.need,:demand,.0erfoririarice and:pdrs'onal satisfaction are'often q ..

defined for use. in a comparative evajuation. Criterion, referencing
icomes immediately after definition, sinceonce types of cri> teria

4, . 1 .. ,

are.agreed upon,..sources -of.their measure must.be denoted.in order

toy
.

gain theevidence decreed by.-tlp.preli'minary definition. .Areas

of Curriculum design and ..*lementatiOn will ,often .171aVereferences-
.

such as .gain standardized batteries to d 11,14fe -(reference- .gn scores -'an
. . ... .

alartiCular crterion,of performance., Thus 'the. f esUlt§ of each

student's performance on'such a test will provide input to the
. ,

----fin-al-select-ion-rof-one-curr4culum-alternative-over-ahother,-in-the

pursuit'dPinstrstional excellence,%-Although last in the series,

Criterion measurement is oftenthe most volatile, and least defens-

ible for the model builder. The measurement of performance via

standardized scores from an ,chievement' battery- is seldom
.

questioned, but not equally so'for the needed asures of personal

satisfaction. as might result froM 'responset't several items on

a 'disagreement - agreement' continuum.
, -.

..

''.
. individuals not understanding the Model's utilit9, or under-

standingstanding it mell enough to not want its objective evaluation of

the alternatives -- will raise such issues,a§ true impact.not being

,measureable, or that true impact can only.i.be measured over several
/years of observation (rrot heretofore existent,, of course).-,These

critics will declare that competition for 'Scant resources ''eaves

the process open for hidden agenda and erpetrated bias, and'that

(-P

modelers will be able to use jargdn 0 mumble-jumbo to convince

others of.the validity of the mode ers' decisions. The major

argument -- and the one most likely to deStroy'the utility of a

1, 93
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lecisfon Modelfor evaluating:potential deallocation alternatives'

for wel-rare of tile Organila0on--77 is one whictIstates-,. .that:,
1

All program units now existent are .essentlai to
t

the mission of the organization; and.therifore

elimination or, deallocation is anlunreasonable
_ s

decisional alternative. The moreprudent4course.

of action is to reducEtudkaryjallowances by

some percentagent across-the-bOard,--and

dtrect each unit to. live-withintheir-means,

Such a_poliCy alternativels most likelYJonly'because'the necessTty,

of such hard decisions such as reduction;-in -,f Orce of personnel will

no longer be-necessary 6 the upper-eehelon of the management)

hierarchy.

4

.. There is but,One pAttectiOn against.the'arbitrary and capricious

judgements which 'the cynics anq critics de tare as dooMsLday heralds;

and that is the use of a clearloalternati Is-based, ,criterion-
. t.

reference4 decisioning model. Such a model must not only be able

to evaluate batth policy. and action alt&vative decisions, but -also

do 0 in a complex environment which controls the worth .end desira-

bili'6 of each alternative, itS impact _upon the prdblem to be
. k,. .

solved, and its collective benlit to the system as a;.wfyole.
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POLICY V. ACTION -ALTERNATIVE.SL-

,

4 4;
One can view the polity alt&native, to, be deciidned as the

over-riding philosophy or direction' which an organization will
adopt in determining fu e; 'specific remediation strategies' for
the identified prOblem uati-on. Once determined; the sp tific
action alternatiVes to implement the -guidelines of the polity must
be evaluated and themselved%decisione-d. In effect, the action
alternatives are the 'degree' of remediation' to be offerred to the
'dire,ction' of the policy being followed.

The 'Issue
,

hp n--ad e Iterorp i-cy--an-a-1-yst, "model s " a l-t-er-n-at-i-v

courses 'off action a basi istinckion must' be made between, the
level ,of specificity abciressable .q.:_the actions defined: Recall

that a policy represents a philosophy to be, adopted and followed;
whereas _the actions associated with ar pol icis represent
the implementation fostered by the policy adoptect. Therefore, the

result'of mddeling Will be the adiption of a
singular philosophy, within which the organization will operate.'
At another level, the philosophy. adopted will guide theorganiza-
tion in successfully remediating a particular issue or probleM
facing the organization at that -time.'' 'Aflifferent philo-
sophies may pt.-Instituted as dif ent fimes,ideppriding upon the
more higher-level or esoteric losdphies .of the organization.
For oP licy alternatives therefore, the result of 'modeling, or the
simul tion of potential' outcomes, would most likely be the choice
of- a s _ngle policy or.strate-q-x of action.

The second-level of policy alternatives' modeling however,
atdrgSses not the phi losophy decis-ion per se', but rather the
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.

.

likely actions *ich,are allOwa6le based upon the specific policy
o

or philosophy. adopted. 'Such action alternatives could be'singular

or'plural (i.e. multiple) in- scope; tut address the'imPIementati6n".
,

of the particular philosophy guiding theorganization's efforts.

Action-Alternatives' are further7dist-ingu-ishedn-theirimpleMen--------

tation for satisfying the defined policy; by whether or not.the

particular actions project a focused attention upon. different

aspects of the problem'being solved, or"different ways, of solving

'----ttre ---e-pFOTem. ---ITT- 1 er case, e a erne -Ives mna

select for implementation may be singular lural (i.e. one or
.

more actions taken)'. A further' refinement of"th plural case,.lies

ih deciding whether _each of the plural decisions require a single-

entry or multiple -entry solution.

4'

The Application

_ In' the management of declide-enrol imerand-itS negative

effect upon school district functioning, the wealth of policy.

alternatives could sustain a planning and evaluation staff for

months- the_mice.: often QLdotsure. v--no closure as_the

two Alternatives facing the superintendent. However, these are but

the .tips of the iceberg, as it *re.

The complexity associated with the notion of closing a school,

leads the decisioner to address the many subsIts of such a global

policy endorsement. If a site is to be released, will the school

be mothballed, leased or s ld? If mothballed, how soon will the

site be reopened based a shift of the enrollment population?

If the site is to be leased, who will be prospective ieasees? If

the site is .to sold, _what wilt be the conditions of sale? and will

any controls be placed upon the type of buyer?

Of course, the site might be retained for instruction, and

other avenues of strategy explored for remediating the negative

' .
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impact due to declining student enrollme
.

. For example, a varia-

tion on the strategy utilized durin e, enrollment boom days may

beemployed, That is,"conduct class'es during a smaller portion of

dpy (say, the morning h(mrs), release the kiddies before lunch

(h.'rieby eliminating associated expenditures), and make the/school

available to other organizations during the afternoon, during

'normal business hours', and at some fee.

'And then there is the situation where the decline of,student

enrollments may only affect some selected grade-levels, isolated

to apartict6r grading configuration (e.g. K-6, 7-9 and 10-12).

The reconfiguration of grade-locations (say to a K-5, 7-8 and 9-12)

might also be a most viable alternative in solving several related

problems (e.g. vacancies at one site and over - crowding at another).

.

But then of course, there is the usual policy alternative of

doing nothing --'simple to follow, easy to design,.and best of all,

maintains the status quo.

At the next leVel froM policy alternatives, are the action

aTternatives to be evaluated to implement the philosophy selected.

For site closures, the design of a model for determining action

alternatives must of course compare each and every available site

for potentiallosUre -- the major decisions being how many(?) and

which ones (?). For grading reconfigurationi-each-an-d-every possible

combination of grkding sequences must be explored, linked, and

crossed- examined. That is, considering the potential alternatives

of_aK76,779;30-12 sequence, a K-5,7-8,9-12 sequence, and a

K-4,5-8,9-12'sequence, not only must-the i-ndividual segments be

analyz1-(i.e. K-6 v. K-5 v. K-4) for particular homogeneous

-curriculum groupi-ngsT-but-so-also-must-total effect-over-time-be

addressed'as a collective grouping 4K-4,5-8,9-12, as an example),

in relation to feeder patterns, long-range forecasting and future

community planning (new housing starts, multi=family dwellings,ett.).
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C \
Like all.seAuentTilly-baSed processes, the choice of a policy

alternative must bd rigordus and final. Once the policy for dealing-

with a problem is defined, the full energy of the organization must
A

then be directed towards the\altsign and evaluation of rerated,action

alternatives. As will be discussed in the next chapter, policy

and action alttrnAtives*may both be evaluated as "multiple"

nature and have the ability to be criterion-referenced and modeled.

However-, the decision-maker must never lose sight of the need for

and irithis way, be able to revert posture and change course if

an unforeseen negative effect to the systeth becomes visible.
v.
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SINGLE- V.' MULTIPLE-ENTRY SOLUTIONS

The conceptual difference betwee; a closing or not closing a

particular school, and the notion of how many will be required for

dlosing, and which one -- illdstrates the common misunderstanding

on the part of evaluators and deCisioners regarding the potential

of modeling in the mutItiple alternatives environment. No one or

single decision exists in isolation from the full spectrum of the

organization4-- °nor from the impact related to other coterminous

decisions4eing made. Communication specialistt in their organiza-

tional development modelt during the late 1960's, demanded renewed

efforts for increased communication between and among -MO structure

of the organization. No less)mportant is such communication to

the design and execution of a criterion-referenced decisioning

alternat-fves analysis.

The Issue

Single-en ry-ac-Tons-sugges a -sing e es-pons e vss-at c

tory for addressing a. particular issue or problem. This type of

alternative is plural in the sense that several 'singular' solu-
.

tions may be required f6 provide a one-to-one response to the

several problem areas related to the strategic policy involved.

k:

What results in the final choice of a particular action then, is .1

one and only one action-to be taken in the solution of each plr-

_ ticulan_problemtdentlfied Combinatitlingle=entry actions-

or solutions would exist,only in as much as the several problems

bping addressed were in some way related.'

-Multiple-entry actions or soldtions in response to the imple-

mentation of,:,.:,adopted polic however, suggest that a combination of

actions are required 4n or 5 to successfuly remediate the problem,
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ai-ea.inVolved.-:Typically, a multiple -entry settingaddressei the

area whereinsome set of 'all possible

decisions' -must be analized; and:the -dual deeisions of "how pan?

and "which'Ones" be finalized. Theparticullr'dieficulties asso-

ciated with-multiple entry,solution-forhulAtisem.lie.wAilin the,
dynamic'relationship between'-theSe iliteraaive queStions of size -

and membership. The 'the finaj soluon 'set (that is, the

number of alternatjve\htiodsrequired to meet policy,ObjectiveS)

obviously.depends upon the choice of actions
)

to become members of

',that same solUtion set. The choice of sole individual solutions

may require a muefi, 'smaller' set of:actions necesSary'fot

impletentation, as. related to a ;smaller ,set of other actions which

will "do the-job" just as.satisfactorily as the-larger-membership'

set.

The soph-i-stieati-am-i-nherent-wi-thi-n multip+e-, y solution

determination -is best undefstood in the required 'dynamic' power of

the select-Nm;:strategy. Since in e ec , arCpossible coMbinattonS'

'and permutations *potentfal solutions actions) must be'analyzed,

a Situation of just three otential alternatiyes might require.,,

nati ves-woul d-need-1.-S--e-Va 1Tat-1On s and

five potntial soluti,ons a.total of 29 assessments. Typital. cir-

cumstances have been found to asilyincorporate 32 possible
,

multiple-entry memberships (Who beri, 1980a) and 41 pftential,mem-

berships (Wholeben and Sullivan, 1981).', Indeed; it is well within

the realm of reasonable imagination that situations ofIseveral

hunOredoOtential alternatives for multiple-entry comparisons be
t

requited.: Such estimates' increase exponentially as the decisioner.,

considers the number of criterion referencesbeing utilized to lava-

luate both the pasitive benefits as well as the negative by-.

Products the. variOus ,alternatives, and ,their-combinated--potenc-y.

The Application
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Since it is easily accepted in the modeling of schools for

potential closure, that the choice of one school could inadvel-tently

'save' a neighboring school due to the influx of student transfers

from the crosed'site -- the realT of a multiple alternatives,

school closure model demonStrates the effect one member ofthe

solution set can have upon-another potential member fon;that same

set.' The issue of single v. multiple entry solutions is not re-

served for-the setting of policy v. action alternatives analysis

alone. Indeed, a school closure model could result'in the closure

of one site only, and thei.efore be an example itself (although not

a good one) of a 'defected' single-entry modeling episode.

A better and more utilizable setting for single/multiple issue

and its application' within decisional modeling, lies within the

'area of curriculum activity packaging, or general, goals/objectives

packaging (Wholeben, 1980b). In a overly simplified example,

consider the decision to be made between instructing either concept

A or concept B -- obviously, a single-entry decision; and let us

further assume no other concepts are to be comparatively evaluated.

Each concept of course, consists of a number of instructional

objectives necessary to bring about the desired level of conceptual

learning involved. But of course, each of the multitude of these

goals and objectives have also associated with them a series of

instructional, classroom (or homework) related activites which if

executed, will bring about satisfaction of the goal or objective;

and when all goals/objectives are satisfied, the singular concept

satisfied as well.

Consider this problem: to determine whether concept A will be

implemented to the exclusion of concept B, or vice-versa; and

determining which objectives will be utilized to 'determine such a

decision (where not.all'objectives will be allowed execution); and

furthermore, which activities will be utilized to determine which

objectives will be executed to determine which concept will be

finally decisioned. Complex enough?
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While the_choice of concepts is obviously a single7entry

matter, the potential grouping characteristics of the objgptives

at one level, and the activities at-another level, illustrate the

impact lower-ordered multiple-entry decisions will have upon a

higher-order'single-entry decision. 'It is not at all trite to,

_ state, that one does not decide first the activities, then the

objectives, and finally the concept -- for such is the ingredients

of an.irrelevant And therefore invalid decision. In truth., the

model must not evaluate the potential of the activities in various

groupings, but also ,the objectives in various higher-order groupings.

Thus, differential objective groupings will hold differential

activity groupings, and all potential impacts of all potential

combinations (or even permutations) must be evaluated for worth --

exciting, is it not? As we will see in the next section regarding

interactive effects, some 'more valued' activities may be discarded

due to their inability to 'mix optimally' with other activities.

For a more interesting and not -so- oversimplified example, the

discerning reader is directed to the discussion of the decisional

model for evaluating computer-assisted/computer-managed

instructional objectives 'across multiple micro-computer hdrdware

and software packages -- arriving at the best instructional package

-- in chapter eleven.
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MAIN -.V. INTERACTIVE - EFFECTS MODELING

The contrdr of multiple alternatives decision=making isPitself,

a double-sighted context;,that.is, choosing between multip alter-

natives, evaluated across competing criteria, and .choose etween

indiVidual and collective criterion impacts, resulting from the

Various multiple alternatives. Decisional modeling must prd0.ide

for a strict visibility of criterion impact, both singularly as

well as collectively. Without.such conscious control, an alterna-

tive with high positive criterion measures RI-2 a number of variables

can arithmetically 'cancel' the negative effe?t- of other'.Variables

as the model evaluates the criterion measures.

The Issue

Modeling as a useful strategy for evaluating the potential

benef4-ts and/or shortcomings of a set of different solution alter-

natives must depend upon the various criteria which have been

selected and identified to provide understandable measures of sucbr

benefit or loss. While it is easy to understand the competitive-

ness within the set of potential alternatives to seek membership

within the final solution set (defining how many and which ones),

it is also as apparent to perceive the parallel competing rela-

tionships found within the set of criterion references utilized to

measure each alternative's contribution to system impact, and the

various combinatorial permutates which result by varying solution

set memberships.

The most accepted form for displaying multiple alternative

actions across competing criterion references is the decision

matrix, where alternative solutions are identified across the top

of the matrix as columns, and criteria down the leftside of the
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same matrix as rows. This simple'2-dimensional design is

ficient for the single-entry case discussed in the previous

section. By imposing the.possibility of multiple-entry solutions

upon the matrix, and further stating that the solution set Will

comprise a total,of k-action alternatives, the matrix becomes a

3- dimensional figure, with height defined-by membership. However

to take.this analogy one step further, 1e potential of varying

membership size forces the addition of a fourth dimension, beyond

the visual understanding of the average person. It,Ms in this can-

text of 4-dimensional modeling, that the realm of 'multiple alter-

natives analysis', and its relate'] dependence upon interactive-

effects modeling exist.

To understand interactive-effects, one has to firSt comprehend
e.

its counterpart, main-effectsjmodeling -- and the basal differences

between the two. First, itimportant -to note, that main-effects

modeling does not presuppose a single -entry decisioning context

only. Main-effects modeling defines a procedure for evaluating

potential solutions only in their contribution to a single com-.

Posite measure of system impact. Each potential action would form

a linear combination of stated criterion impact (e.g. 'add

'positive benefits' and then subtract the 'negative by-products'),

and result in a single measure of potential for that particular

action's influence in solving the problem at hand. Left relatively

uncontrolled, are the effects to the system as a whole of the other

potential alternative solutions being considered. In the singular

alternatives case, where one and only one solution alternative will

be chosen, this is not considered to be a mayor shortcoming. In

the multiple alternatives case however, where the solution set mem-

bership (size) is dynamically determined by the strengths and

weaknesses associated with the particular combinations and per-

mutations of the alternatives being evaluated, main-effects

\\

modeling strategic are a serious compromise to solution. validity

and modeling n'eliablity.
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Interactive-effects modeling satisfies t e dual needs 4

measuring (contnolling) both individua-Vand collectiVe contribu-

tionsof the.multiple-entry solution to the. defined systemic

Problem. Not only can.the variability intrbduced,by varying solu-

ti.on set memberships and sizes be analyzed and evaluated, but

-moreover- can the dynamic impacts of identified postive and

negative infitiences to the system as a whole be monitored and

These'collective influences to the system, dependent

upon the .composition Of the solution set, allow not only the poten-

tial alternative actions to be Competitive, but also permit the

various criterion references defining impact to be likewise cog:-

petitive in assuring,._ that the final sblution set membership con-

norms to the pre-established norms of the policy (Philosophy) of

the system -- a previous modeling decision.

The Application

The process of selecting a micro-computer system for a school

or district office is not
Ji
as easy as reading the brochures, and

then buying what your neighboring school bought (anyway). The

relevant potential of a computer system within the educational

environment -- for the full range of administrative, instructional

and evaluative data processing options -- is truly infinite.

Consider a situation in which a number of instructional goals

have been identified as being most amenable to presentation and

drill via a computerized system. Assume also that a number of

administrative goals have also been delineated, in which many of

the student record keeping, budgetary accounting, and inventory

control funCtions of .the` main office could be facilitated by some

form of data processing system. Clearly, many usable systems do

exist on theiarket ranging from the familiar TRS-80 and APPLE

models to the less familiar OSI and HEATH sets. A variety of
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options. exist for each of the particular models_or systems; and

a equally diverse number of integr-al peripherals 'are -likewise

available to complement and exponentially upgrade any bge-formet,

systems.' The questions become: how,to relged the various '

instructional and curricular components to the various softwar,

and then to the hardware system compatible.with the desired and

_j
usable, software; and, how to design an instructional system totally

compatible vii' h administrative requirements for, a.database
a

manager.

While chapter 11 deals with this issue in greater specificity,

it is appropriate to examine some of the criterion references which

might be utilized to perform some a high-level comparative analysis

between administrative and instructional objectives, and their

appropriate satisfaction through the purChase of related hardware

and software.

Generally, it is obvious that some degree of measure will be

required concerning such generic criterion references as need,

: demand, performance, effectiveness, efficiency and satisfaction --

notwithstanding'the ultimate criteria; cost and availability. In

addition, different views &dm diverse populations will be required

in order to survey and,understand opposing opinion structures.

Therefore, it is likely that measures of opinion concerning the

need, demand, effectiveness, satisfaction, etc. for various items

will be fOrthcoming from administrators, teachers,-students, and

quite possibly parents as well. In addition, it is further likely,

that some items will be arithmetically differenced 'in order to not

only measure the degree of opinion, but also the degree of consis-

tency between potential user groups. Thus, teacher v. student,

teacher v. administrator, student v. parent, and so forth must be

criterion modeled in order to denote a measure of consistency, or

more appropriately, potential future conflict of interest and need.
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The seasoned evaluator and decision-maker realizes that no one

alternative mix between alternative objectiyes,,hardware and soft-

ware-will be, perfectly acceptable to all Tieeds ard deMands'involved.

Therefore, a greater degree of closeness.between the administrator

pareot .opinions may be seers as important, as ,a high degree of con=

I' sistency between teacher and student views. `Even if the teachers,

and students do not rate a particular software package in science

as the highest i,n quality -- as Drig as th'eir.measures are at least

acceptable, it may be better to choose the package on which thein

opinions were most alike. However, the combinations of objectives

and software m ch-ups are numerous, and different combinations or

permutations wil alter the final criterion measure of consistency.

To choose the best match of objectives, hardware and software, the

model must keep track of the level of consistency (in thisfexample),

the limit of consistency required and the minimum of singular

acceptability for each software item individually, and of course

the membership of the particular grouping which best illustrates

the highest degree of consistency possible.

The usefulness of such a model obviously, is in the promulgation,.

of the above control on' consistency, while also choosing the best,

possible system within district (or building) expenditure limits.

The modeling of interactive-effects is one of the paramount

'strengths of the multiple alternatives modeling technique. While

1 it will control the selection of any particular alternative based

upon that alternative's criterion 'measures, thi'lModel will further-
.

more control for total impact upon the syStem,:in terms of the fuTl .

membership of the solution set decisioned.
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MUTUAL - EXCLUSIVENESS IN MODEL PLANNING

In model- building, alternatives should be both separate and

iddependent in terms of their identification and definition --

,.,that is, be mutuAa.exclusive of other alternatives. Without this

control- upon the formulation of 'alternative courses of action, the

comparative evaluatlioi of alternatives would be pitting some.alter-
,

natives against themse yes -- somewhat uselest'. -- but 4e:rtainly

confOunding to-the measures of the various criteria involved. The

pitfalls of non-mutually exclusive criteria.---Sometimes known as

multi - collinear weightii'g -- will also provide a bias to the model

which mayle,,uniptendedi ----ar; if, intended, u rofessional.

The Issue-

The modeling of policy alternatives, whether in the higher-

order situation of determining general direction or philosophy or

in the lower order context of,Aeterthining specific actions in

satisfying the determined philosophies, requires attention be given

to the degree of distinctiveness or indelAndence between each of

the alternailves being evaluated. It is obvious,, that the modeling

of very similar policies would be a waste of time --assuming of

course, that this degree of similarity was acknowledged prior to

the evaluation of alternatives. This question of similarity refers

to the concept of mutual-exclusivity regarding the construction of

alternatives, and the related impact upon the decfsioning model.

The idea of economy in modeling alternatives is somewhat inno-

cuous when discussinIthe similarity between alternative policies

or implementation actions. However, the degree of collinearity

between criterion references can poteritially have a demonstrative

effect upon the modeling process, and the solution resulting. For
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example, if the-mode:ling framework evaluSting .the alternatives does,

not control for the existenje of murti-co)linearity between cri-

ter
,

used in assessing the value of those various alternatives,
)

th potential for "stackinglltheluodel i- present -- that )s,
.

. introducing relative identical criterion referenced measures and

thereby 'weightng' the yikelihood of par icular alternatives in

becoming members of the final solution se . Such weighting of'out-

come could qbviously be byoaccident, or mere impoetantlyl, by

design.

The concept of mutual-exclusiveness i mode)* planning is thus

related to both alternatives construction and criterion reference

utilization. 'Overlap in the design ofal ernatives provides an

unnecessary burden for the model during i s 'subsequent evaluation

mode, but is not necessarily compromising to the results of the

sol6tion process. The degree of similari y between alternative

policies or actions is governed by the de ire of the model builder,

to design a 'clean' representation of the various philosophical or

action-oriented alternatives; and by the degree of 'clear'

understanding of the problem at hand, in the mind of the model

builder. However, overlap 'with regard, t criteria inclusion in the

assessment process can be a methbd for p oviding high probability

of a particular alternative's final memb rship within the solution

. set.

The Application

The modeling of schools for potential closure is a fundamental

example of evaluating mutual-exclusive alternatives. Although the

fate of some sites may be inextricably linked-to the future of

another site, this linkage is usually criterion related, and not

ailloction of a 1:1 correspondence between alternatives. Exceptions

to this,rule may exist however, such as a vocational/technical site
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related to a high school -- but these are special cases easily'

.modeled..

Regarding alternatives and their mutual-exclusivity, the major

problen lies in curriculum evaluatiqn4where various instructional

activities may possess the idential criterion measures across all

criteria (or at least, have been measured that way). Such 'toss-
,

up' alternative solutions can be controlled via what we will come

to understand as the "objective function" vector within the

multiple alternatives model. The multiple alternatives analysis

framework will accomodate such identical .criterion vectors; but

the membership (if it exists) within the solution set can be only

considered by chance The, true problem' of course is whether or not

the two (or more) alternatives in question in essence perform the

identical same function, i.e. duplication. The model is not con-

cerned with such potential of duplicity (although'it can be pro-

grammed to do so), and could unwittingly select both alternatives

as members of the solution set. Such a problem is ever existent

within the assessment of curriculum activities and objectives; and

must be guarded against for 'the sake of time efficiency and the

duplication of expenditures. *

Regarding criterion measures, the best example of a conscious

effort to reduce any form of duplication (or multi-collinearity)

exists in the process Used to determine the final criterion set

for determining school closures (Wholeben, 1980a).

Using sources, which ranged from business and industry, through

past attempts at developing main effects models for site evaluation,

to the opinions and desires of key community and school personnel --

, a set of 62 criterion measures were decreased to a final collection

of 24 measures utilizing such statistical techniques as factor

analysis and analysis of variance. Criteria were excluded from use

within the final closure model if they duplicated an already included
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measure, from anther 'supposedly unrelated' criterion, or if they

tended to be segregated to a'particular kind of site; which was

a priori determined not to be utilized as a criterion reference.

By insuring mutual exclusivity within criterion references, not

ly was potential duplication of critetia avoided but also was thg

use o unwanted biasing sources precluded..

For a more technical and manual-oriented presentation.concerning

the control of mutual-exclusivity in alternatives, the reader is

directed not to skip reading the final section of chapnr five,

concerning the use of tautological inference vectors. Regarding

the use of statistical procedures to help determine the degree of

mutual-exclusiveness in criterion measures, the reader is directed

to study carefully the contents of chapter nine.

ft
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COLLECTIVENESS - EXHAUSTIVENESS IN MODEL PLANNING

e

Controlled system totality and criterio*representativeness are

the goals of col.lective-exhaustivity regarding the preliminary

planning for model ;design and construction. "Wmeasure total sys-

tem impact, all decisional units must be model regardless of ,their

potential for incl4sion within the final solution set. Simparly,

the effect of a particular criterion reference can not be detected

unless it was modeled within the original decisioning process.

The Issue

While the concept of mutual-exclusiveness focused mainly upon

independenceand overlap between both the alternatives under

investigation, and among the various:criterion'references utilized

in the evaluation of those alternatives -- the idea of:collective-
.

exhaustiveness' is concerned primarily with the totality of the

system bpinganalyzed, and the universality of those impacts attri-

butable to thatisystem.

The collective-exhaustivity based upon the alternatives to be

modeled, illustrates the need of a.modeling system to'address two

paramount concerns. ,First, the alternatives must in fact describe

every conceivable potential policy or action which has some degree

of expectancy associated with the context being analyzed. It

should be 'noted, that satisfaction of this need for including every

possible alternative, may lead to the violation of the mutual-

exclusiveness or relatedness between two or more individual

alternatives. This should not be considered a detriment to the

model. A reliable rule-of-thumb is to exclude only those alter-.

natives which do not demonstrate a different criterion measure on

at least one criterion variable. Secondly,, this need to describe_
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all possible solutions incorporates the notion that. system Apact

can not be'accuratel.y measured without including all potential

measures within the systemic Modeling procedure. For example, a

particulardecisioning alternative may not be a, candidate for the

solution tet'(due to political, social, economic or religious,

reasons) -- yet it is reasonable that_its

modeled in order to attribute its exclusion from the measure O---

total system impact. Likewise, a particular decisioning alter-

native may be defined as necessary for inclusion regardless of the

measures _of_its-criteria----and-therefore-,--it-legislated inclusion

to the total system impact as measured by criteria, must be

controlled.

While collective-exhaustiveness is concerned primarily with

controlling for total solution likelihood and total system impact,

respctively, in addressing the area of constructing alternatives

for evaluation -- the concern for the collective=exhausttveness in

defining criterion references is just as important to the model

planning process. With criteria, all possible references must be

decided and included within the model, to totally assess each

alternative's individual contribution to the system impact via its

:inclusion or exclusion within the solution set; and to assess the

collective contribution resulting from the modeling of a multiple-_

alternatkes and/or multiple-entry solution.context. All possible

criteria which are viewed to have a potential impact upon the final
ti

solution set generated muit be included within the modeliRg

framework. Selective exclusion will have the same effect as

included multiple measures of the same criterion measure for

weighting purposes (as discussed above).

The Application

One of the major errors in evaluating schools for closure

during the past few years, has been the conscious exclusion of
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sites.. which will not be closed "no matter what". Suchoa decision,

isalmost always political, and SOmetimes even valid, The problem

stems fromthe exclusion of the site from comparison with other

buildings susceptible to selection and thus:theuneanscigps°

exclusion of the priyileged site criterion measures from being

utt-14-zed-in-the-ftnel-system-wl-de:Irripect-:compos-i-te.-In-this-

situation, the final measure of system impact in natippresentative

of the total system; and 'is theref6-6 eredneous. Malelt can be

designed to include a privileged site's measures within the final

decisioning process;, and yet .tautologically excride that same site

from the final solution set ,(schools for closure).

Collective-eihaustiVeness with respect. to criterion r'ef&enceS

howexer, is a much more AiffiOult issue to monitor and cOnt61.

The experienced evaluatbr can well remember themultitude of tiMes

the question-has been asked, "Have all the necessary criterion

references to make an infOrmed decision been included ? "; and the-
Ike

equal-number of times, crossed finger behind back, the reply was,

"All (I hope)*" Only time, communication and openness can provide

the necessary setting for discovering 'all relevant' references.

The necessitk'for full criterion representation is best illus-

trated in the area of fiscal modeling for,determining 'program

budgetary r611-backs. Defining the total system impact-as lhose

composites which signify, effects upon the various object

expenditure categories (salaries, benefits, equipments, capital

outlay, etc.), 'the final solution of the budgetarpcutbacks can

be modeled-and/or monitored via examination of the final object.

sums. For example, if the reduction of equipment expenditures.

is considered to be of primary impartarp, program with high need

for equipment purchases will be of weighted preference for inclu-

sion within the final solution set. In the same vein, if a, goal

exists to decrease salaries by'some x-percent, the final configura-

tion of the solution set will allow a direct reference to that

particular goal., (



Thus, the concept of collective-exhaustiveness represents a

defined need to not only model the full Systeras it exists, but

also. to assure all, criterion.meAsures desired,within the final
decisional 'process are present. Without such careful preparation,

measures of individual as well as collective systft impact is

impossible.
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INDIVIDUALIZED V. COLLECTIVE SYSTEM IMPACT

Individualized system impact refers to those criterion references

which represent a particular-alternative's worth to the solution

set, and to the system. Collective impact is a composite of all

solution set members, and nermembers -- signifying the benefit of

the arrived-at solution to the system as a whole, and the remaining

system functioning level.

The Issue

As might be hypothesized, main-effects modeling within the

singular-alternatives' context provides the simplext of all policy

(or action) modeling situations. The concept of evaluating policy,

alternatives for variable utility is often condbcted in a setting

of multiple alternatives (or multiple-entry solutions)', and the

resulting reliance upon interactive-effects modeling strategies.

Each aliernatiye's individualized contribution to the system, as

defined by the measure(s) associated with each criterion reference,

can easily be recognized. Usually, each alternative will possess

simultaneous measures of both positive benefit and negati.ve.impact

to the system as a whole, dependent upon which of the particular

references are being evaluated. By establishing certain limits on

the 'acceptability' of levels of such measurement, alternatives can

often be excluded from further consideration as a potential solu-

tion -- that is, having failed' a particular criterion test. Policy

decision-making,in reality however, is hardly that absolute.

Realism, and the belief in the fact that there are really no

'perfect' solutions, will lead the decision-maker to understand the

need to accept the bad along with the good. If one looks long and

hard enough, each and every.potential alternative will have some

".
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criterion associated with it's impact to the system, that will be

'less than acceptable' -to the modeler and the system. Therefore,

any modeling context must look to the 'big picture', and understand

the total impact to the system as a whole -- that 'is, theneasure

of collective system impact.

No whereis this more important, than within the multiple-

alternatives context. Understanding that no one solution will

work, a collection of potential solutions is analyzed until the

resulting 'set' defines an acceptable solution to the problem at

hand. That is, a group of alternatives will collectively provide

the combined impact necessary in order to effect the solution

required or desired. The modeling scheme utilized to guide the

development of a final solution setsmust therefore provide for the

control of such collective impact; and must moreover allow the

necessary compilation of alternatives in seeking a collective

effect.

The Application

Analogous to the creation of a subscale on a psychological

battery via the incorporation of the responses to several items,

the use of a multiple alternati'ves analysis framework as asurvey

questionnaire generator,has been studied. From a pool of'several

hundred potential items, various items (or questions) can be

selected as part of a survey questionnaire based upon certain pre-,

ordained needs or demands of the individual requiring the survey

instrument. In this circumstance, viewing each item's contribution

to a final "subscale" composite, and the total composite contribu-

tibn to the system as a whole -- is directed comparable to any of

the models previously discussed within this chapter.

1iithin the itemization version of the multiple alternatives

modeling framework, criterion references are related to the degree
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to which an item has been found to represent a particular view or

response to a specific subject; and represents the item's contri-

bution to a 'survey subscale'. Accordingly, the contribution of

each of these 'subscales' to the final instrument created by the

grouping of these items represents the total instrument's contri-

bution to the construct (or constructs) desired to be surveyed.

All multiple alternatives models -- whether policy or action

alternative oriented -- possess the capability of controlling and/

or monitoring both individualized and collective system impact,

based upon the solution set constructed. In the school closure

model, this is related to assuring that the schools remaining open

contain enough seating cOacity to accomodate current enrollment

levels. In the budgetary roll-back model, program budgets are de-

allocated in order to meet the requirements of a specific, dollar

reduction in revenue. In the selection of a micro-computerized

system for both instructional and administrative objectives, it is

the stipulation that one and only one system can be purchased --

and that this system must be the best in. terms of maximally satis-

° fying the prestated objectives.

It remains these ideas of 'best' and 'maximal' which a decision

model must sOmehow operationalize in its systematic pursuit of a

successful remediation strategy.
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OPTIMIZATION OF SYSTEM IMPACT

a

To make the best decision possible without creating new problems,

or more realistically without creating new problems more difficult

than the initial ones being solved, is the goal of the decisional

scientist. Cftentimes, the best decision does not seem to bring

relief-to the system, only to redistribute the negative impacts

,somewhat. The model can not solve the problem; ircan only in

essence display the relative merits of a solution it derives from

evaluating the alternative options input to the model, based upon

the criterion measures describing those optiOns.

The Issue

Accepting the negative aspects of a solution along with its

postiye effects, is a key concept within the decisioning modeling

of policy alternatives; and is referred to as systemic optimality.

Basically, the model .is designed to adopt a specific solution set

membership, based upon the criterion measures defining the range of

alternatives included within the model, in such a manner that,

positive impact to the system as a whole ids maximized, and negative

by-products based upon that same solution minimized. The extent to

which the system will be allowed to assume negative impact is based

upon the model's imposed limits for collective negative effect to

the system as a whole (discussed within the previous section).

Once again, the modeler must rely upon the conceptual framework of

the decision matrix.

With a matrix specifying individual alternative's performance

'across all criterion references, any combination of alternative

solutions may be collectively viewed as to their collective impact

to the system as a whole. The initial modeling context is able to
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further specify the level of positive impact which must be attained

or surpassed (i.e. maximization); and denote the level of negative

effect which will be tolerated as a limit (i.e. minimizatgon).

Such dual demands of maximizing positive impact and minimizing

negative effect is known as defining the feasibility region within

which the potential decision(s) reside; and thei-efore constrain the

model's search for a 'best of all' solution to the defined problem.

The best solution (multiple-entry or otherwise) will be one

which initially does not violate any of the constraints placed upon

the feasibility regibn; and which subsequently provides the highest

positive (or lowest negative) impact to the system, as measured by

some one or more, optimizing criteriop references. This is called

cyclic; optimization, or the cycling of various demands through the

model, and the' related observation of how such differing demands

influence the variable development of different policy

alternatives. The final, or optimal solution thus portrays a reme-

diation strategy which not only assures strict adherence to intro-

duced criterion measures and their limits, but ap provides the

best mix of alternatives which collectively meet the overall

demands: of the system modeled.

The Application

A solution is optimal insofar as its represents the best-mix

of criterion measures utilized in describing that same solution.

The multiple alternatives setting is the, clearest example of the

constructs underlying solution optimality and integrity.

The 24 criterion measures which were utilized to determine the

solution set for site closures, controlled not only individualized

impact to the solution but also collective effect to the system as

a whole. Of these measures, 18 were designed to demonstrate a
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positive, desireable impact to the system -- and thus were

maximized (e.g. area of the school, current enrollment, history of

survival percentages, proximity of enrollees to the site, number of

minorities, available classrooms, and physical characteristics in

ratio to utility consumption and expenditures). The remaining 16

measures were construed to be negative in scope, and were therefore

minimized (e.g. student residence overlap between attendance areas,

site overlap between neighboring schools, site age).

Using these criterion measures as defined above, the schL1

closure model was designed so as tlippmonstrate a solution set

which would impact the system (district) as described; that is,

close schools with smaller areas, history of survival non-

retention, and so forth -= and. thereby keep schools with larger

capacity for,enrollments shifts, closer student residence proximity,

and so forth. With this model, 24 individual solution sets were

designed .in such a fashion, that given the model as controlled by

the 24 references input, each criterion reference in turn was given

status as guiding the development of the solution -- that is, given

the weight of maximizing or minimizing various positive or negative

impacts, respectively. In this way, each separate criterion was

afforded 'fair advantage' in guiding the model to selecting the

best-mix solution of schools to close (both number and name); and

each solution set was compared for consistency across all iterations

.of the modeling execution.

To optimize all criterion measures in s \ch a way as to construct,

the best, possible solution set, is the ultimate goal of the

multiple alternatives model., However, it again must be r4cognized,

that the best solution may'not represent all of the individual

criterion impacts desired by the initial modeling design.



PREFERENCE AND TRADE-OFF CONTINGENCIES

Since decision-making is often a form of collective bargaining

and personal arbitration, it is relevant for a decisioning model to

contain features of such selective compromise. All decisioning

contains criterion-related ingredients of preference -- that is,

for the final solution set to manifest particUlar, desireable

qualities. Equally relevant then, is the need to incorporate the

ability to 'trade-off' certain virtues in order to arrive at a

solution for benefiting the system as a whole.

The Issue

In planning .and designing a modeling strategy for evaluaipg

policy alternatives, the model building must be willing to accept

'less than normallysacceptable' solution alternatives based upon

measures associated to one or more criterion references.

Furthermore, any reasonable model must incorporate a mechanism by

which the decisioning.process (viz., the building of the solution

set) is able to analyze and determine preferences based upon the

interaction of the criteria with.the combination of potential

/alternative actions.

Preferences can be modeled into such"a framework via the use of

weighted criteria; that is, allowing greatdr influence for a select

number of criterion references as opposed to the remaining measures

utilized. In the same way, trade -offs are modeled through use of

collective measures- to signify system impact as a whole (i.e. mazi-

mizin positive, and minimizing the negative). Since it is

likelythat 'perfect.' solutions will be impossible, the model must

be ale to understand the limits within which it willNoperate, and

the sub equent listing of both positive as well as negative impact

to the sys based upon the solution formulated.
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The Application

This final issue in chapter three provides constant fuel for

the critics of quantitative, decision modeling. The fact that

many final, solution sets will not .exhibit all of the modeled cri-

terion constraints upon the solution, leads the novice to believe

that the framework has failed, and that its use is therefore un-

warranted.

All decisioning has preferences as illustrated by the direction

given to the various criterion measures -- to maximize the positive

impact to the system;_and to minimize the negative. The development

of a solution set, will of ter inCorporate some undesireable measures

in order to allow the positive impact which would result. This is

the acknowledged existence of trade-offs as represented within the

results of the multiple alternatives model; and it is maintained as

a strengthof the model to be able to make such trade-offs as it

progresses toward building a solution set.

In a post-hoc evaluation of.the school closure model for

example, it was/ftvind that all criterion measures which were to be

maximized, were -- .and likewise for those to be minimized. That is,

the solution set displayed a consistent array of 'negatively'

oriented measures as opposed to those schools which' remained open.
//

However, some closed sites resembled many of the opened sites on

one or two criteria. These sites were decisioned as closed based

,of

upon the predominance of their impact as measured by the criteria,

and therefore upon their impact to the system as a whole.
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CHAPTER 04

THE DESIGN STAGE

E Multiple Alternatives Analysis as

a Mathematial Decisioning Model 3
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THE TECHNIQUE

To include or not to include a more detailed and technical

decision of the mathematical design within the MAM -- was a long

and arduous decision for the author. On the one hand, inclusion

of a technical section (I reasoned) might sensitize the general

reader negatively; and preclude that reader's pursuit of the

remaining text. On the other hand, exclusion of that same sec-

tion (I rationalized) might very. well undermind the final accep--'

tance of this report as a valid technique.

The final decision to include at least some minimal amount of-

technical development was made, based upon four premises:

(1) though a technical decision may in fact threaten some

readers, the ultiple AlternatiVes Model is- (also in

fact) a technical design, for which 4 neither minimize

nor apologize;

(2) a technical discussion will add credence'to the

operating mechanisms of the model, illustrate its

working parts, ,and promote a detailed understanding of

the "input-process output" relationship -- far above any

"Trust me, it really- works!" manuever;

(3) the technical form4lation can be both informative; and

dOcumentary, without re,ading like a bibchemis,t's report

on the postpituitary hormone, oxytocin (that is,

n
,

C43H6012U1232, you are interested); and

(4) a respohsible reading' of Chapters two and three has

already acquainted thereader. to the general ideas coh-

tained
w4N
ithin Chapter '4; that in fact, Chapter four'
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should be a 'recall' episode for the material already

alluded to in the previous'fiscaj discussion.

The presentation in Chapter four. consists,of three sections

which follow a very simple introduction, design, and evaluation/

validation paradigm. The disddssion is voicLof any particular

problematic context; and thus'is. more generic than system-

specific in scope. Suctan inductive apprOach, viz. from the

specific in Chapters:two'and three, to the.univers4 in,Chapter

four, will hopefully,not only,proMote better learning'and

understanding of the MAMtechnique,,,-bui-W4-1-1---moretecettle'

etrnd-----FE-5--------evieit---ithernanuScript more Cfi)Sely for its intuitive

A
'and generalizable applications to other problem areas of

education.'



INTRODUCTION. TO THE. MULTIPLE ALTERNATIVES MODEL.:

The Multiple Alternatives Modeling (MAM) framework makes four

assumptions of the problem (decisioning) areas to Which it

(model) is to_be applied. First, the problem is a'multiple

alternatives p.roblem, requiring a' multiple alternatives solution.

That is, the solution to the specified problem situation could

reasonaly call for the .implementation of more than one of,the
-

alternative courses of action being evaluated. Whether it be

schools to be closed, budgets to be cut, programs to be-:initiate,

or routes over which to transpor 'sifidents --greater than one,

schocbudget,.program or route,may be selected as the solution._

%,41

Secondly, criterion" reference points variables) can be

quantitatively measured for each of ttie defined alternatives,

demonstrat4ng an alterative's impact (if implemented) to the

system, according to the criterion's derived focus. Furthermore,

this arithmetic, summation of all 'selected' alternativessi-

terion .values (aci-dis a partiCular criterion) forms a c8mposite
4 s

numerical value which illustr tes the solutionls impact (selected

alternatives) to the system a a whole.

Thirdly, the system being modeled can afix some high (or 1

limits to these criterion ,Aqminations, called' upper. (or lower), .

'bounds. Lf a criterion measures the total'ecost.of each progriam

being considered4or implementation, and a total available bUdg

of some specified amount exists -- then the summed total of al,:

program budgets (for the program to be implemented) must be equa

to or -less than the total available budget Obviously;. you ca

not spend more than' yap have available (although program a

nistrators do it rellti.ously). In this example, the

available is seen asran 'upper bound'. Similarly,a '1

could be the total amount to be cut from an operwiiiglbub gt,
yek:
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where the criterion is the cost-to-be-:saved fOr each of the

potential alternative programs (budgets) available for roll-back.

.

Finally, some one, individual criterion measure is identified'

wh)fi will be utilized to optimize.the selection of.the final

alternative mix-set (solution. Many sets:of alternatives

is, combinational permutations) can sUally he identified which

ee dr extent,..,Aowever,will provide a solution to some

reality normally requires an dherence to some priorities

existent within the 'sYstem being modeled; for example, a desire

'to maximize the number:of students transported (on the average)
' .

Yla each bus;. or a desire to minimize the number of stops; a, bus

has to make enroute tp the school

The Multiple Alternatives Model. ys .a :complex response to a

"complex decisioning situation. The recognizes the need to

simultaneously evaluate all available alternatives across al l%

defined criteria, and to therefore simulate:the interactive

nature of a criterion-inferenced, decisiow-ma4ng environment.

Above all else;'the MAM framework provides a ready means for eva-...

luating a set of alternatives, collectively --,and based upon the

set of criteria which'the real-life decision-maker have posited

as the desired ingredients of their final decision°.

Role of Multiple Alternatives in Decision-Making

In the multiple 'alternatives context, the potential solution

'alternatives may be displayed as a serial string; that is,

xix2 x3 ... xn where xj representsthe jth alteratiyes (of n

j = 1, 2, n. The MAM decision isto include (or

exclude) each alternative,a? a member of the final solution

Amix-set). The only value which xj may assume is J.' (that-is,

toihclude) a (that is, to exclude). Therefore, the decision



%4

is to mathematically assign either the value of 1 or. 0 to each of

alternatiyes, j = 1, 2, ..., n; thus the label, binary,-
J

programi ng
. 4

In ,each.case.ofjen. alternatives, the serial representatiOn

would be illustrated, as':

xi: x2 x3 ... x103

If the'fina,1 solution included alternatives 2, 5, 9 and 10 as

members, then the solution vector would be displayed as

As we will see 'in 'the next section, the function of a binary

coding (0,1) extendsbeyond its use as an easy display mechanism

for.A1ternatiye solution membership.

Decision Criterta as Modeling,Constrdints ,

- .r...,'

.

ge,
,t\7

We have sn that an alternative becomes part of the solution
. .,

by taking on
,1he

vatlue o.fl (that is, xj = 1 for some j.of n); as,
,

-

opposed to the value of 02,(xj = 0, for all j of n, such that xj =

1, j = 1, 2, n). The basis,for:45igning l's v. O's, lies

in..the evaluation of the criteria which were selected and

:peasUred to indicate each x-J 's impact upon the system being
,

,

modeled. Furthermore, it was the summation of the criterion

values%across'ihe se\lected (solution) alternatives which fof-,. , !

, s .te

mulated.the multiple alternatives solution (mix -set) impact to
0 .

,...,.

the system.

-,

Let us define an 'a' as'representinT.the value of any cri-

terion for any alternative. It is relatively straightforward

..

4:1
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rn,

theti..,to:iiterface al. as the value of the ith criterion's measure

for,:thejtli alternative. 'For example, recalT our previous

example'd.ten alternatives. If there existed-only one criterion

to assist .us in evaluating theet of potential solutiOns, then

the criterion values could be represented as:

1 a1,1 a1,2 1,3 a1,4 a1;10,..

In-a more complicated example, a set of three criteria used to

evaluate ten altnitf\m s ItiOud be represented as

a2,2

al,3 al,4
a1,10

a2,4 a

E a3,1 a3,2 a3.3 a3,4

103

a3,10

The first case involving only a single criterion, is called a

vector of criterion values' across the potential alternatives.

The second case where three criteria existed, is called a matrix

(i.e., ,a collection of two or more vectors) of criterion values

across potential alternatives. Since most MAM problems involve

More than a single criterion, and because each criterions'
,

measurelwill be utilized'to constrain the decision to be made (or:

more appropriately guide the selection of alternatives for

sign within the solution set), the matrix is known as the :c

constraint matrix.

At this point, We have introduced the.variabres of xj(.j

1,2,..., n) M1 aii(i = 1,2, 1,2,...,n) to represent

the alterliat:Nes and criterion values, respectively;ithat is:
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xl X2 xn

1st criterion:
a1,2 al 3

2nd criterion:

mtli_criterion
am,1 am,2 am, 3 am, n

Can you ,see (?) that a further refinement of the above scheme

could bemade to appear as follows:

a1,2 X2 a1,3 x3 al,n xn

a2,2 x2 a2',3 x3 a2,n xn

.

E alm,1 am,2 ar,3 x3 '... arn,n xn 3

This makes sense if you recall that: (1) the value of each

xj will be either a '0' or a '1', depending upon whether it is

excluded or included within the solution set; and that (2) the

sum of the criterion values measures the total impact of the

solution upon the system.

Consider a relatively small example of fOur alternatives

being measured across three criteria. Thus the model would be

represented as:"
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a1,1x1 a1,2x2 1,3x3 a1,4x4 (system impact if CRIT #1)

-2-,4X 1 a22x2 a2;3-3 a2,4x
4 (system impact if CUT #2)

a3,1x11+ a3,2x2 + a3,3x3 + a3,4x4 (system impact if CRIT #3)

Now if the solution vector Cx1 x2 x3 x4] was represented as

rl 0 0 1] where only alternatives #1 and #4 were selected, the

model would be shown as:

41,1(1) a1,2(0) + a1,3(0)
a1,4(1)

42,1(1) a2,2(0) + a2,3(0) + a2,4(1).

a3,1(1) + a3,2(0) + a3,3(0) + a3,4(1);

or.in reduced form:

al,r+ a1,4 (solution impact if criterion #1)

a2,1 a2,4

a3,1
a3,4

(solution impact if criterion #2)

(solution impact if criterion #3)

We now see why previous discussions of tradeoff/preference

and interactive-effects were germane to
the

MAM development.

Note that if r1 0 0 13 is to be our .so tion, then the valuesV
of ral,i, a2,1, a3,13 exist for xl and Ca1,4, a2,4, a3,41 for

x4 = 1. Thus the solutiOn xj, j = 1,4 requires that we accept

the criterion values of"(al,,j, a2,j, a3,j), j = 1,4 whether they
li

are most desireable or not. What we also know is that the choice

of xi and x4 as solutions must coincide with the upper/lower

value restriction placed upon the criteria.
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System Demand and System Impact

The limits placed upon each of the composite measures formed

by summing, each criterion's impact across all solution alter-

natives (i.e., xj = 1 for some j of n), reflect two closely

related, system-stimulated components: demandand impact.

System demand exemplifies the need(s) of the system by the

demand(s) placed upon the value composites of each criterion

summation; that is, the upper or lower bounds of the criterion

sum across the selected solution alternatives. However, since

the bound is established only as a limit (not to be violated),

then it is reasonable to assume these sums will seldom be equiva-

lent to the bounded value; that is, the composite may be somewhat

less than the established upper bound, or somewhat greater than

the established lower bound. The actual value and its distance

from the bounded value, is the measure of system impact (foreach

criterion of the alternatives selected as solutions).

Based upon the already linear relationship between the cri-

terion values and alteratives (defined as coefficients and.-inde-

pendent variables, respectively), it is a simple :extension to

model these criterion limits as a function of inequalities. Thus

in a threealternatives, two-criterion model '(requiring a 2 x 3

constraint matrix, right?) -- where the first .priterion has an

upper-bound required, and the'second criterion a lower-bound--

the representation may be statedr-as:

at,ixi a1,2x2 + a1,3x3 < b1

a2,1x1 + a2,1x2 + a2,3x3

whereb.(i = 1,2) are the upper and lower limits of the first and

second criteria, respectively. These values bi are known as the

values' of the right-hand side (RHS) of the constraint matrix; the
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values bi in vector format (bi,b2) are referred to as the entries

of the conditional vector. Therefore if the solution vector

Cl 1 0] is to be analyzed, the following algebraic relationship

must be satisfied:

a1,2x2 bl

a2,x1 a2,2x2 7 b2

If moreover a particular constraint (criterion relationship)

exists such that an equality is required, the linear equality:

ai,ixi + ai,2x2 + + ai,nxn = bi

is useful, anthvalid.

Me utility of linear equalities and inequalities in formulating

p*Multiple_alteratives model is obvious. However, it is reasonable

1.,,% to exPect'a,situation in which more than one set of alternatives pro-

s'oibtl'on to the MAM problem. In these, cases, additional

systempriarities must be set.

System Priorities and the Objective Function

Consider the circumstance where in evaluating the above three-

alternative, two-criterion problem, two plausible solution sets became

evident: El 0 1] and ED 1 1]. Since both are plausible, we now

that each of the relationships:

al,lx1 + a1,3x3 < bl

a2,1x1 + a2,3x3 > b2
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and

tr.

a1ox3 c b1

a2,3x3 + a2,3x3 b2

are individually, simultaneously satisfied. The question

becomes: how to choose between the first (El 0 13) and second

([0 1 13) sets?

The MAM framework provides a solution to this dilemma, via

the use of another crierion called the objective function (or
,

cost vector). Unlike the crlerion constraint inequalities, .t

objective function does not have an estaiyished upper ,(or power)

bound assigned.. Rather the. criterion coefficients for.the,objec

tive. functfon (labeled c3, j = 1,2,...,n) are summed and the

additional deman established, that either a maximum or minimum sum

be found. Consider the following scheme:

criterion #1

(Alternatives)

x2

a191

criterion #2 a
2,1

a1,2

0

a2,2.

a193

a2,3

(objective function) c2 3

RHS

If the criterion referencing the objective function was of a

'. positive-consequent nature, that is mea uring good effects of

each of the potential. alteratnivesthen it is reasonable to
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desire a maximum value from,the summation of cJ .based upon the

alternatives selected as solution.

If the solution El

of:

results in the composite:

is selected, then the evaluation

clxi c2x2 c3x3

c1 + c3

Likewise, the solution set CO 1 13 results in the composite:

+ c3 .

If are positive (i.e., good and desireable) measures and wecj

therefore wish to maximize the c. summation -- it is intuitive

that the greater of, the ((c1 +-c3) and (c2 + c3)) values will

decide the final choice/between the El 0 13 and 0 1 li sets,

resbectively. That is, if in fact (c2 + c2) 7 (c1 + c3), then

the relationship:,

maxfmi4e c x
1

A..
... 4

t-.

yields the solutioh set E0,,l, 13.14th ,a ma nixAgd objective

function of (c +.c ) ,The idea' of jiillz (the "good") and

minimizing (the "bad "') *the summit10- ctive function

coefficients, demonstrates the iSsnk v. feasible
Ne1 rr'

solutions. Both El 0 13 'and CO 1 , ' refeasible solutions

in that both satisfied the limits established via the inequali-

ties and the values of the RHS or Conditional vector. However;

the q0 1 .13 solution was optimal as it alone maximized the

objective function summation.
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In summary, this example could have been stated completely in

the MAM framework as follows:

To maximize:

subject to:

cixi + ,c2x2 + c3x3

al,lx1 a1,2x2 a1,3x3 c b1

a2,1x1 a2,2x2 a2,3x3

xj = (0,1), j = 1,2,3.

The next section will focus in greater detail on the actual

quantification of the coefficients; and the development of bounds

for the conditional vector.
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Fjaure 7. Representation of the Augmented Decision Matrix Aodel
as the "Multiple Alternatives Model" (AAA):

Constraint #01

Constraint #02.

Constraint #03

COnstraint 404'

:Constraint

(Decision Variables)

. x3 x4
x5

x
70

a

Ill
a

12

a

13

a

14
a a

15 16

ala
17 i

a

,21

a

22
a

23

a
24

ala
25 26

a

27
a

28

a

31
a :a.
32 33

a

"'

a)
3r5

a

36

a

37
a.
33

a

41
a

42 43

4

a

44
a

45
aa
46 47

a

48

a

51

a

52
a

53
a

54
a

55
a

56 57

'a

58

c. ' C

3

3
OPTIMIZE:

CiXj
4L-
J=1

(Cost .Vector Coefficients)

st: a.I .x.
J

( x>0

(ff':4ILP, x is integer; if Jecisonal, ;:=0,1 only.).
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DESIGN OF THE MULTIPLE ALTERNATIVE MODEL

Sithply stated, the Multiple Alternatives Model is a collec-

tion of_simultaneous linear equations and inequalities, witiloan

additional string of serial values (the objective function)..:,

available to "break any ties" winch result when mover than one

vector of solution values (0,1) exists\for the independent

variables -(the multiple alternatives). Generally speaking, these

equations and inequalities which make up the constraint matrix

and conditional. vector (righthand-side) could be further labelled

as the dependent variables (She foci of the particular criterion

constraints).

The coefficients of the criterion constralnLs, the ail values.,

reflect measures for each of the xj alternatives (j = 1,...,n)

across each of the defined i-criteria (i = 1,...,n). The

bi values (i = 1,...,n) of the RHS (right-hand-siae) represent

the limits (upper and lower bounds) placed upon the sums of each

criterion, summated acrOss all selected (i.e. solution)

alternatives. Since a selection means that the specific x3

will equal '1', then the criterion value aiixj (or aij times 1)

forces a. to be an added,to the.sum.ij

We may now'improve tremendously upOn our earlier charac-

terization of the decision matrix. By adding the ideas of the

conditional 'ector (to insure flexibility and the potential for

tradeoff/preference), we are able to model the interactive-

effects,premise required of multiple-alternatives decisioning.

Supplementing the model further with an objective function, the

set of feasible solution alternatives can be further analyzed to

choose the singularly best alterative mix-set -- the optimal

solution. Figurec7 displays the scheme of. the augmented model,

within the original eight-alternative/fiveconstraint milieu. We
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may now proceed to disouss,in greaterdetail the measurement and

operational schemes which are possible (and desireable)mithin

the MAM framework.

Generation OfCollectively-Exhaustive Alternatives
.

71%

Valid construction and reliable execution of the MAM system
'

requires the user to recall certain rudimentary facets of basic

research and,experimental design, and statigtical analysis,- the

issues of '61lective-exhaustiveness and,mutUal-exclusivenesS. We
.0.

.,.

will delay the discussion of the mutual' exOlUSivity of seleOted,

alternative solutions until a later*Artion However the issue

of collectively4exhaustivealte'rnatives is_ge mane noW.

,,-,ft:
\ ' -,.:,

t,

Recall the two 'strong 'suits' (obviously among many) of the
,

MAM framework: (1) control of'interactive effects modeling, and

(2) measure of total system impact. Interactive-effecttomodeling

provided a control over,the rather complex-milieu produced, when

decision-making was evaluating multiple alternative solutions

across multiple competing criteria., Single alternatives could be

measured as "good" or "not-so-good" on val.' us criteria - cow-

pared to the correlated criterion measures other alternative.

and analyzed as to which alteratiVe displayed the best-mix oF",. ,,(

criterion measures. When compared, however, did some set of
t

alternative solutions produce a better "interactive-mix" than

another set? And, were different amounts of alternatives

required for either? Thus, interactive-effects modeling assumes

highly complex interrelationships%n#'only -between sets of

multiple alterantives and among (within) those'same,setS; but

also presumes related interactions between the criterion measures

Of those same alternatives (both singular and multiple) --the

necessary foundation for a trade-off/preference potential.



.The-other:!strPng'suit' of MAM centers about the issue of

:theasuring'iotal system impact'. You will recall, that the

IHS-vallies provide a control upon the summation of each crAterion.

constraint --tpis OeimpaCt Which the selected. 4.1*

native§, will-be "allowed" to foster. 'However', RHS-values

establish either an upper-or lower-bound to the summation, not

the actual value which the summation must assume. Therefore, the

-true sum fOr any criterion constraint might very.will (and

usually wi 11 b ) different than the pronounCed limi.t; that is,

somewhat less \han the uppee-bOund, or somewhat gi-eater than the

lower bound:, In this way, the desired impact to the 'system .is

controlable but mdreoVer the actual ithpact'to the system.ts'

.measureable. By knowing the discrepancy. between the desired and

actual impact, the MAM model can be used to' detect Changes to the

system'ti.e., differential,impact, wh)ch may occur -through -the

s°efekon of different altenatiVeolUtions:

It-should be obvious to:thereOder that 'ne(ther the control,.

of interactive-effects nor the. recognition of system impact via

varying alterantives' configuration,,posstble Without the
. .

existence of all possible, feasible, andre1event alternative

courses ot action for consideration. More succinc:tly, the set of

multiplvialteranti esbeing evaluated across the defined criteria

constraints must haracteristlts

exhaustive4opulatio of alternatives. The exclusion of any

alternative forp the model, automatically precludes its impact

upon the evaluation of the remaining alternatives, and its impact

upon the system as a Wholet



Criterion Measurement and Constraint Formation

,Sifnce the "criterion, constraint represents a linear relation'

(either -equality or inequality)sof the form:

ai,j xj (4, = )) bi, for each i = 1, m,

j=1

extreme caution must be, used in developing the au coefficients

of the x decision variables. Obiiously, each, aij must be
numeric; and further exhibit, such qualities As to allow their

,

arithmetic sum to'be a rational and useable quantity for-com-

parison with the associated bi) RHS-valuejcliscussedin the next

section).

Four basic. scaling 'schemes exist for,Aleasuring and encoding

data nominal, ordinal; interval and:ratia.21ProgresSiiely:

inclusive, all can be utilized to formulite",itieli coefficient,
dependent upon, the definition of the 'particular, criterion 1 nJ

congtra t (i.e. its focus).' The most carillon 'scales Atli ized are

the i. erval and ratio. Measures, due to their ability to compute

measures of central tendency (arithmetic means) lind distributive

variation (standard deviation). We will:limit our discusSion to

these scaling techniques only.

patkconcerning proIram OPenditures,(e.g, intAlblTat4unitS),'

number ofreqUired'OerSdnne)..(e:g. inFTE-units), or energy con-
,

SUmption BTU-units) fare, rW,c+Scal ed ..measures,

Other data Whi ch might' be obtained from :simple ilfo rialres con-
-cerning resOOdentisperceptiont tcivi461s each particular

ti



alternattves might easily be intei.val-s'Oaled (e.g.'a six-point

contthuum measure associated with a 'Strongly D4sagree,

Strongly Agree' resnph a format).

J.

Consider the objective:

% \
"To deallocate saoh*ogram alternatives as will secure -an

expenditure savings at least somemount '$SAVEk."

Clearly if we :;cost -out each, program alternati've and arrange

e constraint g'f011ows:

$.
1,1 xl $i

x
x
n

7 $SAVE, ,_ .

then the solution vector Ex, x2, x3 ... xn) must be of such .(0,1)

configuration as to allow the sum of the $i,i to be at least the

amount $SAVE or greater. This is one of the easier examples of

the use for a ratto-scaled..priterion.

Consider ariOther objective foiluse of the interval-Cale:

"To deallocate such program alternative
,

as will coincide.!

with the public's opinion of-each program's relative lackH:TV

merit."

Suppose that a questionnaire was sent to a random sample of.

individuals, wherein the question.mas asked:

"Program xj fulfills the needs of'ihe community-

to which it applies."

and the response tallied via the use of 'the following format:

.144
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.

1. ,';' 2 el ,44 5 4 6

Strongly Disagrde, Moderately. Moderlatefx Agee -Strongly
. 0

,

`Disagree , Disagree..f. Agree'0, ' Agree V

w * i
a v

where lesver magnitude (i#L1, a.*.:. ) displayedQthe 4
A W

respondenrs disagreement\ with the itenfelicItoe,4and thiff

measured' a negative' responv 'to the percelmed
,
meit''sfor each 'of

the PograMs. ,If 100 peffple responded trthese items (one for
- ,..s....

eaCh psogram alternative), the 100 perceptipm-(1, 2, ..'-", 674,v",v, 4,, 0

could be averaged 4nd conpiled into the constraint serial:4

. ,

A
PCP.i, xi, +PCPi Z x2t+ PCPI

.

'wheee PCPi is the ith constraint, and represents the grotip.s,

(N=100) perception (PCP) of worth or merit for each,prograrti. Of

course, ,a value for .the RHS (bi must' be computed; and we wills

survey this development in the next section.

The importance af.each criterion constraint within the

constraint matri)clies in its °ability to model each alternative
ti

singularly. (via the individual ai,i values), and collectively,

(via the summation of the Aii, Sing-Oar modeling

allows the individual alternative's.contribution to interaction-

effects to be input to the decisioning model. Collective mode-'

ling then allows the 'impact to the total system of potential

solutions to be comparatively evaluated against the established

bounds of the conditional vector.

,

,

/Computation of the Conditional !(RHS) Vector

The-need to limit the constraint.coefficifeni summations, for a

ripalistic simulation of the system being modeled, as well as the.

- use of these same summations to detect system"impact, should now
4
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. .

be (hopefully) obvious to the reader. If one wishes to limit the

extent of some negative effect to the system via the alternatives
.

seleCted, then some upper bound is established for,the.sum of

criterion coefficients which represent this ..negative impact.

Similarly, if the modeler wishes to force some l 'vel of positive

impact, a lower bound would be defined for the su of 'positive'

'criterion coefficients, stating that this minimal sum must at

least be attained. What may not be so clear yet, is, how these

liinits are arrived at. ,,,-

One of the authors has, performed considerable research in the

different ways to develop the RHS-values in the conditional

vector. These efforts have produced two basic methods for

generating the RHS (the first, static, meaning to be established

a priori, and therefore non-varying; the second, dynamic, meaning

to be defined algebraically within the model, the value(s)

varying as the model varies in its ,search for a solution). The

most common method is the static approach because of its ease in

modeling and the acceptability of Itsassumptions.' We will limit

our-discusSion at this time therefore, to' the static RHS-value

generation technique.411.

First let us review what we'are attempting to. accomplish with

the linear inequality. Coefficients have been asisOed to each

of the'alternatives-solution independent variables (the multiple

alternative decisions being analyzed), based upon the focus and

intent of the, particular criterion being modeled (as a

constraint). Ecexution of the models will sum various subsets of

the set of coefficients defining that criterion; and will

repeatedly compare that sum to the RHS limit assigned in the con-

veCtors; that is:

j=1

a. x' <
1
b

.
(negative impact

ij j
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on,

n

J=1

a.. x. > b. (positive impact).10

Recall also that the bi value is to dengte impact to the system

as a whole; that is, the collective, impact of the subset of deci-

sion alternatives being evaluated as a potential solution. If we

think of "as a whole" apd "collective impact" in the arithmetic

sense, a useful analogy is the arithmetic average or mean. That

is, the system will average the coefficients' value being

analyzed; and 'co are this average value with the sum of the

s coefficients.

To accomplish this, the modeler firit needs to predict how

many decision alternatives (xsa .are likely to be selected for the

final solutiion; letus say Then the modeler computes the

mean of the coefficients for a particu)ar criterion,

n

aid
A. j=1:

m

multipliesmultiplies the mean value Ai by the expected number (amount)

of multiple solutions,

bi = k ,Ai

where b.: is the RHS-value to be compared with the constraint coef-

ficient (subset) sum. Thus,

n

j=1

.

a..1J x.
J

< k A.
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where the number of j's approximate the value of k.

Unfortunately, experience shows the use of the mean (alone)

to be substantial in establishing a workable bi value, this

problem is easily rectified by introducing the standard deviation

of the criterion coefficients to the bi formula. Remembering

that the standard deviation SD
A is obtained from:

i I

sDA.=1 j=1

.,

we can now modify the bi generation formula as follows:

UPPER BOUND bi = k (Ai + SD

such that,

n

j=1

LOWER BOUND

such that,

n

j=1

< k (Ai + SDA) .

= k % (Ai - SDA)

isixj > k (hi - SDA).

s Use of the mean and standard deviation: provides a consistent for-

mat for c(Instraining the decisioning matrix; and each constraint, -
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therein. Not only is systematic flexibility afforded to the

model as.it searches for a unique (optimal) subset of solution

alternatives, but the problems associated with initial system

infeasibility are minimized. The notion of infeasibility will be

covered in greater detail in a later section of this paper.

Cyclical Optimatization Via Iterative Objective Functions

In our earlier discussion of the role of the objective func-

tion (or cost vector) in gaining the most optimal solution

(decisioning alternatives subset) from the available, feasible

solution subsets (acceptable to established constrints);:the'

reader may have 'become aware of the subtle bias the

OF-coefficients place upon the final solution. Often, this biaS

is intended'. As often, however, it provides "fuel" for model

critics to attack the MAM procedure as another "computerized,

mathematically gerrymandering" technique. A satisfactory solu-

tion to this 'potential' problem is available, and relatively

easy to implement.

The idea of cyclical optimization involves the cycling of

each constraint entry (i.e. the coefficients aij of the

constraint matrix) through the objective function. Generally

speaking, this involves re-executing the model i-times, once for

each of the defined constraints where:

ij aij,

each i-th iteration.

Since we either maximize or minimize the sume of the

ci values, depending upon their positive or negative focus

respectively, cyclical optimization must be structured to then
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maximize the objective function when the constraint values being

cycled aare of a 'positive impact' nature. And of course, the

reverse being true forkthe negative-impact constraint fqiv.

The MAM structure thus involves an optimization strate

which may be depicted as:

n

MAX
c..IJ x.

J
for each ith iteration

MIN -

J=1

subject to: aiixj (1, =, )

j=1

j ij
ci = a-- for all i of M;

1.0 fOr.,...,tbMeA
e

Cyclical optimization does not eliminate the bias tfie,objec

tive function; but rather allowS each adristraint-,focYs, to simi-

larly bias the result of the solution subset'selection. As we-
,

will see in a liter section on "solution .teaching'," the cyclin

Of each constraint throygh the objective fun,ction PrqVIdes a,

useful technique for studying total system ;IMoCt.

Evaluation of'the Multiple Alternatives Model

After rather detailed treatments'of the design-And con'str*

ti on of the MAM framework, additidna discussivi .cdricerning:the

model's evaluation (that is, implementation and eXedition):ma,

seem redundant to the reader. Obviqusly, the'model'i§. designe

in full acknowledgement of the way in which.it will- 'woi.10 to
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select alternative solutions. Andthe authors have gone to con-

siderable length to indicate how the model will react to the

various changes in its design and development..

But execution of the Multiple Alternatives Model is ndt in

itself a "static" process. As a system of simultaneous linear

inequalities, varying configurations of the solution vector

(x1 x2 x3 ... xnr will produce different interaction effects

among the criterion constraint coefficients, effecting directly

their sums and thus their" ultimate comparison to the:established

RHS-bounds. It is conceivable (and unfortunately occurs often),

that the initial relationship, between the constraint matrix and

conditional vector produces what is known as an infeasible

region. ,The model must then be revised by relaxing one'or more

of-the constraint summation limits, in order to determine

(locate), an initial feasible space, and its associated parameters

-(bi values)`. Since the relationship between criteria-across-

alternatives (viZ.,' interactive effects modeling)' is not imme-

diately evident in an infeasible situation, considerable time can

Often be eXpended in locating the °problem" RHS-value (or

values).

Execution,also refers to a previously discussed'hotiOn of

C lcal optimization; and the differing solution vector subsets

i6b:suSUAllkresult when the objective function is replaced by

tfer#nt valLi'ect.\,The modeler must keep track of the different

sssolutiowvectors :( hms the term, solution teaching), and observe

natUr of;eactkyFlical-OF impat upon the system's final

dlutio

aragraph's still sound like "Cicero's ora-

um," -then we have not errored by including



Total System Impact Via Multiple Competing Constraints

As each potential solution alternative competes with other

alternatives for inclbsion within a solution set, so also doe's

any particular permutated solution subset compete with other

feasible solution vector alternatives. The formation of the

optimal solution vector,occurs as the system asks itself these

'questions during execution:

(1) how many alternatives will occupy the sol'Utton vector?

(2) which alternatives will be selected?

(3) will these (e.g.) three alternatives better,fit the ,

constrained system optimally, versus these other five?

(4) will in fact any combinational permutattbn of the alter-

natives being modeled satisfy the constraints?

(5) which constraints "constrain" 'mire than others? which

less?

( ) if the Conditional vector -is comprised of desired

impact, how close can the model select an optimal solu-

tion vector, and minize the desired v. actual

n

(b

j=1

(7) what tr6cffs/preferences have been made based upon the

criteria as a whole, in the selection of one feasible

solutiq9 subset over another.

a,jxj) values?

Thus, impact to the system being modeled is bsed upon both

the selection of the solution vector subset and the related cri-
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terion constraints. 'It is this complicated interrelationship

between alternatives and criteria interactive effects

moideling) which makes the MAM an outstanding criterion-

referenced, decision-making tool.

Initial System Feasibility and Constraint Relaxation

A !'

The MAM framework cannot systematically evaluate solution

subsets for an optimal configuration until system feasibility has

been initially established. Feasibility simply means, that at

least one solution vector configuration exists Which will satisfy

the modeled criterion constraints (linear inecidalities). If no

.such,configuration exists,(that solutionyectorJs a zero

vector, i0 0 0 ... 03, then the systemis. declared infeasible. ,

lthdu§h subtle, the occurtence.of a ierd-yector is a most 'impor-

tant (albeit, frustrating)..reSult

If the system, has been carefullyVmulated and modeled via,

valid criterion constraints, with the RHS-values accurately

reflecting system needs, and/or demands -- then the result of a

zero- evctor simply means that no alternative is acceptable to the

system as a solution. In most cases, the modeler would then

"relax' one or more of the modeled constraints by increasing an

upper-bound and/or decreasing a lower-bound. Such alteration

makes the selection of some solution vector easier withoUt

violating a constraint coefficient summation. However, if the

system modeled (in reality) can neitherreasonably nor rationally

accept the relaxation of its "standards and priorities," the

modeled region is declared infeasible. The modeler must then

seek new potential solution alternatfyes to be included_in, the_

MAM framework. But if the earlier issue of the collective-

exhaustiveness of the alternatives has been addressed, the system

is declared insoluable.



Cyclical Optimization and Solution Tracking

Cyclical optimization is accomplished by utilizing the

aij coefficients of each constraint-as the cif coefficients of:

the objective function. For a model with m-constraints, a maxi-

mum of m-executions, each with m-different sets of objective

function coefficients, is possible. During any particular opti-,

mization cycle, the`' constraint whose coefficients form the objec-

tive function is still retained as''a constraint for the

determination Of initial system feasibiplity.

77-

Quite,,obviously (we hope) the reader now'ponders e fact,

that m-executions loir( more appropriately, m-optimilations) will

produce m-sets` of optimal solution alternatives. That isAiven

a five-alternative model, with three-constraints, the resulting

three cyclical optimizations could result in the iolution_sets,:

r

Cycle 1:

Cycle 2:

Cycle 3:

TOTAL

0 0 1 0 1

1 0 0 1 0

0 1 0 0 0

I

I

I:

A

TOTAL,

2

As you _can_see-,-t-he- i -rst two-cyc-I es produced-a-strlutfon-set-wtth

two 'solutions' each; the third, electing .a single alternative
r

only. What is more interesting (though suicide - provoking in

the-fact,-that--:each7elternative'was'choose-once--

(and only once) throughout the three cycles executed. Which

alternative(s) 'should then constitute the :solution set?
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P-r
pose now that a different.example

'd, as, follows:i-

and more realisti4 is

-TOTAL

I
Cycle 1:. t 1 0 70 1 1 1

3 /

Cycle 2: 0 0 1 1 3

tycl e- 3: 1 1 1 1 3, \
Oiticle 4:...i.vt- L.

0 0 1 I 2

- 'Cycle 5: 1 1 1 1 3
A.

1 1

i)

TOTAL: 3

T is five-_alternative, 5-constraint problem has produced a series

'3-3-3-2-3' sol tions throughout the five ,optimization cycles.

e important (for now, anyway) is the total frequency with

which each alternat ve was selected as a member of the solution

set. This franiew is very close to a vote, casting situation,`

where each of five voters can vote for a maximum of three

candidates. (We guess voter #4 is as frustrated as many of us

are at election time,) Candidate #5 "picked-up" a total of five

votes, followd by candidates 1 and 4, Candidate 3 and 2

acquired tow and one vote(s), respectively.

Such a tallying of solution choice by constraint cycle_is

known as solution tracking. Each set of constraint values takes

a turn at influencing the development of a solution set; at the

end of whiCh, a simple tally displays the proportion of total

choice across all possible alternative choices. The novice at

this point may declare that option 5 is a clear choice; and that

1,and 4 should follow' suit, 'forming the solution set:

15-5-



Depending .u0on2the Mutual'excliitIvitycf seeCted:Alterhative:,

solutions, we thoe amicably,or dfs'Wee violently.

Mutual Exclusivity. of Selected'Alternative Solutions.

We have devoted an earlier section to the importance of for-
,

mulating collectivelyexhau§tive alternatiVeS'-(see.P. ) fde

evaluatiOn-vta-the MAM fraMework:' It .wasalth expressed.that.the

alternatives should overla.P as lit'tl,a's465'sibIe (if at .all);.

that is, the alternatives should 'tepresent clear, distinct

actions -- no pOrtion of which are Incjuded witho'th- domain of

'another.alternative solution:.beinT:e0,1uated :4CliAlStihotion

Is knOwn..as the mutual .exclutiVity:cefined 'alternatives..

It:remains ironic then,:topOW state:that.sOMeHmultii5le

alternatives problems byHtbeirer3(nature and substance,

pl.'ecthde such mutually-eXClusive:solbtions. At this point`:. of
_.. _

ambiguity, the best teacher is an example.

Consider our earlier cAlical optimization 'illustration in

which the final composite Solution vector, was:

Ex'

r.

native to the management of enrollment decline, you have chose to

evaluate five elementary school sites foreclosure, based upon

five a 'priori stated criteria. 'Being the intelligent and far-
,

sighted person you are (you're welcomeil, you decide to invoke

the MAM framework to analyze these sites. The resulting five-

cycle optimization produced the above composite vector. What is

your decision?



Those of.us experienced in, school closures (you can tell

the scars)' know, that.the closing-of one site may pre.Clude a

neighboring 'jeopardized' site from immediate closure, due to the

transfer of students form the former to the latterschool. Thus

the choice of one alternative (e.g. site) may preclude the

rational selection of another alterntiave. This more situation-

s'pecific Ipustr4tion of a genericnonmutual-exc sivenes

inherent in the problem itself, demonstrates the deed -for the

modeler to beware.

A solution to this problem is evident, however.' Choosing the

5th site for closure,L the RHS-values

can be recomputed' with' (5 missing) and the Problein,.

re- executed. Of;c6brSe,.the enrollments of the SchoofS:.:neigh

boring theClosed site would be increased via transferred
.

students; and criteriaWher0:enroilment was 4 factor, :recomputed.

Also,-site #5 would no longer ` -be a part of the model

9

Thus it is not enough, that multiple decisioning altergatives:

be generated distinct from one. another ,(mutual exclativenss,

input). Moreoyer, the individual entriesof"the derived solutIon

set must demonstrate.such distinction (mutual exclusiveness,

Output).V



VALIDATION OF THE MULTIPLE ALTERNATIVES MODEL

e
As the final section, of Chapter four and prior to commencing

the development and implementation of the sample models to follow
.

in Chapter eleven, it would be remiss to ignore:a most,critical

issue of the MAM framework; tht is, "Does MAM do what is purports

to-do --,the manner in which it is supposed tor. Such a demand

for accountability can only.be responded to with a most humpie
is

(though gratifying) 'yes.'

Model Validity and Reliability Testing

Validatjon of the Multiple Alternatives Model can occur only

through its ability to predict performances other than perfor-

mance in itself (Viz. validity), and the degree to which modeling

results (the solution vector) are consistent with purported per-

formance (viz. reliability). Validating the execution and

results of a mathematical deCisioning model tifus extends beyond

the simple notion -0 measurement. In effect, the modeling pro-
,

cess must demonstrate at a minimum:

(1) that the decision arrived at is indicative of the cri-

teria used in the rendering of that, decision; and

(2). that the criteria as a collective whole are "predictive"

of the resulting decision.

For validity testing of the MAM system, the distributional

characteristics of each criterion variable must be analyzed, to ft

determine if a significant different exists between teh distribu- 0

,

tion of the criterion measuring the "selected" alternatives and '411.,

the distribution representing the "non-selected" alternatives.
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If the criterion measures are interval or ratio-scaled, the.anai-
;44

ysis technique is simiAy asoneVoay analysis of variance procedure4

where the independent variable., epresents whether thie alternative

Was selected (=1) or not c=0).. The results of this ANOVA *oce-

dure would determi*e if the, partItioned criterion dittrib4pion

%representing the selected so14jtion alternatives actually .;ft

reflected the initial intent of the criterion cohstr-aint focus.

If the criterion measures are nominal. or ordinal scaled, the use

of the Chi-Squared procedure (with a, (0,1) independent variable,'

is recommended-

4 #1,

Reliability testing offers a new dimeasion to theyalidation

of decisioning models; that is, the test of the modeled

'criteria's ability td predict future !ichoicet" bletwemmultiple.

alternatives. based upon estoablish2d criteria interelationtipjps.
..4,

Thus in the results of five cria model, we ask the
,

question: , ,
, .

:....

.1 6.4

*

"To what extent to relatiVhships between the cttiferion

variables (constraints) exist, in order to permit a ' ..

prediction of future solu*on. decisions based solely

upon these same inter - relationships' ,,,,

, G
r,

9.

N.

Instead of a single dependent (criterion) anal independent .

(decision) variable(s), we are now (in one example) confronted

with a dichotomous dependent variable(0,1; to chodselar not) and
-r4,, e,

five independent variables attempting 'simultaneously to explain a,..1

zorrespondence between selection, and criterion slues. This is

(obviously?):the protocol for employing discriminant funct- ion's

analysis. Applying discriminant analysis, prediction equatierft

(linear combinations) are developed to allow'future decisiorit

based upon the model's use of the current constraint criteria.

Validity testing thusireflects the extent to which the MAM

salution vector reflects an approjiate partitioning of each of,

1.66



the vector's formulation. /Secondly, reliability analysis

illustrates the degree to which the criteria relationships are so

well defined as to be predictive (collectively) of solution vec-

tor, inclusion versus exclusion.

Individual vs.4Collective Criterion Impact

We have reierated many times the superior quality of-the MAM

system in controlling for the impact (and influence) of interac-
.

tive effects. In the Previous,section, analysis :of variance,::

procedures were redOmmended to test the validity of decision

modeling per individual criterion. However, the MAM framework

does not'exist in .a criterion- vacuum, but rather Supports a

collective criteiron influence upon deciSionmaking. The use of

,discriminant functions to illustrate this collective influence as

a measure of' reliability, is consistent with the focus and impor7

"tance of interactive-effects modeling..

%-t A more detailed investigation is, requinethof the interactive

effects by the multiple competing criteria because of the addi-

tional rel4ance Upon cyclicel optimization and the resulting com-

poslte-lnerated solution vector. Only through the useof

predictive linear combinations, can the true !'prediciable cri-

terion impact be understoo.d.

,'.7 s "I-
''

- ,

Al
,

''''' Comparative Effects from Mai'- Effects Modeling
tice*

' An earlier' discussion of the use of the composite variable

.A.,,,rank4ng.(CVR) technique for analyzing potential solution
urs

alernat4Ves, introdueed the main-effects modeling apOoach to

Oe1tip0. alternatives. The results trpm thetVR procedure can be

erectly
compared toctlig MAM results for overlap. Indirectly,

ti
r.

f 44 167,
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the CVR solution vector can be utilized as thg independent

variable to an ANOVA procedure, or as the dependent variable to

discriminant functions. The resulting statistics can then be

matched against,the same statistics resulting from an analysis of
4

MAM results; and the "differential impact" per criterion, and

collectively across all criteria cOmpared.

The reader is cautioned however to remember that the CVR

approach does not control for interactive effects. Thus any par-

ticular choice (solution) takes into account only the mearsures

of the criterion analyzed individuallly. It is reasonable to

expect then, that CVR, results may produce more aggreeable ANOVA

comparisons. The "proof of the pudding" however will lie in the

matching of the results from the use of discriminant functions,

when all criteria all taken into account simultaneously (which is

also reaNty's demand).

Non-Negotiable Solution Alternatives

You might ask, why go to all this trouble in order to analyze

,a multiple alternatives situation? Clearly, a great deal of

effort is required to define the criteria, measure and input them

to the model. Is it all worth it? And if so, why?

.,

.

An organization's vague, mnbiguous (and otherwise 'wishy-

washy ") approach to decisioning might lead the casual observer to

believe that the resulting decision can likewise be non-specific.

While this may often occur, the actions derived from the deci- 4

sions will pot themselves 4:le vague-(although they may be

incoherent). And the results of these actions will not be mnbi-
n

guous (though they may provide worthless or even disastrous).
P.,

/1

Decision making, especially in' the multipl qblternatives arena,

is neither as easy nor as simple (non-comp ex) as some people

lead others to believe.
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Multiple alternatives decision-making can only be rationally

accomplished via the use of defined criteria; and the conscious

control of the criteria's competitive interaction. If you as A

decision maker can accomplish this successfully while discounting

the MAM framework, we are most humply impressed. However, if

having read the previous pages you can now recognize the

complexity of multiple alternatives decisioning, and the require-
.

ment for a structured framework in which to evaluate these alter-
,

natives -- we rest our case!

r.
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PART II

PRESENTATION OF A FULL FORMULATION





THE CONTEXT

'The evaluation of instructional objectives, available soft-
(

.ware, for instructional implementation, and compatible hardware

unitsj'ank among some of the more complex decisional problems

facirig, educational professionals today. Like the issues of

selecting school sites for closure and determining potential

,program units for roll-back based upon declining enrollments and

'Oling fiscal revenues respectively, a highly structured and

i.;meditated evaluation technique is required in the.reliable

assessment of valid criteria for determining which of the vast

array of instructional objectives are best addressed via which

packages on what microcomputer systems. We will explore this

evaluation-decisional environment more clOsely before presenting

,a,means for resolving the problems associated with matching the

-desined instructional design to computerized hardwane and soft-

ware components.

Introduction

The use of data processing techno wiphin the educational

domain' has over the past several yeans'restnitted itself almost

'totally to such database management efforts as maintaining stu

dent and teacher personnel files, purchasi,IN and inventory

control, and other accounting/bookkeeping'activities. More

'recently, and with the advent of affordable microcomputers for

individual building-level use, electronic data,processing activi

ties have taken a firm hold of the instructional realm of the

educational enterprise. This has been especially true in the

such classroom-oriented activities as compoter-assiSted instruc-

tion (CAI) and computer-managed instructiob
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Acting as the classroom teacher's, adjutant, the microcom-
.

puter provides the hardware (electronic equipment) and softwaie

;(actual instructional program materials) components necessary to.
I

promote a rea nably valid and reliable relay of information to

1the user stud t for the purposes of instruction, drfll and eval-

uation (CAI). With additional sophisticated software, this

electronic."right-hand person" is also able to track the perfor-

mance and progress of each individual student, compare that

progress with both local as well as prescribed norms, and sche-

dule each student for either remedial, normal or enriched

instructional activities based upon as assessment of ,the

student's performance-(CMI).

Since the overall cost of possessing an integral micro-

system.has become more reasonable over the past two-years, such

standalone microcomputers as distributed by the Apple

Corporation, Tandy Corporation (Radio Shack), Ohio Scientific,

Texas Instruments, Pet-Commodore, and Health Kit, are becoming as

commonplace as the standard ten-key adding machine was some few

decades ago. And with, the onslaught of.hardware machines, has

also. come the proliferation of 'ready-made' software programs and

packages available for use Within the each particular system

being marketed. Until recently, software d signed for one system

has been unusable on another system; and thus, selection of one

particular microprocessor brought with it the foreed acceptance

of the 'philosophy, goals and related activities of the software

supported by the particular operating system involved.

Today however, the days of-system-restricted software are

numbered, with software materials being coded for accessibility

isto-many of the more popular hardware model on the market. And,

as, were once the textbook publishers'-qpn g erned with usable work-

book materials to complementtheir ma!ji-fr instructional texts,

their same research and development energies are now directed

167 V
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toward designing micro-software compatible with major h

systems, and parallel to their more popular text-seri

able also recently,,are diversecoded packages for use in the

adminstrative arena of the school setting. Software 'packages

designed to perform such school management applications is

salary planning, student data recording, property management,

accounting, payroll, personnel data recording, mark reporting

and mailing label generation, are now available to.the principal ,

as readily as CAI and CMI packages are to the classroom teacher.

With the initial introduction of microprocessors on the

educational scene, the more logical decjsional sequence for se-
.

lecting a machine remained,in determining the utility of

available software first, and then the parallel utIlizabigity of

the hardware compatible with the software chosen. Many, schools

nevertheless chose a reciprocal course of action -- thatis,

purchased a hardware unit for whatever reason, and then reviewed.

the availability of appropriate software for instructional and,

management activities -- unfortunately discovering-that the more

readily accessible machine was uSeless unless in-house software%

could be developed using one of the compiler languages; and also '

findihg that few if any school Personnel had the training or

ability to program the requiredapplication(s).

The emerging wide-spread availability of software packages,;:

compatible to many of the more popular hardware systems on

today's markdt, precludes many of the limitations involved in the

'chicken and egg' controversy illustrated above. However, the

s5histication and regimen of today's hardware-software decisions

are no less compleX or complicated based upon the diversity and

versatility associated with the'software compatibility and hard-

ware'accessibility. In fact, the decisioning structure could be

Said to now be more complex, since such :a wide diversity of

potential choices -- mixes and matches -- are possible in the'

FP
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:final desiVigof a, school-based data:, processing system utilizing

-the-gri-croromystiter ,hardware foundation .

The MAA Situation

The. optimal choices associated with matching existing. and/or

des4 eable curricular objectives and instructional activities

with Iheilable CAI/CMI software, and the array' of microcomputer

systems compatiblewith the useable software -- exists as one of

the'more complicated applications foe which the'utilitation of

the MULTIPLE ALTERNATIVES MODEL (Wholeben, 1980a) is specificapy

suited: Such a multiple alternatives analysis (MAA) situation

is reallY'a combination of six underlying sub-deciscional systems

which integrally represent the mix -match solution required.

These .sub- decisional systems tan be defined as:'

[13 the curriculum subsystem' is, assessing

the differential strengths of'iarious ',instructional

activities inbroviding the foundation for valid

satisfaction of curricular goals and objectives;

and he ultimate accomplishment of the specific

ept learning desired;

j2] theprogram software subsystem --. that is:,

assessing the differential utilities associated

with each of the available instructional CAI or

CMI packages in romoting the instructional

activities un enlying the purported design and

development of each individual software unit,

and its emphasis upon concept introdpction,

activity drill and practice,atid assessment

of learning which resultS;
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C32 the hardware machine subsystem .-- that is,

assessing the differential utilities associated

with each of the available microcomputer systems,

and their concurrent support of such required

peripherals as CRTs, printers, dfi.k . storage units,

central memory. capacity, graphic pl otters, and

interfacing potential Larger, mainframe systems;

E43 the curriculum/software subsystem.' -- that is,

assessing the degree or extent of capability in

matching some subset of the instructional goals

(activities, objectives) with defined character-

istiol, of software ,paCkages,, and the:ultimate

accomplishment of the specific concept learning

required for 'normed' performance and progress;

(5j the software/ha"rdware subsystem that is,

assessing the degree or extent of capability in

matching some ,subset of the availability software

packages to the operating characteristics of the

various hardware systems, and assuring that the

program.:softwarediiit defined will be compatible

to the iArdware units selected;"and

'VI' the curriculum /software /hardware subsystem --

that is, assessing; the total instructional system

impact assodiater4eih particular 'mixes and

inatthes' of t major decisional systems

incorporated t4i e multiple alternatives

analysis setting.

thus within each of the three mapr systelns, related, to

curriculum, software and hardware individually, there exists a

sub-MAA)1Model inherent to the overall' multiple alternatives
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decision to be made. We will not dwelt` upon the obvious, but to'
illustrate the concept of multiple altrernati.ves analysis, and its-

.reliable,means in modeling this CAI-related decisional situation.

Within the curriculum subsystem, the multiple alternatives

-are defined by,the various 'altelative' activities which might

be executed to satisfy stated instructional objectives; arid ih

turn, the 'alternative' objectives which mightte satisfied in

order to bring about the desired conceptual )earning., The-mix/

match of potential solutions to this delimma is illUstrated by

the various combinations some activities May form with, other

activities in satisfyingthe ultimate conceptual learning

demanded of the instructional subject area or grade-level define .,

The, software' subsystem-provides a different form-of mixing

and matching for final solutION since, different software,packages
may or-may not complicit eachother 7- but.do portray varying

-measures of effectiveness, efficiency, satisfaction and cost which

. . are internal to the individual-packages themselves. thus while

a particiilar" package may in fact-promote rapid and effective

learning, the-cost.of this same package may be an ultimate factor

in precluding the software unitfrom forming part of the solution.

A-flnal,exampre'Of the ap icability of MAA and its utility

in mode,iiWg these CAI requir nts can be witnessed within the

o'soiltware/hardWare_sUbsystem. Here, the compatibility of each

sPftwee unit:for''theparticular hardware (operating)

system in luded'as,aspoteqtal purchase, is controlled for As

rf,-'z.was a g ohomistakesome,few years ago, the model for evaluating
0

the multOple alternative% involved in choosing.the best. match

between Iireelearning,o4tcomes, available software packages,

and compatible hardwarstems must certain assure any, selected

software program WU be functibnal on the hardware system

purchased. -ti



Initial Assumptions

.

As with 'all 'modeling situations, Wherein some aspect of a
decisional environment or milieu is to be .simulate d (i,.e. tested
for potential impact baSed :upon expected occurrences); thpre

.

exist some basal assumptions. Which tKe modeler must,:addressi and
be permitted to acknowledge in:the final development of the.:
decisional model For the MICROPIK model, key ,assumption

"involve the availability of (and/or accessibility to) quantified
criterion' measures for comparing thejariobs subsyStem mixes of,
instructional activities, software and hardware, the degree to
which the. assroom1E.,achersNi 11 submit to 'defining their courses
and subject' matter, into specific', differenttated instructional'
units (observable activities), and, ihe extent to 'which different
instructional disciplines' (mathematics, language arts, stien'ce,
industrial' arts; health education, etc. ) can..be co-terMinously ,

model (together).

.

..!-.The first assumption the avai lab 1 itx of valid and relia,-
131 e 'criterion 'measures4'suitable for evaluative comparison -.7

integral to design of the MM. .mbdel ing, framework; and therefore
a sine qua non requirement' for 'continuation with further .model
construction. However; these measures do ',not..have to exist. in
the a priori sense,,to' model design, but';, must be avai !a-
ble for successful modeling execution ,detis n ..forMulactiOn;

Such data gathering 'requirements' will involye a quasi-experimental
situation, in which Measuresof effectiOness, etc '. are collected
based upon observed (oe perceived): perkormance:,--2-Si neemany -of

.
the criterion measures relaterto 'software and harp`War'e :1:1 :have

to, be assessed by the model bui lder. a related assumption exists
that the number of software packages: hardwaFe 'Units for:the
intended modeling evaluation- be .larrited to a . set of likely 'candi
dates; and thtit redUqe the necessary complexity of the model to
be 'constructed.



The second assumption, and often_the most difficult to

realize, is the delineation of instructional concepts and goals

into a finite set of observable and performance-related instruc-

tional activities. Although the rqgefit rebirth of demanded

specificity and measured accountli;ility for the classroom teacher

via such implements as the student learning objective (SLO) in

assuring the performance output associated with learning, many
A

teachers seem reluctant to specifically identify which activites

are definitively assoc.)

Over the decades, the

rhetoric as aCademic- Jo n instructional autonomy into a

'not -to -be questioned' professional, with an internal code of

ethics but without the presehe Of an external monitor. The

collapse of the yearly teacher evaluation into a 20-minute

observation of classroom tactics; and the absence of in-service

instruction for improvin4g the performance of the "experienced

and tenured" staff person -- point to many of the failings of

the educational domain as a managed and cbntrolle6 environment.

which desired learning outcomes.

eaCher has evolved through such

To successfully model the evaluation of instructional activ-

ities against available software and hardware components however,

requires that such a-delineated framework of instructional ob-
.

jectives exist. Again, such delineation does not need to be in

existence at the commencement of modeling construction -- and may

proceed as the remaining parts of the model are developed.

The third and final key assumption on the part of the modeler

this CAI-related model is Constructed, remains the extent to

which the total instructional system .(i.e. all disciplines) are

modeled within the same formulation. For most purposes, it will

be necessar
A

y (and acceptable) to model each discipline

separately; and thus not constrain the decisionAl solution to

be a resolution compatible to all aspects of:tbe:instnuctional

milieu. This has many advantages,as-well as disadvantages; but
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remains a more workable format, and one which can be more easily

+descriptive of the particular disciplinary area.

4'

Projected,,ExpectatiOns

The MICROPIrmodeler is cautioned to remember, that the-

resulting criteigion-referisced simulation Of selecting the most

appropriate software and hardwa-e mix for optimal satisfaction

of pre-stated instructional objectives and'Ore-defined instruc-

tional activities -- dolvto the complexity of its structure, and

"-the n'a've. face validity give its processes -- will often lead /
the,general population (adminis%ators and teachers) to believe

its results (-Le. decisions of ffatch) as the "gospel according

to MAA". AltlAugh this author certainly does not discourage.such

dimipleship, it its reasonable and prudent to understand the out-

put of the CAI-MAM design'ed system as the best-lit(ely decision

basedkupon the criteria defined, and the modeling formulation

Constructed.

ft

Oftentimes, certain Spedific requirements of a particular

decision will not (or can not) be sufficiently modeled (that is,

incorporated within the decisic4t,model design). Ifthe modeler

recognizes this fact, no compromite to the system is realized.

However, the expectations of individuals effected by their

und&standing (albeit rudimentary) of the modeling framework will

often be impacted by such a conscious (or unconscious) omission.

Many criterion references may have to be applied to the formation

of the final solution after surveying the results of She model's

execution based upon the criteria input. Such a subjective

addition to an otherwise 'objective' model'is not compromising

to the modeT,,as long as the subjectne criteria is agreed-upon

as valid input to. the final decision; and as long as such.additive

processes are consistent and visible for examination.

180
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The classroom teacher in piFticular, musfJoe'brought to

understand the decision model as a 'best- matclii-bt....multiple

alternatives. Teachers, are often hesitant "to, adopt or accept a

decision which is not 'perfect' -- and therefore have some diffi-

culty in accepting the idea of optimality in OloloTem resolution.

Nothing has provided more of a barrier to the adbption of CAI and-.

microcomputers "within the instructional setting, than exactly

.'this feeling of CAI being 'not as good as'--the flesh-and-bldb"

teacher -- and therefore additional expenditures shOuldybe

directed towards greater teacher recruitment and concomitartpc,

reduction of teacher-pupil ratios, rather than the atquisitiqp:,of

microcomputers and packaged software.

-Expected Difficulties

Several barriers and/or pitfalls can be expected during the

initial design and formulation of the decisioning model, and

during the examination of its output (modeled decisions). Some

of these are model-related while others are user-related, and

have been alluded to earlier in this paper.

The major, and probably most 'key' problem to be overcome by

the modeler for acceptance of the MICROPIK framework, refers to

the use of quantifiable measures (t.e. numbersl:for measuring

everything from effectiveness through perceived satisfaction, and

required revenue expenditure. Mathematicians. have:Tong since

giVen up on the critics who having claime hat 'not everything

can be 'related to numbers',.proCeed Main n that (therefore)

'nothing should be'. However, each odeltn ituation will not

.be devoid of such criticism, nor will any a ptable,response or

retort be useful. Obviously, all things ca 1 otbe modeled in a

quantitative sense but those that-can, should not be ignored

because of the conflict which may arise.
4
Valid referencing and

1';
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scaling of criteria, and their reliable measurement -- are the

best (optimal) defense to the numbers-critic.

Other difficulties have been referenced in preceding sections,

including the reluctance of teachers to definitively specify the

relationships of activities to'concepts learned (and objectives

satisfied), the perception of compromise based upon optimization,

and the acceptance,of modeling-by-discipline rXher than including

the full needs and demands of the school setting -- although this

last problem can often be a strong factor in the acceptance of

results on the part of the individual disciplines or subject areas.

An additional difficulty to be faced by the modeler.will

concern itself with the concept of 'collective exhaustiveness'

regarding the inclusion of criteria impacting the final solution

or decision. It is a favorite technique of the modeling critic

to announce, "... but what if this particular criterion had been

included in the final design of the §olution woulq a

different decision have necessarily resulted ? ". The simulation

design must be ready to incorporate additional criteria °for fie- 0

execution of the original modeled framework; and.thereby be gble

to detect any differential solution formulation based loon the 0

existence of new criterion measures. And at times, the modOler

must also be ready to state categorically, and be ready to defend

the position, 'enough is enough'. 0 I
0

A final major difficulty to be faced by the modeler and the '4
3

eventual acceptance of modeling results will concern: first% the

validity of the criteria selected for impacted and constructing

the solution, and the parallel validity of the references

(sources) defined as producing these measures; and second, -the

reliability of the procedures utilized in gaining these required

measures. Data _will sometimes be available via records, other

times via standardized instruments, and sometimes only through

176
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the administration of a subjectively-based'opinion questionnaire.

Advance planning and careful implementation of the data gathering

portion of the model building sequence, will have great rewards

in the end* Invthe same vein, nothing So completely nullifies

and destroyslan otherwise careful modeling effort, than the

Inclusion of invalid criteria or use of unreliable measurement

,techniquel. Even though rectified, the subsequent results,,,of

the modeling.solution will be viewed with distrust, and non-

acceptance. ,

7.77
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THE MODEL

Before proceedintO deMonstr:ete sample construction of
. .

MICROP1C. mod4 for. .evaluating various .5dftWare and hardware

clsgges across. deSireAble:curricular and 1 ns,tr uct ion a 1 objectives,

eC es saity,'to exami ri4the;r4dimentSof, the ! mQ t pl e

ves ' mye) ing ,tecii:iC al.. detail.

'gar age in., *rba4e, poiw. remonstrative exists as..

the

of 41 n,

th

th

,

to tt* aavel4thent. and -401 eMent.eti on : at: the

Choice of al teri*iies anp definition
FiStipS,s the ..intluSiOn and Sp edi fjc referencing

,a (and the exc 1 us vq71,. of ,iotherA :and final

c0 1:the

th,e1006-1 'to execute in a
sastent; with ng : simu.l:ated, or

S 0 com0 qns,prrqadit mAde by, 01 i.cy bodies,; a

noW,reqp*Arl6i..poOted*pport-and'iccolipedy-06:data:.

Bef.prel?U11,di ng the sPbcific -MAM model ; let us now in

feihi3On,beg i n t11: View the technical world-166S of the

model i ngc fraineporli; Viand how l performs the 'intended eva 1 uati ye,

ori. df. alternatives function.

he c S.sue of multiple' -a4gbativet:A0is ion-making

no-stra the s.-educ attar) a 1 analyst. r The selection of_ some

number= 7 erel atively arge-p00;.,Of potential .

tip., .

dates for ecl Ot ure . A MAW. 1)1 em. Eae4 -$chool site repre,

ents:,varyi ng me as uilts df effectiveness, idiency, satisfaction
and Apcpendfture for each of a .number of criterion references

( Ilding, heating requirements, building age,
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\
, projectedeprOl lment Change, over future..Y4s4rs,;Sa,rety. f4ctors of

':4:

neighborhood; and proximity of ,other schools a d their.'ability, to
absarb transferee's in the event, of trie + f c °sure)

e of tese measures will be adjudged sat (or
noi)Satisfactory) to varying degrees, apd,441:.-66 coMpilrabl e with
other schoo'ls across the district.

. ,

, . if/However, to incluX,4 one site for closure as to
0-..another site.means' thattp"goOd" aspeCt;Of:a;,,,1.-OrPe-closed'
Ichool must be ,sacr iced 1n Order tO,:keWthe4 other school
OPh rational,' evn ;tholkgh th':4 161-be-4iP(-10.'Peniilsehool may have
certain unt\atisfaCtorylneastir4s: on Same-, cOteri on variables

., which the now closed schol .a,OsfaCtory. Such

mode1,119-of SituAtiOn is'knOin as interactive
4fffectS:44116dglinV(whOiben; 'Tg,80),1,,andptesents the necessity
o 1-c6nStruc ,$. oloti onsAgtsorh_.4144.11 'invariably include some

form of :ont,roP,Otl:':'.'13:refeV'enteilit tle Mechanics as the
var4ous.altgrn.atIves are tcyaluat

.gf01

The "issue af..Cor(pl rtaiiresented in the statement
of the p;obtf t6.Sele some number ftif schools for closure i.n
tiler 'CO promote cOrt,A,4%diiined'Igall of the district; and thus
to .determiN how many schools wiW -tie closed and which ones.

'4*bbviodsly, such a, molleiji)ustjn Aff'ct be simultaneously pee

elated :tdecisions: "how many?" and
"Whi ones "

, o4
q

-4 .-5 0,jhe determination of which program unit budgets .iii 11 be
0,

de6tsioned" BEdcon 31% ed fending (versus deallocation) is another
;?4 ic)

,5.
,

t example of multiple alternatives framework, and its superior,, ....
,Oontri on to they re%lm of accountable and criterionreferenced

eval an decision-making (Wholeben and SulliV4( 1981). In
. 3,;

the cal dsollocation model, criteria represent projected
:expendi tures within each object cost code for each of the units
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under evaluation; and in addition' contain perceptual measures of

adminiStrative level of expendability. Once again of course,

exists the dual responsibilities for determining how many program
.

budgets will be discontinued, and which.ones -- based upon 'the

interactive modeling effects of the various criterion weights

across unit alternatives.

The Criterion Vectors

The_multiP.1 e elternatives...modelisLsiMply_aisystem of

simultaneous linear inequalities .ancequalities whichcolec-

tively represents the problem to be solved. Such an algebraic

linear systemi-s- portrayed in <Figure 17. Note ow each linear

'combination represents a vector of values ., coefficients)

which identifies the total, measureable impact to ,a system of the

alternatives-being modeled. Thus there exists a unique

(normally) combination of coefficients for each of the criterion

.P

references used as input to tpe decisioni
r

process. The alter-

natives themselves are further defined as binaryariables (that

is,. taking on the value of either'0,.,or 1 (to be excluded iwthe
. .

final solutiOn Set,or to be'included, respectively). Vector
..

formulation for each criterion reference,

E di 1X1 di 2X2 di 3 3 aijxj].

portrayihg i criterion referencet across j alternatives, Will

then provide a basis' for meastming total impact to the systeM as

.a whole attributable to the sol tion set constructed. Bounds (or

limits) to what is allowable a total impact to the system are

expressed as vector entries, ithin the conditional vector (or

normally named'. RHS .Ythe right-hand-side). The,RHS-values are

the constants of the equations and inequalities modeling the

'system. <Figure.2> presentS- a listing of the four generic types
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of criteria to which each model should address content validity;

4" and (Figure 37 depicts hese criterion entries as members of the
o

v modeling framework p eviously illustratedwithin Figure 1.
)

1

The Objective or Optimality Mector.

The remainder of the modeling process concerns,,the use of an

additional vector to assist in determining,from the potentially

hundreds jor millions, in some.exercises)'of possible

alternatives, that one, best mix for which the best,qpossible

solution exists. This process: is called the Search for

optimality, and the vector is knowl-Fas thgobjktive function (or

sometimes, the cost vector). Ge9metrically, the objective func-

tion is a n-1 dimensional figure passing through the n-tuple

space (convex) which is feasible (that is, includes all' of the

constraints postulated through the use of the linear equalities

and inequalities) and which seeks a minimum point within the

feasible region (if the goal is to minimize the impact of the

objective function's values upon the system) or a maximum point

within the feasible region (if the goal is to maximize the

defined objective function's impact to the system as a whole).

The Goal, of MAA and MAM

'Simply stated, the multiple alternatives model is a tech-

nique which seeks to construct a solution set (a vector 01's

and 0's), such that this same solution vector represents the

solution ofthe simultaneous system, constrainediby;a series of

competing criterion measures (vectors), and based upon the opti-

mality demands of the objective function.
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As with all complex applications of planning, design

development in the construction of systematic evaluation and

Aecliion-making models, the MICROPIK framework is built upon a

Aellneative, deductive base. The overall goal or, mission of the

MICROPIK model is tolOrmulate an evaluation and decisibning,

procedure, based upon thecriterion-referenced assessment and

comparison of various optional. alternatives regarding curriculum

goals, available software and compatible hardware; and-to mode}

this evaluation framework as, closely as possible (i.e. simulate)

with the established needs and demands of the school environment

involved. In a more simple sense, "to do what needs to be done,

and what the properly ordained decision-makers'woul do, if they

only could". Sounds straight-forward enoupih, do You not a ee?

Mission of the MICROPIK

It is the mfssion of the. MICROPIK modeling framework to

design and. develop:

a Multiple-alternatives,, Fiterfon-referenced

modeling structure -- evaluating-and comparing

potential microcomputer instructional software

and related machine hardware -- resulting in an

informed dedision as to'which software packages

and hardware units are,most optimally suited for

enhancing'tne established instructional objectives

for computer-assisted (CAI) and computer-managed

(CMI) instruction 4ithin,4the educational enterprise.

A secondary statement of Mission is.also possible, dealing more

generally with the CAI-MAM aspect of the modeling framework Yet.



more- specifically 'with the notion of.decision modeling; that is,

to design and develop:

a:deCisi,oning simulation structure 7- capable of

incorporating the, desired, potential decisioning

alternatives of the major'policy bodies, and the

relevant, valid:criteria,admissible.to the needed

° comparison of alternatives and in f l accord

with established polity, consistent.p ctice; and

mandated, legal principles and individual rights..

While the primary statement of mission (above) deals more directly

with the-framework and constructs of the MICROPIK application of

multiple alternatives analysis (MAA), the secondary mission

addresses specifically the foundational constructs of the under-

lying multiple alternatives model (MAM) itself.

Major. Secondary` Goals

Aswith the primary and secondary statements of mispfin,
0

defined in the preceding section, design and development of the

MICROPIK'modeling -framework will.encompass several delineative

levels of goals, objectives, activitiesiand tasks before the final

-' MAM structure is ready for execution. The construction of such

a systemic model is itself an exercise in implementing the usual
._

constructs of a more generic "planning model ". .A developmental

. paradigm (roadmap or blueprint, if you wish) is essential for the

controlled construction of a reliable decisioning technioue;and

VI
that hnique's inclusion of valid datum and algebraic relations.

.-

Parallel to the normal (major) goals which would accompany

such model construction (e.g. planning, historigraphic review,

general design, field-testing, implementation, and assessment)

1.83
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certain secondary.goals are of, delnStrative important within the

modeling episode; and bear Illumination and clarification at this

time

The first, major secondary goal within the design and devel-

opment of the MICROPIK framework, is to maintain lance upon

the mutual-exclusiveness construct. -- regarding both alternatives

included for comparison, and criteria chosen for performing that

comparison. Alternatives should, be separate and, independent

(i .e. mutual ly-exclusive) of other :aTternap ves within the model.

This of course "will not alWays ,be desireable; and at times, the

modeler will seek to corq'elate the usefulness of pne alternative

based upon the parallel qXisiencer another altfrnative. This

would especially be true of ap instructional objectives and

activities model, whgre sequential and progressive learning and

reinforcement must be avai'labl'e; for optimal concept learning.

Parallel vigilance upon the mutual-exclusiveness of the

criteria included within 'tfje modelingAr'ameworlf,,is a matter of

model efficiency, rather than a source of unrefTability. As in

the past 'dark history' of evaluation and decisionmodeling, the

mbdel .builder has not aiways maintained. the highest, professional ,

standards and has therefore constructed the.model: to best dep.idt

the specilk4Osions desirdd. This procedUre of '*tacking the'

model' is not poslible with the MAM framework, in terms of

including a mass of 'stacked' criteria to weight intended decisions

in a certain direction. However, this is a mijOr. concern when

addressing the construct 'of triterion collective-exhaustiveness.

The next, major secondary'. goal within the des igq. and. deVe.
rr

opment of the MICROPIK fra rk., is (to insure the

exhaustiveness of both alternatives compared, and evaluative
A

k

criteria utilized. Complgteness dr systemit: totality of thel 4

Modeled simulation is\ of4riniarY impprtancet. and .e)!ti*..s, one of



the most potentially compromising circumstances regarding the4
possible nullification of.model results,;

Without the collective7exhaustiveness oftPie multiple

alternatives, represented within the model, immediate criticism

will be dlrected towards the model as not comparing 'all possible'

decisional alternatives. Ad, even though some alternatives may

bd a, prpri determindd to be anecessary part of the final solu-

tion (regardless of their attributes as measured by the criteria),

these same alternatives must bd included within the model in order

to sgrmarily include the jmpactto the system.as a whole, based

upon their 'forced' inclusion within the solutionvector.

Avientioned above, the doll ecti ve=exhausti vendss:associated

with the criterion-references must be A,;major :concern of the

Model builder.: Simply stated, if a particular criterion is not

a part off the MAM fraffiework, then'. neither its impact upon the

various alternatives involved nor. its: effect upon the system as

a whole can be represented and controlled. Unfortunately, the

construct of collective-exhaustiveness applied to' criteria is4 $

-also one of the primary nemeses of the modeler. Without a doubt, ,

demands will exist to include 'new' and 'different' criterion

, measures in order to survey their resulting impact to the model's

decisioning process; the ",.. but, what if ...?" -situation has

been mentioned previously. Reconstruction of the model, and the

related summary of new results can be very tPdious, time consuming,
.

and moreover nerve-racking for thd,modeler. Because of the time

and expense (both fisCal well Ais mental) involved, the actuallatN

i,Nependence or lion-collinear 'ty of additional criteria can often.

be addressed via suchr,ivaila e techniques AL s parametric or Ion-

rametric bi7vari ate correlation methods, anljor the use,of a

1 o eway anatYSi5-Of:variance Procedure (to- assess relative bias).
0 ':,,

,

Thq' thirp, major' secondary goal associated with design and

develOpment, pertainS to the referencingt.caling and measuring

--, (.,...



of these mutually-exclusive -and collectiibly0exhaostiV,e criteria.

Oftentimes, a criterion will be defined satisfaction)* Which

defies 'direct, physicalmeasure, and must therefore be referenced

and measured via more_synthetic technidda4(e.g. ovininnaires or .'

surveys) to=obain modeling input (Wholeben, 1980a.'1986:6; Aoleben

and Sullivan, 1981). In other cases, the method Of scaling the

sought criterion measure (that 'is, how quantitied) will prdvide

declaratias of potent4al unreliability frowmOdel critics. Fbr

example,..witness the ongOing .controversy concerning lie use of

the, agreement-continuummherein Proponents'oftheof#6=point;-

STROOtY NO

DISAGREE DISAGREE, OPINION .AG
-5TOgV.
;;AOREb.

- ,.

continuum scale:fistrongly.disagreeith

STRONG. MODERATE .°MODERATK',, ,STRUNG
DISAGREE... DISAGREE . DISAGREE AGREE.TAGREE. AGREE

,,.

Whote,proponents 'State categorically,:,that "e one has some

-ciegi-ee,"of opinion; no matter 1-1Ovisma:11 Or:truir riinformed

Thee controversy associated with refeeencing o ourse can, be

often only marginally defensible by the Model builder. For

if-you want to, know. if parents. Are-disgit ied. wiZh>fh
- 7 3.'7

management-and instruction of their neighborhob& ntary _school,
.

as a m sure of potential for the site to be clo "an era of

declining enrollment.-- you may not wish to ask tANI.Jestion. via
.

lasurvey, "Are:YOLLOWsff0'with 3turchifdreet:saool?%In
.

.

climate of potentia'rgIfOinatTop of .schbol'siP Other ,itackdbor4.;.,
/

methods will be necessary to.. obtain measure's..., of, sati sf action,
, .

without pre-biasing reSpondent's.inpUt.

A final, major secondary goal to-be addressed within design'

will concern the po iile,,desireable.weighting of some criterion



measures over others. Several techniques are possible for this

within the MAM framework (wekighting individual vector entries,

modifying the RHS-vector, and weighting various solution vectors

from the solution tracking matrix of cyclic optimization). Not

only must be valid and reliable technique be utilized in the

event that weighting is necessary; but so also. must the procedure

for obtaining the direction and extent of these weights from the

Select el Major Milestones

As wol-th all planning activities which include a systematic

approach t 6j sign and development as well as a heavy time comit-_

tment for lm entation and evaluation, several 'points of

--*--pet-eni-alcanceftr's-i-n-ecjua'non can' be identified by the modeler.

This points or decision junctures are important in that if any

deTay-to the activities preceding the juncture is experienced4.

the whdle process will be delayed;.onin the parlance of the

planning and networking theoriest,a 'bottle-neck' formed. For

the reader additional understanding of the developmental aspects

associated with model design and implementation, the llowing

list of selected major milestones has been formulated.

M-01 : ACCEPTANCE OF THE MODELING ENVIRONMENT

M-02 REVIEW OF ESTABLISHED POLICY /PROCEDURE

M-03 : 61EFINITION OF CONTEkTUAL NEED/DEMAND

M-04 STATEMENT OF MISSION/GOALS/OBJECTIVES

M-05 : FORMULATION OF ALTERNATIVES (w/ REVIEW)

M-06 : DEFINITION /REFERENCE OF CRITERIA (w/ REVIEW)'

M-07 : DATA COLLECTION/SCALING (w/ REVIEW)

M-08 : EARLY FIELD-TEST OF MODEL (COMMUNICATED)

M-09 : FULL-SCALE EXECUTION OF COMPLETED MODEL

M-10 : ANALYSIS AND SUMMAIIFY OF FINDINGS,
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:17

: VALIDITY AN,D RELIABILITY:.TESTINC

PUBUIC HEARINGS (wPrINAL. REVIEW).

"M-13 SELL HOME AND 'LEAVE TOWN-- (w/o REVIEW).
,

. % This is.hardl "an exhaustive list ; and\

.

with even a minor ,

,
.

,

..

clarification and. elineation of _topic could esults:111 'several
.

hilndred milestones -- each as. important as th more relevant 12 -

s -

expressed in the' above listing.,

Ti .4
o:

_

tliV,,non-planning.theoristi reader must also Under-

stand, that the 'abOVe milestones need not be addr sV/ (and

planned for) in an independent, separate fashion. ,ManY.facets or.

, 'the modeling process take.C.sNace in parallel order Cas opposed to

serial); and so several phases Of the modeling orb ess will be

'ongoing .simultaneously.*,,.. One of thp best and most ipustra ive

examples of such simultaneity occurs duringithe'aTternati-ve '

'development phase. (8s alternatives are de:fined'and explored, the

modeler will tind,it hard not to On parallel) also explore the

: ty6e. of criteria which would be useuil in evaluating the various'

alternatives, how these criteria might be defined, references,

scaled and measured -; and even how they might be formulated
. /

within a criterion constrailit. Vector for lnput into the,MICROMKK

decisionin4 model. Of course, smile aspects are truly serial, and

can not be performed simultapeouslyi for example; the serial

order- of the field-te"st ersus the full-scale. implementation.

We will now examin in specific detail, the illustration of

the M4A and KICROPIK missions, and the-implementation of their .

'stated secondary goals.-
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CHAPTER 06

'THE 'DEVELOPMENT STAGE

[ Constructing Principal Modeling Components

for? Decision-Making ]
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THE 'ALTERNATIVES,

The first major phase of MICROPIK de

cocerns the identification,Adefinition and:

multiple alter:natives to be evaluated by theM

reader will recall, that the mission of this'MAM-

velopment .

t 'of; the, 5

ewOrk. The,

modeling"

exercise seeks to evaluate. stated curricular objectives And
v

instructional activities (and their projected ipflUence upon

desired degree of related concept learningthOppropriatenets"

ofAvailable CAI/CMI program sOftWare.for-impleenting these

instructional learning exercises, .and the'correlzted cothpabijty

of existing'micrOtomputer har wareincluding Peripherals) to

execute the various progr softwareRapkages. We will develop

the the MICROPIK modeling framewcink,with-

in this 'current section; and reserve the-neA section for an.

exploration of the necessary crit&ia to evaluate and compare

these alternatives.

The reader will_ also recall, that although such an evaluation

of curriculum-Software-hardware alternatives, and.their inter--

relationships,,Cduld very well be an end in itself, the author's'.

'over-riding concern is to posit a dedisioning model'by which

Schools and service districts will be able to make 'intelligent'

decisions regarding:the acquisition of computer sof

hardware, and,its utility in fulfilling stated comp

and'computer-managed instructional objectives.

..

A Tri=Partite Hierarchy

A

ware and

ter-assisted

As was demonstrate& in the initial development of the

".curriculum activity packaging".:(CAP) mo&el,(Wholeben, 1980b),

a MAA modeling of Arri'culumobject'ives.And instructional'

190 ,
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activities as related to concept learning .could be' demonstrated

via a delineatite..or hierarchical framework.' Consider the usual

- representation of the concept-objectives-ac-iy.i.ti-es' environ:

CONCEPT. 1.0

.

le

Objective 1.01
(

,o

Activity (cti.1vitY' Activity' Activity ActiIvi. ty ActiI /itY
1:01.01 1.01%02 1.02.03 ,1.02.01 1.02.02 1.0.03

1

2,

Objective 1.02

:9,

The multiple - alternatives formulated MICROPIK model seeks to

satisfy to some opiiMal degree, all concept and objectives-

, related learning as spetified by curriculuM requirements. Th

existence multiple-:alternat s for'MAA evalUatiOn exists i

the form latibn of the vario activities "which might" be

implemented'in order to meet instructional (learning),,meeds and

demands. In the MICROPIK setting therefore, all, concept and

'objectives leatning must,be latisfied -- it remains the activities

which will evaluated for their relative utility or appropriateness

in fujfilling this required satisfaction.
.

.4.50 'a more advanced:formulationof the ,MICROPIK model, where

objectives are to beconsiderealternativeS available for tom--
k

,

,paritive assessment as well as the underlying activities which

demonstrate the execution' of the objective's intent," it is still

the evaluation of the activities which will not only demonstrate

their utility for inclusionwithin th5,final curriculdm package,

191
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but allso ,inductively determines whether"the particular objective

which defines their preSence will be itself associated with the

final solution set. The reader should also see therefore, that

alternative 'concepts' could also be modeled.in this way.

y, .

This three-level or tri-partite hierachical formulation .of

the multiple-alternatives structure is extremely useful to the

mbdeler, should such defined sophistication become necessary °

based upon the situation being simulated. As we will'see,4this

delineative structure within the alternatives definition will

become one of the major modeling constr5tts to emerge from the

design of the MICROPIK frar-work.

The Sectional Alternatives Vector

NV.

#

, .

I.

Becadse the MICROPIK model seeks to evalUate7the
.

corres-
,

ponding relationships between curriculum,. software d hardware

-- as well as comOrivns within each of these three, groups --

the,s ructuring of modeling alternatives may be classified into

the three major groups:
4*

[1] curriculunfristructi.rial alternatives;

[23' CAI and other program-soft4are alternatives;
/

t3] hardwa and-peripheral(s) alteenatives.

7

and

As with the tri- artite hierarchical development of the.curriculum
,

objectives and instructional ectqiiies, the design of both the

software and hardware ftergatives will assume a hierarchical

setting.

Structuring the *econd s

(recall that the first section

will be primarily concerned with diffet as cis 'Ar the same

on of the altrnatives vector

efers to the cul-riculum entries)

tt.
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curricUli1 or disciplinary frInework-being modeled in the first

- section. For example, language arts may,require CAI packages

:,1which related to various types of instrixtions, such as:

reading, spelling, vocabulary,' sentence structure, and analogies.

, Several software packages may exist for each of the abOve five

required areas which will summarily require` evaluation both. in

terms of their variabl values between each other (package), and

in terms.of their util.ty in addressing the stated instructional

activities. The hierarchiCal design for this section of the"

alternatives vector M:ay be constructed as:

1.

SENTENCE
READING SPELLING VOCABULARY STRUCTURE ANALOGIES'

, I
sif

)

I 1 I 1 I I I 1.1 I

Pkg Pkg .Pkg Pkg Pkg Pkg Pkg Pkg Pkg Pkg Pkg Pkg
1. 2 1 2 1 2 3 1 2 3 1. 2.

The above seemingly bi-partite ddsign could easily ,assume a more

tri-partite status is difference- grade-levels for CAI within the

elementary school setting became a new, confouading variable'fdr

,modeling within the language arts, portion of the MICROPIK model.

The third and final part of the sectional alternatives vector

WT11 contain the various multippe alternatives related to the

utility of various hardware machines '(and' their peripherals) irr.

iMplementing the evaluated comparipons between, .ehe curriculum

desired, and, the. software packages which best ,instrt there--

'Fated instructional activities. This partitular collection of

hardware alternatives can be gre4ly simplified if the modeler

in advance agrees upon 'hardware ackages' for inclusion within,

the MICROPIK formulation. Thus, a certain' model of APPLE (e.g.

APPLE II PLUS), a certain type of printer, and a certain number'

193 I
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of disk drives might become the "APPLE" package, and therefOre a

single. alternative for comparison against the "TRS-30" package,

or the "OSI" package, etc... In comparison with the tri-partite

hierarchical structure of the instructional activities, and the

'bi-partite,structure of the-software t:natives, the 4ardware*

section of the alternatives vector woul , ecome a uni-partite

or single-level collection of multiple alternatives:

4

.

,APPLE TRS-80 OSI ATARI TI

PACKAGE 'PACKAGE PACKAGE PACKAGE PACKAGE ... etc.

However, should different models of the same microrocepsor be

required for alternatives decision-making, and should varying

'types of peripherals be required for inclusion within the. full

MAM formulation -- a tri-partite (manufacturer-model-peripheral)

relationship reappears.. Because some manufacturers have refused

to keep their software model indepepdent (e.g. some TRS40 II

packages will not work on the TRS-8b. III; and likewise for the

latest problems between APPLE If PLUS and compatibility with the

P
APPLE III), a higher-Orderdecision may need to be made concerning

not only the type of software and peripheral required, but also

the compatibility of the.'level of model' needed to execute the

compatible software. The discerning reader can easily see how

a quad- or even quiqt-partite hierarchtcal structure may be
o

necessitated by such a complex multiple-alternatives'setting.

Summary

Thus the alternatives4Ovector fOr exposition of the MICROPIK

model is divided into three main sections: the tri-partite

curriculum section,,the bi-partite softwar-e section, and finally

the (hopefully) uni-partite hardware section. However-he reader .

is cautioned regarding the true partitioning of the hardware

194
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section of the alternatives vector. It is very likely in consid-

,era on of the problems with the lack.of upward-cbmpatibility of

particular system's software; and indeed in the'quality-.

differential between peripherals and the type of peripheral (e.g.

graphics iflotters), that the hardware section could easily take

on quad-partite characteristics.

41'

, In summary then,lhe alternatives vector can be illus rated

as folldws.:

I tURRICULUMCOMPONENTS1 SOFTWARE COMPONENTS 1 HARDWARE

, I

I ACT ACT PUI ACT ACT..4 PKG PKG I PKG PKG PKG... PKG PKG

11.1 1.2 1.31 2.1 2.2 1 1.1 1.21 2.1 2.2 2.3 1 1 2 3 I ,

I 1 1 1
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THE CRITERIA

To.fulfill the stated premises of .the MICROPIK model in

determining the appropriate Microcomputer hardware and software

in terms of stated -instructional requirements, the various

sections 'of multiple alternatives described in the prevtpus topic

must be evaluated/adross various.competing.criteria. As was

mentioned in a Oevious section, the MICROPIK decisibning, model

requires a total of six ityp,s1, of Criterion formulations: three

to address the intra-relationships existent within each. of the

three sectional areas of curriculum, softWare and hardware -- to

.allow cross-comparisons of the various alternatives within each ,

of the rain alternatives' sections. Two. additional criterion

sets.are required to measure those inter-relationships which will

need to be controlled between the sections of curriculum.verSus

software, and softWl.e versus hardware. It is assumed, that the

pird'Oossible bt-sectional, criterion set which would relate,

curriculum versus hardware can be based upon the trichotomous

-inference resulting from-the first two bi-sectional comparisons.

'Finally, a criterion set will .be 'reserved for an overall, tri-

sectional evaluation of,'curriculum v. software v. hardware'.:.

inter - relationships.

Generic Criterion Indices

As with all planning and development activities, the modeler

will find the 'utilization of a 'philosophical' model most ,helpful

in identifying and defining 'types' of criteria which may prove,

useful 0 discriminating,bettleen'the multiple, alternatives. This

is of great(eyMportance within the CAI-MAN ,framework due to the

complicated relationships both between the three general alterna-

tivf sections (curriculum,' software and hardware) as well as

4,
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within each of these gaeral sections. Before a general listing

and discussion of more specific criterion indices which will be

of. some benefit to the MICROPIK modeler, .a more genus-oriented

discussion of criterion-type will be presented.
,

Three., categories of generic criterion indices-teem to exist

for all problems of evaluation and decision-making when dealing

with_multiple alternatives:.

(13 index of contextual need based, upon' performance;

[23 index of relative worth or value; and

133 index .of general resource or expenditure..

The index of contextual need baked upon performance is-itself

a relative comparison, between. the measured, states of perceived

need, current performance or use, and observed demand. Such con-

tingencies'as where demand is greater4than need suggests either

an unrealistic understanding of the enterprise, or an equally ,

unre istics understanding of the, characteristics of wHatever is

declare 'in demand'. Of course, a contingency of need greater

than demand might also point to a lack of understanding of the

context within,which the organization exists. Indicators such as

might indicate waste (demand greater than performance and/or need)

or intervention, (need greater than performance) must also be

addressed in some fashion as part of the contextual need set of

criteria.

The index of relative worth or value is often more easily

modeled into an evaluation framework due to its more 'esoteric'

.issqes of: effectiveness, efficiency and satisfaction. To be

effective, whatever is performed (or in our case, selected) mi4st'

"do the job". To be efficient, the selected alterWative solution

must do the'-job as quickly as.possible, and within the stated

operational,limits of 'the enterprise (or less). And to be,
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. considered satisfactory, the solu ?ion must portray 'good' feelings

on the part of all parties involved; or at the least, be consistent

.-141 thiOregard.

Th'e index of general resource or expenditure is .a more

Idirect relatigg:of,alternatives to those elements of capital,

revenue and /or expenditure which Might be required in the final

ftplementation Of:the selected alternative. Such resources as:

time, space, faellity, personnel, cost:Supplies and Materials,

. and equipment -- Wil,1 all 'be a potential part 'f this_ particular

criterion set.

T.

With these ideas in mind, we. can now move-to a more specific

development of tample criterion references for the MICROPIK

Identification. and DefInitidN

To explore thevelouS criterion indicators which will be of
1

use in evaluating the curriCulumsoftWare and hardware multiple

alternatives aSsocitted with the KOROPIK framework, an outline

formetwip'be:presrXed fdir the reader's..perusal.-This outline

will. examine 'each of three major alternative'. sections first, and

then e5(aminetpotential,0-iteria for performing the aforementioned

bl-sectional and tri-sectional.comparisons

Set . THE. CURRICULUM SECTIONAL

(examining relationships both'withinicurriculum

objectives, and between thevarious, multiple

instructional activities

1.01 ,measures'associated with performance, need and demand
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1.01.01 percePtion of school personnel

) (administrators, teachers, students)

1:01.02 -observed time spent on classroom instruction

for_various.topics,' group instruction versus

individualized or remedial requirements

1.01.03 relative importance of the curriculum unit

based upon district level sylip,busstandards

1.01.04 relative importance of the curriculum unit

compared to all other required curricular units

.1.02 measures associated with worth or value

1.02.01 perception of effectiveness, efficiency and

satisfaction on part? of classroom teachers

and students, for each curriculum unit

1.02.02 perception:of related worth or v e of

current implementation structur or each

currtcuium unit
f

1.02.03 observed measures of effectiveness as relate

to learning and retention

1.02.04 observed measures of efficiency as relate to

time required for different instructional

strategies

1.02.05 related utility of each unit for success in

the adult or occupational world-of-wor*
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1.03 measures associated with generA1 resource or expenditure

1.03.01' related requirements fok equipment, supplies or

other Materials,in implementation of each unit

1.03.02 necessary spact and/or facility requirements

1.03.03 related personnel staffing needs

1.03.04 measure of relative impact upon other programs

based upon resource allocation

1.03.05 related costs and/or expenditures for each unit

based upon text books, work books, etc.

Set 2.0 THE PROGRAM SOFTWARE SECTIONAL

(examining relationships between the various software

packages available to perform computer- sisted

instructional/managerial efforts)

2.01 measures relating to the availability of various CAI/CMI
o-

----and -otheradmiaist;-ative software packages, and their

comparative utility

2.01.'01 compiler languages

2.01.02 word processing

2.01.03 operating system languages

2.01.04 data analysis programs

200
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2.01.05 database management programs

2.01.06 *agement--planning programs.

2.01.07 time/project/personnAl scheduling prorams

2.01.08 accounting software

b

2.01.09 specific CAI/C

2.01.10 CAI/CMI author pilots

2.01.11 graphics packages

2.01.12 system editors

seware packages

2.01.13. infOrmation retrieval service

(communications multiplexors)

2.02 measures j'elating to the results of sample field-tests

or use by other individuals, concerning effectiveness

and efficiency in presentation and drill,,and related

satisfaction on part ,of using parties

Set 2.0 THE MACHINE.HARDWARE SECTIONAL

(examining relatidnships between the various hardware

packages available for CAI/CMI and other administrative

utilization)

3.01 availability of, and relative performance in executing

certain desireable functions
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0
3.01.01 .mainframes

ti
3.01.02 peripherals

d

3.01.03 operating system specifications

.01.04 interface compatibility.

3.01.05 networking

3.01.06 expansion

3.02 measures of system specification

3.02.01 clock speed (MHz)

3.02.02 keyboard type

f

3.02.03 video display

(resolution, character width and line length;

line height)

3.02.04 internal central memory

3.02.05 internal expansion

3.02.06 external expansion,

3.02.07 internal baud rate

3.02.08 external interface baud rate

2 8
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To perform the bi-sectional comparison which will relate the

curriculum and software sections, and the software and hardware

sections, the modeler is concerned with establishing tautological

linkages between various parts ofeach section, based upon the.' A

('
final'assessmentof the criteria within those sections themselves.

.These linkages are of the usual, 'logic-reasoning' specification,

and will basically control for the existence of,(for example) a
y

particular software package in the final solution set, if and

only if: (1) the curriculum-sectional presents a favorable 'Ilt,-

criterion picture of the instructional activities involved; (2)

the software sectional also presents a criterion-related picture

which suggests the package is useful; and (obviously) (3) that

such 'a particular software package exists. Co-relating the

software and hardware sections is identical in procedure to that

just described for the curriculum and software sectionals:
.

An additional and somewhat more complex implementation of the

supporting bi-sectional comparisons, exists in the

utilization of 'slack' variables. Although this treatmTit is

beyond the scope of this particular paper, it-will beillustrafed

for the more experienced reader.

Recall the algebraic relation (inequality or equality) within

the criterion vectors as they describe their measures across all

of the multiple alternatives. )riven that there exists some

criterion measure appropriate for evaluating both curriculum

sectional units and, software sectional units (that is, same

reference and same scaling), the measures across first the

instructional activities can be summated and stored within a

defined slack variable; likewise for a sum across the various

software packages. Such a representation would exist as:
r
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Act Act Act ACt Act Act Pkg Pkg Pkg Slk Slk '

1.1 1.2 1,3 2.1 2.2 2.3 1.1 1.2 '1.3' 1 2 RHS

all a12 a13 an a22 a23 -1 = 0

PII P12- P13 = 0

1 +1 ', ba,

.
+1 7 by

+1 +1 ' b12

a.

and to this example, assumes that the measures represent a score

of positive benefit to be maximized(thui the reason for the

requirement within the algebraTC inequlality).
. .

Many other possibilities exist of course for the modeling

of criterion references in the comparison of multiple alternatives,

but are particular to specific situations; and therefore not

--.7eastlygeneraltzed;-- Oncethereadermasterstile concept- and

.constructs involved, the adaptation of the method to other

settings is (normally?) straight-forward.

Illustration of Criterion Use

Eefore moving on to a discussion of the various referencing,

scaling and measurement techniques associated with data generation

techniques for the CAI-MAM framework, it may be. useful to provide

°a structured example'of how a specific type of data might be

Collected and input to the MICROPIK model. The 'type' of data

for'this illustration is called "synthetic", because the source of

its values is individual perception -- and not a physcially-rigid

measurement of some kind (like for example, weight, height or age).

Synthetic measurement is nevertheless a most valid source of

data for the evaluation of multiple alternatives; and therefore
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for input to the MAA modeling framework. These measures normally

come from one of'two,sources, and usualry must address the issue

of'measurement reliability' as a more subjective, intuitive

judgement. The usual source is the survey or opinionnaire, where

a respondent's perceptual judgement or,opinion is squght con-

kerning certain issues. For example, pie respondent might be

Presented with a declarative statement concerning.the issue of .

priority for microcomputer acquisition for an organization who is

currently within,!3 state of-fispl depression. The declarative

stalemebt might be formulated as:

THE SCHOOL SHOULD ASSIGN A HIGHER PRIORITY TO

THE ACQUISITION OF MICROCOMPUTERS,-THAN TO NEW

EQUIPMENT FOR THE PHYSICAL EDUCATIQN CURRICULUM;

and Might ask the survey reipigt to respond by choosing a

position on the 6-point agreement continuum (where 1= strongly

disagree and 6= strongly agree). As an optional procedure, the

surveyer could list (for example) ten competing activites which

require funding, and ask the respondent to rank-order (1,2,...,10)

the activities from most important to least important (of the ten

listed). Here, a might represent 'most important', and a '2'

repreSent 'least important' (i.elative,to the ten presented). The

important thing for the reader to understand (you might have

already guessed)is, that the first Option positions a high-value

as a more positive response (i.e. positive in benefit to the

acquisitton of micros); while the second option posits a low-value

as the more positive 'response (1st is best, etc.). The stated

importance lies of course in the structuring of the criterion

vector containing either the 1-6 or 1-10 values; and additionally

in the fact that the decision-maker will discriminate between t t

high and low values in opposite ways depending'upon the option

chosen,
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N
The second source of the synthetic measure appoximates the

first Fclolelyas to beg a differentiated description. This.

addjt,(onal synthetic 'type' describes the results of a prior/
" 4

often.physically reliable assessment or measure; and-which now

requires ihe''respondent's' opinion or judgement as to whether,

the initial physical-measure is "goodenough", and to what extent.

This form of measurement is Often the perceptual results of av a

product field-test in a controlled, environmentally-related

setting ,- where the product is put unde the same conditions as

will be expected to exist under'.normal,user conditions upon ale.
. .

While 'physical measures such as time, amount of' work done, type ,

of performance, and'versatility or flexibility may be the physical

- mei 'ures, the-user's perception' of utility and acceptability will

als prxe to be very important criteria for evaluative consider-

ation.

The following criterion references were included in a recent

evaluation of microcomputer ,courseware byYthe Northwest Regional

Educational Laboratory of Portland, Oregon. (For more information,

see the periodical "microSIFT News"; Vol. 2, No. 1, October 1981):

'Responses were from a panel of evaluatOrs who tested the software,

and then offered their judgement via a 4-point agreement continuum.
. .

Although the reader may wish to discuss the varying degrees of

non-specificity associated with the 21-items, they remain still

il'lustrative of the means. of data generation, and the source of

quantitative input to the MICROPIK model.

The "criteria for evaluation" were separated into two

categories, content and instructional quality; and were presented

/as. follows:

CONTENT
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[01] The content is accurate;

[02] The content has educational talue;:and

.033 The content is frees of race,,ethnic,. sex,

and other stereotypes.

INSTRUCTIONAL QUALITY

[04] The purpose of thepackage is well-defined;

[05] The package achieves its defined purpose; -

''1063 Presentation of content is "clear,and logical;

[07] The level of difficulty is appropriate for

the target audience;

[08] Graphics/color/sound are used for appropriate

instructional reasons;

1093 Use of the package is motivational;

[10] The package effectively stimulates sidErent

-creativity.;

[11] Feedback on student resprses is "effectively

employd6;

[12] The learner controls the rate and sequence of

presentation, and review;

[13] Instruction is integrated with previous

student experience;

[14] Learning is generalizable to an'appropriate

range of situations;

E153 The user support.materials are comprehensive;

[16] The user support materials are effective;

[17] Information displays are effective;

[183 Intended users can easily and independently.

operate the program;

[19] Teachers can easily employ the package;

En The program appropriately Uses relevant

computer capabilities; and

[21] The program is reliable in normal use.
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The reader can easily witness, that the 1,2,3,4 options fe4 the

evaluator's assessment coul be modeled or inclusidt with the #'.1

software sectional part of th MICROPIK. A criterion .constraint 4p

would be constructed' or each of the 21 items of judgement, and

r,tIlle.'mean-value' responses across' 11 °evaluators would be the

the edtries for each of the vector omponents; such that:
V

(xi j) MINIMUMi .for. each of the i=1,...,21 criteria;

across each of X-possible packages;

where xij is the mean response.

All criteria --;.physical, synthetic or otherwise -
\

- will be

similarly modeled, and input' into the MICROPIK fpework.

Reference and Source

Having idePified and -defi'ned the criterion measures Ini.ch

will be utilized within the MICROPIK modeling of the CAI software

and hardware decisioning problem, the modeler must next turn

attention to determining 'what' will be measured in-order to

provide_a quantified value based upon the construct of each of

the variables or criteria djfned. In this context, the 'what'

of criterion measurement is known as the criterion reference --

that is, what the modeler refers to in order to obtain'a valid

measure of the criterion point identified. Then of course, the

modeler must determine 'where' such a measure will be available'

and/or from 'who' if other people must be involved. The 'where'

and 'who' in this context of criterion measurement is known as

the criterion reference source or data-point source. References

will always involve a determination Of.validity of the particular
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measure, while sources will always necessitate an analysis of

reliability. The reader must recognize, that pOtential non-

reliability can related to the people involved, the place or time

of the measurement, and the- procedure utilized in the measurement

process -- tat is,. the who, Where, when and Qiqw_. The rematnint

interrogative adVerbs of what and why relate more closely with

the determined validity of the measured criterion point.

-
References may be-categorized (lOosely, I admit) into the

three areas of: physical, definitional and synthetic. A physical

reference or measure is one in which a fully acceptable tool of

,measurement is utilized to determine the value or weight-of" the

reference Involved. ,In science, degrees of temperature, miles of

distance, aft knots of wind velocity are acceptable determinants

of, their associated nces (temperature, distance and. wind

Definitional references are simple or complex trans

formations of physical measures in order to obtain a new datUm to

address a defined criterion which can rot be measured direCtlj.:.

For example in the determination of school closures, a total of

nine definitional crifsericwere detigned and tested for their

usefulness in discriminating between elementary school buildings

in.order to determine their reasonablenessfor operational dis-

continuance (Wholeben; 1980a): Three were found to adequately

perform this discrimination: thermal efficiency,. energy waste,

and...thermal utility --.by algebraically combining.a particular

combination of such physical measures as follows:

thermal efficiency: BTU consumption (natural gas,

#2 fuel oil, and electricity);..,

capacity and current enrollMent

of the sites;
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energy waste:

thermal utility:

BTU consumption (natural gas,

#2 fuel oil, and electricity),

capacity and current enrollment

of the sites, and the total.

dollar-expenditure for such

utilities; and

BTU consumption (natural gas,

#2 fuel oil, and electricity)

and the total dollar - expenditure

for such, utilities.
`tt

For example, the definitional measure'for.energy waste resulted

from the algebraic representation:

I $ UTILITY

BTU

CAPAC

I $ UTILITY'

I I

- 1 BTU''

1

ENROL

We have already dealt with synthetic measures in some detail

in the preceding section of this paper. Recall that synthetic '-'-

measures are normally data points of 4rception or.subjective

judgement based upon personal opinion; and thus has all of the

reliability problems associated with subjective bias. However, ,

it must be reiterated, that synthetic criterion references are

still very much an important 'source' of data for evaluation and

decision:making. As is the case in all evaluation, the probleth

is seldom the intent; but too often the tontent and process used

in carrying out that intent.

7". 1 (4 21/40
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Specific criterion references for quantifying usable MICROPIK

.data input will7generely involve the use of several procedures'.

or tools. Measures related to the curriculum sectional.must be

demonstrative of.not only'the content and process.of the various

instructional activities, but alSo the relative imObreance and

degree df duplication existing between these activities. in the

promotion of individual concept learning.' Sutncriteria as the

,degree of achievement; amount of time required :to implement the

-partiCular activity, and. emount of retention by student ,will be

directly related-to the references-of performance testing via.a

number of valid items or_ problems, clock time, and some: form*

longitudinal testing utilizing similar Or-Ohl-ern:item; reSPectively.:-:::
4

Criteria related more directly to opinion or'percebtual dudgement

on the part of students and teachers concern*ng the various

instructional activities will be referenced by (for example some

number of statements which describe an opinion concerning some

aspect of the' activity, and.via a survey format gain a'measure

of 'degree of agredinents by the respondent with respect to the

,' particular individual items.

.

Gaining responses to the same item (via survey techniques)

from twp different though related opulatiOns is A direct example

of how synthetic measures,can be transformed ine definitional

.composite, much:as the Physical illustrations eaeiier.in this

'sectidn. Given responSes from both students and teachers to an

identical item on two different surveys:

"Learning how to spell using a 'spelling bee'

is better than using the class workbook."'

Obviously, high agreement on the parts of both teachers and

students is preferred. However to control not only for degree of

agreement to the item; but also for the criterion identified as

'degree of Consistency' between teacher'and student responses,
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the following transformation may be utilized to provide 'a

definitional measure of consistency,:

,

MINIMIZE' (teacher response mean) - (student response meal,
4 A/

where this fdirmulation controls, for between-groups consistency

of response. ,A similar method for controlling the measure of

/ consistency 'Within-groupS' is to utilize - he standard deviations

computed for each of the populations! an formulated -as:

,MINIMIZE I (teacher response scan and deviation)'
A

I

I.

MINIMIZE] (student response standard deviation ) I

,
to, . ,

Measure's of degree of achievement by students using different

types of CAT softwane -will be referenced similarly to those*fdeas

expressed above for the instructional activities. Perceptual

measures (synthetic) can also'be referenced via the administratiob

of va40-questionnaires concerning feelings toward the experience

of executing the various packages.

Criterion to ,permit the eValuation of the components of the

hardware sectional will normally fall within' either physical or

rgerences. Such physical references as clOck speed

of the CPU (central processing unit) in mega-hertz equiva-

lents (i.e. how many millions of cycles per second are Performed),

and of internal expansion capability in bytes of storage equiva-
,

lents. (a byte being a single character of input as defined by

either an alphabetical character, a numeral (single-digik) or a

special character (#01,,*)) -- provide readily understandaple (?)

illusti-ations. More subjective judgemehts'are also possible

concerning the 'esthetics' of the terminal face, or the quality
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of the printer. A survey formatof the-'check-list' variety is

a useful,tool in gaining such information.

Through. ou addressing, the issue of criterion references

(that is, the'what',of our needed criterion measure), we. have
.

paralleled the issue of reference source, or from where (whom)

and how such informatiOn'can be found.(or be,forthcoMing). The

data for. the curriculum sectional will come from students,

teachers and parent's --depending upon the type of criterion

being measured. The Process may involve the use of observation,

pencil-and-paper questionnaire, standardized achievement test,g

or.a structured interview. Information for the criterion to

permit comparable evaluations of the software packages will be

-Measured in a:siMilar. fashion. Additional data for.the software

'sectional however can also be gathered via the "dead data"

technique of reviewing brochures and records, as well as the more

"live data" techniques of observation and ,survey response.

Much of the information required to quantify the criteria of

'the hardware sectional will be found via the "dead data" search.

,Manufacturer's brochures and available technical product reports

provide such reference sources. Journal articles may be also

helpful; and so also the findings of such periodicals as the

- 'Consumer's Report'. Whatever reference and source.the model r

utilizes for the generation af, data points, "the cautions ci c ning

reference validity and source (procedureal) reliability must be

ever present in the modeler's consciousness.

Except in more complicated MAA models related to the matching

of instuctional activities to available CAI software and compatible

hardware, the criterion reference for modeling, both the curriculum-

software and software-hardware sectilnal will that of 'availability'

of the appropriate software package or hardware unit. Theource

of course will always' be the manufacturer itd distributor.

;

1
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Scaling and Measurement

,Scaling refers to the type of numeric which will represent

the measure of the defined criterion reference; and may be one of

four types: nominal, ordinal, interval or ratio. The reader is

referred to any standard tests and measurement, or introductory

statistics text for operational definitions of these scaling types.,

As'a summary howevr, the, types may be distinguished as follows

(apologies in advance to those measurement specialists and/or

statisticians among the readers)':

(13 the nominal scale is pure categorical classification

measure of group distinction only; the relationship

between groups is one of difference without reference

to either direction or extent; examples are sex (male

v. female) and minority (minority v. non-:minority);

(23 the ordinal scale is one-step-up from the nominal type

in that direction or order is now distinguishable for

different responses or measures; however, the extent

between these directional differences is unknoWn, and

provides a classic potential for interpretative error;

examples are assigned ranks and achievement grading

as defined by 'excellent v. good v. fair v. poor';

[33 the interval scale is an improvement upon the ordinal

type in that both direction and extent (or degree)

are now distinctive under interpretation; the intervals

between each of the unique measurement points are equal

throughout the scale; examples are age expressed Tn

whole years, and off-spring expressed in whole units

(hormallA; and

(43 the ratio scale exhibits all qualities of the interval

type, and in addition allows infinite divisions between

20
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any two points on the scale's continuum; in fact, the

ratio scale is the only real continuum since it provides

of the most finest of possible approximations available;

for example speed expressed in cycles-per-second units.

The measure (of course) is simply the numerical quantity which

results from use of the scale in determining the value of the

criterion from the selected criterion reference.

The reader should note, that different measures (and often

different scalings) can take place with respect to the same

criterion reference -- or different references with respect to the,

same criterion identified. Measures such as these are often the

result of a survey of opinion which attempts to gain insightful

data concerning various issues of interest or aspects of current

endeavor.

The MICROPIK model will accomodate any of the scaling types

dependent upon the intent of measure (indentified and defined) being

sought. Availability of certain software and hardware units will

often be identified as a '1' (availability = yes) or a '0' (availa-

bility = no); and therefore uses a nominal scaling type for final

measurement. Presenting a group of respondents with a list of

instructional activities concerning the satisfaction of a specific

curricular objective, and asking them to rank-order their importance

in promoting the learning defined by that objective, results in

the ordinally-scale measure of ranks (1 = most important, 2 = next

most important, ...). The interval type of scaling is_assumed with

such extended continuum frameworks as the 6-point agreement contin-

uum. And finally, the ratio scale is most usable with the more

physical measurementsgassociated with system specifications, cost

of various software and/or hardware units versus the salaries of

additional classroom teachers, and achievement performance measures

on the Parttof the students.
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Design and Format

Valid criterion definitions and references, and reliable

sources and measures, are of course not very useful if there exists

no technique for entry in the multiple alternatives analysis model.

Before discussing the formatting of measured criterion data points

in such a way, that the MICROPIK model will bd able to evaluate the

various sectional options associated with choosing software packages

and hardware units compatible with desired CAI/CMI objectives,, it

may be best to once again review the 'guts' of the MAM framework,

and the model's criterion-referenced, decisioning-simulation needs.

Recall the design of the MAM framework as that of a matrix,

where rows represent criterion measures across the various options

or decisional alternatives, and columns represent the array of

criterion measures for each of these decisional-alternatives. We

will be concerned by the 'row point-of-view', and address each row .

as the criterion vector of values or simply (?), the criterion

constraint. Since each criterion vector (i.e. row) represents the

values of a specific criterion across all alternatives, ,the reader

can easily understand how these values will be capable of validly

evaluating the various alternatives (against themselves). And,

since each criterion constraint can be said to therefore constrain

the solution process (i.e. arrive at a decision), each criterion
;

vector can be thought of as an 'objective' or 'goal' of the modeling

situation, in that certain limits will be placed upon the values

which each criterion vector can assume (as a composite summation)

before finally deciding upon a final, most optimal solution set.

\

Each cr.iterion:-"Vector will be constructed to represent either

a linear equality or inequality (although the inequality is often

the more useful representation); and will therefore assume the

general form.of:
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ail + ai2 + ai3 + aij ( c , = , 7.) bi

where i-criterion vectors have been constructed to evaluate the

relative appropriateness of j-alternatives, and based upon a RHS-

limit to the final composite (i.e. sum), of the particular i-th

criterion vector of the value bi. Note that bi therefore will

exist as an upper-bound in the '1' inequility, a lower-bound in

the '>' inequality, and an "identity' via an '=' equality.

Thus, each amn, for m=1,2,.:.,i critericCvectors across each

n=1,2,...,j decisional alternatives, will represent a particular,

consistent scaling of value for each of the i-criterion vectors.

And, since each bk, for k=1,2,...,i RHS-values, delimits the

;total (summed) composite which each criterion vector can assume

dependent upon the solution set formulated (xn equaling either a

'1' or a '0' depending upon the xn's inclusion or exclusion for the

final solution set), the particular scale utilized will determine

the type of objective which the particular vector is attempting to

satisfy.

For the time being, let us set our total'confusion aside, and

attempt to examine each scaling type via the criterion constraint.

framework explained (?) above: For the reminder of this particular

discussion, we will adopt thaf convention that a value of '1' for

the xn.decisional alternative will denote inclusion within the

final solution set; and fhat;a value of '0' will represent exclusion

of that particular xn option from'fhe final solution.

The nominally-scaled criterion constraint vector can also be

called the frequency-constraint or counting-constraint vector, due

to its use in controlling for the various frequency of a particular

type of category within the final solution. One particular type of

nominal control is that of assuring representative-bias -- that is,

assuring the inclusion of certain amounts of specific types of

21.7
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alternatives within the final solution set. To illustrate this,

consider a MICROPIK problem which has defined five software package

alternatives within tie software sectional, and denotes the first

two as basically 'grammerically oriented' and the remaining three

as. ivocabular oriented' in terms of a proposed language arts CAI

curriculum. And futher assume that constraints are required in

order to model the following three, separate objectives:

El] exactly one of the grammar packages must be a

member of the final solution set;

(23 not more than two of the vocabulary packages

are allowed inclusion within the solution set;

and

133 at least three software packages must construct

the final solution set, overall.

The resulting sub-matrix of the full constraint matrix (collection

of all criterion, vectors) would appear as follows:

(Objectives) x1 x2 x3 x4 x5 (RHS-value)

[013 (°) 1

(02] 1 (() 2

(033 1 1 (7) 3

(can you see that the.final solution set must contain exactly 3

entries? and that only a total of 3 possible, feasible solutions

exist? and why additional data would be needed in order to deter-

mine the final solutiqn?). This example emphasizes the utility

and necessity of the objective function in resolving which of the

three potential solution sets will in fact be the most optimal set.
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The modeling characteristics of ordinally-scaled criterion

constraint is an extension of the nominally-scaled constraint vec-

tor. Since the terms "mean order" and "sum of order" are examples

of the premise, "You can do any thing with numbers, meaningful or

not.", ordinal constraints are modeled within MICROPIK as a type

of indicator-variable as would be found in the modeling of dummy

variables within multivariate regression procedures. For each of

the desired 'ordering points' (e.g..ranks; or those points Mich

would be associated with 'excellent-good-fair-poor' responses), a

separate criterion con;traint vector must be developed in order to

control the inclusion of various 'ordered' alternatives within the

final solution set. Consider the MICROPIK curriculum-sectional in

f which two sets of four instructional-activity alternatives are to

be modeled. Each set of four alternatives has been ranked by a

panel of experts as to' their relative .importance to the successful

implementation of curricular goals, assigning. '1' to the most

important, and '4' to the least important of the four such that

the following assignments result:

OBJECTIVE I ACT-1 ,ACT-2 ACT-3 ACT-4 I

1 1 3 1 4 2

2 I .2 1 3 4'

and must be modeled consistent with the following stated objectives:

Ell each objective must be satisfied;

E21 at least two activities from each objective *set

must be members of the final solution set;

at least two of the final solution activities

must be of rank=1;
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[43 only one activity of rank=3 is allowed within

the final solution; and

(53 no activities of rank=4 are to be included ,

as final solution components.

The final modeling framework for these five objectives will include

a maximum of seven constraints, but could be identically constructed

with five constraints (can you see the duplication?):

The modeling characteristics of ordinally-scaled criterion

constraint is an extension of the nominally-scaled constraint vec-

tor. Since the terms "mean order" and "sum of order" are examples

of the premise, "You can, do any thing with numbers, meaningful or

not.", ordinal constraints are modeled within MICROPIK as a type

of indicator-variable as would be found in the modeling of dummy

variables within multivariate'regression procedures. For each of

the desired 'ordering points' (e.g. ranks; or those points which

would be associated with 'excelle-good-fair-pooe"'responses), a

separate criterion constraint vector must be '`developed in order to

control the inclusion of various 'ordered' alternatives within the

final solution set. Consider the MICROPIK curriculum-sectional in

which two sets of four instructional-activity alternatives are to

be modeled. Each set of four alternatives has been ranked by a

panel of experts as to their relative impqr,tancetrthe successful

implementation of curricuTar goals, assigning '1' to the most

important, and to the least important of the four such that

the following assignments result:
rt

OBJECTIVE 1 ACT -1 ACT-2 ACT-3 ACT-4 I

I 1 - 3 1 4 2

2., 3 4 I

;
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and must be modeled consistent with the following stated objectives:

£13 each objective must be satisfied;

[23 at least two activities from each objective set

must be members of the final solution set;

(3] at least two of the final solution activities.

must be.of rank=1;

£43 only one activity of rank=3 is allowed-within

th6 final solution; and

£53 no activities of rank=4 are to be included
--

as final solution components.

The final modeling framework for these five objectives will include

a maximum of seven constraints, but could be identically constructed

with, five constraints (can you see the duplication?):

(Objectives) x11 x12 x13 x14

£01.13

(01.23

£02.13. 1

(02.2r
£03.03

£04.03 '1

£05.03

x21 x22 x23 x24 (RHS) "

(7) 1

1 (7) 1

(7) 2

1 1 1 (7) 2

1 (7) 2

(t) 1

1 (=) 0

While intervally-scaled constraints can be modeled similarly

to the ordinal type, careful preparation of the interval-based
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response continuum will often yield measures closely related to

those of the ratio-variety, and thus permit ratio-type construction.

For this reason, the following presentation will relate to both

occurrences of interval and ratio measurement scaling ,of the

criterion constraint vectors.

Unjike the previous discussion, ratio-scaled constraint entries

are the actual criterion measure resulting from the data point on

the criterion referenced identified. For example, in the ease of

a physical measure related to clock time,(measured in MHz of cycles

per second), a hardware sectional of five package alternatives

would contain a constraint whose au entries for the particular

constraint vector would be the actual, recorded MHz quantity from

system specifications. As an illustration, assume these five

hardware package alternatives have been evaluated on two.separate

criteria, the first on'clock time, and they second on the mean

response obtained from field-test users who responded to the item:

_uResponse time for the unit was satisfactory.'

utilizing a 6-point agreement continuum scale-which itself assumes

ratio-qualities. The tabular results of these measures were as

followed:

CRITERION' Unit-1 Unit-2 Unit-3 Unit'-4 Unit-5

"clock ". 1.2 0.4' 1.7 0.9 0.1

"rsponse" ,3.5 , 2.4 1.6. 3.7 4.7

and will require modeling as follows:

El] no more than two units must be selected as solutions;

(2] the total sum of 'clock time' within the final choice

of units for solution must not exceed the value bc;

and
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(31 the total sum of 'response satisfaction' within the

final choice of,units must be at least the value br.

This sub-matrix related to the hardware sectional will be modeled

as follows:

(Objectives) x3 (RHS)

j013 1 1 1 1 1 (c) 2

(02] 1.2 .4 ' 1.7:' .9 .1
(c)

be

033 '3.5 2.4 - 1.6 3.7 4.7 (7)

and once again illustrates the utility of the objective function

which will be explored in a future section.

We will now deal more specifically with the development of --

the RHS-values especially needed for the stiCcessful computation of

the exampfed bc and used aboveT-end of the various methods'for

controlling desired system impact.



THE CONSTRAINTS

.

19

e

. )

It was necessAry,Within the previous section cOncerning

criteriondefinition,'referencing,scaling and formatting to'

illustrate, the utility and credibility of the criteriont.:input to

the MI.CROPIK model by structuring 'criterion constraint' examples.

For the more experienced reader,,itMay now seemhredunnt and.

after-the-fact to commence e formal presentatIOn:ontheideas,

structure and utility surrounding the utilization of such a

-Vector 'within a-mathematical modeling framework.

As we have already witnessed, the constraint vector is one

of two algebraic types: either inequality or equality. This

algebraic'formatserves to input specific criterion values of a

defined criterion reference Toss the available alternatives

into the model; and further Mizes the algebrai6;relational

(i e c,4 act) as the control over the final alternatiVet%,::

selection (solution) procedure. In this section, we will examine

in greater detail, how this control works; and how the modeler dah

vary such control in order to structure a most versatile and

flexible alternatives .evaluation setting.
--.;.-..

Direction and Valence

the reader wilrrecalhthe-humerical v lues associated

with each, particulaf driterjortreference are in t to the MAN

framework aszoeffi.dientsofinear unequal ty or equality, Tfl

the vector form: (

a 2
.313 a33

wher9 the i-th criterim-(model objective or decision constraint) .

has distributed specific. vafdev-across j-alternatives. In full

1(.1

.
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algebraic linear form;,the:vector of coefficients represent'e;

series of operands of either positive or negative valUes due to

theactual numerical coefficient (e.g. a +aik versus a7ekTfor

some k-alternatiVe) whose linking. operator is always the '.arlti-

metic operation of addition. For example:

ailxi ai2x2 + ai3x3 + +.eijxj.

where each of the x- independent.vartables represent the various :

multiple alternatives being evaluated'for selection or inclusion.
b.

within the final solution set. In using arithmetic addition to

form ,a composite of the. aij values whose related x.i's take ,ohthe

..yalue'of '1' (i.e. inclusion iipin,theSolution set), we assume

Vii,c8effi-cients to be additfVe, and thus representative of some

summed effect of the particular criterion reference being modeled.

We have seen, that the coefficients wilLassume different

modelinb roles dependent not only upon the reference being

modeled, but also upon-tfte type of scaling whiOiwas utilized for
-

rquantifying the criterloq=referiled measureme, self
.

nominal, ordinal, interval or;ratio). In addiiion, the, modeler

must also determine exactly at effect the su of each of.'tt*

criterion vectors will represent.for the pt-Tbl, m eing

a.constructed. That is, will larger sum, of coeffi ients (viz.,
i

,'' of higher value) be seen as, more positive (benefi ) or negative
,,,-

(undesireableY. For exaM01/.0f4 survey item which seeks',;

each
ps,

high agreement from respond0
1

.Son the effect ofHeeth of seVe.?

CAI/CMI packages upon

MICROPIK mode), and

strongly agree) was

--*then the various

solution set should

value than their eval

of those criteria 9:i)

studentltearning is to be input to
0 4

greement tontinuUM

orMat'used fOr date collection

Icges which will finally form the

'06.11 that th display "higher" agreement

./companions. In this ekample, the sum

coefficients ,.which modify the solution



software'aiternativeS'vAll take on a Jarger value, since the

coefficients themselves should be of higher 'agreement' weight.:

As we will soon see, such a Criterion vector constraint Will. be

called a 'maximizing' constraint,'since the maximum sum tf:

coefficientrvalues possible is delred:

. 1. 'Y

To exathine a, different type..ef,vector constraint, consider

that criterion constraint whose coefficients represent the

purported unit cost for-each of the hardware packages being

evaluated. Our goal of coUrse,i's to maximize alt positive

aspects of the packages posSc6le while minimizing theexpenditure

required to obtain these same packages. In thins Case,_the final

sum ,of the cost coefficients would be'preferabizi a Smalf'as

possible without compromising quality-and'Utirityth§ various

alternatives.incTuded, within the final solution; .apdso, the

smaller' the sum, the better. Such,a criterion vector constraint

be call a 'minimizing' constraint And as we will soon see,

a .th:ird type of constraint, the'identity' constraint, will also
;

be Useful when exact - value slims' are required from the modeling of

the pahlcular vector constraint.
f

The Vector Constraln

The vector which-seeks a higher- va.l:ued, SUm of the available

evaluative coefficients modifying the potent4ifl solution alter-

natives is known as a maximizing-vector or tha'Xianzation constraint.

It is assumed, that the coefficiefits.wjthln:the vector represent

a desireablei, positive influence opon,:the decisioning process;

rand that (therefore) the higher the coefficient value of arty

particular. alternative being evaluated, the more likely that

same alternative will be selected as a member of the final,

solution set.



To assure this desireable event the algebraic inequality.

relational 'greater than or equal to: (2) is utilized to construct

the criterion constraint,"such that:

ailxi + ai2x2 + ai3x3 + + iiAxj 2 bi

1 a
I

is the resulting.ineqUaiitY member of the MAN modeling.framework,

where. the value bt is considered a.ldwer-bound of the modeling.,

constraint summation.' That'iS; bi' is .that quantity which must

be matched or surpassed by the. summation of coefficients, in

order for the particular xk alternative solutions to be members.

of the final solution set. Until some combination of xk's from

the available xj-alternatives can be found which will produce

a sum greater than or equal to the listed bi value, the modeling

framework is. considered not solved; and if the combination can

not be found, the problem setting is considered infeasible 77..

no solution' is.possibIe yithin the constrained decisioning setting

as designed:

";.

.

The 1M4niM121,ngector Constraint

1.4 .

The vector which seeks a lower-valued sum of tNe'avillable

evaluative coefficients modifying the potential sàJttIionater-

natives is known as a minimizing-vector or minliqdtloricdnstraint.
.

4is assumed, that the coefficients within the Vector represent

an undesireable, negative influence upon the decisioning process;

and that the lower the coefficient value of any particular alter-

'native being evqluated, the more likely that same alternative

will be selected as a member of the final solution set (assuming

ofcourse,that a low value correspondingly means low negative

impact).

To minimize as much as possible the undesireable' aspects of

this particular criterion upon the final solution, the algebraic
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inequality relational 'less thancr;equaldOto.

construct the criterion constraint, suchtti4t!:

is utilized to

ailxi + ai2x2 + ai3x3 + aij

is the resulting inequality member of the modeling frameWork;

whefe'the value bi now represents an upper-bound of the modeltrig

constraint summatioft:, ThAt.is, bi is, that the highest value

which the 'vector iuth' is allowed to assume -- and therefore allow-

ing the sum to take, on as low a value as possible in its formation

of the final solution set. As with the maximizing vector, if

such a minimum standard can not be satisfied by the summation

across this particular vebtor, the problem is declared infeasible.

The-'identit/a-Vector-Contraint

The third and final `type of constraint which maybe utilized

within any MAA modeling setting ds;"the identity-constraint. This

vector is constructed as an algebraic equality, in the form:

e+

ailxl + ai2x2 + ai3x3 + -Laijxj = bi

where now the specified bi,quantity is neither (or both if you

want to be cantankerous),..apper or lower bound on the possible

sum of the coefficients; but rather the exact quantity which that

same sume must achieye:.for admittance of the modified alternatives

into thez'fnal solution set. As we witness in a previous

the identity constraint is very useful in controlling for the

modeling of nominally- scaled criterion variables, and/or for the

criterion vectors which represdrit the dummy (indicator) vectors

of a previous'ordinally-scale criterion reference. In addition,

the identity-constraint is best suited for controlling for those

stringent standards which impact upon the decisioning process,

t.

d:
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as might be required by affirmative action regulations, Or the

imposition of stratified-group comparisons.

System Impact Control Via RHS-Bounds

Control for tte construction of the final solution set is

based upon the criterion coefficients which modify the multiple

alternatives being. evaluated for inclusion within that-solution;

and the value of the specific bound placed upon the linear in-

equalities equalities being modeled within" the MAM framework.

As the criterion coefficients which modify the solution alterna-

tives are summed for the combination of alternatives comprising

the solution set (where xk = 1), this arithmetic sum is compared

to the bt,value (RHS-bound) to assure compatibility with the

desired impact sought (i.e. t, =, or 7). When a particular set

of alternatives can be found, such that:

113 those 'maximizing' criterion vector coefficients

modifying the members of the solution set proguce

sums which foreach such criterion constraint,

aregreater-than-or-equal-to the established RHS-

value(s);

£22 those 'minimizing' criterion vector-coefficients

modifying the members pf that same solution set

produce sums which for each such criterion con-:1:

straint, are less-than-or-equal-to the established

RHS-value(s); and

A

E33 those identity' criteria vector coefficients

modifyin those same solution alternative members

produc sums which exactly display the values of

their associated RHS-bounds;
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then a solution exists which satisfies the established constraints

placed upon the decisioning process as identified via the various

criterion inequalities and equalities. Such a solution is known

as 'feasible', and may or may not be the optimal (i.e. best)

solution possible based 'upon the constraint matrix and RHS - vector.

The determination, of optimality is a function of an additional

vector of values, known as the objective function -- which will

be discussed later in this section. First however, we shall

examine in more detail this issue of controlled impact and the

RHS-vector.

The values ofthe RHS-vector are of course those bounds

which when placed upon the sum of the coefficients of the various

criterion constraint vectors control the selection of potential

solution alternatives via.upper or lower: bounds, or identities.

Simply stated, an upper-bound represents the highest value which

is acceptable based upon the sum of 'solution' coefficients; and

therefore most often represents a control for undesireable or

negative effect as defined by the particular criterion vector.

Similarly, a lower-bound represents the lowest value which is

acceptable based upon the sum of these same 'solution' alterna-

tives' coefficients; therefore most often represents a control

for desireable of positive impact as defined by the particular

criterion vector.

Such control based upon criterion vector coefficients sums

is a form of generalized system impact control, in that. (with the

exception of the identity) the only requirement is to meet the

upper and lower bound restrictions, placed upon tht inequalities.

Because the restrictions are based upon the composite values of

a summations, it is likely that the interactive-effects relation-
.

ship between criterion values and solution alternatives will

produce a solution set where some members may display 'less than

acceptable' criterion weights on one or more criterion references.

G
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Such a circumstance should come as no stir-prise to the reader, as

a particular alternative's strength on several other criterion

vectors may outweigh its associated weakness on a single measure.

Since the vector sum will not distinguish its individual members

(codfficients), this particular method of control is known as

identifying impact to the system as a whole.

The reader may also need to be reminded at this point, that

seldom do decisioning situations present such simplistic Settings

as will be remediated by solutions which are clearly full-positive

in scope -- that is, have no negative by-products or effects

associated with them. Complex situations will always require the

conscious knowledge of both the positive and negative impacts

associated with the - solution(s). The decision-maker must be

ready to establish the required preferences in order to perform

the necessary 'secondary choices' which will be required when

alternative decisions present both positive as well as negative

ascts to the system; and then be prepared to acknowledge those

trade-offs which Are,associated with the solution's re ted

negative effect

Specific system impact (as Oposedit&genenal) is capable of

being modeled within the MAM setting, via such techniques as:

selective sub-vector summations .(.controlling for marginal values

of particular multiple alternatives), and individual single-
,

independent-variable inequality (constraint) construction where

j- inequalities would be required for modeling each of the j-

alternatives for a particular criterion reference. In most

cases, the modeler will be able to a priori.detect if a particular

alternative has a criterion measure which makes it undesireable

as a solution (regardless of its other measures), and therefore

can be excluded from the MAM procedure completely.

Generalized system impact (which is the, preferred procedure)

can itself be' modified or varied in order to study/the changes
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in the selection of potential solution alternatives. Such a

technique is known as the restriction or relaxation of the RHS-

values in their constraint of the decisioning process.

The restriction associated with the control of the RHS-vector

over the selection of solutional alternatives is basically a

procedure of placing more difficult demands upon the constraint

vectors in their formulation of a final solution set. For the

maximization vector, this will normally mean an increase .of the

lower-bound which the final coefficient sum must meet or surpass.

For the minimization vector, a more restrictive environment will

mean a decrease in the upper-bound which the coeffidient sum must

satisfy. Restriction of the RHS-values is usually executed in

order to detect at what level of individual constraint control

will the same solution set be constructed regardless of the

reference of the objective function.

On the other hand, the relaxation of the individual RHS-

values places less demand upon the constraint summations as they

measure the generalized impact of particular solution set's to

the sytem as a whole. For the maximization vector, a relaxed

state is usually associated.ith a decrease in the value of the

particular lower bound -- thus making the attainance of a sum

more easily accomplished (arid therefore more accepting of less

positive impact by some alternatives). Similarly, the RHS-value

related to a minimization vector will, be increased in a state

of relative relaxation -- allowing more negative impact to be

acceptable to the final solution set. Relaxation of the RHS-
.

values is usually executed in order to generate a diverse array

of solution alternative vectors dependent upon the respective

f6f-luence of different objective functions.

The Objective Function
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In additional to the criterion row vectors-we have already

examined as they relate to the modeling of multiple alteiTatiOs

for the multiple alternatives analysis setting, another vector

is necessary "to force the formation of a solution set which ls

'optimal' as defined by some A priori standard.. Unlike the

vectors, of the constraint matrix, this new vector does not have

an algebraic equivalent in the sense of an inequality or equality.

Called the objective function, this vector provides the basis

for constructing a solution set vector which not only is deemed

acceptable to the criterion vector constraints of the constraint

matrix, but which optimizes (maximizes orminimizes) th'e value

of an additional vector, of values or standardt%

Thus, while the various constraint. inequalities and equalities

evaluate the multiple,qternatives for the exi-Stence of a feasible

solution 4i.e.'whether any solution is possible); the objective

function vector thootes which of those alternative .solution sets

best (most optimally) addresses a particular issue. F example,

the objective function may strive t prepare a solu ion within

the constraints of the problem, su at: the satisfaction of

the students involvedas measure04tier attitude is maximized;
k

or, the additional expenditures whit )Would be required to our-
),

chase additional equipment is min4mized.:

Choice of the objecttOlfiriftTonlisItself a function of the

overall objective(s) ofckel system c -king the problem area.

Some modeling strategasrw-pm a k 'only a single objective

function in the execution, `ion mosiel; and others may

use several in order to ..e amine thg '415,don the construction

of the solution set. As we w.l 11-00he. next section, the

preferred technique is tO:(Atil4e,OW'Orithe constraint vectors,

serially as the objectiveUnatibn;.-0041V6ord the differential

impact to the formulation of*siailiiiI6n:ltt.:astociated:with

each vector's ultimat guidethe_deqsibniT,'.prbcess.



Construction of the RHS-Bounds

The composition of the RHS -value willdepend simultaneously

upon the intent of the criterion constraint it modifies, and the

type of scaling utilized in designing the criterion constraint's

coefficients. We will examine each of the types of RHS-bounds

by its association with scaling types. This discussion will.

apply to both maximization and minimization vectors (as well as .

in most cases, the identity vector).

Both nominally-scaled and ordinally-scaled constraints will

normally be represented as 'frequency' or 'counting' coefficients,

and will therefore require a RHS-value which controls for the

total frequency associated with a particular criterion within the

final solution set. As was discussed previously within the

criterion section, potential'solution alternatives can often be

criterion-addressed via measurement ,scales which indicate distinct

type or membership, rather than a Arithmetically computable value

of both direction and degree.

For example, consider the situation wherein the construction

of the MICROPIK =del requires crossreferencing of various soft-

ware packages with compatible hardware units, for utilization

within the tnplementation of CAI/CMI strategies. Five software

ackages are being evaluated which present instructional activi-

1,glated to the mildly-handicapped, in the 'area of reading

tom AMOsion. Two of the packages can be implemented on one of

re systems available, while the remaining three soft-

-4es are compatible only to another hardware unit (which

spurchased if chpsen). The problem has been designed to

e the already on-line system with the evaluation of the

'not-yet-purchased system, in order to fairly compare the attribu-

tes of each system in relation to the potential software

purchases.
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For illustration, the software-hardware cross-references

will exist as follows:

:HARDWARE.WIITS SOFTWARE PACKAGES

1,2.

3,4,5

end where an additional constraint of 'only .a single hardware

unit' must result as the preferred solution in terms of the

hardware sectional itself.

Utilizing tautological constraint vectors as developed for

the modeling of internal constraint logic subcategories for

contingency allowance under specific inclusion (Wholeben, 1980a),

that is:

"If A 'OR' B, Then C (possible)."

the resulting MICROPIK framework Wbuld exist as follows:

I S-1 S-2 S4 S-4 S -5 I H-1 H-2 I Sa Sb RHS

1 J.

-1

-2. -1

0

To model the situation above, it is necessary to utilize slack

variables as temporary.storage locations to, denote whether any
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of the evaluated software packages were chosen by model as

/I
acceptable to the curriculum insttuctIonal activities within thd

- ,

curriculum sectional (not shown). These slack or temporary

storage variables are denoted above as Sa and Sb; and Will denote

the selection of any of either the software 1,2 or software 3,4,5

packages, respectively. It is acknowledged, that discussion of

the use -of slacks (and indeed,tautologicals), is beyond the scope'

of this present paper. However, the reader should be somewhat

aware of the potential for suc manipulations of nominally-scaled

criterion entries; and be able.to at 'least rudimentally understand

their utility. The third Constraint subset, which relates the

constraint of 'one, and only one' hardware unit is to be a member

of the solution to the hardware sectional, is a more direct and

easily verifiable use of the nominal-scale.

Ihconsideration of both interval and ratio measurement

sCales.as providing the basis for the arithmetic operations of

.multiplication and division-- not acceptable to the nominal or.

ordinal measure - -'the constructipon of RHS values assumes a

completely different perSpective and rationale. Cognizant of the

desire to control for 'general system impact' as opposed to spe-

cific alternatives values (allowingthe model to generate inter-

nal preferende and trade-off decisions), the development of

RHS-values will now'follow the generalized goal:

(to.design, formulate and quantify specific bi

component entries of the RHS-vector for each

modeled i-th criterion reference; such that

, the individual bi values establish bounds

which the algebraic inequality or equality

relational of the criterion vector, must seek

to satisfy; and where these individual bi values

denote 'general system impact' as that measure

which is defined as the sum of the individual
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criterion measures across the potent*11 solution

'alternatives being evaluated,.

If we equate 'general. imqact' witia..Athe more arithmetic term.

of 'mean impact', theeCthe,goal becomes controlling the evaluation

and final decision-Oakingelection of alternatives for

membership within the solution set) via the, structuring of some

'inea Value' for controlling the summation of criterion values

across the various potent:Tal alternatives. In -general, Orie'might

think of this goal as follows:.

where:

ailXl + al2X2 + ai3X3,+, + aijxj k(MNA),.

MNA represe ts the mean of all aid summed

across all: potential xj solutional

alternatives; and

k AS some constant factor (Multiplier)

of the mean(aij) RHS-itector entry:

fact, our goal As to model.t4Selection of alternative,

solution via the contrOl.oftheir 'mean impact' to the system as

atwhole, then the chosen mean term must equate the role of 'mean

impact' to a specific numerical quantity. The value of MNA does

not satisfy this need alone, since the sum across component,

entries will often result in a quantfty greater than their com-

puted mean value. 'However, if the modeler could identify some

constant number which would approximate the perceived number of.

alternatives which would in turn reside in the. solution set, then

e use of the term k(MNA) would itself approximate,the average
..... .

impact to the system of a select k-number of solutional alArna-

tives.
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Accepting the'above as a useful methodology for developing

numerical quantities'fOr describing mean system impaCt, a new

',. problem arises. (in fact the MNA value will denote average

impact, than a 'high outlier' of the modeled criterion distribu-

tion (aij) could be as large as two or three times.the'sizeYof',
/

that same iistrigution's mean (MNA) . Thus the use of 'the; term

MNA alohe.wouldalto bids the quantity of alternatives 'chosen. for

the "solution set, since one alternatiVe with a 2-times the mean

'value weight for its specific criterion value entry would add a

criterionAouble-factor to the final criterion constraint sum of that

particular criterion vector across the selection solution",.alter-

natives. In addition, the. MAM framework seeks to model average

"imact-, which aSsumg.prefeerices.and trade-offs existing'. The:

comOuter 'Value MNA is"ahabsoTute-Oantity, with no such flexi-'

bilitylinherentthth the,,str ture,of.thi-arithmetic summation

To resolve this dilemma, the use of the computed standard

deAtation for the specific criterion distribution is warranted.

Identified as. SDA, the addition or subtraction of the standard

deviation to (or from) the mean of the,distribution -- that is,

MNA + SDA or MNA - SDA-- provides a readibly usable technique
.

.,.'

for numerically modeling the concept of mean system impact bS. ;
..., ,

to. .

ref rences each particular criterion. It remains now addrss

the w6 situations whiatwarrants the use of addition pr:alterna-
,

tively, the use of subtraction in developing the RHS-V.alue.

Addition of the SDA term to the criterion vector computed

MNA term is required for the existence of the interval or ratio

scaled minimization (t) constraint, where the .121-IS-component

represents anupper-bound; that is:

ailxi + ai2x2 + ai3x3 + + aijxj I k(MNA + SDA).

Alternatively therefore, subtraction of the SDA term from the

criterion vector-computed MNA term is necessary when using the
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interval-or ratio scaled maximization .4y constraint, Where the

-RHS-component. represents a.loW

al2X2

ound *tliat is:

-aijxj k(MNA - SDA).

Recalling that the constant :k represents the expected'nuMber -

of decisional alternatives be finally selecN as

members of the solution set, th -multiplication-of either the

(MNA + S9A) or (MNA - SDA) terms by 1( represents the 'mean

impact' to be entered into the RHS-Yector for controlling the

objectiye of that particular criterion yecto'r constraint.
/

I.
The.reader may now;: ask how such an approximation technique

could ,ever be useful for modeling the algetraic- relational (=)

of the identity constraint, since the potential,ofrelating some

-specifictUm to a computel.flexible mean is r Mote. To actually.

model :the identity elational,:the decfsi -tmaker uses a matched

pafr of maximization andrinirdiation: onstraints;, and thereby
..

attempts to doobleibound the'specific criterion vector's sum.

ConstructTon of the RHS-values for modeling identity. :constraints

obviously

,

UPopthe'SpecIfic criterion beingreferenced,..

but will nonetheless approximate Ithe:following

+ aizx2 ai3x3 + k(MNA-+

ailxl a12x2 ai3x3 aijxj y k(mNA USDA}

where the use of the'1/2' factor relating t the standard deviation,

-term is
1
arbitrary. In general, as the particular criterion.

,

reference being modeler requires more or less convergence upon the

.identity of the RHS-value, the model builder will choose to' use

lesser or:grgater fractional parts of the gip, term, respectively:
-
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Weighting Via Co-Related Vectors
o

We have 'discussed previously how individual criterion con-
straints .could be more or' les';s' influential upon the selection
processes of, the MAM framework tilt-Pugh the restriction or relax-
ation of the constraint's RHS-value. Having discussed the corn-°
putation of "the HS-veitues in the preceding topic, the reader
should now be Ole to visualize the RHS-values; and therefore
how' the increase of a particular RHS component would restrict. the
maximizatiort constraint whi le

Q

relaxing the minimization vector's
process. Similarly, the decrease in a particul.ar RHS component
would thun relax the maximization constraint while restricting
the process of the mihimization, vector. The author cautions the
reader however,. to employ such Varied and most useful techni,,ques
only after attaining initial, integer feasibility.-(i..e. as ring
that at least. one solution exists as the problem is .curren
constructed).

at;Another techrlique for weighting differ4ntial effects-. upOn
the final solution set membership's contribution to the measured
general system impact,-exists in the' use of co-related vectors.
This. procedure requires a-form of str atif cati On, ofi the avai I able'
decisfbhal alternatives into groups Of relative imPact, based
upon the values for the 'indi'vidual criterion constraint.being
referenced,' 'The. gerieraT idea is fo select separate alternatives

.as being more (or less) desireable 'tor inclusion _within the,
final .solution set, based Opon their individual criterion values.
O'..cpurse, an alternative may be differentially 'desireable' due
to:relatively positive values on one or more criterion, references,
while containly correspondingly nega-tive values on 'other vectors.
Since this s almost always true, the construction Of the co-

.

vecton(s) for modeling weight will. often require different
co-related vector(s). across different constraints' for the same
al teen,at tve.



As an illustration, considerthe problem where ten all4erna7

-tives are being evaluated for determining the final solution to

which alternative instructional activities will be implemented

to satisfy curricular objective '.A panel of expert teachers

'have reviewed the activities, and certified each to be of value

suffiCient to warrant; their inclusion within the multiple after- '11

natives modeling framework,
. This panel'as also stated, that

depending upon the Criterionreference.involved some alternatives

are not onlyof more positive value but also should somehow be

weighted for greater potential erAry.iinto the final soluIion set.
.0,4.

To understand their position; the panel has .identified three

separate groUps of preference 'Thigh, moderate and, low) for the
1,

ten alternatives; and has for two specific criterion references

segregated these ten alternatives into one of the three classes

of'preference as follows: -

CRITERION 0-1 0-2 0-3 04 6-5.0-6 0-7,0-8 0-9 0-10

where a Matrix-entr of represents,high preference, While an

entry of v3! relates. ,correspondingly low preference. The 7

Panel also assumes th at leatt 6 instructional adtivities'War

be.required, and prefer. at least 4'of these activities be of

preference factor 1 or 2nn.at least one of the criterion vectors,

and,at least 2 of these 4 be factor, 1 or 2 on both. c.

To .illustrate the constraint matrix design, we will 'again

call upon the use of slack variables as we did in the previous

section, utilizing them as temporary storage lobations for

Within-matrix summations. This particular example will require

two ofthese slacks -- one for the preference indicators associa-
,.

ted with-criterion A, and the other associated with criterion B.

The moPeling.design would then exist as follows: .
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so

. tat leatt 2" 1 '4.1 ..4 I. 1. 1 7 2
.10

t" k# .
"at, 41,east 6" 1', 1, '.1 , 6.-

0

0

4

Wi

(What would have habpene6.had an additional 'objective been

requited which stated "at- 19ast 4 of these activities be of

preference factor _1 or*2 On both of the criterion constraints"?).

1.4

% F,

I
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THE EXECUTION STAGE

1 Searching for Valid Solutions
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THE EXECUTION
ft

Now that the areas of theoretical intent, conceptual design,

and technical development have been discussed at some length and

with illustrations,'it is time to explore the exeCution or imple-

mentation phase of MICROPIK modeling -- how to gain the'required

resultslof the model formulated, and what to do with those data

elements once collected. It is beyond the scope of this paper

to discussin detail the mathematical software programs which

facilitate the evaluation of the MAM framework. The more dis-

cerning reader is direCted to be vigilant for an upcoming manu-

. script publication of the author entitled, 4Multiple Alternatives

Analysis for Educational Evaluation and Decision-Kakink"

'scheduled for release in late 1982 or early 1983.

This section will deal with the major four facets of the

execution'phase: cyclic optimization, the development of the

solUtion tracking matrix, the creation of the various types of,

solution vectors, and criterion reference weighting techniques

based upon the various iterations of the cyclical objective fuhc-

tion. The individual post-hoc analyses (statistical or otherwise)

which are recommended for the results of the MAM execution, will

be examined in a succeeding section entitled 'Results'.

Cyclic Optimization

Although the multiple alternatives modeling framework requires

9nly a single objective function for implementation of a related

multiple alternatives analySis, thl; suggest; preferred execution

technique is to employ a cyclical optimization procedure, wherein

each of the criterion vectors utilized within the constraint,

matrix portion of the MAM is cycled through the model sequentially

0
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as the o jective function. In other words, given a problem of

one hund ed multiple alternatives modeled across twenty criterion

constraints, the constructed model would be executed a total of

twenty-times, once for each of the criterion constraints, where

the objective function would be composed of those aij values

alsp existent within the particular i-th constraint.

The utility of cyclic optimization can best be witnessed in

the statement of its goal:

to generate a separate set of solution members.:'.

based upon each individual criterion reference

modeled within the full model,. such that .the

selection of these members is.based upon the

same set of criterion constraints as modeled

via criterion vectors and RHS-values, but where

the objective function is vearied according to

the reference of the individual criterion vector

entries.

For the above example therefore, a total of twenty solution'sets

would results, where the variability of membership would depend

totally upon the utilized maximization or minimization of the

particular criterion vector acting as the objective function for

that execution.

Each criterion vector would of course be either maximized

or minimized as relative to it respective positive or negative

emphasis regarding the criterion values of its vector components.

That is, the objective will always (or at least should) be to

generate a solution which maximizes the positive or minimizes the

neg4(ive characteristics of the associated criterion vector.

There will moreover be occasions when selected criterion vectors

will be both maximized and minimized (on separate runs) during

the stage of cyclic optimization (see Wholeben and Sullivan, 1981).
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The implication of cyclic optimality techniques within the

setting ofthe MICROPIK model .for selecting appropriate software

and hardware packages in accordance to desired CAI/CMI-related

instructional applications, illustrates a'special case for the

application of a cycling-executable procedure.

# Recall the structure of the constraint matrix for the full

MICROPIK model, composed' of criterion references for each of the

required five sectionals: curriculum, software, hardware,

curriculim-softwareAnd software-hardware. Since each sectional

is. concerned with'a sub-matrix portion of the fpll constraint

matrix; a series-ofzerd-sUbmatrites or empty submatrices result.

That is, when concerned wittrtWeurriculum sectional alone, the

related row portion's of the sofiware:,anit hardware alternatives'

columns will be devoid of:anyriata-entry0.nP thus, !empty'.

Likewise for consideration of the'SbretWare.rhardware!' sectional,

the associated rows)of the curriculum.aliernafires' columns will

be empty -- and therefore by convention, contain zeroes for each

of the matrix cells within that particular submatrix portion.

Imagine this potential problemsetting as" follows:

CURRIC ALTER SFTWAR ALTER HRDWAR ALTER

(-sectional-) ///////////// /////////////

///////////// (-sectional -) /////////////

///////////// ///////////// (-Sectional-)

( sectional ) /////////////

/1/1/1/1/1/1/
4
sectional

where. the various sectionals (or subsystems) relate data evaluation

points either within or between decisional alternatives.

Since some of the criterion vectors (row-wise) will contain

major segments of zero-entries (e.g. the curriculum sectional,

C
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1

where the software and hardware portion e.:61rticulum vectors

will contain only Crs), use of that,,vectoraan objective func-

tion poses the probleV how the MAtiexdbitipril011interpret

the large number of 0's. For examOle, $f;the, Criterion reference

is such that the objective of obtimi,Zatidn:shquldbe,minimization,

the zeros will have greater influence 'than. thd.aetdal non-zero

entries of the curriculum sectional portion,df,the:criterion row

vector. On the other hand, the objeCtivof MaxiMization will be

somewhat more reliable in that the'Zero':entiAb's will not have as

great an influence as the non-zero bfilitibi*iit**ever, such

non-influence is only conjectUrW.;40':rOallY:dePerids upon the

inner - workings of the. variousNOCidr...

The author has developeCanatherchflique.which seems to.
provide not only theprellabijjtY"i7equed'ot ` cyclic optimization
techniques, but' alsd-ass'ures:t60:lteci.V.alidityof the non-zero is

criterion erittieswhich'mtgbtA:10'iuedthp objec,E.Ne'function ymp

entries. -To exoloce .use of thieChniqueyconsider,thelfolloWipu'

circumstandes.relatedto theqmeofcytlicobjective fUnetio

when the.modeliligfemewerk: (Vii.'theConstraint matri co

numerous zero;subilatrices or eMPtubsYstems. The ob ectiVe 0

the objecOve function is. to PrOVide'an Array of values which: the

MAM system can either maximi-zeoili'Minlmize depending upoR their

measured'cniteHon, .(positive; or 'negative impact, respectivel

Seldom will .the values , of, the Criterion vectors be numerical

.lar6er then three or four' liq,0:rce'large numbers can be

exdresed in 'decimal units (34;556,dbilars = 2.35 thousands of
.

dollars)'and-smaller numbers.je.T.,,L2,..,6 of the agreement

continuum) can :'be. easily AcCOmddated: -Sel'd'om also will negative

numbers, be required. .Therefdre,the-distrimination between these'

positiye:numbers'tandthe value of '0' has great potential

fdr beingconfOuned,',When-stlie'.Sum of vector entries is controlled

,bY the RI-ISvector. entrs.'
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However, if the value of a relatively large number (e.g. the

value of 999999999) was substituted for the zero - entries associated

with empty'submatrices, and the remaining non-zero, valid entries

left the same -- the. ability to discriminate between, valid non-

'zero entries and the simulated zero-entry of '999999999' is cer-

tainly enhanced. The true test is of course whether such conjec

ture will be viable under both maximized and minimized optimality.

Minimization holds the the least potential for confounding

.effects, as the'sum of entries within the objective function is

attempting to attain a-optimal Minimum value relative to the xij

alternatives selected for inclusion within. the solution set.

If in faCt, the sum of all valid,coon7zero entries was still less'

than the simulated '999999999,qierOYentey,,the chance of a:,

'999999999' entry within the final solution set would be'extremely

small (and maybe impossible!).

For the, case of requirtng the maximization of the composed,

,objectiverfiinctiori (vector displaying OsWye impact values).;.

willthe 'use of '999999999' will .oWtously 'be :asAisasterous as the

use of '0' with minimization.. However ItY,multiplying the entire

vector by '-1' -- that is, changing its valence structure --

the new value of '-999999999' becomes as foreign to maxi izaticin

as it positive counterpart Was to minimization. For th mainder

of this paper, the use of asimulated '999.999999' or '7999999999'

'.vector entryto,00ntrol for empty submatrices wiWbe referred to

as and t;:k1 subvectorreSpectively.

Solution Tracking Matrices ,

,Each full execution of the cyclic optimization technique will

of course provide a solution to the problem being modeled; and

therefore will denote which decisional alternatives were included

as members of the solution set, and which were not (i.e. excluded).
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Depending upon many factors (e.g. the degree of RHS restriction

and/or relaxation; and the criterion influence of the particular

criterion reference utilized as objective function), it is not

uncommon to construct a variety of solution sets as a1result of

the various criterion vectors utilized in cyclic optimization.

In some cases (in fact), a'separate and disti'nct (unique) solution

vector may resulp for each of the separate, and unique criterion

vectors, espectally under a condition Of relaxed RHS-values

(Wholeben and Sullivan, 1981).

----

The attainance of unique solution vectors based',upon the

implementation of cyclic optimality is more thari just

interesting result. Indeed, the existence of different sojustions

based upon different. objective functiOns is exactly "wh t theJ
doctor ordered", when demand exists 6-5tudy the effect.° ias

upon the formulation of .a particular soltitian. The 'reader. should

now be able to'understand how three approaches to the never ending.

"... but, what if ..." problem car noW be -examined'eJ

'Thd first as we ha* explored within, the criterion sectio

eals with the,..intrO6Ction of new criteripn references within

the modeling.fraMeWork; and then carefullyeXaminj.0 the results'

of the varied Solutton formation: The second',AS,e"xaMjned in the

preceding section on constraints-,', discussed the Varidd.restric-
,

tion and or relaxationof RHS-values as another method for anal-

yzing the impact of criterion bias and decisioning intervention.

The third technique of understanding the effect of new criterion

references upon the solution set formation process is now -aVail-

'able in the form of 'tracking' the.varying solution.set vectors

as resulting from a cyclic optimization procedure. As we will

see moreover, the use of 'solution vector tracking' goes beyond

the identification and recognition of criterion impact and bias;

and provides the main foundation for promoting such techniques

As: the integral solution composite vector, the progressive

ea.
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criterion frequency vector, and the stepwise reformulation

strategy for aniterative, sequential decisiop-making format.

In order to study the impact of cyclic objective functions,

and their effect'updn ItheYbrmulation.of a solution set vector,

the construction of a solution tracking matrix is necessary.

Structured as a rectangular dataset, where rows,represent the

array' of multiple., alternatives being evaluated and-columns depict

the individual criterion refWences for each of the cyclic

objective functions -- cell entries` are simply either l's or. O's

reflecting, which alternatives were included (=1) within the final

solution vector based upon the maximization or minimization of

the partiallar-,criterion reference. ',AS,an illustration, consideri--

the Orobleitiwhere.eight alternativeshave been evaluated-across:

ive criterion-referenced objective funttions (i.e. the results

of five separate executions of theMAM framework); the simulated

`results might,have existed as follows:

I C-,1 C-2 C-3.6.-4-6.4 ISCV

A71 1 0 1 0 0

A-2 0 1 1 0 1 3

A-3 1 0 o 1 o

1 1 1 1 .1 5

0. 0 0 1 0 1

A-6 0 0 0 0 0 0

A-7 1 0 0 0 0

A-8 0 0 1 0 0 1

PCFV:



ISCV =: the integral solution gomposfte vector,

and represents the frequency with which

each individual alternative. was included

within ,a solution set across all cyclic

optimizations (i.e. the sum of the row

vector); and 4

PCFV =: the progressive criteron'frequency vector,

and represents the total number-:of' solution

entries which coMprise the solution vector

based upon the particular crifterion

reference of the:objective function .(i.e
the 'sum of column vector).

Use of the solution tracking matrix not only summarizes the

individual`results of the cyclid optimizations, but also provides

two additional and necessary ingredients for a more valid and

reliable deciSioning process. Summing the frequelY,of solution'," 6, ..

_inclusionAISCV) constructs a 'weighting' network.for the various

potential solution alternativeS: In our example, alternative '4'

with a weight of inclusionShas a disttnctadvantage over
,

or. certainlyalternative '2'. with a weight'of incluslons, ocertalnly

alternatives and '3' with,Weights of '2' inclusionseach.

The ultimate goal of course is to select the final-sOlUtionsei

as that set of decisional factors which best models (or is

modeled by) the criterion input for the eValutioh process. The

integral solution. composite vector provides the necessary data

for just that evaluative need.

Summing the number of solution entries based upon the type

of criterion objective function, constructs a analogical'time-

series mapping (or tracking) of the potential for further solution

inclusion based, upon a reiterative, stepwise solution reformula-

tion technique.' This summation of the coTumnvectors (PCFV) has
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been found to a reliable predictor of the modeling frameworkJs

potential for generatihg additional decisions (solution sets)

based upon the identified RHS-valued constraints (Wholeben, 1980b).

To jinsl ate the aforegoirig' paragraph into english, a prac-

tical ill4ttrationmight be helpful. Consider the situation in

Which some number of'sChools need to be identified foe potential

clOsure according to a set of 24:agreed7upOn criterion references.

The use of cyclic optimization (Cycling each of the 24 criterion

vectors through the.MAA model'as objective function) is utilized,

and the teChnique of reiterative, sfepwiSe solution generatiOn

executed. Simply stated, this stepwise procedure.will chdose
$,

one and only one schoolifor closure based.upon the initial con-

structiOn-of the ISO; then update those'CriteriOn vectors which

Will change value due to the closure of the school.,selected (e.gr.

enrollment, average walking distance, energy waste); and then'
,

re-execute in order to;cOnstruct a second ISCV to determine the

second school site for potential closure. Of course, the question

is how many sites will require closure-jh order to meet the

Modeled PistrICt needs. (constraints), and how will the modeler

know. when that TiMit.hai'lleen achieved?

The 1980 (Wholeben) study on)school closures found, that'on

successive iterations of the stepwise process, the value's of the

PCFV:(the progressiVe criterion frequency vector) declined in a

consistent fashion. That is,the inc115Aal sums of the column

vectors decreased as each additional school was closed, and the

originaldatabase'prO4ressivelY updated to reflect each of those

closures: pbvioUsly, the approach of such sums to the value of

zero represents the inability of the school closure MAkmddel

to select additional sites for closures;- and thus interprets the

goals of the district fdr site cloture as having beencsatisfied.,

Application of the solution tracking matrix, and its, related

components. f integral solution coAaosite (selection tally) and
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progressive criterion frequenCy vectors -- to the MICROPIK model

and, its need to select appropriate software packages and' micro-

computer 'hardware units compatible with desireable CAI/CMI

instructional objectives "presents a special case (with special

problems) to the modeler in terms of data interpretation:

In the previous illustration, the value(s) of the selection

tally vector were shown to be a result of 'summing across each row

of a solution tracking matrix, where rows represented each solu=

tion alternative; ankcolumns, each of fhe criterion vectors- used

as a c.)16,1 id' objective' function With the MICROPIK,, model , the

alternitives ,are split 'into. three sectionals: curriculum, soft,

mark and.'hardware-4- representing different though ,obviously re-'

latedAdeciSions're6arding the slection of, appropriate CAI/CMI

software. paCkages and compatible hardware devicesto match with

.a parallel" selecidn. of instructional 'activities whose needs can

be net with these same software and hardware decisions. Having

constructed the solution tracking matrix for the MICROPIK problem,

the Modeler in 'Summing, the decisional l's across each of the

inherent sectional rows, must keep in mind, that three subsets of

decision-Makin -h4ve been analyZed by the multiple altennatives

"analysis mode

thosie. cUrridular objectives and instructional'

activities which will be satisfied in the CAI /CMI

mode of instruction;'

(23 thoSe' cUrricul um software packages ( i .e. ddhrs 0-

ware) which will accomodate.theSe above sei4Cted

instructional activities and curricular objeCfrves;,

and

E33 the particular computer hardware devices '(and'

peripherals) which will operationalize these



above curricular courseware packages' as 'they

satisfy the desjred CAI/CMI iflstrOctionat

objectives. )

Accordingly, the dtsplay Of the MICROPIK

will be better deMonstrated as fOlfows:



w 1

s...4 Ces 4 CH:. 4 CcH...1 CCSH..1
I

4-

C1-3

C2-I

C2 -2`

Cs -p

4 I

I
A

The curricultim subsection of. the MIfROPIK

.solution trackingmatrix; where each of

various Ci curricular objectives and the

related Ci-r instructibnal activities are

tested for their inclusion within each of

the solution vectors, as formed by the

cyclic CC . .Ccsk objective functions.
ak

:4S.

Si-q

The software subsection of .the M?CROPIK

solution trackingsmatrix; where each of

various Si curriculum and the related

Sj courseware packages are tested for

solution vector inclusion.

H1

H2

uj

The hardware subsection of the MICROPIK;

testing Hk hardware inclusion decislons.

Hk

A

where the appropriate criterionuiectionals *e represented as:

C;
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ECCY =: CURRICULUM SECTIONAL

=; SOFTWARE SECTIONAL

[CHI t=: HARDWARE'lECTIOAL''

[CD01 =:4CURRICULUM - AffTWARE SECTIONAL

(Csfa SOFtARE - HARDWARE`' SECTIONAL

[ccii] : CdfRrppLUMI - HARDWARE 'ECTIONAL

VC51-11 CURRIM.UM - SOFTWARE - HARDWARE SECTIONAt.

.
0 0,

The appropriate row summatvions across the applied cyclic objectiv'e ,4

'functions' will now -esent lection tally vectors (ISCV) for each ,

of the three "C", S" and "H" (1'S" curriculum, software,andjhardware)
.

subsections; aqd thus denote the arrarof instructional activities`

which can be saftisfie d via the. parallel inclusion, of courseware

and hard4re devices. It is important to note also, that with

the structure of the selection tally vector denoting a 'rangeof4
inclukionl, the exteitt of satisfaction ict available for modeler'

evaluation an decision-wing.

ei ile .

Solution Ve6tors and Stepwise Relformulation?

' t..% ..

,

The construction of the 'final' solution vector, as a binary

representation ef=the "integril solutibn composite vector" (ISCV,

or selection'tally vector', is a Otherlstraight-forward procedOe
:'. x.

in most cases. The problem ually,encountged will involve the

arbitrary decision'to determine whet degree ofinclusion'for any

partict.0,;ialt&-native willignalihat ajternattve's selection

as a decision (=1) or a non-decision (=0).
ii

V '4r, 4
0

Consider the 15CVwhich has res
t.

ted from a cyclic optpmiza-

tion /,of a ten-alternative, twenty,criteria MA execution; and
g, ,,

be simulated ds f011ows:

E 02 07 04 09 11 18 00 15 06 12 3

4.3

11, 9: :

26
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where the first alternat ive was chosen as a solution a total of

two=times, the second alternative,. a total of seven times, and so

forth. The sixth alternative (inclusion = 18) Was found to have

the highest selection factor, the eighth Ajternative with the

second highest (inclusion = 15); and the seventh alternative

never entering any/Of the cyclic optimization as a probabl

solution to the modeled problem. Based upon the range of the

inclusion ncies as shown, the final solution vector would

be con tructed by serially including (one,at a time) each of thp)

solution alternatives, starting with the one with the highest

inclusion ,frequency first. Thus, the final solution vector would

display serial development as follows:

E 0 0 0 0 0 14'0 0 0 0 3

[ 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 3

0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 3

0

until.'some' ultimate criterion was satisfied (e.g. minimum new

equipment expenditures, maximum school sites left opened, or

minimum additionalpnrstop requirements).

"The necessity of such a 'test-retest' procedure for final

solution yector formulation stems of course from the lack of
\-

contra) qpont solution formationlby the various,criteria after the

maOization (or, minimization). of the last criterion vector during

cyclic optimization. The reader may also detect problems With

the notion of 'testing-retesting' using only an 'ultimate'

criterion reference -- instead of utilizing the criteria

within the original mode). That the potential exists for

thq fourth §erial configuration of'the final binary,solutiOn vec-

to;','

to"
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7

EI .1. 4

E 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 A

to'satisfy the ultimate criterion (or cr'iteria), but coterminously

violate one or more of the original criterion references which

were utilized within the execution of the MAM-comstructed

problem. Other obvious, problems might arise, where the k-th

serial configuration,of the solution vector,violates a sidgle

criterion vector, halting,seriAl solution construction --,and

thus preventing the 'further deve prrient of a more optimal solution

1.41
oi,

(i.e. better value on the ultimat 'criterion).

The final major problem with serial soluticiformulations

exists with the existence of 'inter-dependence' between the
1,

various potential solution alternatives. For example, the closing

'-of a particular school could logically cause a most positive

effect upon a neighboring school whose own enrollment has been

decreasing. The student. transferees from the Closed school who

live within walking distance to the other school left open will

obviously serve-to alleviate some of the vacancy problems associ-

ated with the second site. Without tlaking this into consideration

hoWever, a serial construction of,the final solution as described'

above might erroneously include that site as a site for immediate

closure -- most embarassing to say the least.

To control for such invalid decisions (and unreliable

decision-making), the use of a stepwise solution generation

system is suggested, in lieu of the serial -system discussed,above.

The stepwise solution technique incorporates pany of he valid

parts of the serial approach, but utili2es the serial system int,,

G. 1a more sophisticated way:'

l
Using our previous example of a simulated s ctiOn tally

vector, ,

C".
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02 07 04 09 11 18 00 15 06 12 1

the 'stepwise approach' to constructing the final solution set

would exist as follows. Since the alternative (inclusion

= 18) clearly outdistances its compet-itors, it would be chosed as

the initial 'solution'; or,

0 0 0- 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 3

would become the first iteration result of the ftfial soluiion
,

vector. The original MAM-framework would then' be redesigned to

signify the loss of alternative-six as a potential decisional

alternative to be evaluated across the criterion references. In

addition, those criterion references which are related by vestige

of-this decision (e.g. the.enrollment of neighboring schools which

would have to .absorb the student transfers) would be recalculated

to, denote value changes (e.g. relationship of new enrollment to

total capacity of the site, or the amount of vacancies). Having

completed these recomputations, the reduced n-1 alternatives'

model would then be re-executed, and a totally new solution

tracking matrix constrgicted and selection sally iector designed.

The result of this n-1 (or nin&alternativeS) cyclic opti-

mization might be simulated as 'fo$11ews:

01 05 04 08 09 -- 00 14 05 101

where alternative-six has been 'deleted from further, ,consideration.

As was found in the aforegoing 'serial construction procedure,

therghth alternative (now = 14) becomes candidate for inclusion

within the final binary solution vector, or:

Em000ao.loof.
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Once again, the criterion vector constraint matrix is redesigned
to denote the effect of choosing the eightn,,alternative as a
solution,; and the w' n-2 MAM-model re-exeue'd :Once...again. How-

ver this third e-execution now results in the selection. tally
,

matrix,-

00 03 04. 05 00 -- 03.07 3.

where alternative-five is the third stepwise'candidate fortheo
final solution set (instead of "'alternative-ten asfound .with` the,
serial procedure). Thus the final solution vector bedomes,

and not

i
41,

'

E 0 0 0 0 1 ,1'0 1 0

0 0 0 0 '0 1. 0' 1-'0e'

The reader is cautjoned to the dangers. of:not subs'eri.bing:t.eth
idea of a stepwise solution strategy; and.sfsr the reasons which''
are hopefully very apparent above

The use of the idea of stepvii.,se'-sOl'ut'ionigeneratio'n mai

playa- primary role in the tracking bf.the ,vai.'ious cyclic 'sol
for ,theMICROPIK formulation. It lsreaSonatile. for example,' t
eXpect, that only, a single types)dr! by'and computdr: h ai,dw ar es.

will be purchased by. an individual.school, depending on the re- xt
esults of the MICROPTIC,eXeCution(s);1Jhu,s, the hardwar sectidha

of the model 'would not beft.ubjelts.a stepwise strategy. It 'it
also reaso le. to 4istime, that the Software,sectiOngi resdTts
(solution ec4-7 entries) of,such'_pnatUre, as to require
only 'si bt -Ae i icht on' df or i .deR3sidn+mal4ng and selection.
And if t = "dtte4ion-firifieri itSf,led:with the SPartidular degr'ee- 4 4r: Vi .

to which eadf-i',;of the' curric jectiy .is met, the results



will exist as chosen by sane arbitrary selection from the tally
'vector-'s initial formulation.

off

However, the stepwise technique -can play a most important
role in the MICROPIK setting if the initial selction tajly 've iv

displays the model's determination that more than a 's:ingle typf3:
:of. hardware `.manufacturer is required fore optimal CAI/CMT, iinple

mentatIOn ,both APPLE and TRS-80). It is suggested in sr'
instances ,.'that the model be re-executed a total of two additid

once WhO.e the system is constrained to choose APPI:E4,4n
ti'onl APPLE. gas :.the hardware unit; and then where tiie sys:terp.
cripoe.TRS-80 as the single device compatible with:.other d

:1-troM, the 'courseware and activities portions.' : It can, be ex
:that the seletion t4111y.vOctors with resiiect.ito the...first
device' solutIoril 101 I change based upon first 'excl'usidift

.

TRS80 as a tandtdate,. and then 'secondly th exclusion of the:
APPLE. F,of.Ihd 'sake of, reAfe4tthe constraints effecting 'each
these Sugge ed irettt?ainti' '0,- model ,intthsion would :existt

,

f0,116/S:

fOr: the4eXistence of: APPLE; and only
APPIE*,.\11S=80: ATARI .77,TI ... I

I

0 0 0

for' the ':existence of TRS=80, and only
T,RS740 ATARI OSI tTI I

.113,
va,e

as ;the ,,to fully recall?) the iced us i on

of the-:,har4.4ar.e.';-unit 11 :b,reflected to ,,the, curpilcul dm and
sof,tware?:sectionls ;wit, th,e lautologi cal constraints witnin the.

curri:culvm-;;Aarlf4re softwre-hardware sectionals.

-With each ,0 thes:e forre-executions, the modeler must then
evaluate:: not onlyi-tie.,;difrerenti al extent(s)s ) to which the new
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two selection tally vectors solve the originally modelled issue,

but also the degree to which a-forced, Single-device restraint

upon the implementation.of a CAI/CMI strategy retards the actual,

satisfaction initially desired.

Weighting Solutions Via Tracking Vectors

CNkv
Although the technique of weighting particular decisiOns has

been discussed, in the preViods section (see CONSTRAINTS), it.seems

appropriate to briefly demonstrate the potential benefits of

declaring particular'solutionsas more important than others.

As demonstrated via the use of solution tracking matrices,

a sub-matrix vector exists for each Of, the results.of a cyclic

optimization (naximization or minimization) of the individual

criterion references. This sub-matrix vector, or tracking vector,

demonstrates which alternatives were determined both integer

feesiple and optimal based upon the values of the full constraint

matrix and the cyclic objective functiO respectively. That is,

eacti"'Column vector of the solution tracking matrix shows the

particUlar weight of that cyclic objective function's criterion

re ence,upon the final solution (binary) constructed. As the

value of he objective function changed different criterion

referenCe used), so often (tin most cases) does the configuration

of the resulting solution vector We have found this circumstance

to beespecially true, where the RHS- values have been constructed

in what we have previously named the 'relaxed' state --.that

AiVirfg thetolution process more 'Tee-way' In selecting. the

best soTutift-combinatiOl for final inclusion:.

These various tracking vector results can be utilized to

produce desired40:11n0eSired).we:Ights'for the final selectioh

tally tintegralf:SblUtiOncOmPosite)vecior...: By determining the
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factor-weights to be used in the weighting process (e.g. identi--

fying the base-criterion objective function, and thenassigning

JaCtors of related importance to the other criterlon.referenCes

in the form of 2-times as important, 1.5-times as important, etc.),

a weighted selection tally vector can te formulated.

Consider the following problem, where the solution tracking

matrix,has been formulated for the results of a five-alternative,

fiveriteria model:

WEIGHT: (2.0) (1.5) (1.0 ) (2.0) (3.0) (n/wi'd) (wgt'd)

C-1 C-2 C-3 C-4 C-5 NW/I CV W/ISCV

A-1: 1 1

A-2: 1 0

-A-3: 0 0

A -4:. - 0 0

A-5: 1 1

1

0 . 1 3. 6.5

a 0 2 4.0

0 0 1 1.0

0,

1

where tthe use of weights does not change the direction of the

selection tally vector, but does in fact change,the ultimate

degree, to whi'ob each member of the tally vector is deemed of

comparable value.

Now:consider different problem, *ere the various tracking

'vectors are not so demonstrative in their selection..of:potential

solution alternatives:
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WEIGHT: (2.0) (1.5) 1.0) (2.0) (3.0) (n /wgt'd) (wgt'd)
.

I C-2 C-2 C-'3 Q-4 C-5 I NW/ISCV W/ISCV

where weighting has provided.adiscriminant pattern for further

evaluatiom by the modeler Of-the differences between the first

three alternattve deesions.

The eader will also note, thet weighting can also take .place

with th MAM framework, prior to the, initial execution of the

Model nd therefore be representative implicitly within, the

ection ly vector. The reader is also cautioned of the

ortunity' for double - weighting, where weights are factored

the various criterion constraints before execution, and

utilized again as weights for each of the solution tracking

vectors as described above.

Application of weighttrig techniques to the MICROPIK setting

has obvious benefit for the evaluator and decisiOn-making. By

not weighting prior, to the construction of the initial selection

tally vector, the modeler has the opportunity to witness the

differential effect (if any) weighting has upon membership within

the solution vector(s). This is especially so,,when the aMalyzed

compatibility between activities, courseware and hardware has

been determihed initially without weighting; and them various

'weights are applied to instructional activities and/or software

to note the effect upon the Composite vector's structure.
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However, the modeler must be extremely cautious of weighting

strategies, and their impact upon tautological requirements, via

the curriculum-software, software-hardware and curriculum-hardware

sectionals. It is apparent, that indiscriminant weighting could

not apply its effect universally across the entire MICROP1K model;

and therefore not provide reliable results within'the vartous

differenti-al selection tally vectors (Weighted). For thit'reason,

the use of 'weighted14solution'Aracking vectors is di5couraged,

except in cases where clear'control over tautological cross-,impacts

is possible,



E ExaminingMOdeleCk.Solution Rbt'ults

for DifferentiAlcition-Maki-ng



In the previous section on execution of the multiple alter-

natives model in 'general, and the MICROPIK modeling formulation

in particular, we have been concerned with the generation of a

,variety'of solution vectors which would provide the evaluator

and/or decision-maker usaful infbrmation for di,Acriminating

between multiple decisional alternatives as solutions to some

pre-defined problem. Specifically, this. problem is the conscious

acquisition of CAI/CMI instructional sOftware (i.e. courseware)

and compatible hardware (i.e. micro-computers) for satisfYing,an

array of ideltified curricular objectives, and their delinOted

instructional activities.'

We have discussed in some detail (or,for some ofthe readers,

too much technical detail) ee application of criterion referentes.

in the form of inequalities and equalities to the final selection

of a set of decisional alternatives -- not pnly feasible in terms

of solving (i.e. modeling the desired characteristiCs of) the

problem, but also optimal in terms of PrOtOti9 the, 'best solution'

as defined by some one ,(or more) objectli&Ottions.: We have

then witnessed hoW the individual soldtiOn-set

have been incorporated, into a solution tracking matrix, the final

composite-solution identified and, differential weighting: applfed
.as desirable.

In this section, the concept of criterion strength will be

be explored as it impacts upon the MICROPIK problem resolution:,

We will examine the related concepts" ,of decision 'validity and

decisioning reliability, and demonstrate how it can be applied

to the MICROPIK 4etting. Finally; the use of various statistical

prbcedurds will be evaluated for their utility in.providing the

basil, for some ultimate 'professionarstatement. concerning the
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41iclity of the results, and the reliabi lity of the procedure

utilized in detsrmining these results-. .

Criterion Strength and Decisioning Reliability

...I

Evaluation'and deci'sion-Raking resulting, therewitH,

demand a high degree of accountability, visibj 1 ity and

responsibility. Today's complex °issues require' equally_complex-
methodologies to .assess bothcontent and process of such issues,

and to provide, an understandable'envirOnden-rprit'hin which to -

simulate potentialdecisionS. and meastrulting effect or'

Tmpatt, As importaT)t. moreover, is the sttondar4 demand for pro-

viding, a means for pOst7ho-C evalUating:noeOrily the results of

the siMulated decisions; but als0* the influence (singularly as

well' -es collectively) which the :.criterfon references lend in

making the original decisions. The clear teed forthe criterion-

referenced 4decisionte; therefore' is to satisfy the f011ow-fng
five, objectives: ,

,

. to vali,date the .soph.istidated dect g,sionjn
4'

methodolegies which are so necessary for

addressing. complex prolllems yet so often

:ignored,. discounted or feat.

to study ;criterion` ef*t.fmPon the decisions

made, and the impact which the system receives`

those decisions; and ;thereby upderStan,0

'.differgnttal criterion weighting2'and:influence

"what" made a difference .jr1 constructing the

dedisiOn5, and the varying impect resultjngl

E33 '.to.proV-ide a high degree of Visibiility,,,and
,

therefor atcountability, to the public nterests
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".c' ft
served and affected' via thOteAeclsions --

generating a milTeu,of trust ;within which the

decisions, no matter how unexpected,tan,be.

trusted and accepted;

[4] to simulate the variable impact upon the decisions

made by introducing additional crite0don influentes

into the model, and thereby perform a path analysi,s

from solution to solution as different criteria are

utilized to construct each decision or solution --

satisfying the innate need of some indiVidualswho

must always ask, but, what if ...?"; and

El to permit easy and quick cicisioning r6plication

within an ever changing environment -- knowing

the relationships between-past successful decisions

and the criteria used to construct those solutions, 6

in order to understand the potential of future

decisions based upon IhmeW ca1ues of more current

criterion easures.

Generally, the notion of riterion strength refers to the

dentification of thoSe measures .which in effect constructed the'!';

final decision or soTution to the modeled problem; and further- 1

more provide a 'factor' measure of ordinal Value or,weight within

that same group of 'solution - formation' variable measures.

Specifically, criterlon strength will address three fundamental

questions existent within all.,decisioning evaluation:

(13. which criterion references most cl4r1Y defend

the decisions made?

to what extent are the criteria individually

representative of'the decisions made?

,
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[33 how do the most discriminating criteria within

this decision setting relate to eade othet. in

terms of importance and influence?.

A later part of this section will illustrate the utility,of

discrifiinant function(s) formulation fot.answering these

questions of criterion strength, respectively, by evaluating the

following rudiments of discriminant analysis:

[3.,) criteria included within the formation of

discriminant functions -- that is, which

references were 'entered' into the composition

of the prepared functions;

,

123 Order-of-enlry_of each of the'variables which

discriminate the final solution vector; and

[3] weight (or factor strength) relationship between *

the standardized canonical discriminant coefficients.
I

Gener'ally, the notion of decisioning reliability refers to

the degree of trust which is implicit to,the decision model, (in
.

this case, the "multiple alternatives model" - MAM); implicit in
,

the sense, that the decision-maker can accept the results'of such

a criterion-referenced technology, both in terms of content.

(viz., effect of the criterion references within the, model) as

well as process (viz., effect of the model upon the criterion

references). Specifically, decisionipg.reliability will address

two fundamental questions existent within all decisioningft
evaluation:

El] to what extent are the criteria collectively

representative of the decisions made?

271 /
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Eairio what extent can the defined matrix of

.,,riterion references re-predict the original

.inary (include v. exclude) solution?.

An addWonal part of this section will illustrate the util-
.,

ity of disOliqinant functiO(s) formulation for answering these

questions cif 'detisioning Oliability, respectively; by evaluating

the following' charactitOcS of discriminant analysis:

(1] canonical gbiWalipn coefficients which offer

a measure dr*lationship between the 'set' of
tlx.1

discriminating criterion references and the 'set'

of dummy variables which are used to represent

the solution vector; and

E23 the frequency of mis-inclusions and/or mis-

exclusions (orover-estimations and/or under-

estimations) discovered when the classification

coefficients constructed to predict a solt)ton

with the known relationships among the discrim-

inating criterion variables, are utilized to

re-predict the original dependent variable

(original solution).

,

Tools. forAalidity and Reliability Testing

'To "construct discriminant functions from the relationships

the model just discussed above and the resulting solu-

tionsOormulated, require ,the use of linear vectors and com-

binat ns of vectors (matrix). Only those Vector and matrix

form tioni most germane to this paper will be dTSCussed below.
va,

The reader is invited to be patient until the scheduled publica-
,

tibn of' the manuscript, "Multiple Alternatives.Analysis for

.4k4

a

t"
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Edqcational Evaluation and Decision- baking" in late summer of,
e.

1982, for a detailed illustration of all vectors apd matrice Per-

tinent to MAM.

Solution Set Vector. In order to distinguish between

natives included or excluded as members of the final so9Won to

the system modeled, a vector of binary-decision representations

is required, in the form:

E 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 ... 11

4
where '1' means that the criterion values associated with *at

particular x(j) will be computed .to measure resurting system
o

impact; and '0' means that the underlying criterion values will
m e

have no impact upon the system.

*
Selection Tally Vector. To observe the effect of eachperi- IV

terion reference upon conqructljon of the system solAior a

method called cyclic optimization .(Wholeben, 1986; Wholeben anCl-

Sullivan, 1981) is used. Under,this regimen,, the mOdt1 isoexe-
it

cuted once for each unique$criterion ying usedoto constrain the

model, where each unique criterion is Cycle% through.'the:model as

the objective function. or example, duing one execution ifi the

case of the school tlosure.mo&l, the intent may be.be prepare a

solution set whereby existing.capacity4of the remaining schools

will be maximize; in another cycA, tMe model'will be executid

such that,the schools remaining within the district will

minimize the amount 'of egergy expended for facifitY heating

requirements. The selection' tally vector is basi:cally.a fre-

quency summation vector, compiling the number of times each

alternative was chosen as'part of the solution vector, across all

cyclic optimizations. Such a vector will be represented as:

E 3 7 0 2 0 1 ...
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;

showing that ttle, first alternative was 'selected as solution a

total of 3 times, the second alternati v$, a total of 7, times, and.

so forth. This vector is extr4Mely ...important when the MAM proce-
.

dure regtires a step-wise decisioning broces such as the .tcho 1

closure model -- evaluating a revised database .after closing a

single school such that the effects of closing each individual.

site is summarily incorporAted into the next decision for deter-

mining additional site closures.

Discriminant Criterion .Inclusion Vector. This vect

represents another binary entry Vector of l's and 0! s, sl

which particular criterion references were utilized via disc

nant functions "to develop the canonical classification

coefficients,'' and the standardizted canonical discriminant .fu
a 14

ti on Coefficients'.

e#tr A .

Di scrimi n ant Criterion Entny. Vector. This vector contaihs!,,, P

1,2, ...,k. entries, where kocr i ter -La were uti 1 i zed,Ap the develop-,

ment of the discriminant functions, and the 1;2;,...,k entries :-.'....,

represent their order of entry into the dis4riminant fOrqiu.I ati.on.
4..

Criterion variables not entered -Into the funct:iiirt(s).% receive. `a ,.,

value of '0 ' ,. by ,convention :W: ,
.,,, ,,,,,,,,, . . ,

: ...-;-.1- -- .,

....:F. f .i::;;':'',

DisCriminant Weighting 31,immary Vec
7.,-

A1:44 , .1 9 Sil-str4R.Y.-,-
-....',..!

. ..ifii,,,,,,....,,

i-c-i-7,..nant procedures to the binary solutio, r4t, ors 11 reult in the .71

computation of standardized canonica-Nr. tki:rtna function

coefficients. These coefficients Wi I 1 flect the'. Uti 1 i ty, fr.,

entered criteri.on vectors' -1rthose vectors ,contain. standar..

measures in lieu of the normal raw scores. By diviiling.eac o .

. -. . .

the standardized canonica1 coefficients by the smal.lest of lje ,-
,-.. , . v....

standardized canOnicals,' the quotient will provide-a factor of

importance ,for each of the criteria as relative to the other. 40

tenon entered in the discriminant formulation. The discriminant

weighting summary vector' is a linear representation of these fac-
,

et,
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tors (qUoti ents), .whge .ihe minimurri entry value is alwags "1.

(smallest standardized coefficient divided by itself). Non-

entered' criterion ;locations receive a value of 10.00' by

convention.

t
'44

Other 'tools' have been referenced in the, proceedang sectfpn

of.thiS sPaper: criterion constraint matrix,; donditito Rlimits

vector (RHS), objective function vector, and the cyclic, optitfiza-4#
,..tion.;trackIng matrix. Other formulations are. current upder

study.,by the author: (e.g. the optimality weighting'matrix4t.to ,is
ne1,4 relationship's which may allow greater' ac6oun-*

nd `useful ity; of the multi pi e* al tettneftiVeS
. '

eddel:ing framework.

;Ositeritn ..Strength Via The OPt4Mality.Weightin Matrix

,-The tit.chek' on ;PrOcedureal (model) rel i abi l ity,by wayf 4,

difiAhei,discriminant.funCticns: (and their re-Predictability at se

'membership), and the more implicit check on Criterion 6;y. .4,

notiiig. the, type (which onesr?) and strength (how much?)' of the *-

,;.'various: criterion iarjables entering the 'discriminant analysis, '41.4v

-*are not the sole measures, of .poSt hoC evaluatioh-availatle to ;le
MAM deCiSiOn-maker-..'A.fUrther check on validity and reliability"

. is afforded the modeler 'via .the. construction of the optimality

eighting: rri a tr . G

The optimality weighting matrix is si ply a summary of the

the peepOnderance of each criterion-referen ed variable utilized' t
within the SIAM . procedure as measured within each subset of the 2

solution;4 non-solution multiple alternatives. The measures of Aa'

$preponde'r.anie .(direction, strength and weighting) result from tik

application of analysis of variance ((povA) procedures to each .of

the modeling criteria, based upon an alternative's membership In



fihal .olution set, Successive ANOVA procedures can

applched sVo the criteria based upon each of. the retults of

the qyo1 optIMizations .

naing' an alternative as either a member of the solution

te±404t i, =i) or not a member (therefore, =0); two separate

date.,0:tniOtIOns. can be constructed and summarily evaluated for

both-the st4tt4tical and magnitudinal significance(s) of their

....-660.0tMean-value differences, Since this (0,1) analysis of
. ,

vs,apanc,0 procedure can be applied ,to each criterioff.reference,

d:fweach of the cyclic optimality solution set results, a
.

.1,;:m1*.lxormat can be utilized to display, and furthermore evalua-

:, AaillOyUmmarlze the ANOVA results. This matrix is called the

optitality weighting matrix, where each row represents the

-1,4tOvtdual criterion reference modeled withinthe MAM framework,
, IA

a where each column denotes the particular criterion-modeled

.,tyclic maximization or minimization based upon a single criterion

hCus. For example, a 32-alternative and 24-criteria model would

0,ble the composition of a 24 x 24 dimensional matrix with a

,ryotal of 1056 cells (impressed?; or beleagured?). All such

atrices will always be square matrices.

Each of these m2 cells will be composed of the results of

if that particular oneway analysis of variance which utilized

solution set membership (0,1) as an independent, variable, and

the.individual criterion reference (constraint vector values) as

A dependent variable. The specific statistics resulting from

such a procedure which are of iMpdrtance to our matrix are as

follows:

j13 means of both the

_distribution; and

dev3ations;

solution and non-solution

their individual standard
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[2] the statistical significance of the set

membership mean-differenrs; and
.

,

03 a non - parametric check (usually the use of

'chi-squared).of tticise criterion mean-

differences which result from non-ratio-

scaled criterion reference's.'

With this summary information, the- evaluatOr .gr decision -maker is

able to view the freqUency of Statisticallysignificentdifferences

between'the solution and non-solution sets, the'directiOn of these'

differences'and their :conformance to initial constraint demands,

the relative strength or magnitude of these differences with

respect to degree of difference between the distribution means,

and finally the extent to which thevintegral solution composite

,vector,reflects the intent of the modeling framework -- and thus

the intended solution to the origin) al problem.

Yd might be thinking, that the above procedure will operate

correctly for * ratio-scaled criterion .variable, and also provide

a check on well-constructed interval-scalings -- but not be at

all useful for summarizing both the nominal and ordinal criterion

vectors. And you would be most correct. Unfortunately, nominal 9 4'

data must be analyzed via contingency analysis procedures (or '4,*
R.

what most people call'cross-tabulation or chi-squered techniques):

Obviously, mean differences and standard deviations ,ire'not a

function of this analysis (or even meanin#ful). The evaluator

will substitute the statistical significance ofthe chi-squared

statistic, and some summary of the differences between observed

end expected frequencies; for the usual cell entries of the

gptimality weighting matrix.
4

The use Of a non-parametric, numericall'y-ranked, oneway

analysis of variance procedure (e.g. Kruskl- isrworks well,
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fOr ordjnallyas well as interval scalings. Some readers'might

think the above ruminations an adroit haSSJe; but other.than the

validity and reliability test benefits of such statistical tech-

niques, it does support the use of interval and ratio scalings:..

as often, and as completely as possible, without compromising the

modeling framework-.

As yoU might alsO have lready guessed (or feared), the

appliCatiorl'of:the oPtimality'weighting matrix design to the

MICROPIK setting is (once again) a special case.

.Because of the use of sectionals (curriculum, software, etc.)

in .the MAM construction, subsets of criterion references exist

which apply only to specific subsets of the multiple alternatives

being evaluated. Therefore, some criterion vectors, will apply

only to the evaluation within the software sectional, while other

criteria apply onlyto the evaluation between the software and

hardware sectionals;- or curriculum and software sectionals.

Application of the ANOVA procedures to the various cyclic opti-

mizations and the resulting relationships with the full criterion

set within the.constraint matrix, should therefore (it is suggested)

be directed towards each of the sectionals, rather than a system

total approach.
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THE INTERPRETATION'

As we appro4ch,theend of our sojourn through the world of

mathematical modeling and multiple alternatives analysis, and

their role in the evaluation...of potential decisiOns concerning

the selection of microcomputer software an&hardwarefOr CAT/CMT

applications, there remains the need.todistuss the less-7

technical aspects.Of modelinT-- albeit no leSs.important. It is

easy to beCome. enamored with the process of the MAM framework,

and its role in the MICROPIK setting, and unconsciously ignore

the potential diffiCulties of the model both content and 'pro,
,

cess --and their impact upon the resUlting.alternatives evaluated

and decisions selected.

We have taken a great deal of time in exploring first the

conceptdiiization of the multiple analysis framework, an'd'second

its application within the MICROPIK structure. This was necessary

in order for the reader to fully understand the vast utility of

the model as well as,lend credence to the postulates presented.

As one colleague stated Some several weeks, "How can you possibly

explain an application of your model to the CAI setting, if the

general reader does not first understand the model 'itself?".

This morning, I received his evaluation as to the utility of this

paper, and its satisfaction in resolving just that issue he asked

of some weeks ago. His response was, "Oh.". But was it declara-,

tive, interrogative or exclamatory?

This last section will deal with the underlying: premises of

the MICROPIK modeling structure, and their related positive. and

negative influences upon the decision-making required. We:will

initially examine the general.utility of such a model, and the

advantages to be enjoyed. In. addition, some of the more common ,

disadvantages and pOtentiaLpitfalls of this model will also be
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discussed; and their role in arriving aVerroneous conclusions.

Finally, a totally unsolidited and thoroughly unbiased statement

of the implications for this; technique in future decision=making

will be made.

Utility of the MAA Modeling Procedure
fl;

,

It nearly suffices to state, that the multiple alternatives

analysis framework adds to the evaluation and decision-making

setting those components which often seem non-existent in the

realm of educational decisioning: visibjlity, responsibility,

accountability and credibility. In. reviewing the aforegoing

114 pages of this technical paper, what specific. references have

been made which would allow the reader to adopt a trusting atti-

tude towards the MAM modeling procedure in genet, 1, and the

MICROPIK application specifically?

Multiple Alternatives. The responsibility of the evaluator

and decision-maker is to exanine feasible alternatives in resolv-

ing a dilemma,, and then determine the most optimal approach to

follow. The problems associated with not identifying and defining

all available alternatives .are well documented in situations where.'

a solution to a particular problem was declared lindbtainable.

Other problems, concerned more with controlling for decision-

maker bias and the likelih(dod of pre-arranged decisions, have also

proved the utility for adopting a multiple alternatives' orienta-

tion.

,Criterion References. Accountability in evaluation And

decision-making is inextricably linked to the data utilized in

formulating,, analyzing and selecting the decisional alternatives

in remediating a particular problem tuation. The process ,fin-'

voved in identifying and defining the Criteria for a required
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decision, the choice of datum points for correl4ting a criterion

lireference, and themeasurement of these points fo'r quantifying

the necessary comparative values of these defined criteria y.

lends a visibility to.the ev715atoin and decision-making process

which is fully open to public (and private) scrutiny and critique.

ConstIrtuents may not agree with the decisions made, but they must

understand the bases for these decisions, and the validity of .

these underlying criterion foundations.

Solution Membership. The singular, most indefensible aspect

of decision-making in a multiple-alternatiVes environment is the

determination of size.. and identity of the 'final solution set.

The questions,of "how many" and "which ones" must be answered in

a structured, scientific sense;*and as discussed above,'reflect

both the intent and demand of the criterion references imposed

upon the decisioning framework.

Interactive. Effects. 'Seldom does,an alternative action

possess such qualities as to be an obvious choice for membership

feralwithin the 'focal solution seta More often, alternatives will

sdisplay ppSitiye characteristics on many:criterion references,

-.1)only to denote one or two negative by-products which m1y, e un-
desireable to the system being moc e, ed. i,The application of a

-f main-effects modeling design 411ovd:positive attrib es to Canceli

the displayed negative features; and thus riffles', ny control

over such negative impact to the system'a4a whole:ShOuld.tbpse,

alternatives be selected as-solutiOnsel JAieractive'leffects mcSdel-

ing-on the other band controls not vnly tbe impact e'pArticulan .

subset5 of alternatives upon the system, butt also individualizes

the effect of each 'alternativeia&oss ill of $ts criterion measures.

Focused Optimality. Thequestions asso6ated with 'what is

possible'; and 'what i5 best,' 'iddrel5 all aspects ot decision4ipaking.

The consideration of feasible-alternatives, and the s lection of
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some optimal alternative of 'all available alternatives' requires

the parallel choice of an overall -discriminant, criterion reference.

That is, once all bf our dethands have been met (c6istraints), the

one, single best choice (dptimal) must be found based upon some

predefined point of reference (objective functiOn). Several such

points of reference (cyclic optimization) allm;/ the decisioner to

examine th,impact of potential alternatives upon the environment

being"modeled.
ti

Trade-Offs and Preferenc'es. Since alternative sOlutiont Will-

often .display both:posi-t.iye and negat:iviattribut6s 'regarding their

probable impact(s) to the system, decisioh-making must beable, to

reliably monitor both the direction.and extent of effects to the

system be 'remediated, While manyside-effts may be bhddtireable,

the quality of each alternative's positive characteristict must

'be allOwed to model the desireabl.ebenefitsof that alternative.

Simultaneously, positive and negative characteriSiics must be

allowed to-co-exist and therefore be measdreable, in 'order to

truly model the real-world situation.

Stepwise Solution Formation.: Since some aspects of ,any ,

decision impacts upon other decisions which may be forthcbrfWng,

'preparations must be made to -control for the effect_ op such

preceding.decisions upon potential succeeding decisions .which may

be necessary"tO completely satisfy stated constraint requittements.

*With'a criterion-referenced dataset as the basis for comparative

evallation among alternatives, the selection of a single deEision

will obviously effect the crite ion value's in some way"(assuming

.,.!of course, that the decision does in fact provide some degree of

remediation to the system be modeled). In order to evalauat

"'remainder' of the system problem,, this dataset must be updated_

to reflect the degree: -of solution already imposecLby-the choice

Q the previous decision (alternative selected). SkJbsequent .

analyses will then be ableto provide a valid and reliable. 'next'.
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solutibn -Ito impact .upon the extent of .probl em "remaining' . The

, final enti'y to thesolutIon set is reacqd, when a subsequent

analysis fails to deidcle a new member; and the fast 'dafaset .update14.

reflAks.,. system,.,criterion-referenced Compondnts as desired.
I

-Simulation '(Before) and Interrogation (After). The, final

measure of' uti 1 itY ,for. MANS formulation lies in. its ability to

provide. both Inductive and deductive reasoning mechanic's. td'the 0
4 ,

system evaluator acvd decisionr.maker. Basid upon a CarefullY

derlved. set of miterion-reference; whiCh erel deemed' representative
. . -

of .both the stewbeing modeled, and alternatives which possess:

a varying T*70 potptidl to .res'ol've an i'dentified problem

within t .y§tem =- the multiple alternativesfr model is able to

simUl ate to probfiem settin§,- and thus derive (viz., induce) the

necessary *utions- whic10(eflect the ddMandt and neekls of the

system; Uar.eovqr in the case- wherdpecisions have already been

presualecl.b4e& upon some set of, criterion' Im4sUresi the MAM

framework as= bl e to --interrogate_ the -problem setting, and thus

deri ve ;deduce) the,demands .anO needs of the systdm which'

reflect the prtori solutions made. Even in the event of .a set

of decisioni" ithout the benefit,.of an Tdtified criterion-
/

referenced dat ase, reasonable crfteria can be postulated and f

subsequdntly me red' against the proposed solution set.

Advantages ;angidvantages of MICROPIK

The.need a, test the. content: of decisions for validity, and

procest. utilized in arrived at this" content for
.

suggests' thd;rather superfluaousassertion that- any technique :for.

making 'decisions has its' problems in 'addition -to its laudable

benefits.; The MICROPIK model trig formul at -ion is (r-egretably) no

exception.-td this 'existential assertion.

r.
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Recall the main goals of the MICROPIK structure: to provide

a criterion- referenced, multiple-alternatives deciSiOning model

for evaluating CAI/CMI software and micro- computer hardware for

its compatibility with desired curricular-objectives and instruc-

tional activities; That the modeling framework as exposed within..

the preceding paper actually accomplishes this task, posits the

main advantage of the model over,,any.other decisioning tool known

tothis' 'author. As stated within.the precediLhg. section concerning

the utility of the
)

MAM procedure ica,:general, spbcific advantages
AWc

are assignable to the MICROPIK fraMeWbrk in terms of its ability

to:

Eli provide an evaluation framework for tlYt7, velop-

.ment of a set of decisions (solution set)

a larger set of potential, multiple alterna es;

E23 utilize a criterion-referenced dataset as'the

basis for comparing the direction and degree of./

positive and negatiVe attributes associated with

each of the potential, multiple alternatives;

(33 control for the interactive effects between the

measured criterion values, the various groupings,

(combinations and permutations) of -the multiple

alternatives, and their resulting impact upon,

th6 system as a whole -- and thus determine the

members of the solution set in terms of "how

many", and "which ones ";

E43. investigate the effect of varying the optimality

design for each'separate execution (solution set

formation) and thus examine sequentially the

biasing factors associated with each criterion

vector;
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[53 prepare a' database revision strategy for imple-

menting a stepwise,procedure in developing the

final solution set; and

(63 simulate tpe, impact upon the'systell as a whole

'of potential decisions for remediat;On ; of the

defined.pixiblem, as well as interrodate the

relatiOnship of past and/or current decisions

to the agreed -upon criterion references sup-

porting those decisions.

However, the implementation of the MICROPIK model also has

a number, of disadvantages, associated with its utilization -- as

therefore does the MAA model in general. These disadvantages can

be encapsulated within three general headings: model-related, .

user-related and equipment-related.

Mode4elated disadvantages are probably obvious to the

reader at this point. The development of all possible. or feasible.

solution alternatives, the definition of all sufficient and .

necessary'criteria, the scaling and measurement for each coeffi- /

ciententry to the criterion contraint vectors,,and thpConcep-

tualizatioh and computatiom,of the appropriate RHS-velues -- are

enough to divert evaluator interest to other less-sophisticated.

evaluation techniques; and have been known to drive even,Anemost

adroit.educational administr"ator to fits of manic depression.
41.

User=related disadvantages are foreshadowed by,the initial

use of the terms 'mathematical modeling' and 'simultaneous liPear

inequalities', and,the-tendencydn the part' of the administrator

to request immediate psychotherapy: These exist sufficient his-

torical references to past evaluators who have utilized quantifi-

able evaluation techniques to maske the,real missions of their

endeavors, or to provide post hoc support to a priori decisions

2C5
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devoid of .a valid criterion-referenced framework. The use-Of any
0

new terminology is greeted(with the criticism of "jargon"; the

use ormathematical techniques with the criticism of ,"... not '
everything can be qiJantified and,therefore, nothing should,

be ...";'and the use of sophisticated decisioning strategies and

(as we will soon see) electronic computers with the criticism of ')

... too hard. to understand ...too technical for ConSumption°by

the general public .., and therefore, not\useful

Equipment-related disadvantagA are in.realiity the true in-
.

surmoUntAble barriers to. the accept*e and sUbsequent use of any
N

MAM design. Although,the author 114as'dn occasjoni(but infrequene-

1Y) solved MAM problems "by hand" -- his is not the preferred

technique. Therefore, the use of,computers is the modeler's

salvation. But to utilize these computers, specific.software

packages must themselves be available (or written) to correspond

with the 'required mathematical brogramming algorithm4 needed for

' MAM solution. While such packages are available (e.g. IPMIXD,

MPOS, EZLP, LINDO), they are not usual software component on

most computerized hardware mainframes. And unfortunately, most

evaluators have.not been instrCcted in their u5e, let alone

existence and utility.

Finally, the MICROPIK formularization.of the general MAM

model is (unfortchately'though not apologetically) a complex

variation of'the multiple-"alternatves, integer programming sys-

tem. The use of alternatiVe sectionals, and separate criteria

Ito relate various Sectionals for cross-evaluation, adds to the

Rgtential confusion and conflict 'on the partof the user and the
' .

public whose needs the modeler Is attempting to satisfy.

Currently,,the evaluation of curriculum, courseware and

hardware for CAI/CMI implementation proceeds.in an off6 undefined

manner 7- hardware is purchased; the.existing compatible software :.
.b1

r,
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i5 examined; and curricular objectives dr instructional activities

redesigned to fit the available courseware .perogatives. In effect,

the classroom teacher is 'locked -in' to a hardware device, which

in'turns narrows the 'choice-..of software,.,and thus ultimately de-

fines the satisfaction of particular objetives. More and more,

school districts. are examining software first, then.the hal-dware

.devices for compatibility, and so forth. Mhile.the newer trends

in evaluating CAI/CMI are producing more satisfying results, the0 -

ability to control for all multiple alternative instructional

;activities while satisfying- (to some yegree) all' curricular ob-

jectives, and relate these to the avaI ablie courseware and hard-

. ware -- has nOt. been posSible (until M ROPIK,'obviously). .

Major Pitfa and Erroneous Conclusions

Within the consideration of advantages versus disadvantages,

we'a priori assumed.a successful design, construction and execu-.

tion of the MICROPIK model. Now however, some time must be ex-

*.pended in discussing the potential problemS associated with the

inappropriate design, invalid construction and/or unreliable ex

ecution of the modeling framework.

.' As has been reiterated throughout tITis paper, inappropriate

design is usually associated with the exclusion of some alerna=

tives whatever reason) from the modeling framework. For

example, Vle alise44e of various instructional activities and their

relationships to potential courseware availability will automati-

cally preclude the model's potential in satisfying their needs.

'LlkeWise, the absence of a particular criterion from consideration

Will preclude the model's ability to control that criterion's

:impact upon the-systerb which may be positive or negative, ,,,and,

maybe even disasterous.
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The appearanee of invalid constructiow,as a majors pitfall

often takes;. the form' .of problems associated !with the sca)iDg and 3

measurement of the.criterion coefficients (veCtor.cbmpOnents);

and is thus a Secondary problem.stemminig from inappropriate - .

'' criterion referencihg., Problems Will also arise based upon the,
N ''''

criterion's.measure'and iis utility in describing system i'mpa,ct _

e

based upon, a-row-vect& 2summation,

Iv ,

Unreliable. execution (is: a frequent problem associated 'with
. 1 -

. >.
...

the construction of the 134-IS...vector; and the' complex festriction
,

versus relaxation effect these values have upon the summatiobs
,

.Of thedindividUal criterion constraint vectors. The usesbf the

cyclic optimization strategy alsoprOvides difficuty.for-*,

.,1ma of'rdliabilfty; indiscriMinant maximizati ? - or man-

imtza on) can introduce conflicting demands to the system, and

produce solution sets in direct oppoSition to one anothdr.', In

addition, 'compilation of the various cyclic solution vectors

into a final selectOp tally vector (through valid) can also pro- '

vide a.new source of unreliability to the final determination of

the actual binary: solution vector.-

InAeneral however, once all of the procedur al, techhique-

oriented, and sequentially-defined prerequisites have been, met,

the major problems associated.witI h the MICROPIK modeling

situation remain: first, its interpretation/for decision-making;

. and second, its incorporation into practice.

a.

The interpretation of MICROPIK results must Include a firm

undei-standing of the,MAM process, and its ev!alluation structure.

This-is the reason for expending the time and-energy in the

current development of this research paper. Individuals who

accept the premises,upon which the MAM technique As built, and

the postulates of multiple alternatives evaluation and criterion-
.-

referencedontrol -- must also accept the notion' of trade-off

28C
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and ,preference structure, and optim;litYY: A coMmon prObleM has

fregyently been ;the erroneous Conclusion,, that the Model's,

'decision concerning solution membership is devoid of any negative

,,,iffirpact, Other misinterpretations surroUncrthe.idea,of 'what was

the problem as defined (?)', and therefore les the'solution
* ,

,

..truly'solve the problem; or .merely cope with the actual prOlem's

negative impact. For examplle., closing(tchoolS does not solve the,. .

-problem of declining enrollment, but does permit a rational and

accountable means of: coping with it effects. Successful execu-

,tion of the MICROP5K model 'will provide thq bestifit of course-.
. .

ware and hardware with,desired activities.- bumay not be able

to ffieet all of the'desired needs. limitatIOntof a 'single.

,

hardware device; and a pzrticula -p eponderante of courseware on

a partitUlar hardware unit, ay.pequire the saCrifice.of a single

.discipline's CAI requiremerits;due to non-compatible software on
J.- P ..

the preponderant .device thosen.
,

"'X
.

The Incorporation of MICROPIK results into practice must

never be the result of solely folldwing the binary indicators of.

the final solution:set vector. The modeler mustre all, that the

membership of the solution vector resulted from -a thematical

analysis of a number of,criterion-oriented inequalities,- which

themseWes were products of definition,. referenting,.stallng and

measurement -- and therefore all of the problems associated

therein. The Aecision-maker.MUst look upon .the MICROPIK results
.

as structured, controlled ,"suggestions";, and.in many cases, just

further "input" to the decisioning process which always netts

in final form with ajles.h and blOod.person. ,Contliary to public,

wide-spread predictions.of doom, technology 411 never. replace

..the human decision-maker "although the potential is there to

make'that decision-maker more.valid,reliable and hopest.

Implications for Future Application

2a9.
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In cibsind this most laborious but'very satfgfying.project,.

the forthcoming criticism l'rom individuals who believe nothing

(or at least, choose not to) unless it ,is accompanied with reams

of data. print-outs, must be address4ed, and their concerns fully

acknowledged..

A full piloting or field-test of the MICROPIK odel,

its resulting effectiveness and efficiency in selects micr-

computer 'hardware, compatible instructional software .e.

courseware), and related CAI/CMI curricular ob'jectives' and ;

instructional activities -- has as of the.- date of thi Taper not

been accomplished. In.fact, the author is currently developing

..,f a greater diversification of criterion needs and references for

input tothemodel. Field-testing of.-the model is currently

scheduled for the autumn o 1982 and is expected to involve a

large number of school distri s(in order to Obtain sufficient

frequentits-of-obsery=ation -to ford-the -necessary-troSs-compar7,

icons between model types, °and upported, software packages. It

is also the intent of this aUthOri: to involve each of the major

'hardware and software distributors (as much as possible) in:the

design, develbpnlent, construction and final implementation of

the MICROPIK model. Obviously, such coordination requires a

great deaj of lead -time; and much to my chagrin, can not be

modeled in:a multiple-al'tar'hatives setting (or can it?).

Another obviously major portion of the intended.piloting of

the MICROPIK foOulation will depend upon the ability of'School'

districts to define their desired CAI/CMI needs; and then relate

these needs to specifically definable and measureable instructional

activities. States such as14ASHINGTON which have begun' concerted

efforts to direct each schdol district to develop. "student learn-

ing objecitives" ('SLOs) for each disciplinary or curriculum area,

will provide greater facilitation in the final deriVation of CAI
.

and CMI curricular objectives and instructional activities. And
'a
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of course, only thole school' districts which have the necessary

microcomputer hardware and courseware will be included in the-,

project if they so desire. Large pdrchases for data processing,

technology is not a priority item for districts who are currently

forced to RIF classroom teachers due to budgeting problems.

The interested reader~ is invited to contact the author, and

begin communicatiOnS which might provide a basis, foncooperative

ventures in tisfyipg the uncoming reqUirements.for a full - scale

field research. OtherS-are Inviturta stay tuned to ther.

developments in the MICROPIK process, and its impact upan the

general evaluation an.d:decigion-making structure currently found

inmost 'school districts same BYTEAime same.BYTE chanrief...
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PART III

EXAMPLE OF9A COMPLETE QUANTITATIVE SOLUTION

9
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CHAPTER 09

p -

THE UNDERSTPOING SAGE

Li

Illustrating the Stepwise Implementation ,

of a Fi.elthBased Quantitative Application 3
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THE FIELD APPLICATION,

NOTE: Portions of this field pilot were conducted by.

John M. Sullivan of Sumner; Washington -- who

was listed as second author to an earlier writing

writing and documentation of this investigation.

Part III now prepares to address the issue of actually

operationalizing the\claims, of the first and second parts. That

is, can a sti4uctured decisioning system be formulated to evaluate

the specific criterion-referenced alternatives of various program

units for fiscal roll-back in-a budgetary crisis; and can such a

criterion - referenced,, multiple- alternatives model be uti\lized

confidently in a funding deallocation situation?

The author has had the distinct (thoug unfortunate)

advantage of residing in a state which now fi s itself in the

midst of a severe, financial emergency. In all tors of

education, from the state policy level to the realm of the

classroom teacher, alternatives are now being studied to brace

for a cut to state-support for both K-12 and post-secondary
.Y

education. To present the design and utility of the ROLBAK

formalization, a single school district has been Aelected for the

required piloting activities to demonstrate the ROLBAK

forMulization.

Need for the Research

In an age of expanding technology, the role of sophisticated

approaches to decision-making has beconie more accessible to the

field administritor. Nothing supports this view more strongly
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than the recent advance of computer technology in particular..

Yet, those individuals who could, best afford the advantages of

such sophistication .remain the greatest, bbstacl s to:the accep-

tance of sophisticated tools as a beneficial, tool for d a analy-

sis and evaluat,ion. The situation surrounding tha fuhding

deallocation of specific programS' is .a.clear exaMPle,

Scant resources require a...revisitn of expanding service
)

,activities. Compounding the problem. of forced decline is the :

fact,, that many years of affluence in the availability of wide,

\ diverse service delivery now louds the isgue.of which services

are essential and which. are d luxury that Is, the difference-
,

between ,entitlement on the- one hand, and enrichment on the other.

Therefore, the evaluation of current operating pro&amslfor

possibe elimination (or reduction) will not only require

assessment of performance, but also a measure of the bnbgram's

demand and need. As.the decision-maker adds the criteria of heed

and demand to the4lieady generic criterion list of
NI .

effectiveness, efficiency, satisfaction and expenditure, the -role 1

of a multiple alternatives formulation to determine programs for

retention vs. reduction via an analysis of multiple, competing

criteria becomes paramount.
db

Finally,, the, need fof. a demonstt4a on of a criterion-

referenced, multiple-alternatives decisioning model is dictated

by the par'allel ,need of due-process. Not only does,athe decision

maker need. to be convinced of the efficacy of a carefully for-

mulated MAM framework, but the program participants themselves

need' a firm understanding of the model ing pers-pective. People

affected by the model - generated, solutions (in this ,case, programs,

to be terminated) must accept that their personal interests were

part of the decision, and that the relevant criteria were taken

.into account in the preparation of the final decisio.

?97
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Purpose of. the Research

The mission Of this undertaking is two-fold; first, to

demonstrate. the development and design of the multiple-alter-

natives analysis framewOrk for the area of fiscal roll-backs;

and second, to assess the relevant issues of decision validity

and -model reliability for the reader and potential user. We as

scientists fully realize, that acceptance of our technique can

reasonably come only after maximal critique and scrutiny. We

have endeavored to step-by-step annotate the development of the

ROLBAK mdoel for this particular study. And, we have employed

the use of parametric statistical procedure'g in order to assess

the model's impact upon the task at hand,

That task is this. Given an existing district program of 31

individual and distinct units, and the costs involved -- prepare,

execute and evaluate the results of a mathematical modeling pro-

cedure which utilizes a criterion-referenced base for determining

which program units remain operational, and which program units

must be discontinued.

-The criteria involved represent the identified expenditure

requirements of each program unit,-delineated across the eight

"object" categories of a program budget; and a single meausre of

subjective-opinion on the part of central office adminiStrators

as to which units are more important than others. We limit the

inclusion of criterion references to only nine indicators for

convenience only. Many other measures must be included in the

final determination of units to be deallocated. However, the

demonstration of the model's utility will not require the loading

of all relevant criteria into this piloting - formulated' model.
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Overview of the Research

The outline f6r the contents of Part have been

constructed to accommodate a chronological discussion of the

ROLBAK model's design, data construction, execution, and post-h0c

evaluation.
or

The following section deals with the construction of the,

database for subsequent MAM-analysis. The next two sections will

then present the rationale-and.methodologyfor utilizing the T-

normal transformation of the new-scaled measures (dollars of

expenditure). In addition, a bHef discussion of special con-

siderations in dealing with scant matrices will be presented.

The fifth section deals entirely with the search for initial

model feasibility -- that is, the identification of the correct

mix of constraint values (RHS) to permit an initial solution to

the' model.

The next two sections present the results (solutions) deve-

loped through the use of "restricted" and "relaxed" models,

respectively. These two sections have been developed separately

to highlight the differential impact of weighting.

The final two sections provide bOth a comparison of the

restricted versus relaxed solutions, and a generalized discussion

of the total ROLBAK performance under analysis.
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CONSTRUCTION OF THE DATABASE

Al4lough an actual field application (i.e. Thfor reel ") of

ROLBAK to a fiscal emergency would necessarily include many.cri-

tertiu references to effectiveness, efficiency, need, demand,

satisfaction and expenditure; the authors have'limited the pilot

of ROLBAK
A
to a small aggregate of measures. Under the broad,

title of 'database' will exist the numerical values required to

'operationalize the functions of the constraint matrix, con-

ditional vector (RHS), and the objective function. Finally,

three distinctly different scales will be useetayemonstrate 'the

versatility of the model's data-input Requirements.

Source of Data

Data for the model's execution repreents two generalized

measures: (1) a measure of expenditure requirement(s), in

thousands of dollars; and (2) a measure of subjective bias,

ordinally-scaled in units of rank (i.e., 1,2,3,...).

The expenditure data is input to the model in two separate

fashions. The first, segregated by object-category, provide

eight (8) separate expenditure amounts for each of the program

units under consideration. These object categories are defined

as projected allocations for:

1. CERT - certificated salaries

2. CLAS - classified salaries

3. BENE - employee benefits

4. SUPL - supplies and materials

5. INST - instructional supplies

6. CONT - contractual services
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7. \ TRAV - ;travel expenditures

8. CAPI'- capital outlay

.40

These measures (originally in $1000's) will be later transformed

into T-normal scores. Secondly, a category of 'total

expenditures' required will be input to the model. This par,

ticular constraint will be utilized to efficiently control the

'cutting bias' of the model execution.

The second, general input.manner will be an ordinal "rank

perceived expendability" attributed to each of the individual

program units. Central office administrators were directed to

rank the programs Older consideration as to their degree of rela-

tive expendability, with 1 = most expendable.

For this particular ROLBAK 01811 a total of 31 programs

were evaluated to determine the membershiO°of the target set for

deallocation. The criterion indicators to perform the MAM analy-

sis included eight measures of object expenditure and a measure

of perceived exp'endability, as well as a measure of composite

expenditure.

Method of Data Generation

Total projected expenditures for each of the 31 identified

program units were delineated into 8 object categories, as

available from district office budgeting records. ite rank-

measures of perceived expendability portray composites from the

aggregated ranks of four staff members: superintendent,

assistant superintendent, and two administrative assistants.

In addition, the eig t objects were summed to provide a

measure of -projected total expenditure by unit. The utility of
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this composite measure Will'be disCutsed in a later section.

Where no.expenditureswere-)oted for a particUlar program under a

specific object, the value of 0 (zero) was assumed. Such zero-

1 cells form a scant (or sparse) matrix.' Necessary controls for
4

'the analysis of scant matrices are diSOssed in the succeeding

two sections.

Matrix Formating for MAM Utilization

Figure 87 displays the raw database to be tredsformed to

T-normals (see next section) and subsequently evaluated by the

MAM procedure. Note that the model will incorporate 10 criterion,

measures for analysis: expenditure by 'object (8), total expendi-

ture by unit (1), and perceived expandability (1). As will be=

discussed in a later section, the total unit expenditure criteria.

will be utilized twice under actual model execution: once to

establish a level of minimal cuts,,and the second to provide a

upper bound on the model's 'cutting' (we did not want the proce-

dure to go "wild"). Ai

Recall the reason for the database described in Wigure 87.

These measures will guide the ROLBAK analysis in determining

which units will be allocated vs. dealldcated funding -- based

not only upon their expected expenditure by object but also upon

their degree o-fti perceived expendability. In addition, the

measure of total unit expenditure (across all 8 objects) will be

utilized to control for determining when "enough cuts" have been

made to balance the new budget limitations.
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Figure 8. initial Raw Data Base for T-Normal Transformation and Entry into ROLBAK
4

OB0-1 OBJ-2
[C, .R13 [CI AS]'

19.

54.0
53.0

20.0
40.0

3.0

14.0

1.0

10.0

5.0

5.0

3.0

13.0
1.0

39.0

'2.0

34:0

3.0

1.0 .5

Procedure:

Budgeted Expenditures in $1000 by ObjeCt

OBJ-3 OBJ-4 OBJ-5* .011J-6

[0E0E3 OWL] [111ST]. [COM

.5

.5

1.0

3.5

'1.5

9.5
.5

.5

5.5

3.5

1.6
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1.0

3.0
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16.0
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13.0

1.0

1.0
1.0
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20.0
3.0

9.0
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7.5

5.0
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2.0
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INITIAL 1`- NORMAL TRANSFORMATIONS

One of the original ;directions to this text was to present

F the versatitity of the MAM framework to accept a wide array of

measurement scales as indicators for the values of the Criteria.

Although not discussed at length, all scales nominal;

ordinal; interval and ratio) can be accommodated by the MAM

model.

A

In addition, he MAM framework in general and ROLBAK In

partiCular, can b tructured to model one of two situations (or

both) concerning measured impact: impact of the system modeled

specific to ttie individual effect for each alternative't value;

and.impact tcthe system modeled generalized to the collective

. effect for all alternatives' values. Briefly, the need for

control of specific, individual,effecL(the former) addresses the

need to measure the utility of each program alternative, and its

absolute ability to coexist with other alternatives as part of

the solution set. The use of a control for generalized, collec-

tive. effect (the latter) however, addresses a less rigorous need
4 ,

. to measure the utility of a program!alternative, and its relative

ability to.become amember of the solution set.

Extensive research has been accomplished over the past five

years by this author to understand the implications of a

,generalized, collectivemeasurement system.for crtierion-eva-

luation'andcontrol. Specifically, this research has cent'e'red

about the usefulness of standardized normalized ) .measures to

accomplish this collective control need. Early work with z-

'scores was satisfactory, but required vigilanCe for the arith-

metic4M0actof weights beneath the mean, that is, the negative

values of.-Zscore. Conversion to. T-normals precluded such

concern, andforms the primary measurement scale for the object

expenditure's' in,the ROLBAK model.
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The u,se.of standardized measures allows the decision-maker

to measure the relative impact of; each criterion's weight (for

. each unit alternative) without being concerned"labout tht specific --

dollar amount. Reliaoce upon'relatve impact via the2object''

criteria is valid within the ROLBAK system, since an additional

-criterion of-total expenditure for each program unit is present.,

. r
Transformation Considerations for a S &ant Matrix

Before proceeding 'with a- specific illustration of normalized

transformation, we add a cautionary note concerning data matrices

with a high.number of empty Empty cells normally mean one
h

of two things: .either the measure was 'zero', and,therefore a

zero was entered; or the criterion was inappropriate to that par-

' -ticular alternative, and therefore no measure is, possible. As'we

said much earlier, the choice of relevant criteria which are

applicable across all alternatives will preclude the model

builder from.the need to control for sophisticated confOunded
. oft

effects from irrelevant criterion variables.

For ROLBAK, the amount of zero-cells monstr g zero-cost

in particular objects for certain alter atives is v y large --

large enough 'to Call the data matrix /a "scant" or "sparse" matrix
//(more zeros than not). To control for this 'situation, and to

provide a better environment f the use of the RHS control

values, we chose to exclude e empty cellS''from calculation of

the normalized measures.

. This is to say ease read very carefully now), that:

the normalized value associated with a particular

criterion, demonstrate the relative weight of that cri-.

teriory for the individual unit, 'relative to the other
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unit weights where such criterion expenditure actually

exists..

(Y Ian stop reading carefully now!)'

In effect, the zero weights denoting no expenditure are not

part of the original distribution that will compute the standar-.

dlied measures; and .thus the calcUlated weights will be more con-,

versant with the other,unit values where criterion expenditure

actually exists.

First.Stage Transformation to Z-Scores

I

The following subsections are presented in brief to help

those readers whcr have misplaced their statistics' knowledge (who

has not?).
7

A z-score is a normalized measure, standardized to reflect

the relahve weights of each of the 'raw data' values which fdrm

a specific distribution of ,scores (in-our specific case, the

distribution of expected expenditures, by object category). A z-

score represents the mean of the raw distribution as a '0.00',

and the standard deviation as a '+1.00'. That is, a,raw score

which represents a single, standard deviation above the mean'of

the distribution is computed as a +1.00. IS a score is one and
Na

one-half times the standard deviation below the mean, it is

represented as -1.50; and so forth.'.

For the zalots among you, the transformation formula for

compLiting'a-z-score form a raw distribution is a follows:.

z.
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where,

(mean)

(-t
.and,

subject to,

=

standard deviation),

Second Stage Transformation to T-Normals

The use of T-normals is simply suggested as a useful tech-

nique for circumventiig the negative vlues of z-scores (or

z-normals, if you wish). T-normals.are standardized measures,

with a mean of 50.00 and a standard deviation of 10.00. Thu, a

negative T-normal would result only from'a raw measure, whose

value resides greater than 5 standard deviations below the mean

of the distribution (somewhat unlikely, in the usual case).

T-normals are computed directly form z- scores, as folloWs:

Ti = 10.0(zo 50.0;

such that a z = -1.0 b8comes a T = 40.0, a z = +2.5 becomes a T =

75.0, andso forth.
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V

FORMULATION OF THE ROLBAK MATHEMATICAL MODEL

The reader is redirected to (Figure 7> to review the-format

of the gener'alized MAM framework. Recall that the model utilizes

three distinct though obviously interrelated segments. The

first, the constraint matrix, contains the coefficients for the

system of simul-taneous linear inequalities (and equalities),

whose independent variables are the alternative progrp units:

Therefore, these coeffic4,ent values are really the criterion

measures 'associated with each independent variable's

"performance" or "need".

The second distinct segment, the,conditional vector (or

"right-hand-side"), contains the compote measures .Which

restrict the summations.of the cbeffitnts of the independent

variables, as those independent variables are evaluated for

inclusion within the final sOlution set. These RHS-values are

the upper (or lower) bounds associated with the linear

inequalities, and the ex ct standard associated with any linear

equation.

The-last segment, thed,bjective function, provldes the

guiding force behind the Selection of alternatives for membership

within the solution set. 'RemgAber that objective function

(sometimes referred to..as cost vectors, whether measuring cost or

not) must be either maximized or minimized,,depending_upon the.

objective of the problem modeled. Maximizing(or minimizing) the

summation of the objective function.is referred to (in

fashionable circles, of course) as optimization.

Under optimality then, the goal of the model is as follows:

to formulate the "best" solution mix of alternatives

based upon the values of the objective function; given

Q 1 /
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the constraints defined by the simultaneous system of

inequalities (and equalities) as modeled by the
A
Onstraint matrix, and the limitS provided by,the con-

ditional vector.

The Constraint Matrix

To formulate the ROLtAK problem,:\ a total of 31 individually.:'

funded programs were defined for evaluation. Each program's

bUdget was delineated into it's individual 'object expenditure'

requirements (certificated salaries, instructional supplies,

etc.). These initial eight expenditure breakdowns form the first

8 constraints of the constraint matrix; and-are entered as T-

normal transformations. The next two constraints are identical

vectors containing the total, composite expebditure requirements

for each program unit. Expressed in thousands of dollars, these

two vectors will provide ,the basis for controlling the model's

final, total amount of final deallocation. The last constraint.

Vector, in the matrix, contains the ranked values for the

"perceived expendability" of each unit; Where 1 = most expendable

and 31 = leth expendable.

Thus the criterion coefficients of the constraint matrix

represent three distinct measurement features: T-normals

measured in standard units, total expenditure measured in

thousands ofdollars, and expendability measured in ordinal

ranks.

Conditional Vector for a Scant Matrix

The RHS-values of the conditional vector served to opera-

tionalize the simultaneous system of the constraint matrix; that

is, they establish the limits which the vector-coefficients sum-
.

. mations must comply with.
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For e initial 8 object-expenditure constraints, the

RRS-values are computed to effect a generalized impact upon the

system as a whole treatingoall objects auallv. .Thus, expen-

ditures projected in any one category not place their assoc-

iated progeams-in Weighted jeopardy Althouah in some modeling

cases such weighting will be desireaple, the current example

.weights gll equally for demonstr,atiOn purposes: These specific

values will be discussed at length in the next section.

The next two constraint 'vectors are2i ntical in that their

coefficients represent composite object e enditures for each

program. The district's current operating budget comprised 893.5

(thousands) dollars. The goal of the model was 'to develop:'a plan

for \effecting a revised operating level of not less than 675:0

dollars (1000's) nor greater than 700.0 dollars (1000's). To
3 ,

model this objective (constraint), the sum of the first vector

was limited to 675.0 (greater than equal, and t1.1 sum of-the

second vector to 700.0 (less than or equal). In effect, this

"bracketing" allows a 25.0 dollars .(1000's) fleXibility factor

fOr' model evaluation.

The final const)4.Aint, the measure of perceived expendabil-

ity, was modeled to effeCt a smaller sum (minimized).. This was

necessitated due to the fact that a smaller rank represented

greater expendability -- and thus, the sum of smaller values pro-

duces a "preferred" smaller amount.

The considerations.required for a scant matrix involve only

the first 8 inequality vectors. However, the sum.of zeros will ..

not deter from the utility of the conditional vector in success-

fully controllipg the sum of the remaining sums. Since the empty

cells represent no expenditure for that, particular object, the

Choice of the associated program unit will not contribute to the

RHS-requirement (limit). (Again, please refer to the next sec-

tion for a more detailed discussion.)
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Cyclical'Objective Function f

Since the construction of the objective functiad, and: the

. subsequent maximization or minimization of:its'sud, definesovhat"

. we call 'optiMality', the content to the:O.F: iS..a.biasing factor

to the model's evaluation of alternatives. It is reasonable to

expect a different mix of solution 'alternatives, if the model.'

utilizes a different objective function* changes- from m.a. ip-
. tion.to 'minimization 'of,the.same-objective vector.- -

°

ROLBAK examines the'effkt such manipUlation .has -upon solu-

tion results by cycling each Indivicipal constraint vector thrdugh.

a separate execution as -the objective function.. Moreover, the 0 .

A

focus is altered to 'investigate both optimality directions, maxi-

mization ancPM'

,The Problem

.

Given-the struftOe'of the MAM framework discussed above,

the resulting ROOAIC:Model will select_J(X- = 1) those program

units to be retained, that are tereceive funding. .

r

a
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-SEARCH FOR REGIONAL FEASIBLITY AS BENCHMARK

The initial attempts in. executing a M1M-designedsolution,
_._

.

requires the, establishment of first, initial region feasiblity of

thedeCision space, and:second,-abenchmarkfrom which the mani-

'Oulatton of4HS-Weightihg and cyclical optimization can both. be

measured.. peciston space(regional)-feasibility simply means

that at least one solution exists which satisfies the require7

.Aiehts of- the conStraint.matrix and conditional vector. :If. no

solution exists, under. any circumStance allowed by the linear

inequalities and equaTities,'thenthe decAioning (constraint).

and the model eitherregion is declared to be "infeasible";

altered or abandoned.

Once feasibility is:determined, a benchmark is established

to begin the,cyclical evaluation of the various agreed-upon cri-
°

terion values:. The benthmark may in fact be the initial point at

which.feasibillty is detertnined. However, serious practitioners

of theoart (obviously us!) search for two separate modeling

configurationsfrom which to observe the'effect of the varying

..optimaTity criteria. These separate configurations can best.be

addreSSed as states of restrictiowand relaxation.

The restricted model .contiins'RH-values which force the

execution to choose its'Soktidn"set.Mo5t carefully; that is, the

limits imposed are very restrictive as to what is allowable to

constitute a solution. On.the Otherliand, the relaxed model uti-

. ljzes such RHS-values as will, invite solution set membership'pat-

:terns'which widely differ. The authors have chosen both so as to

baase'even'the'most skebtical'of our readers.
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'N' of the Scant Matrix

The normal procedure in attempting to establish feasibility

is to arbitrarily project the number (N) of solution which is

likely to result from the successful implementation of the model.

With the use of.T-normals, and the given T(mean) = 50.0 and

T(standard deviation) = 10.0, the arbitrary N can, be used to

establish a beginning RHS-value:
\

N(50.0 + 10.0) = N(60.0)

for a perceived upper bound; and:

N(50.0 - 10.0) =N(40.0)

for a perceived lower bound. (The rationale for such con-

siderations has been discussed at length in a.previous'chaliter of

this report.)

The existence 'of a scant matrix however-provides a rather

uniquesituation concerning such 'N' formulation. That is, the

N's concerning each criterion across .all alternatives will

differ, based upon the number of empty (i.e. zero)-cells. And in

fact for this particular ROLBAK formulation, this is exactly the

case. Referripg to Figure 8 (on page ), you will see that the

number of non-zero cells are as follows:

49-

.CERT =

CLAS = 10

BENE = 8

SUPL = 14

INST = 10

CONT = 14

TRAV = 2

CAPI = 18e,
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Under these circumstances, the useful relationship of

must be changed to

N(T(Mn) + T(S.D.))

Nk(T(M ) + T (S.D.))

for each separate k = 1,2,...,8 of the object expenditure

categories.

Expected Solution Index

The expected solution index (ESI)scontrols for both the

existence of a scant matrix of zero-cells,and the necessity to

investigate varying levels of solution N's -- that is, the number

of units which may be members of the final solution set.

Although inextricably related, we will develop each separately

for the sake of understanding their unique contribution.

The existence of a scant matrix will provide a varying

number of non-zero cells. Tooperationalize the utility of the

N(T(Mn) + T(S.D.)) idea, we must vary the N for each computation

of the particular RHS-value. Furthermore, the region of feasible

solution(s) will likewise require the search for a suitable

(expected) solution set size; that is, to allocate (for example)

funds to 10 programs; or .12; or 14; etc.

The EIS is calculated to take into account both scant matri-

ces and varying solution set membership by utilizing, the postulate:

t.
(N 0)(E)

N(total)
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where,

4

(N 0) = number of non-zero cells for the given

criterion constraint;

(E) = number of expected solution set

alternatives; and

N(total) = number of total possible alternatives.

In our ROLBAK example, this expression can be reduced to

(N 7 0) (E)

31

For example, if we were to examine the ESI for the "certificated

salaries" constraint (12 non-zero cells) and an expected solution

membership of 10, the index based upon the (N 0) would be calcu-

lated as:

a

N70 12
= = .387 ,

31 31

and with-the expected membership (E) of 10,

N>0

31 (E) = .387(E) = .387(10) = 3.87

This index and its relationship to the T-normal values will,be

described in the next subsection.
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RHS--Values by Index

<Figure 9> summarizes the calculation of RHS-values utilizing

the idea of an expected solution index (ESI) for a scant matrix.

for example, given the constraint,of certificated salaries

(CERT), with 12 non-zero entries and an expected solution mem-

bership of 10 units, the RHS-value would be computed as:

12(10)
(50.0 -'10.0) = 3.87 (40.0) = 155.0,

31

assuming that a "linear bound" is the desired RHS intention.

The RHS-:values for PERC and COMP are arrived at arbitrarily

as well, but without resorting to the above scheme for T-normals.

Search for Feasibility

Use of the ESI System discussed in the preceding subsection

established immediate feasibility, with concurrent values for
%

PERC and COMP as shown. Any value Mr PERC lesS than 500,

however, last the feasible region.

Search for Bend-hark

The range of expected membership values. was varied from E =

10 to E = 16, and the definition(s) of relaxed benchmark attached

to:

E = 16; PERC) = 500,

and benchmark attached to:

E = 10; PERC = 600.
4
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Figure 9. Computation of Conditional Vector (RHS) Values for Constraint Matrix
with Zero Sub-Matrices and Cell-Entries Based UponT-Normal Scores

Criterion Constraint Code

Certificated Salaries CERT.

Classified Salaries CLAS

Employee Benefits . BENE

Supplies & Materials.. SUPL

Instructional Supplies 18ST

Contractural Services CONT

Travel Expenditures TRU.

Capital Outlay CAPI

Administrative Perception PERC

Composite Budget COMP

* *

8)0
Index = -IT-

RHS-Values by Expect.ed Indoy"

N>0 INDEX* E=10 E=12 E=14 L=16

12 .389 155 186 217 248

10 .323 129 155 181 206

08 .258 103 124 145 ' 165

14 .452 181 217 253 289

10 .323 129 155 , .181 206

14 .452 181 217-, 253 20

02 .065 026 031 036 041

18 .581 232 279 325 372

31 (Restricted = 500 / Relaxed = 600)

31 (Lower Limit = 675.0 / Upper Limit = 700.0)

RHS (EXP) = [8)0] rT(Mn)+ T(SD)] / 31 = (Indei) (Tm+10). where: 1. Index (40) for Lower Bound (>1)
2. Index (60) for Upper Bound
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Since the object categories were constrained to force sum-

mations greater than or equal to the RHS-values established by

the ESI, the larger,the RHS-value, the more difficult to find an

acceptable solution -- therefore, the more restricted. Likewise,

for the relaxd system and smaller values of the RHS.

For the purposes of the remainder of this chapter, the

restricted and relaxed benchmarks will be utilized to observe the

effect _of cyclical optimization upon solution set membership.

32 1
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CYCLIC OPTIMIZATION OF THE RESTRICTED MODEL

The first of two major quantitative assessments, the cyclic

optimization of each of ten (10) criterion linear (convex) com-

binations as the objective function, produced analyzable results

under both maximization and minimization. This section will

study these results, and address the'ir relationship to both the

model's execution and the criteria utilized, for the restricted

model.

Maximized/Restricted Solutions

< Figure 17 displays the results orthe various Cyclical

maximizations within the restricted setting. Of the possible

combinations of the available 31 units for solution membership,

only two distinct solution sets were formed. The mix set of 10

entries

E 01,02,03,04,058,07,09,11,15,17 3

produced a new budget of 680.0 dollars (1000's) for a savings of

213.5 dollars (1000's), in five cases. Similarly, anothe five

instances formed the mix set of 10 entries

[ 01,02,04,05,07,11,15,16,17,23 3

producing a new budget of 680.5 dollars for a savings of 213.0

dollars.

Additional technical data has been included within the

figure for the more technically knowledgeable.,

74\
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Figure 10. Effect Upon Budget Deallocation Oecisions Based Uoon the Variable Flows of a Cyclic Objective
-Function. and tne Interaction of a 'Maximized, Restricted" Constraint Iterative Problem.

Objective Maximization Constraints: Restrictea

150'16: rc40 500)
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Minimized/Restricted Solutions

Minimizing the various objective functions within the

restrictive setting produced similar results as displayed in

<Figure 11 >. Four occurrences of the solution vector'

[ 01,02,03,04,05,07,09,11,15,17

and three occurrences of the solution vector

[ 01,02,04,05,07,11,15,16,17,23

resulted in the minimized, restricted setting. Unlike maximized

optimality however, the use of minimized objective functions

failed to produce a solution in three, separate instances.

. Validity Evaluation of the Restricted Model

Analysis of variance procedures were utilized to detect the

extent of criterion difference between membership in the solution

vs. non-solution sets. Since optimality within the restricted

setting produced only two different combinations of solutions,

these post hoc assessments, were easy to execute. Results are

presenteCI in <Figure 12'.

A review of the ANOVA results show that in all cases except

.one, the mean values of the "included" criterion indicators were

greater than the non-solutional weights; and were therefore con

sistent with model expectations and formulated constraints. The

one exception occurs in both optimality settings when the percep-

tion of expendability was used as the O.F.

It is also interesting to note, that the
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Figure 11. Effect Uoon Budget deallocation Decisions Based Uoon the Variable Forms of a Cyclic Objective
Function, end tne interaction of a "Minimized. Restricted" Constraint Interacive Problem.
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Figure 12. Summary of Cyc.lic Optimality Dieecti.ons (of Criterion Objective
Functions) Utilized in Guiding. the :Fully'Restricted (EXP=16:'
PERC=500). Problem to Two Oistinct Solutions; .and. Resulting Object
Expenditure Impact.
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[ 01,02,03,04,05,07;09,1 ,1

pattern resulted i.n six (6) statistically Significant differences:

while the other .pattern resulted in only five (5). Thpugh. barely

different in number,:the criterion producing such differenCes (as

'-'0.F.) varied in botiltaseS. The reader should recall tha't signi7

ficant differenCes in criterion mean weights portray the ability

of the model to utilize such criterion constraints Withjh the

decisioning and.solution set building process.

Reliability Evaluation ,of the Restricted Mo41,

"'Discriml*Wfunction analysis was .efilPlc131.0,study the

co'itsiStency and predictability of the model'Ounction in pro-

ducing reliable solution sets.

set

(Figure 13> displays the discriminant results fo solution

E 01,02,03,04,05,07,0 _ ,15,17 3.

r.

The major criterion values predictive of the established solution

is shown in the order of their importance. Re-prediction was

established with 96.77 percent acpuraCy.

The results for the solution set

[ 01,02,04,05,07,11,15,16,17,23

are found in 'eigure 14'. Iru.this case, only three Criterion:

distrtbUtions were required re-predict membership at an

equivalent 9677.ercent accuracy.
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Figure 13. Use of Discriminant Analysis in Predicting Program IncliOn for
Budgeter! -Revision, SolutiOn =1, Based Upon the Cyclic-. Ootimization
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The second of the two major quantitative assessments, the

relaxed setting' .produced a wide diversity4,of solution sets. In

fact, out of twenty executions and seventeen successful

feasibilities, all seventeen solution sets were unjqge.

Maximized/Relaxed SolOtilOOS

(Figure 15> displays ten unique solutions, one for each of

the cyclic optimizatipns under Maximization. All solutions were

successful in rebudgeting between the 675.0 and 700.0 limits. It

is perhaps more interesting to study the column of numberf:

labelled Iselectton tally', on the right side of the figure. The

repetition wfth Which particular units were chosen for continued

funding reseMble's closely the two solution sett' constructed with

the restricted model formulati*

Minimized/Relaxed Solutions

*.
!

Minimizing in the relaxed tettin produced three failures at

set building. Of the seven solution set, constructed, all are

distinct; :and different from the Maximization sequence.

(Figure 16> presents these data results.

The alert reader willalso note that the relaxedsetting

produces varying numbprs of units within the solution set (low of

10 to a high ofj3nits selected).
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'Validity Evaluation of the Relaxed Model

Figure 177 and (Figure 18) contain the analysis of variance

results concerning the mean values for criterion weight

membership. As might be expected due to the diverse membership

ofithe many solution sets formed under relaxation, statistical
r,

significance is not as controlled and patte ned as the restlicted

modeling outcomes.

Reliability Evaluation of the Relaxed=Model

Because of the".eventeen different-solution sets formed by

optimization within the relaxed.setting,sposi hoc assessments of

consistency were undertaken in a different fashion than those.

under restricted optimality. .As (Figure 19) and?(Figure 207.

demonstrate for maximization and minimization respectively, the

frequency of a unit's selection as a solution was utilized-for

di'sdriminant analysis. Such a choice to utilize frequencT

obviously increased the interval variance of the dependent::,

variable; and it is thus expected to diminiSh the extept.,:of.re

predictive accuracy.

Maximization discriminants required five of the available

ten criteria to predict membership 0.70.97 percent accuracy.

Correspondingly, the minimization discriminants required six cri-

terion indicators to re-predict at 83.87 accuracy:'
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Figure 17. Tests for Level of Satisfactory Significant Differences Between,Ob)ects of Budget
Revision (Included) and Dellocatea 9udgets (Excluded); Relaseo Maximization.'

(Objective Maximization)
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Figure 13. Tests for, Level of Satisfactory Significant-'0ffeences Between Objects of Budget
Revision (Included) and Oellocated dudgets (Excluded); Relaxed Maximization.
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Figure 19. Use of Discriminant. Analyiis for Predicting the Frequency of Budget Selection
Resulting from a Cyclic Maximization of the Relaxed Problem.

Bohai licEq HOU! FRS BUOGEt FRET( 11110GE1' fait

ol '10 09 1U 17 10 25 --
02 7 10 1 18 2 26 4
01 5 11 6 19 1 27 1

04 1. 10 12 -- 20 -- 28 2
05 8 13 2 21 2 29 1
06 6 14 1 22 1 30 1Ul 9 15 _10 23 6 31 1
03 -- 16, 4 24
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Figure 20. Use of Discriminant Analysis for Predicting the Frequency of.Budget
Selection Resulting from a Cyclic Minimization of the Relaxed Problem.
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COMPARISON OF THE RESTRICTED VS: RELAXED

DECISIONING FRAMEWORK-

Modeling within the restricted setting produced the most

're-predictabe' and criterion-significant results. Less cri-

terion measures were required to explain the solution set

membership. And, restricted optimizations tended to require no

greater modeling effort lhan the relaxed setting (measured via.

iterations and computation seconds).

Results of the relaxed setting, however, provide a strong

preview of the flexibility of the model for determining a wide

array of solution memberships based upon varying standards

(objective function values). In addition, the relaxed setting

also presents a hint of the diversity in model building based

upon the weighting of particular criterion indicators by relaxing

certajn RHS-values while retaining others' in a restrictive

-fashion.

Finally, both optimality sequences demonstrate the utility

of the MAM system in general (and the ROLBAK system in

particular) ,for evaluating multiple criteria, and selecting a ,

distinct solution set from anong multiple tompeting alternatives.

Effect of the Restricted Environment Upon Optimality

.

The restricted environment which constrained the ROLBAK

detision-making was constructed using an expected solution index

(ESI) of value 16;' and a perceived expendability value of 500,

That is,/the design of.the solution set (program .pits to be. !

funded, for a total new budget between 675.0 and 700.0

dollars); and reflecting an administrative-perception of priority
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for expendability -- was required to exhibit the qualities of

potential, solution with 16 peSsible "average" member units for

each of the 8 object expendjture,categories modeling the indivi-

dual programmatic budgets:,,,teqUerkally, each constraint was ..

cycled through the:Model as the objective function (first for''.

maximization, then for minimization) in order to diffei-entiall.

direct the construction of the solution sets under optimality;:

that is, those solution Sets which best represented the

constrained environment design by the restricted, linear ine-

quality constraints, and furthermore provided the most maximal

(or minimal) summation of the objective function vector.

Optimality under maximization. :LUtilizing restricted

RHS-value(s)vectorsto construct &.feasiblity region for ROLBAK

decision-making, 2 distinct solution sets were formulated by

separate sets of 5 of the available 10 cyClic objective

functions. Solution #1:

4 5 7 9 11 15 17 3

presented 10 program unit budgets for funding under the reduced

budgetary levels, out of the existing '31 potential multiple

alternatives. The 5 object. expenditure (bUdgeting) vectors AO

produced these solutions under maximization were:

1. CERT (certificated salaries);.

2. CLAS (classified salaries);

3. SUPL (supplies and materials);

4. TRAY (travel expnditures); and

5. CAPI (capital outlay).

A -total of 213.5 (1000's dollars) was c from the original

budget of 893.5 (1000's dollars), deallocating 21 program units,

resulting in a new, system operating level of 680.0 (1000's
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dollir,sY.. The other distinct solution set constructed under--;

maximization, solUtiorv#2::

E 1 2 4 5 7 11 15 16 . 17 23'1

also presented 10 :program unit budgets for continued, fiindtng 'but

of the Potential,31:,alternatives available. The :remain -fri4'5

Object expenditure vectors which prodUced:theSe:solutions under

maximization, were:.

1. BENZ (employee benefits);'

2. INST:(instruCtional materials)-

3. CONT'qContractual services),:

4. PERC'(edministrWve'Perc06ion

5. COMP (budgetary composites).

A total of 213.0 (1000's dollarsi was cut from the ortiginal

budget of 893.5 (1000's dollars), deallocating 21 program units,

resulting in a new, system operating level of 680.5 (1000's

dollars). Thus the difference between the two solution sets was

approximately .5 (1000's dorlars),and 4 varying unfinmember

slips.

Optimality under minimization. Utilizing retructed

RHS-value(s) vectors to construct the feasibility region for

ROLBAK,decision-maki.ng, the same 2:distinct solution set were

found under minimization, as were developed under maximization.

Differences were observed however, both in the number of

i) occurrences of the solution set, and in,the, objective function(s)

which guided the solutional design. SolTef6n

2 5 7 9 11 15 17 3

resulted from the following objective function vectors:



BENE(employee enefits);

kihStruttiNal materials);

CONT..(:contraCtual services)and
- .

PERC (administrative percelltion).

. .

The reader: will note,:that under maximization, these same four

vector's .collaborated on a different solution set. The resulting

expenditure reduction of 213.5 (1000's dollars) remains the same,

of courSe. Solution #2 under minimization: F

E 1 11 15 16 17 23 "3

occurred in .3 instaKces;-ander the use of the Cyclic objective

fUnttions:

CLAS (classifiedlaplesTh

SUPL (suppTies.aridiM4Orl

"CAPI (capital outT4y)':.

The reader will.AlSoliote, that previOySlyunde.r:rp4xWz.dtf9r

these same three vectors collaborated oll'adffferent.solutiob

set. As before, the resulting.expenditure redUction of.213.0

-.(1000's dollartlemAins,the:same.

Validitywana)gSis of restricted results. For the purposes

of this study, validity tests represented the administration of

post hoc andlysis'tp determine if the resulting solutions

reflected the original objectives of the ROLBAK model. The ori-

ginal ROLBAK objectives were formulated the-construction of

the linear 'object category' vectors. Validation under these

circumstances proceeds in two Stages. Stage 1 validation is

moot, since the:exeated ROLBAK model produced at least one solu-

tion vector (in,o r. case, two distinct alternative solution -

sets), in conform uce with-04e-;:defined RHS-vector values. 'Stage
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2 validation proceeds to 'analyze the values .6f the variou

constraint vectors; and to test their -mean-differences d terthined

6y-their solution versus the min-solutionmembership.

Parametric,, oneway ',analysis of variance procedures were utilized

to test these criterion, 'mean-value differences. ,Solution #1:

demonstrated 6 of the 10 criterion vectorS.to pi'-oduce statisti

cally significant (p k .10) greater criterion mean-weights for

the solution sets; 'then existing within the non-solution set.

The 'six criterion vectors 'were:

CERT (certificated sklaries);

(classified. Saqries);

. SUPL .(suppli e'.-and materi al s);

4. - INST. (nstructional matertals);
.

54 CAPI (Capital',Outlay); and

6. ,:.COM? (budgetary composites).

Of. the remaining .4 vectOrs.' 01110Yee:benefitS ,(50E),contraCtual;.

services (CONT), and travel eipenditures (TRAY):; 'the lack. of 15

.10 significance is not viewed ndi cat i on of 46otenti al

invalidity, due to the mean-trends observed.' The relattvely con-

founded 0-le 1 for ,admInistrative' perceOtion (PERC.) of p %.67,

is'.uhderstan'able basedupon the ordinal scaling for PERC, in

which each orOinal graduation (1, 2, 3, 31) is r6Oresented.

Sim arly, solut4on #2 iSt

dembnstrkted 5 of the .10 criterion vectors to produce stati-sti
,

tally-s.ignificant '.19) greater criterion mean- weights for

the solution set. They five criterion vectors-were:

-11 ,

'15 16, 17' 23 a
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I.. SUPL (supplies and materials);

2. 1NST (instructional materials);

CONT (contr,adtgal services);

4.. CAPI utlay); and

5. '.COMP (budgetary composictet).

The.. remaining five driterionjmean weights are accepCable, though

not at the desired p < .10:level% Much of the inability to lain

1.. the desirable.p c .10 level can be attributed to the large`pro-

t Jportion of zero-cells scant index) within the constraint matrix.

4- ?'Reliability analysis.fof restricted results; For the pur-.,

poses of, this study, reliability:tests represented the admin-

.istration of post h,Od analyses to 'determine if the'esulting

solutioni were 'predictable' based upon the'multiple data distri-

bution configurations of the criterion vectors; that is', whether

a particular program unit's inclusion (versus exclusion) within

the solution set was predictable. Parametric discriminant fund-

'

tion analysis procedUres.,were utilj2ed to eValuate.the'extent of

such predictabilityln-Order to predict the original solution

set 71:

a total of 5 cri.terion diStributions were required. Listed.in_

the order of 4e*r importande (i.e., amount of variance ekrilained

and order of entry into discriminant construction), thete

teria are:

z.

1. COMP (budgetary composites);-

2. SUPL (supplies and materials);

3. .CAPI (capital 'outlay);

'4. CERT (certificated salaries); and

5. CLAS (,classified salaries).
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The-discriminant re- prediction (recless4ficatfon of solution set

member'ship) returted an 1 mis-incllistoh.for a Tin41:96.77 percent

accuracy (reprediability)'factor. In turn, sofutiov#21 fw

'111 i5 .16 1. '2

,
required the fallowing 3 criterion Atributotons'In' Order to pry

,

dict membership within the solution (in.order *of

importance7entr9):

* ,
ye , *

1. COMP .(budgetary.composites);

2. CONf(,(contractual seevices); And

3. *INST (instructional materials)..

The di'scriminant re-prediction for the second solution formed

5., upon restricted optimality resulted in 1 mis-egclusion fora

final 96.77 percent accuracy factor. The'reader will note, that

the,criterion distribution COMP was the only vector utilized in

both discriminant formulizations.

Non-solution results. While maximization (optimality) pro-
.

duced a solution set for each cyclic iteration of the various

criterion vectors, minimization was unable toProducea solution,

vector, when the criterion vectors being ''minimized' were the 3

vectors:

. CERT (certificated salaries);

. TRAV (travej, expenditures); and

. COMP (budgetary composites).

Non - solutions bas04upon TRAV can le'discounted based upon tie

high Proportion of zero-cefl entries (29 of 31 possible 'Cells

equal to 0);'in which case, the model cob Td not'Lmeke up,its

mind'.1,Non=optimalitx under' the guidance of{ CERT and /or. COMP

fi
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however, 'Is an interesting result. Precisely stated (and hope-

fully in English), neither the CERT nor the COMP, vector(s) could

summate to a small enough final value (minimum); such that the

optimal objective functions vector could physical,ly.pass7through

the feasibliity'region geometrically constructed via the 11

constraint matrix inequalities. (The authors apologiz for.the

last statement!)

Effect of the Relaxed Environment Upon Optimality

The,relaxed environment whith constrained the ROL8Alc

..decision-making was .constr'ucted using an expected solutIon,index

(ESI) of value 10; and'a.perceived expendability value of 600.1

That is, the design of the solution set was required to exhibit'

the "qualities of potential solution with 10 possible "average"

member units for each of the 8 object categories used in

constraints.' The reader will note, that since the RHS-value fdr
. ,.

administrative perception (PERC) was increased to value 600,

programHunits with greater'perceived e0endabiljty' levels.could

still become meMberS of the solution set--- that is, .refunded for

continuation. As with the restricted'environment 'diScUssed,in
v

the preceding section each constraint was cycledthrou gh the

relaxed model (sequentially) as the objective function.

ti
Optimality under maximization. ROLBAK produced a distinct

/-.solution set for each ofithe 10 cyclical objective functions uti-

lized during optimal' maximization of the relaxed model. In fact,

only the, program units:

[ 8, 12 20 -24 25 31 3

were never at least one of the 10 individual solu-

7 tion vectors. Budggry savings ,ranged froma lo\w of 193.5'

(1000's .dollars) for the solution t'ector:
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E 1 4 5 7 9 11 16 17 23 26 29 3,

to a high of 218.0 (1000's dollars) for each of the solutions:

[ 1 2 3 4 6 7 9 11 15 16 17 23 3

based upon maximal CAPycapital outlay), and:

1 4 5 6 7 9 14 15 16 17 18 :23 283

based upon maximal PERC (administrative perception). The size of

the solution vectors ranged from a low of 11 units to a high of

13 units .(as 'compared to the stable 10 units under optimality in

the restricted system).

Optimality under minimization. A total Of 7 optimal solu-

tion vectors, each distinct, resulted from Mtnimization within

the constrained, relaxed space. Thre criterion;vectors producing

Optimal results, were:

1. CERT (certificated salaries); :

2. SUPL (supplies and materials);

3. INST (instructional materials);

4. CONT (contractual services);

5. TRAV (travel' expenditu;es);

6. PERC (administrative perception

7. BENE (employee: benefits).

; and

Programmatic savings ranged from a low of 202.0 (1000's dollars)

based upon TRAV:

[ 1 4 5 6 7 11 15 16 17 21 26 3

to high of 218.5 (1000's dollars) based upon,,CONT:
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E 1 Z 3 4 6 7 9 15 17 1g 23 26 3.

Unit membership 'ranged from a high of 13 (INST) to'a low of 10

(PERC). Not one of 7 solutions under minimization was identical

to the 10 solutions under maximization.

Validity analysis of relaxed results. The approach to va 1-

dating the results of th ROLBAK execution under relaxed condi-

tions differed from that previously discussed Within thei

restricted state. Since 17 distinct solution sets were formed

based upon both maximization and minimization under relaxed

conditions, validation of the effect of solution set construction

upon individual criterion mean-weight differences was effected in

two related ways. First, the frequency of p 1 .10 occurrences,

where each defined objective function (CERT;.,CLAS, COMP)

produced desireable mean-value weights across the criterion

constraints was explored, utilizing (as before) oneway analysis

of variance procedures. These results are indicated as:

NR (p < .10) 3.

Secondly, the frequence of p < .10 occurrences, where criterion

constraint values (CERT, CLAS, COMP) reflect desireable

mean-value weights across the cyclic objective functions, were

studied; and indicated as:

E NC ('p < .10)' 3.

<Figure 21) summarizes these NR and NC summations for optimality

results under both maximization and minimization. The

NR7ifrequenciet.:are analogous to those previoutly defined for the

restricted environment. Based upon the computed percents for the

ti, frequenciet possible, 10 and 7 (for maximization and--.

ntrnizatidft,relPectivelA,the.NR valuet appear relatiVely.J
f
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Figure 21. Suumary of [ N(p < .10) J ana Nc(p < .1011] Values from
Figures 19 no 20.
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identical; likewise for the NC frequencies. Summing both the

NR and NC values, and ranking those sums (where 1 = high and.10 =

low), an ordinal measure of relative weight can be developed.

Finding the absolute value of the difference between these sum

(NR) and (Nc).ranks (i.e. I DIFF-RANKS I ), presents a measure of

relative consistency between NR and NC values. The'authors have

previously thought that the greater the consistency, the ',greater

the resulting value of the particular criterion vector.. Thus,

the smaller the rank-difference, the more valuable the criterion

involved. However, careful examination of the ranks of NR and

"Nc demonstrate that the correlation between the two vectors of

rank to be non-parallel (correlation (N
R,

N ) .= -0.666). And

furthermore, that the correlation between the NR and NC values,

and their difference (DIFF-RANKS) to be nearly non - existent'

(+0.129 and -0.048, respectively). Further study is required

this area to study these issues 'of consistency and utility:

Reliability analysiS 9f relaxed results. As with' restricted

results, discriminant :ftinCtiOris were uti-11zed'to determine the

predictablity of the"obtainedlkolution vectors. For the rdleX8d

environment however, membership in any particular SolUtionse

was not the dependent variable; rather, the -frequency of each

individual program unit being chosen for refube,ng 'across all
,

criterion objective function (i.e. the selection. tally for the

tracking matrix) was used as'the dependent (to be-pied ;icted)

variable. Under maximization, the re-predictioh of the selection

frequency (i.e. the N of inclusion across 10 successful

executions) required 5 criterion distributiOnstO formulate the..

discriminant functions. In order of entry'aed importance,they'

were:

1. COMP(budgetary composites);,'

2. INST (instructional materals);.

3. CAPI (capital outlay);

2
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4. PERC (administration perception); and

5. CLAS (classified salaries).

The discriminant re-prediction (reclassification of total inclu-

sion frequency) resulted in 4 over-estimates and 5 under-_
estimates for a final 70.97 percent accuracy (repredictability)'

factor. Minimization results on the other hand required 6 cri-

terion distributions to formulate the discriminant functions:

1. COMP (budgetary composites);.

2. BENE (employee benefits);

.3. CONT (contractual services)

4. TRAV (travel expentures);

5. CAPI (capital outlay)'; and

SUPL (suplies and materials).

Oicriminantepredi'ction yielded 3 oven-estimates and 2 under-

esim-ates for abi,4,1YAccuracpfactor of 83,,.87
-_, . ,

seem, that the erer::tbiOdistributions'are:MbchMoreASeful in

predicting indi-vidual inclusion, then in determining total inclu-

§,ion across 'all Criterion objectiVe functions.

On-solutIon results. As was evidenced in the restricted

envirOhriient:residlts, only minimization within a relaxed region

rOduced'i''Astance's\( ) of non-solution; they were:

CLAS tiessified salaries);

outlay); and

Ud etary composites) .
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j
VALIDATION OF THE'ROLBAK MODELING FRAMEWORK

A total of 31 program ,budgeting (unit) alternatives were eval,

uated for defunding across a total of 10 competing criterion
*-

references. In lieu of a step-wise procedure as represented in .

, the school, closure modeling framework, the model is further

constrained to, choose thoS4otrograms for rebinding such,that the'

new pberating.district budget is not less tHan 675,000 dollars,
.

but'nOt more than 700,000 dollars for the particular programs

under scrutiny. To study the effect of the model's solution

generation process,-the feasfbility-region as defined by the

constraint matrix and the RHS=values is 6onstrUcted in two

distinct patternS': a highly.restricted region in which very

stringent controls are ,defined for the modeling procedure; and a

relatively relaxed region in which less stringent controls are

modeled. In addition, the ROLBAK fonmulation is exetUted both'

for cyclic maximization of the objective functions, and for

-Cyclic minimization bf.the objective functions. Thus, a total of

4 tracking matrice containing 10 potential soluijion sets (each)

result.'

This particular.Modeling applicatio'n represents the:"scant"

matrix case,' in that' a high proportion-(48.7 percent) dr cri-

terion matrix cells contained a 'zero' entry, signifying ,no cost

for that particular alternative within a specific object-'

expenditure category. For the SCHCLO model, the criterion matrix

was ficomplete"'-- all cells contained a value greater than zero:

Under the 'restr c ed' formulation, the 17 resulting solution

sets signify only 2 istihct s,olation vectors. In contrast:under

the 'relaxed' formulation,ia total of 17 distinct solution vec-,

tors'result. Under ath restricted and relaxed limitations 3.
.

objective functions were unable to declare optimality due.to the

inability to find an initial integer-feasiple solution.
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<Figure 22, and (Figure 23, display the solution sets

resulting from optimization within the restricted region

environments. The selection tally vector isnoted; 'as well as

the impact loon the total budget -based upon the simulated cuts

(i.e., where X=fupded). As can be easily seen,' the solutions,

'.-resAting from optiMization-Within the restricted environment

present only two-,distinct alternatives for later discriminant
.,analyses.

<Figure 247 and (Figure 25, display those solution sets,

resulting from th,e'optimizations within a relaxed environment.

,::'total of 17 distinct:solution set vectors are formedand thus

the selection tally matrix demonstrates greater varialD)tty-than

existent within the restricted orientation..

1:)iscrAmTn4nt functions were;;COMPiiied'.forti.,ie'Telaxed modelfn

-Setti*first; requiring a separat.e.diSCrliMiiiant execution for
.. :

'..e4. the edistincOlUtion vectors resulting from the'MAM

nelY.Sis. As noted in an earlier section this paper, cri-:., 7-
.teriOn. strength was ev4i luated'utilizing the three composites

'Vedtors;

DISCRIMINANT CRITERION INCLUSION VECTOR

DISCRIMINANT CRITERION ENTRY VECTOR

DISCRIMINANT WEIGHTING SUMMARY VECTOR.

The first vector composed of binary (1,0) entries

signifying whether a specific criterion was entered into the

discriminant analysis for explaining the variance within the

solution seta. The second vector contains entries of 1,2,3,...

such- that the order-of-entry for the discriminant criteria is

represented. Finally, the third vector contains a factor-weight
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Effect Upon Ruilont bealIncalion Decisions
liased'Upon the Variable Flows of a Cyclic Objective

Functien, and the interactioO of a "Maximized, Restricted" Constraint Iterative Problem.
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Effect Upon Bildget D e e location Decisions Based, Upon tinkSiarialtle forms of a Cyclic Objectiva
function, and the interaction of a "Minidiiied; RestriCted".Constraint Interative problem.
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EffectUpon Dud' get Deallocatibil Deci4ions Ildsed Upon the'Variable limo of ..a Cyclic Objective Function,
and the Interaction of a "Maximiied,Ilelaxeil" Constraint. 'Iterative Problem.
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. .
,_

entry eackpf:the 'entered' vector5',=to Measure the.Telative
; :

iM
.`

portance of each °tithe discriminating criterion references.
..,.

.The. notion of decisioning reliability was evaluated
t

techniques:.

CANONICAL ORRELATI61'

RE-CLASSIFICATION ANALYSIS.
-

(Figure 26, contains the discriminant results, for solutions

accountable to maximization within a relaxed_region. The first

ten columns contain the information from the discriminant analy-
,

. ses for each of the ten simulated solution sets. The ordinial

numerals represent order-of-entry, while,the bracketed entries

[x.xx] contain the factor-weights computed from dividing each of

the standardized canontcal discriminant coefficients.by the

smallest such coefficient for each disctiminant analysis. For

example in the first column signifying the results of discrimin-.:

ating the solution'computed from maximizing 'certificated

salaries', 5 criteria were required to. explain'available variance

within the solution.set. The criterion 'budgetary composites'

was entered first, and_ represents aZactor of 2.51 in its import

ance to the remaining 4 criterion disOriminants. The criterion

'certificated §alaries' was entered secondly, and,represents a

factor of 3.17 in its,relative importance for discriminating the

solution set being analyzed; and so forth. The selection tally

..vector is similarly analyzed via discriminant functions.

For understanding the dimension of decisioning reliability,

computed camonical correlation coefficients existed as follows,

for maxmized-relaxed solutions:,
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Objective

Function

Canonical

Coefficient

Percent Variance

- Explained

Relative

Rank

-CERT :9056 82 0 3

CLAS .8633 74 5 6

BENE ;.8729 76. 4

SUPL ,9077 82.4 2

INST .9339 87.2 1

CONT .8679 75.3 5

AP, TRAY '.8614 '74.2 7

.CAPI .8419 70.9 8

:PERC .7870 61.9 9

* .co"mR .7281 53.0 10.

, thus it would seem, that a formalized objective of

"maximizing;' the expenditures associated with instructional

materials in determining which programs to refund during a period

of scant resourses, produced the highest correlation between the

criterion matrix of 10 vectors and :the proposed solution, set vec

V constructed from the MAM analysis ,executton.' Likewise, the

maximization of 'budgetary composites'- produced the lowest

correlation, explaining oQly 53.-6 percent of independent variance
. 9

within the MAO solution vector.

The second ' phase' of measuring tleci s °fling, rel i abi 1 ity

exists in the accuracy of re-predcting metbership
f

bbared updnthe classification function,coefficients generated via

the discrimigant analysis. The bottom portion of F'igui4e 14

,.portray these results for each of the 10 s.olbtion vector's formed

' by the varying criterion focus ofthe objective function. The

resets of re-classiUgation for the selection tally vector ore

al so di s'pl ayea%

*4

v,
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C

<Figure 27) illustrates the similar results from applying

'discriminant function analyses to the solution vectors formed by

minimization within a relaxed setting The three vectors for

denoting criterion strength are easily distinguishable fromrthe 7

successful (columns):optimizations. The re-classificAtIon por-
o

tion of measuring decisioning reliability is also shown.

- The computed canonical correlation coefficients for

minimized-relaxed solutions:

Objective

Function

Canonic'al

Coefficient

Percent Variance

Explained

Relative

Rank

CERT .7721 59.6 6

CLAS .._

4

BENE .7902 ' 62.4 5

SUPL y .8194 67.1 2

INST. .7675 58.9 7

CONT. .8000 64.0 3

TRAV .7928 62.9 d

CAPI

PERC /-
k

.9343 87.3

COMP

demonstrated, that solution - set formulated by minimizing the

'administrative perception' entries in determining a solutiOn, to

be the best fit with the overall criterion matrix; and the solu-

tion from minimizing 'instructional materials', the least 'best'

fit.

Regarding the results of Optimizing (both maximally and

minimally) within the restricted environment, <Figure 287
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'i 11 ustrates the discriminant fun,ction analysis' framework..
Similarly, the canonical coefficients were cOmputed as:

Solution . :Cerio,ni cal Percent Variance' Relative.
VeCtor Coefficient Explained Rank

Thetuse o discriminant ftioLtiOnS,.i.m.Providing a tiSe'ful post":-
. .
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arialysis. ;Jo accomplish these ends, the multiple linear

Agression tichnique, discriminant functions analysis, is uti-

lized to measure the topics of criterion strength and decisioning

:.'superior efficacy found in relating multiple correlational stra-

,tegies to di'scovering relationships between solution vectors and

Vie,Criterion.vectors (matrice) supporting those decisions.

'Three* ureS of criterion strength and two measures of deci-

siOilfg liebility are illustrated for the reader -- all

me es normally products of discrlminant function(s)

ation.

The resj41:tt of these discriminant analyses illustrate the

It is .a fundamental by-product of this study though all to

rtant,noi to note,' that the formation of "classification

.coefficientsr" within the discriminant process provides an

excellent'way of projecting expected impact from a newly

collected Set of data variables. By utilizing the linear com-

binations'of this new data, 'expected correlative,'. decisions can.

bp computed which maintain the same variance ,telationship as the

de0Siohs'utilized originally in the initial discriminant

analyses,

In summary, the use of discriminant functions in addressing

the issues of criterion strength and decisioning reliability has

,..beep illustrated to hold great promise for the deCision-maker,

dvaluatorand otherwise problem-solver. Increased

oaCcOuntability, visibility and responsibility are the maximized

ends
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SUMMARY OF THE ,"MAM" FRAMEWORK AND "ROLBAK"

his study has sought to demonstrate the utility of the

multiple alternative modeling formulation (MAM) in determining

program units, for continued fundihg during a fiscal. crisis

Basepon an acceptance of criterion-referenced.model'for simu-

lating future, probable_ decisioning alternatives,. the MAM fiscal

model, ROLBAK, evaluated various forms .of data 'under different

systeM goals (constraints), in order to obserVe the effeCt upon

decisiorkmaking; that'it, which program units to continue, and

'which to deallocate. Like the school closure and curricUluM

activity packaging models preceding it, this fiscal:roll-back

model will assist program administrators as they seek to continue

program operation at an optimal level; though In A state. of

reduced funding.

A.

The Multiple-Alternatives Formulization
,

' .

The multiple alternatives model (MAM) has been devised for

the situations in which multipe solutions are required. School

closures require more than one site be selected,to remediate

existing declining enrollment impacts and wastage'of low per-
,

capita expenditures. Curriculum activity packaging requires the

best possible mix of instructional activities to match desired

outcomes, And, funding crises require some select number of

programs be designated for discontinuance.

The MAM concept models these evaluation complexes through

the use of systems of linear ineqUalities an equalities. Each
,

°
inequality (or equality) represents a sog if c objectixe pre-

defined by the decision- maker; criterio 41 Areferenced and labeled a

constraint (to final solution selection). The' system.of ine-
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.qualities and equalities relate each constraint objective to each
,

of. the decision alternatives being modeled (evaluated for ptoen-

tial inclusion with the final solution 7set). In addition; some

'one or several criterion vectors is (are) selectedtoaCt as 'the

overall guide to decisional optimality, as the objective

function.

The ROLBAK Multiple Alternatives Model

The ROLBAK modeling structure studied within this paper,

presents a MAM-adaptation to assist decision-makers when program

areas must be 'cut'(i.e. deallocated) due to reduced funding.

ROLBAK exists as a sane and rational alternative to the usual

percentage-cut across-the-board; and allows the administrator to

systematically criterion-reference such complex decisions.

Criterion-referencedconstraints have been shown to poten-

tially include budgets by object classification, surveyed percep-

tion of affected partiCipants, and total budgetary composite

control. In addition, the utility of varying criterion.cont1-ol

(objective' function.) has been illustrated.

.Complex Approaches to Complex. Issues:

t);.

The auihons maintain that issues involving many potential

:solutions are indeed tocy.compleX for.the huinan mind to

coMprehend 'Main-effects and interactiveeffectsmodeling simu-

JatiOSPftvide.a valid and reriabi.e methodology:for evalUating

the MAM environment . Without such formulations., complex

decision-making is.little more than L-part ."experienCen'and

4-parts "blind luck'!.:).( and often with lesS than suCcessful

results).
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But the main :areas of criticism will still. prevail. First,

that the need to quaritify. the criteria. requires a greater com7'

mittment to criterion-referenCing than many decision - makers

possess Secondly, that high degrees of time, effort and

sdphistication .are required of individuals mho pSosess little of

, the above And finally, that the system.requires optiaialTy a
.

C,datuter;. and human -based solutions should 'never.'- (?) be based

upon comPuter analysis.

,

,'"As sociaL scientists.. and huaians, simultaneously, we
.

acknowledge these- mi s'gi vings what they are; and disagree ami-

cably (Sometimes).'

The Future of MAM Design

The matching of micro-computerized hardware and software to

desired instructional objectives; ,the evaluation of, item analysis

techniques f r designing computer-assisted survey tethniques; and

the consoli ation of school districts -- are a relatively small

but repres tative:sampling of areas 'where this author is
,r=

currently develoging future MAM appl.ications. Wherever a poten-

tial for multipTt solutiohs exists, the multiple alternatives

model-;wi,11 b-e there. Multiple alternatives model ing. is. not the

wave of the future -- it `is is the avail able tool of today oo

it!!!
4
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1,,Extend:ing the Multiple Alternatives Model to the

....Solution of Other Educational Problem Situations 3
If



EDUCATICNAL MODELING AS THE NEW 'FRONTIER

As recent as .1gT8,,specuTatiOn as to the positive potential

of the multiple alter nati veS. MOdel i rig framework for problem re
solution in the field of educati okras decidedly in favbrof:lhe

. The i de'a of formulating a detai led mathematice'model,::Of'

si oning problem,..wheein a..nuMbar of_pl ausibl ternati,yeS.

were 'to be evaluated across a set of comOetiti ve.interest i ter i a,

.was, to say hejleast not exactly embraCed:by:the eaderSh i i

educati on.

9 M.

The opportunities fzr expl oitati on of .the.. model ing fraMework

were many and obvi ousi. and educators"' were most.'rel uttant to use.

a new techniqUg: ng age -old problems egpeci al ly n a

climate where-educatorS in' general mere not held as high a,
,r%

professional, regard as they .mitht__like or deserve.. But the iy1016p

problems which were', consistent with a' Mul ti ternatiVes: phi 1,--

osophy7weee not adequately resolvAble utilizing 2the old techniques.:

. .

The prime examplej,Was the manner in :which -el etriehtary,schbols

Were eval uated for potential gl OSure, once the policy deCisidn'

had been °mad e to close sChOol SI as means of reS01.V1 problems

associated. with declining elementary ol lments. Mani.Or
-

the decisional. strategies ranged from the su intehdent-OhOsi rig .

the Sites-,ba.sed totally upOrr, political Ty-motiva d '-priorittes;. to

the superintendent charoi ng :a. Committee of .1 ay-persOns to =not only

(A,: develop the critter. is for al t.1Osure; but:alSo,

to analyze each site and subrilit I t Of prioritized. SdioolS

school board approval:

,

:Th not to. say howeVer, 'that t4tre.were Ao...professi °nal,:
.

,

and /or ethical attempts to rational y deal. 'with the'-:'ScllOol ,CTosure,
_ _ _ .

issue.: But these ver'y' Spotty attempts were ften .twarte



efforts of .other 'professionals' who would hide their own politi-

cal motivations'behind the vail of protecting a school for such

reasons as historical preservation, the protection of the

neighborhoOd-school concept, or the predietTbn'of disasterous

effectUpon the child's psycho-social development if it became

necessary for the student to have to transfer to a new school and

make new. friends. Unfortunately, many of these efforts over-rode

the attempts to decrease surplus sites -- schools which have con-
,

tinued to drain district mai
.

budgets ever since:

In 1979, one-district saw the. high utility for such a complex

(modeling framework and its assistance-to educational decisioning,

.and permitted the initial field studies and validation tests

i.d4hich were to prove the MAM approach tb,school closures as a verynih
.,.,viable,mand reliable strategy (Wholeben, 1980a). Since that time,

more applications of the multiple alternatives model and their

'utility:for educational decision- making have betome accepted by

the educational leadership. As as been discussed previously in

this text, the ROLBAK formulation(determining fiscal roll-backs

during educational funding crises) and the MICROPIK formulation'

(evaluating cOmputer-atSisted instructional software and micro-

computer hardware against curricular instructional objectives)

have demonstrated further applicability for the MAM framework in

the problems facing the educator today. Other work such as the

development of the CAP formulation (curriculum activity packaging,

for instructional development; Wholeben, 1980b)have also illus-

trated the diverse utility of the multiple alternatives approach.

nerdy and instructional

In this chapter, the reader will be introduced to several
A

other MAM applications currently understudy and experimentation

within the educational community. This particular portion of the

text will,be necessarily general and non-detailed;anda more

survey-orientation will be utilized in di5playing various models.
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4
For those of you who have ,survived this far, this will hopefully

pro44dethe needed encouragement to finish the remainder of the

book.

The next section will focus mainly upon the wide-array of

applications currentZbe developed. filen, three sections will

focumore sPecificaN, updh three-,of these MA formulations.

the chapter will end with few, 'chosen words on the
m,

barriers facing MAMeutilization which may never be resolved.

ii
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CURRENT DRAWING-BOARD DESIGNS

-1,

Someone very wise and knoWledgable, and whom I am sure was

very'famous (although I am at a.loss to remember a n;aille, ''for legal

citation) -- nevertheless once remonstrated:

"A professional. is a person whohaving some

unique and viable skill, carves out a problematic

situation existent in.society, and proceeds to

demonstrate that this very individual skill is

the preferred solution technique in all cases."

Having said the obvibus with the likewise obvious intention, let

.us no,,4 proceed to explore several of the multiplealternAtives'

applications currently under exploration and/or development:

The "Good Times"

One can remember past years in education where the concern

was not where the next dollar was to come from, or whether or not

the school could stay in operation for the full term of the year

-- but rather. whether tiie school would be able to legitimately

expend all of the fiscal resources made available tcrlt. Many

educational-administrators (as well as many others)becime very

lax during these years of plenty. We forgot the 4fge.Of'hard

work and merit, and the opportunities available 4rough increased

productivity and accountability.

Those days of harmony will'reappear in the fu e; but they

will not come (or remain) without a restructdrin the means,

by which educators currently conduct their business.
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In anticipation of the return of the 'good old days' (?),

several models are currently under design to assure that the

,prosperity which accompanies good times, does not likewise lead

to the decay brought about by ample'resources and technology.

One such model will assist the educational administrator in

operationaliijng the long-awaited philosophy of inservice training

for; the classroom teacher -- that everyone needs renewal sometime.

The TCHRHELP formulation (identification of classroom teachers

for remedial instruction) will.assist this endeavor.

Another modeling formulation will aide the building adminis-

trator and curriculum departmental supervisor to arrive at a valid

choice for hiring new classroom teachers in such a way, that not

only the needs of the curricular area are satisfied, but that the, ,

demands of the school administrator for a balanced staff are

likewise addressed. The TCHRPOOL model (employment interview

pooling for teaching candidates) will. meet these parallel needs. '

A third use of the MAM framework seeks to provide new direc-

tion to the perrenial problems associated with collective

bargaining ancnegotions: Whether unions see themselves,Wthe .

4

protector of employee rights or the facilitator of the eduvtionP

professionals' development and growth and whether adminstra-

tors see' themselves as management or the facilitator of the s

satisfaction of student needs and rights ... is not at issue in a

the model (although it should be of issue somewhere). The

NEGOPAK formulation (bargaining package, development and negotia-
0

tions process planning) will seek to address the contents of a

viable negotiable agreement'-- what is demanded v. what is'needed

-- and what is possibje or rational to expect as the end-product.
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Th YIN t</SO-Good7Times"

Of course, education is not under the constraints of what we

might call good kmes4and currently faces some of the hardest

decisions educators have ever had to make or comply with. Whether

the United States Office of Education (or more recently, the'

Department 'of Education) was in fact a viable and managable

is not 4 moot issue .L= since it has gone the way of the Department

of Enei..1jy under Presi8ent'Reagan's New Federalism. Interesting

.of course as aside -ssue only (L) is the reaiiom of the public

to regaining the lion's share of their independence -- pahlc!!

For yeartthe common cry has been for less federal government

#
0

interfkrence within state educational affairs. That chance has

' ho4cOme--- butt with the opportunity, comes also the mandate to

conduct,business-as-usual on our own-volition. When :JI-rederal.

11:1

interference" stops, so also does "federal financial aide", a

form of interference no One,really seemed to mind. More seriously

however, is the prospects for -,retention of the many eduCational

reforms brought abobt solely bkause of federal mandated require-

ments. Can multiple alternatives modeling meet the test of these

changing times?

Since the jmplementation of SCHCLO:(the:school closure model)

and ROLBAK (the fiscal roll-back model), the obvious tendencies

of further design and development has been to meet the demands of

problematic situations -- declinihg enrollments and fistal bases,

respectively. Newer strategies (and in some cases, reformulations
0

of older strategies) are currently under design for.addressing

the.iSsues of maximized output demand with minimized input-ayail-

:WWty.

ThefUt5EGCLO model (simulating feeder patterns for desegrega-..

tion compliance under school closures) is an obvious reworking of'



the SCHCLO formul ati on, and its interface '.with, a, newer mode
V!,\

strategy, ne FEEDPAT fraMework (.di str i'ot transfer pattrnv for'
. .

R, ,

eder' school,s ) .

1

4.sche., :i Aricts, however. 4.Decreas,ed,fiseal.resour-ces hive taken
, "...,:-;;;g_

A F /;.;';

their , the -smaller tcho41Atitrict as :weal '-- especially
in the ti., he more rural centers *DISTMOG, ('attendance

..:

boundaryi. i'ir '4V t. rig and ihStruCt'i &nal ,program merger for

comb i ni;n.

.,,/:. ...,.

ctictS .intb -dh,,inted'iikl 4,n`d functi cina

consol i 3, s''',ti ctsY.ti a...40er , ,deve.il Opment to lass i st the

9.1 ,
whb 1 e s-..,:,. `°''' .4 . ...: '.

`1
S',

ay's edkati ona-IProbl ems are,. not restricted to the larger

1'

So acr<

.. .

qtaf y a l,.'-, e'..st..,Urc, e; s,f
,

a \a i Lab 1 e :to' , schbo
,

s w, l : 11'

*become SQ..0ronchrO4,- -,Wi'ie-0read clissr DV teacher RIFs
.; ;;:,,,,,o--k :7i.,- , - i ''' ... - '1:.:: -:

r educ tip ti. i....n-foltce..to-.;(.5-hs-.s ) hi 1 11 ne ces&i.t;atie a reverse .. i n the,
i_ ''' ,' ? ..I,. h-'...,__n ..:. -,,,,; , ;fp - '? ;

,corrept c, poll cyof LI FO'. ..(tia,St-, ;n,' first to6t:), terminations :::' -1,,

act we ' e1 1 eve ;;L at ;,'tiei'''e c, ers ,trained -.More re il ..'1'n higher:
:.education fnstitthio.ns are .bettert prepiiired for c1 aS,Sroom steachiP

arc44 that many of ..our, 'seasoned vet4r-ans:,,,:a"re in fact .'dead-wbb ,

he onl '' east able` cd,urse. of acti.ciA on ,termi natton decisi Orr, wi 11_:

involve the .:evaluation .of grit,
- r , , or an c e , training and need

,..., ,

as opposed to t 1 , 1 0, L. I E 0 foPmp I at i on ( due-probets

poli'csanalySe .:661.: ,4isttr18 re 3,9n:in:force) seeks to evaluate
cri,teN'a. :indicatti.e sofa,. reserv,i ng ,..qua1,-ty instructional ,Program

iu i n the face bf perlanne..,..:cut.-back:,:re ements .

F i nal*, the cent, ti:_end i n medium-to-tlilge .school districts
- r e gar d 174 the ,l'e ion of their K-1.2 grade -level part i -

% . .

e.,7

ticjp.ingstsLict4, e*: a K-5; anel:the resulting
effec.t, bon the remainiin4inade- ley rutture0,:jias supported

ty
tPq'.,4C1 itisgn and exper'imerita7 operatjonal i zati on of e:jGRADRECON

formul at; , I '
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\Bath DISTMERG and GRADRECON ,./i 1 1 be di,scus$gdd 2..if1\ more det it
na'later section, of, this chapter, (as.-,,,/,-1\11:'M'AINF,i*-crna4t,pnatiice

1.

repair...and. schedusling.;.,s-de next sectfotii.
;'

JP

, , ., ... i
, . There are. of course multipl e-al ter native deci Sib i ni ne eds

which are present without ,consideration of the!..f:pP,hrlt ,o the
t..

y t imps .-,:, . We lyi 1 1 mention sampil ing :of these .'qiftumslantes , and
. .

,. i
... -

IS 1 1.ustite some of thb Cu nt Milkl farmulaL:COfA'7'..in Sign and/or
, .. ;

,devel OpmOnt stages for! the rts o 1u' tftln. of tpelr ifirobT static or i en-
itt . .. . \ : : , \ ' 4.tqti on. ''`'' ,, .

iz J .;., ,o
$ P',- ' '' ,. i

A., ll'i-,

The' The iheteStity of 1;bLii I ding mail:ritenafic and 4.,:epair, and the
. I+' s I ' t ' / \ :-.) ' Jt .: oe. , AV, '1

roblern4-..assp iat:e. wfth dent if ii.-`i of4,14 ft at i on and the»rya
.4y

edulil ng of rear edial a.tlOtis4ie,.:Ion'g '1p,eer, a ,problem for thet
A.

.f 4 , pr, 1 .cti",ci rIg,odmOnri 4,iitaoY':-'-:: There : are p tikTigs needing f i x in g ,

,
1 b 4ith dqii-erliiit'jiiior ities an.,.v. availability,

tpe i den ii cat,,1 on and sched9T,ir,W,;,k,t1h,e,Se.-,:jObs ' can be a time-Tv,
el: , J. .. Oil-. '' : '''' .,'

CIS uming efforet wil.1`b.e piOnStratec1 :iliia 1 ater section,
u§o, of tide MA IX mOdePrig,-f"Oi:Ippia.tiOili'4,(iclaintenence repai r

.ar*scheetuling) can do a,:g te4 deal in sdr.Ong not only the al
1; , T1c6location of .avai a4'bls 'monves.:

,
:accordingto,freouired repairs, but

.% so 4

thA, iri,di r duals and materials in1451ved as .well as the prior-
sit i,:byi.s.Oreerving:Jer-it a.

!' . . 4 Ot .:

Where the earlier desiign of tihe CAP model (curriculum acti vi-
X
,

tzt pack'aArg) sought onl o evaluate m41t1ple currlcular Alec-w .

- tiv and releva instr.0 tonal activities for instructional,
.

,pac ,
,twng, the n ly tforrplated CURRNET model (curriculum net-

working) will' teploit the "Oull curricular activities of the en-
4. ati-re schQ

e
vjz.,, mathematics, english, social studies, eTc.).

4
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For thedistrict administrator who'has- everything, there is

now the ITEMCHO formulation (itemized survey. insrumentator)' which

designs community, student ;-staff (orwhomever) survey instruments

from a'pool of potential items -- According to criterion-related

needs, demands or circumstances.

And filially, for the state or federal offictals

who constantly complain of their inability to adequately make

choices with regArd to full program development (establihment of

goals, and their delineation into viable action4objectives), or

with respect to the granting of support monies for special lise

(delineated budgeting development) -- there is now the GOALPAK

(educational systems' planner and budgeting allocator) modeling

framework.

Three of these "drawing boarld" Mode ling formulations will now

be described in some detail in order to enrich the reader's

understanding-.of the MAM utility within the ed cational domain.
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DISTMERG THE DISTRICT MERGER FORMULATION

In this secti6n, the use of the multiple alternatives model-

ing formulation will be briefly described for.its application to

the gdals found in the consolida09p of multiple school districts.

The;;Context

Consider the, potential problems associated with an attempted

consolidation of the three school districts (A,B,C) depicted below:

+ _+ + + + + + + + + + + + + +. + + + + + +

+ + +1 + + DISTRICT A + +'+

+ + + I. + -i- +. . + + + + + +

. ..±1 . . . . + ,(E). ... .

1-1 DISTRICT BI
I

+ + + + + +
+ 1 + + + + + +1 .+ + + +

+ 1
+ + + .(E)-ri + + + + ++ DISTRICT C

+ + + + + + +1 + + + + ++ + + ± + + +

+ + +(q+ + +1 + + + +(E)+ + + +. + ++

,+. + +,,+ + + + i
1

+ +(H)+ + t + + + +(E)+

+ -+ + + + + +I + + + + + + + + + + ++

-1- + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + +. +

+ +(E)+ +(J,S)+ + + + + + +(H)+ + + + +1 +

+ ++ + + + + + +.+ * + -0 + + 1 + + + + +
+ + + + + + + +(E)+ * +(E)+*4 1 + + + +.+

+ + +1 + + + + + + + + + + 1 + + + +.v.+,
+1.- +,+ + + + + + + + +1 + +- +

+, +' +.4 + +. + + + + + + + 4 + + + + + .

+ ++

+ + + +.+

where, the. codes E S, and H represent elementary, junior,hig ,

seni high. and high school (9-12), respectively..
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The needfor'the:forced-merger '2oftwo or more school districts

-into a consolidated district can often t'e:qinked to financial

necessity. To maintain a quality instructional-program, two

districtS n often pool their resdurCes-, and'establish the

:.reqUiredfisCal support base. Sometimes, the fiscal relationship.

'M.Wbeindirect,.where a district finds itself, without adequate

building resources (for whateVer reason: e.g. Condemnation) and

cannot float the necessary d monies for construction: Of

course, :.declining enrollments in, both districts can be a highly

Motivating factor for merger,'Alsa.

The.issues surrounding, district consolidationill themselves

encompals several diverse areas.. One paramount issue will in-

volve the decision as to whether the existing building sites will

remain.operational (highly unlikely), or whether some will be

targeted for future clbsure. Potential closure*otwithstanding,
/.

attendance areas will require redefinition of their boundaries;

and thus children who had previously attended'an elementary. site

within their. Original district, may now find themselves going to

school in a closerithOugh different elementary site within a

the previbutly neighboring districrs boundaries.

From a programmatic point of vie*, a district merger can often

require the re-centralization of program components within sites

' (centrally) accessible to the majority of chifdren. This could

mean the relocation of a special education program from one site

to another 77 and across once-existent inter-district :bOundar'les.

Finally, geogrdpbic as well as prograMmatic consolidation could

very likely lead to required RIFs of'instructional:and support

personnel..
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The Alternatives'

P
The DISTMERG mqeUng-formulation approached via the land'

engineeringtechnique, called 'geocoding'. Geocoding simply means

to divide the geog4phic area of the districts into like-Zrea

cellS (called geocoded cells, obviously) by overlaying the area

with a cartesian coordinate 'graph (shown above by the use of '+').

e

Each cell (x,y) coordinate represents a segment of zn atten-

dance area or residential partition which must pltimateTylbe

assigned as the principal responsibility of some school. While

such criterion indicators as distance from each cell to each site,

or' number of potential enrollees via each cell is certainly cal-
.,

culatable it is likewise unnecesssary.

Each alternative is structured as the attendance cell which

?
could reasonably-berassjgned to a par 'cUlar schoOl site For

the most part .(eXce4 in relatiely atge districtt), the' main

cOnsideratiolvdill at leas initially be t4ith-the elementary sites.-

Thils while (for example) 415110,13 3 might be assigned to

either'of two elementary sites, it is uhreaSonablef(a4 a.waste

of time) to consider the assignment of an attendance cell at one

end of the map to be pOtentially,assiOable to 'a site 'at the other

end,
t A

The alternatives' structure for a very simple formulation may

thus appearHa.s follows:

4

ELEMENTARY SITE #1 II ELEMENTARY SITE #2 11
11 1,211,311,41 . 5,611 5,415,515,6'1 17,311
11 11 it

where attendance cells r 5,4; 5,5; 5,6 3 are potentially assign-

able to one or the 'other of the twoiMposed elementary:sites.
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For more complex. formulations, the of the FEEDPAT

(district transfer patterns for .feeder. schools) formulationn-WouId

be required to sblvethe relationships of junior highs,:etc. to

the elementary. siteste evaluated for attendance transferrees.

As will be mentioned below in the subsectiEn concerning the

for:nation of criterion constraints,Ahe use of composite slack

variables will berequired to maintain some basic' level of manda-

tory enrollMent for a. S';'ite, such that failure to achieye that

attendance level will: signal tf e site for. ,potentiaT closure.

-The Criterion Constraints

The DISTMERG forMulation-is natia simple model to construct,

although Its borrows- 'heavily from fts'predecessor, the 'SCHCLO

framewOrk. physically-oriented ,constraints will

require quantification (distance af each cell to reasonable sites

as measured 6:y Statue.milds; time netessarid_n traversing the
6 ;1's

statutedistance; actual enrollMent density of each cell;. archi7

lectiS recommended capacity for each.buildingand so forth).

Attendance assigned:to-each llUildirv'Must be monitored in

order to not violate Capacity'reStrictions while simultaneouslY

each and every cell of the distnictt must be assigned to one and

only.one school. Required travel distance as summed across the

cells will be_Minoinized; while the,assignedenrollment,fOrech:44

site will be maximized. THe-sUM7.0 a-Counting vector', where. the

value '1' is assigned for each:.*que and ineViduaI ce)1,mUst
_ ;

A

utimately equal the 'Value Of.theber bf total tellt astfgpa41e....:!

2 1
. , '

More subjectiv criteria maybe entered into the model i"n,'; the

form of parent's preference for' drie site over 611841er, as well aSf

the observed instructional-:prog aMMa-Eic capacity Ofal u,i lid irig, to

support various detirable aCti ities,
4.



At thesame time, a constraintmaximizingthe physical cover-
, age of the district by.bui10tngsites might be, required. And the

need to equalize m:ineky'population representatibn-may

be a key ingredient of the consolldation-reassignmenf-decision.
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GRADRECON - THE GRADE-LEVEL RECONFIGURATION F.tiRMULATION:

A complex modeling strategy which requires :the use of slack;
variables is the GRADRECON formulation:- GRADRECON is diretted to

evaluate, the various grade-level patterns .which might 6e qf

benefit to the restructuring of a school district. The major
.

distinction between this mcidel and many ofthe other detigns is

the flexibility surrounding suin-compilationt of .certajn ct'iterion

vectors to denote K-5 v. K-6; or -8 v.' 7-8' pal:titiponed Aifferences.

As displayed on thg following page, the modell,illi,stuctUre 044

the multiple alternatives for the GRADRECON frame44, is. deyeloped:.

by creating thirteen (13) storage locations for. ariter-ion data

representative of eachof the K-12 grale' levels. actual

variables must trien. be constructed 'mite slack§
a

which will under execution contain the various sums

variously partitioned K-12 grade levels...,

For example, the r K-5 3 and E K-6' decision variat es will

contain poenti al 1 y , diff er ent sums based upon the fact 6 t

K-5 unit will 'nave grade-val ues K,1, summed °Wit**

storagelocatibp; whereas the-K-6 unit `will have grad

K,1, , 6 sunned within its storage locatfon, Likewi'se.

of the identified slack 'storage compoSite

The decisi-on to choose; k-K-5 v. K-6 (br the simultaneous

6-8 v. 6-9 1 n the K-5 setting, as .opposed to the 7-8'v.

the K-6 setting) highlights the extreme complexit'y'qf the :gr a d e-
.

reconfig'urarion detisioning strategy.; At theis.ate time' however,

this complexity, also allo ',the extreme flekibility of' the model .°

.
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to evaluate the 'more normal' combinations of grade levels which

would likely exist within a single district.

A simple representation of this alternatives' model would

exist as follows:

K 6 6

K 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 5 8 9

v v v

v y

vv V V

,V V V V V V'

V

v v

V V V

v v v v.

v v v

9.10 K 7 7 910.
L2 12 6 8 9 12 12

1

1 1

1 1.

-1

-1

1

-1

-1

1 1 1 1

11

vs,
1

=0

=0

=0

=0

=0

=3

=1

=1-

=0

=0

=0

=0.

=0

=3

.1

. =1

=1

where 'v' represents the various Criterion values (non- differen-

tiated) associated mAti the required constraints of the decision.

The Criterion Constraints
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Certain field representations h'ave-found,that criteria which

represent the 'contribution' of a particular grade level to the

overall configuration.best allows thw e model i.ts,necessary flexi-

bility. Because of the structure of the model in requiring the .

decision variables to be the slacks, ..the 'physical size of the

formulation-itself can become qdfte -- and yet remain a
.

scant matrix because of its (see above) numerous zero submatriCes.

Altheugh not shown (the author does .have some cogipassion),

additional criterion values could be modeled dtrectlOsghin the

slack portion of the formulation -- dempnstrating particular

contributions of one formulation (e.g. a.5, 6-8, 9-12 as Opppsed.:,

to a K-5, 6-9, 10-12 fo'rmulation bdt within the same K-5 sett=ing)

over another.
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MAINFIX - 7HEMAINTENANC,&-REPAIR SCHEDULING FORMULATION

."
A final representationlof'a.nother multiple alternatives model

within the educational sector remains the use of mathematical
.

modeling structures to .decision maintenance priOritl,es,,and ehe

resulting scheduling'of these prioritized repair needs;

The Alternatives ,,

The'cbnstruction of "MAINFIX. 1.5 a unique 1ontribution of the'

MAM' framework, since the model isinormally executed at least,twO

separate times. 'The. initial 'execution is defined the identifica-

tion run, wherein the various maintenance alternatives 'are eval-

uated, and those fitting within the allocated budget are selected.

The second execution is the scheduling run -- that is, with

the decisioned alternatives as now repreentative of a reduced

set of alternatives, each alternative being sab-delieneated into

three subcategories: -early term, middle term and late term* as

. concerning 'the time -of -term for each maintenance unit's repair

time-scheduling priority.

The Criterion Constraints

The MAINFIX'formulation with the exceptance of its etlu red

two - phase execution, is a basic criterion formulation f a full'.

matrix. Criterion indicators common to maintenance costs, number

of personnel required, degree of priority, availability of /he ,

necessary repair mater als and/or equipment are all represented.

The secondary execution - where.the time for repair is

uision'ed,as opposed to the_actual'identification of the intended
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repair -- is somewhat more complex, though not as compelling fOr

instant insanity as either the DI$TMERG. or GRADRECON model(s).

Criterion measures of need, demand -and subjective priority: are

input in order to select a scheduling frame of either term-1,

term-2 or.term-3 foreach and every'identified pribrity. .Care

must be taken of course, tp insure that one and only one schedul-

ing term is decfsioned for each"identified alternative.

0
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UNRESOLVABLE tARRIES -- THE EpUCArrONAL DILEMMA

' 1.

A final commentary onfthe utifity,ofthe MAMfrofftwOrk. must
,.

be offerred in,order to conclude this chapter on a.nealispc,
. . :

l . .
though somewhat pessimistic and downbeat,note.

V

A cursory reading of th,aforegoing materialconcernig

rent develbpmenAal and experjmental models, for multiple

tiv.es dec.ision7making Might fead.one toPbelieve tnattalvation

for the .eduCational administrator:is. but,, around the
Pi
corner. Nothing (it is sad'for me.to S:ay) cold befurther from

- the truth..

Although it is obvious that some-knowledge of the modeling

concept is prerequisite to successfullyimplementing:the MAM.

orientation, It .is7not as obvious, as to the pOtential barriers

existent Withitthe modeling formulation itself,,- thatiS, the

IdentifieWon of alternatives, and the subsequent definition and

measurement appropriate trften.{on constraints. That most in-

stitutions of higher education which credentia or otherwise.

train school administrators 'today do.not off r. courses in the

application of quantitative modeling to decision.-making -- beyond

the,usual elementary statistics course required for the masters

degree -1- signals the unfortunate regar.'imany administrative
. ze

trainer's have for the'use ofnumbers- in evaluation.

. Note the wariness onthe part of many educators towards a

highly structured approach to evaluative tlecisioning (and in a

sense, accountability), and'the.reader has a' very realiStic view

of the usual acceptance of a mathematical.modeling frameWork for

evaluating and determining final decisions.'

An'd''if training and experience do not prove sufficient

obstacles to the usetf. modeling for evaluating.alt&:natiVe5, the

j8'7
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. A ,

).-

le
.

reader, has only to recall on on hand of five -ringers) the.
7

i

number of times over the p y a , Where 'decisions were made
,,

'bated upon,solely politiCal: nsideratidin lieu of the actual

enforcement of the data cite as the basisl.of the decisions so
.

administered. f .
y.

.
1

\

i

I.

Now 5()r the upbeat and positive side

Cdrrent litigations and .court rulingS point,to a renewed

interest on ihe4part of communities for informed .decision- making.

Mdre and more,
1
teachers are questioni6githe actual. criterion
.

base. upoh Which decisio'ns are made n- and furthermore are examifl-

ihg the decisionsmade against the criterion indicators held s

indicative'of -those de ions; For their- part, the emerging x.

educational administ r is slowly recognizing the very influ-

ential role of compel-ter. as a medium for new forms of evaluation ?

and decision- making: In effect, the future o1 education is not

tomorrow's innovation, but rather the recognized use of-that

innovation as e means of making education' ore accountable and

more available to external validation by 'ts critics. r.
4
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COMPUTERIZATION- AND AVAILABLE SOFTWARE

.

0

A common question pOsed to the authb&from the field as to

the implementation of the MAM framework, revolves around the ob-

vious requirement for.computer hardware' and packaged software in

orddr to utilize the mathematical fosrmulation for evaluation and

"deoision,ing.

Dt ing the _past five years, various mod ng software packages

nivebeen,utilifeC1 to differing degrees of satisfaction and ease.

Invariably, a:partiCular software paCkage will be hardware- bound,

and thus -what might have existed on a UNIVAC 1110 will (may) not

be available ori a CDC CYBER.170=75Q or IBM 370. Although these

machines are considered macro-mainframes, several equally good

packages are available on what have come to be known as super-
.

miniframes 'or mini-computers (e.g.VAX,11/780 or HP3000).

In. this section, we will be concerned primarily with the

software packages the authOr has utilized, although mention:will
_

obviously, be made as to the type of machine housing:the particUlar

package.

Macro-Computerized Software

, ,.. .

The Madison Academic Computing Center (MACC) at the UniverSity

of Wisconsin at Madi sorb ult iliZes a UNIVAC 1110 macroMainframe;

and supports a wide-ar f mathematical programming software

(of which integer programmhh: routines are but a few).for use as

mathematical modeling routines for the School of Engineering,

School of Business, and the Pepartment'of Computer Science

. One such software package, known as IPMIXD, performs a stan-

dard solution generation complex by way of a FORTRAN-based sub=
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routine. The MAM'problem is modeled within'a FORTRAN - written

,program, and the IPMIXD package calle as a standard subroutine

reference. The output ranges from a few pages to boxes ..; and

the analyst must be extrem6ly careful when assigning initial

deters. IPMIXD is fairly 'powerful, and provides readable

output for the novice.

The University of Washington. (in Shttle) utilizes a rela-
.

tively new CDC (Control Data Corporation) CYBER 170-750 number-

crUncher within its Academic Computer Center'(ACC). The

predominate integer-programming package is the standard MPOS

(Multi Purpose Optimization System) package distributed through

the Vagelback Computing Center at Northwestern University in

Evanston, Illinois.

Unlike'IPMIXD, the MPOS integer routine (called BBMIP) is a

key -word oriented selection of commands -- not requiring the

modeler to first prepare a standard FORTRAN (or other Compiler-

based.language) prOgram. 'Such a program has obvious'ease'for the

non-progratmer. MPOS provides for eaernal datafile access, and

therefore can be considered .extremely flexible, as well as power-

ful.

While both MPOS and IPMIXD are both batch-processing oriented

.,packages, another software package available on the University of

Washington macro-system is the interactive package, EZLP. This

mathematical programming routine was developed at the Georgia

Institute 0,,,L Technology and also allows indirect datafile access

from. an exterhl source. Coupled with the ability to be 'accessed

interactively.from a'terminal;"end executed on-line EZLP proms
1

vides mediate feedback and solution formulations for relatiVely

medium-sized problems.
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Mini-Computerized Software ,

Developed by Dr. Linus Schrage of the University of Chicage,

the interactive package LINDA (Linear Discrete Optimizer) is

available on .such mini - computers. as the Digital Equipment Corpor-
i.

ati.on's VAX !1/780 and PDP machines. While somewhat easier to

_Use as Opposed' to the EZLP interactive package,. LIMO does have

,amajor shortcoming -- external datafile elements are nort-acces-

sibV to the peogramting routine. Therefore, data must be

,enpered. in the form of the algebraic inequality, for each and

every criterion constraint. Hbwever, LIDO js by far, the

easiest for. the novice-student to learn, and implement. Output

is good;
1
and wl..41 be' as annotated for the user as initially input.

Micro-Comouterized Software

To the current knowledge of this author, there.eXiSts no

integer programming MAM routines for use in such micro-computers

as APPLE. or TRS-30. However, plans are currently underway by.

the author to develop a moderate-sized routine written in BASIC

for 'the TRS-80 TRSDOS BASIC and APPLESOFT BASIC compilers.

0
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PERSPECTIVES AND IMPLICATIONS

One of the hardest parts of writing a fairly lengthy lmanu-

script is developing a reasonably meaningful last chapter.

Obviously, the more important points co cerning context, design,

implementation and interpretation have teen dealt with in,pre-.
.

vious chapters. At the same time, good a thors shoUld somehoW

bade their readership farewellb
This text has been postulated on the:belief, that the role of

the educational. leader in the years to come will require greater

involvement within problem analysis and resolution, from a more

quantitative persp,ctive. Although educators and-othen'social

scientists have for decades espoused, that not everything' is

measurable -- there are nonetheless ample opportunitieS'inwhich

to develop quantitative assessment strategies for evaluation and.

decisioning within the educational environment. The mathematital

modeling'methodology-developed within thi text is certainly,a

firm example of the power which the 'manager could display in

dealing with the complex issues of today.

While at the University of Washington, I have managed to de-

velop a.doctoi-aLseminar in which.practicing administrators have

been instructed in the use of the multiple alternatives modeling .=..

.methodology -- a practice I will be able to continue with the

University of Texas at El Paso. A copy of the course perspectus

has been included for the reader's perusal within the appendix

of this text.

Yet with theeagerness and enthusiasm displayed by the students

within this seminar, there has also been. the willing disregard for

the modelfrom some school districts in the area who could have

availed themselves of such a simulative design for determining
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school clos,ures, or ear-Marking pro/l^am terminations..under fiscal

recessiah. , Andellen amain, other school districts nave embraced

the design .with at the least, a need tg'wnderstand trhiether4 or*

not their crerion indicators will in fact di criminate between

potential solution alternatives'. :
.10

r ,

As ..edUcatorsbe omemore nccoyqableand as school boards

and community groupademend More visibility and resporrsibility-

froMtheir eppointeAeducational *leders -- the role ipf. models

like 'MA will take on new importanceland like. It is Hdiculous

to-a'ssuMei r.that'the'Computer or its associged.software'will ;n3-
effect Meke the dec.fsiOn modeled. But; it 'is likewise ignorant

to assume, that .the a' quantitative analysisyrramework.is

wothlesS since it has hot been widely aCctpteC or utilized.

Like computer literacy and high.sChool pi-oficienty examine-e .

tions, Mathematical.prograpi.ng and multiple alternatives model-

ing will8dome into its own -- not because it was deired-ot even
..

liked --.b6t.betause it was finally reCognized,.as unavoidably

.necessary..
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APPENDIX A: COURSE OUTLINE FOR ;IAA INSTRUCTION

<«««««««««««<*>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>»

SPECIAL PROBLEMS IN EDUCATIONAL ADMINISTRATION

"Evaluation Modeling for Educational Decision - Making ",

<«««««<««««(«(*>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>

This course will examine the role of mathematical modeling

techniques, and their importanCe within the realm of educational

evaluation and decision-making. Class presentations will be

sequential; and will deal with such issues as areas of technique

application, general design constructs of the "Multiple

Alternatives Model" as portraying the execution of "Multiple

Alternatives Analysis", specific building steps in formulating an

Individual model, computer-oriented techniques useful during the

design and analysis stages, and required pre- and.post-analysis

statistical procedures for assessing content validity and process

reliability.

Although course pre-requisites are not currently permitted

for selected entry into this seminar, the student is advised of

the following assumptions on the part ,of the professor: that.

each seminar member have successfully accomplished at least two

courses in statistics, have at least a rudimentary'understanding

of the formation and utilization of simultaneous linear equations

and inequalities from linear algebra, and have had some prior.

experience with writing and executing SPSS statistical programs

on the CYBER 170-750 (Main campus computing mainframe).
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Because-lf the sequential nature of the material to be pre-
,

sented within the class sessions, attendance at each session is

mandatory, and without exception except in cases of emergency.

This rather unusual requirement is demanded due to the complexity,

and technical difficulty' associated with,the course content. It

has been found over the past three years, that students missing

any amount of (or i)ortion thereof) the sessions have been unable

to complete course requirements. EdAdm 537 is an advanced

seminar; and since the majority of the atten.ding/studentsare

pursuing doctoral study, such attendan6e perogative: should be

assumed a priori.

Since this seminar is,truly 'fieldapplications' oriented,

individual readings will be confined to those contained within

the course texts, and those additional library references which

individual students will haVe to survey based upon the topic and
.

direction of their particular course project. Individual work on

the defined field project:is required; and therefore, no group

projects will be allowed, No examinations or tests are planned

at the conclusion of this'seminar. Full basis for the final

course grade depends upon the results of the individual field

application, and the appropriateness of the final project report.

Exceptions to.or substitutions for the project and report will

i not be allowed.

The final report associated with the. field application is

expected to be a fully-edited, clean manuscript of approximately

2b-25 pages, typed, 1k-spaced, and following the rules of'soMe

acceptable thesis preparation guide (NOTE: the APA PUBLICATION

MANUAL is strongly suggested as a useful and relatively inexpen-

sive investment, and is available at the campus bookstore). All

tables a/o figures must. be fully readable, labelled, and set-off

on separate pages from the general text of the manuscript.

Manuscripts which would not be considered acceptable for publica-
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tion as a journal article, will not bq accepted 'as.fulfilling the

course completion requirements. A general topical format for
2

your consderation, but only as' an example, is

te

ABSTRACT (100 words or less)

INTRODUCTION TO THE PROBLEM

DISCUSSION OF THE TECHNIQUE

MODEL DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT

DATA MEASUREMENT AND FORMULATION

EXECUTION AND RESULTS

VALIDITY AND RELIABILITY TESTS -

DISCUSSION AND SUMMARY

IMPLICATIONS

7-

/

Modifications to the above outyine are acceptablie; but the stu-

dent is cautioned to remember, that some of the major criteria to

be utilized in judging the final report will be those of

completeness, thoroughness and understanding.

The subject or focus of the actual field investigation is at

the discretion(of the student, with approval from the professor.

The field problem to be modeled must however be of such a nature,'

that it demonstrates the qualities of a true 'multiple

alternatives' situation, and that the application Of a quan-

titative evaluation-and decision-making model to the problem's

remediation will result in a useful documentation of content and"'

process information for the -educational field practitioner.. Due

to the time restrictions placed upon an academic quarter seminar,
ot
here will exist some negotiable room between 'what is defined'

as the:bases for a full-implementation of the specific deci-

0- sioning (sic) model, and 'what is sufficient' for empirical deno-

tation of the vali ity and reliability issues involved in the

resolution of the de ined problem.
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<EdAdm-537) exists as one of the more intense seminars in the

530-series, and:demands'an extreme, almost dogmatic attentiveness

and participativeness on the part of the student. This par-

ticular seminar has 'also been fgund to be a-most useful sequence'

in the.development of skills for evaIL.ating and resolving many of

the more complex problems facing,the emerging educational admi-

nistrator today. .Computer.Systems are but tools; and quan-

titative analysis techniques forresolVing complex issues are but

skillS; you are the catalyst which can make-them work for the

optimization of educational performance and progress,
7

[Section 013 INTRODUCTION TO MODELING & APPLICATIONS

1Sebtion,023

1. The Multiple Alternatives Setting

2. Policy v. Action Alternatives Modeling

3. Main, v. Interactive Effects Modeling

4. Angle v. Multiple Entry Solutions

5. Linear Inequalities and System Impact

6. Maximization/Minimization for Optimality

TECHNICAL COMPONENTS OF THE MAM FRAMEWORK

T. Measurement Scaling and Data Generation

2. Criterion Definition and Referencing

3. Development of Decisional Alternatives'

4. Criterion Comparison Vectors

5. RHS-Limits and the Conditional Vector

6. The Constraint Matrix

7, The Objective Function

[Section 033 CONSTRAINT MATRICE AND CONDITIONAL VECTORS

4o0
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V

1.. The General System. Impact Constraint

2. The Specific Alternative Impact ConStraint

MOdeling the Four Measurement Scales

4. Search.far Initial Integer Feasibility.

-5. Relaxed-v. Restricted RHS-Influence 7

6. Modeling Maximization v. Min'imilation.Bounds

(Section 043 OBJECTIVE FUNCTIONS AND CYCLIC OPTAATiON

1. Utillty of a Cyci4c,Optimization:Procedure

2. Development Ofthe 'Tracking Matrix'

3. ,Structure or the System Database

4. Post-'Hot Assessment of Results'Per Cycle

[Section 053 DEFINITION AND DEVELOPMENT OF ALTERNATIVES

1. Mutual-Exclus.iVeness for Independence

2. CollectiVe-ExhauStiveness for Total Control

3. Delineation Paradigm for Alternatives

4. Single-Entry'and Multiple-Entry Definition

5. The Hierarchical, Multiple-Entry.Situation

6. Tautological Comparison and Control

(Section 063 DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION OF THE DATABASE

1. Review of NOS Command Procedures

2. Introduction to the UEDIT System Editor

'3. Computing Initial Statistics Using MINITAB

4. 'Fransposing Conmn-Vectors to Row-Vectors

5. Building MAM-Databases Utilizing MINITAB

6. Modifying the Database with the UEDIT Editor

(Section 073 DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION OF ANALYSIS-PROGRAMS
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1. Introductfon:to MPOS Integer Programming

2. UEDITing the MPOS Executable Package

3. SUBMITing, OGETing and ROUTEing Results

4. Normal Techniques for Initial Feasibility

5. Comparing Restricted v..Relaxed Solutions

6.-Common Mistakes with tne'MPOS Package'

7. Verifying MPOS Analyses and Findings

[Section 083 PRE-ANALYSIS STATISTICS FOR MODELING CONTROL

1

1: CORRELATION for Criterion Independence

2: ONEWAY ANOVA for Undesirable Criterion Bia§-

3. FACTOR ANALYSIS -M.. Criterion Efficiency

[Section 091 POST -HOC STATISTICS FK VALIDITY & RELIABILITY

1.-ANOVA and the OptiMality Weighting Mafrix

2. DISCRIMINANT FUNCTIONS and Predictability

3. UEDITing the Database for SPSS Analyses

[Section,(°103 FORMULATION FOR STEPWISE SOLUTION STRATEGIES

[Section 113

1. Dichotomizing the Selection-Tally Vector

2. Restructuring the RHS-values

3. Restructuring the Database via UEDIT Editor

4. Approaching the Final Solution Set as Limit

7'1

INTERACTIVE MULTIPLE ALTERNATIVES MODELING
, -N.

1. The EZLP Package

2. The-LNDO Package
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APPENDIX B: COURSE SYLLABUS'FOR MAA INSTRUCTION

Genera..1 Topic> <Soecific Reference> <Instructionai.Objectives>

. MULTIPLE ALTERNATIVES CONTEXT

1: school closures

'2: curriculum activity packaging

3: We-employment teacher interview pc*A'g.
4: microcomputer. hardware/softwre matching

5: bOdgetary ro117:backs

.6: school. district consolidations

4w7? attenboundarydance redistricting

8: .elementary school gradelevel reconfiguation

9: feeder - ;pattern control

10: survey questionnaire item - analysis and selection

GENERATING MULTIPLE ALTERNATIVES

1: delineation of objectives' framework

2: 'brain-storming' framework

3: 'random-components' f..mework

DEFINING CRITERIA FO 1AM ANALYSfS.

1: 9eneric. ientation

(effectiveness,efficiency,satisfaction,eXpenditure)

2: speciesAor'ientation

(intent,method,value,means)

3: measure orientation

(physical,tamsformational,definitional,synthetic)-

DEVELOPING CRITERIA FOR DATA COLLECTION

1: documentation,reviews

2: survey collection
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SCALING CRITERIA FOR DATA MEASUREMENT

1: °common scalingLtechniques

2: counting ,techniques

3: weighting techniques

4: probabilistic-measurement techniques

FORMULATING LINEAR INEQUALITIES

1: vector summations

2: slack storage units

3: tautological decisioning vectors

COMPUTING THE CONDITIONAL VECTOR

1: raw -score summation te6hniqye

2:- t-normal gengralized effecetchnique

3: differential impact technique

(mean w/ standard deviation)

4: special case of the 'scant' conflict matrix

PREPARING THE OBJECTIVE FUNCTION'

CONSTRUCTING THE DATABASE

1: "access to the CYBER 170/750

2:. use of the MINITAB package ,

3: T-Normal transformations

4: matrix, transposition procedures

5: conflict matrix generatio

zOi

STATISTICAL ROUTINES TO PRE-ANALYZE CRITERIA

1:

2:

3:

4:

roduct-Moment Correlation

Non-parametric Correlation

Oneway Analysis of VarianCe

Factor Analysis.

MPOS(BBMIP) ROUTINE TO ANALYZE MAM PROBLEM

1: access to the CYBER 170/750
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2: Northwestern Univerity MPOS Routines

3: use of they BBMIP integer programming'.:routine

STATISTICAL ROUTINES TO POST-ANALYZE SOLUTION(S)

1: Oneway AnalySis of Variance

2 :. Discriminant Function Analysis

3: .Multivariate Regression

CYCLIC OPTIMIZATION AND THE TRACKING MATRIX

1: . dichotomy- scaled selection teChniques

a 2: observation- scaled selection techniques

STEPWISE SOLUTION(S) AID RS- UPDATING

MODEL RELIABILITY AND SOLUTION VALIDITY
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APPENDIX PROPOSAL OUTLINE FOR MAA FIELD STUDY ROJECT

CONSTRUCTING THE EDADM 508 PROJECT PAPER

(A Guide to Content and Sequence>

Item Delineation of Contents
r

ABSTRACT OF PROPOSAL

:TITLE PAGE

TABLE OF CONTENTS

1. 350 words or less, in 3 paragraphs

2. 1st paragraph =, statement of mission'

3. 2nd paragraph = statement of method

4.. 3rd agraph =Thstatement of results

1. title of project, with short 1-sentence

description of project

2. authorship credit, with credential

3. statement of- funding credit'

4. statement of disclaimer

. major topics, andmain subtopics,

by page reference

2. appendice reference by,page-number

3. list of attachments.

lISTOF FIGURES/TABLES 1. full title,of figure and/or table

with page reference

INTRODUCTION TO PROPOSAL 1. general introduction to the proposed

program and/or project

ASSESSMENT OF NEED(S) 1. design of the assessment, with statement

of 'significant; others' participation'
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STATEMENT OF PROBLEM

'STATEMENT OF MISSION

2. rationale for data collected, analysis

interpretation(s), and decisions drawn

3. specific reference to the constructive

'interrogativadverbs' of WHO, WHERE,

WHEN, HOW,, WHY,. and WHAT 1

4. discussion of maiiple alternative

strategies toward probleni resolUtion,

and the (suggested) strategy to reconcile

direction

1. 1-page discussion of the perdeived

problem; more of a narrative summary

of the "assessment of need(s)" section

1. 1-page statement of the intended direction

of the remediation tactics to be

developed within 'the remainder of the

proposal

DELINEATION / OBJECTIVES 1. utilize the format of:

phase.goal.objective.activity.task.

2. structure this section in outline form:'

01 Statement of Phase

01.01 Statement of Goal

01.01.01 Statement of Objective

ti
01.01.01.01 Statement of Activity

NARRATIVE'DESCRIPTION

01.01.01.01.01 Statement of Task

1. narrative explanation of project

2. review of supporting rationale for

decisions made during design and

development

3. explanation of time and other resource

allocations
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FORMATtg EVALUATION

4. explanation of responsibillitykrasstgnments

5. summary via GANNT Chart

1. explanation of frameWork suggested to

conduct 'Program improvement' evaluation

2. definition of criteria to be measured

3. discussion of measurement schemes'for

data colle tion

. denotati of major 'milestones' where

significant departures from expected

sthedule will require a restructuring

of the proposed program 1

SUMMATIVE EVALUATION 1. explanation of framework suggested to

conduct 'performance output' evaluation

2. definition of criteria to be measured

3. discussion of measurement schemes for

data collection

. suggested summary reporting procedures

for the assessment results to each of:

a. effectiveness (intent)

b. efficiency ''(method)

c. satisfaction (value) .

d. expenditure (means)

REPORTING W. RESULTS 1. explanatfon ofthe structure for the

final document tobe 'submitted at the

conclusion of the program's implementatiOji

2. introduction of 'sample'.reportirig

figures, tables or graphs

APPENDICE 1. copy of goals/objectives flowchart

2. copy of activities/tasks network

3. 'summary of activities' pages from the
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ATTACHMENTS

CRM .cOrnputer analysis

daYfi le page from the computer run

1. any supporting documentation, 'figures.

or :other materials, 'which are germane

to presentati on of thee proposal but not

neccseari ty a formal of the progrim
. sr
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